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Anti-Aguirre Plans Hatched Over Breakfast

By Don Bauder

We are losing the war,” lamented Kris Michell, an aide to Mayor Sanders, Saturday morning, April 22, at Ortega’s restaurant in Ocean Beach. That’s according to my source — to be identified in this column by the unisex appellation “Pat” — who was sitting in the next booth, overhearing what appeared to be a Sanders administration strategy session. Understandably, the source doesn’t want to be identified.

Michell, Sanders’s director of legislative services, was huddling that morning with Mayor Sanders, former assistant city attorney Les Girard, and Fred Sainz, another mayoral aide. The enemy Michell was attacking was city attorney Mike Aguirre, who by most reports is indeed winning the public opinion war in his efforts to roll back pension benefits granted in 1996 and 2002.

“I interpreted the meeting as the mayor’s camp versus Mike Aguirre,” says Pat. “It seemed like a planning session,” as the group “tried to figure out how to neutralize and besmirch Aguirre.”

Sanders took a telephone call, then left early. Pat couldn’t definitively catch what the mayor said. “Les Girard did most of the talking, and the others were agreeing,” says Pat. After a lengthy anti-Aguirre colloquy, Girard was next to leave; Michell and Sainz stayed on to lay some more plans.

A few days later, Sainz told one publication that the continued on page 8

Contact Don Bauder at 619-546-8529 or don.bauder@mac.com
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Reservoir Keepers Get Sweet Deals

By Joe Deegan

In houses only minutes from their jobs, reservoir keepers remain on call 24 hours a day. Who would begrudge them the low rents they pay the city? I ask keeper Diane Dine what it’s like to be stuck day and night at Sutherland Reservoir, northeast of Ramona. She has a daytime office at the reservoir’s public-access docks, and her city-owned house sits on Sutherland Dam Road, west of the lake and several hundred yards above the dam. “I wouldn’t say I’m stuck,” says Dine, who has worked at the lake for nine years. “I like it out here.”

After another keeper, Joe Hughes, vacated the Lake Hodges city-owned house in early summer 2004, San Diego Water Department acting director Charles Yackly received a recommendation to almost double its rent. In a June 22, 2005, e-mail to Yackly, the Real Estate Assets Department’s Diane Drake wrote: “If the new reservoir keeper wants to rent it, or if the water department has another employee for that property, please let me know, so that I can start preparing the lease. I haven’t seen the house yet, but the current rent is $255 and if we rent it to another reservoir keeper, we should increase the rent to at least $495 per month…. This is still substantially below market.”

Yackly returned Drake’s e-mail after two days, referring to an existing Water Department plan to charge the reservoir keepers 50 percent of market value for their rents. He asked, “Does the $495 per month reflect 50 percent of the market?” The department soon realized, however, that all its reservoir houses were priced well below 50 percent of market value. Apparently to correct the situation, the department several months later, on October 5, produced a proposal to raise rents at seven of the houses. It recommended raising two Barrett Lake houses from $204 and $210 to $425, two Sutherland Dam houses from $208 and $300 to $450 and $550 respectively, and the Lakeside Pump Station house from $344 to $490. It also proposed pricing the San Vicente Dam house at $450 and the Lake Hodges house at $500. No one occupied the latter two houses at the time.

In December of last year the Water Department sought to put reservoir keeper Conway Bowman into the Lake Hodges house. Craig Gibson, supervising property agent at the Real Estate Assets Department, assigned employee Brett Maxfield to write up a lease for Bowman. Maxfield is an attorney and licensed real estate broker. The Real Estate Assets Department would fire Maxfield three months later.

E-mails and Water Department documents reveal that as property agent Maxfield began his assignment, he immediately clashed with his boss, Craig Gibson. The Water Department, despite its own internal recommendation, had yet to raise the house’s rent to $500.

But to Maxfield there were more serious problems. In an early morning message on December 22 to acting real estate assets director Jack Farris, Maxfield wrote: “I spoke to Craig about this assignment yesterday after reviewing what is being asked of me. I brought up the issue that though this lease may have merit as compensation for exchange of services, the lease…on its face has an appearance of being a gift of public funds. The market rent on this house as of 2003…states that rent should be between $900 and $1,100, but I am asked to make it $255, about one fourth of market rent. This was the rate given in 1992.

Nothing in the lease makes reference to this lease being in compensation for services of being a dam keeper and, according to Craig, this is done on purpose and that is why it is a month to month lease. I am not saying the substance of this transaction is wrong or illegal but it is not being done in a proper form in my opinion and I am not comfortable proceeding as I have been directed. I brought this up to Craig. He got mad and told me it is not my policy call and just do it, so I bring it to your attention and ask for direction as to how to proceed.”

In the meantime, Maxfield sought an outside perspective. “Haven’t seen you in some time,” he wrote to Greg Levin in the city auditor’s office. “Are you free for lunch today? I have something I would like to ask you about.”

In the afternoon, the two exchanged e-mails discussing the previous Lake Hodges house lease of $255 between 1992 and 2004. Maxfield added that Jack Farris “spoke to me after lunch and told me to write up the lease so that it accounts for the rent being discounted in exchange for services rendered. I will assign a value to the difference. However, it is the water department that will have to sign the lease and make sure that the reduced rent is accounted for as to the employee’s payroll. I will make sure that those in Water are made aware of this change....”

The following day, December 23, Maxfield sent a message to Craig Gibson and Jack Farris in his own department, to Water Department acting director Charles Yackly, and to several others. “Gentlemen,” it began, “I have been asked to write up a lease for Conway Bowman for the house at Lake Hodges. It is my understanding that he will be a reservoir keeper and that the house will be part of his salary for exchange of services and that he will pay the other half of the rent from an automatic deduction from his paycheck.... I will include language in the lease which reflects this in the new lease agreement. The old lease agreement did not make any mention of this. I trust that Water will make sure the proper accounting takes place...”

continued on page 10

Lake Hodges Dam

Photographs by Joe Klein
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Anti-Aguirre breakfast
continued from page 6

The mayor’s office was unhappy with actions of the city attorney’s office in one case. Around the same time, former mayor Dick Murphy and council president Scott Peters filed papers to disqualify Aguirre and his staff from appearing in a pension-related case. It appears the jihad is gaining momentum.

Initially, the only person Pat recognized was Sanders. “It was bizarre. What was he doing in Ocean Beach? What was so shocking was why would he sit and talk in public?” Pat recalls thinking. (Ortega’s employees are still talking about Sanders’s surprise visit.) Says Pat, “He probably didn’t think he would be recognized.” Or overhead.

Then Pat was provided with photographs of others who might have been there and identified Michell, Sainz, and Girard.

They are corporate-welfare cheerleaders. Michell worked for former mayor Susan Golding from 1994 to 1998 and was a lobbyist for the Padres. Sainz, Sanders’s communications director, was deputy chief of staff under Golding and worked on the ballot campaign for the Padres ballpark. Later, he handled public affairs for the Convention Center. When Sanders named Michell and Sainz to their posts, city hall reformers suspected that there would be no new breeze wafting through the City’s fetid air. Establishment vassals were still in power.

Girard left his job as assistant city attorney in September of last year to join the law firm of McKenna Long & Aldridge. He had been appointed assistant city attorney in 1996. On his law firm profile sheet, he boasts that he oversaw projects such as the City’s deals with the Padres and Chargers — hardly accomplishments to brag about, since in both cases San Diego got outlawed, or more to the point, fleeced.

Girard has been called to testify in the pension investigations by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the federal grand jury. The City is paying his legal bills, although he is not a subject of the probes.

I e-mailed Sanders, Michell, Sainz, and Girard and gave each a day and a half to respond to a list of questions. None replied. A Reader attorney asked Sanders’s office for documents — e-mails, letters, etc. — about the breakfast session. Press assistant Kevin Klein quickly came back and said there were no documents related to the “alleged meeting.”

The principals may be silent now, but there was a lot of talk on April 22 at Ortega’s, according to Pat. “They wanted to have outside counsel to review Mike’s decision on the budget problem,” says Pat, referring to Aguirre’s opinion that pension obligation bonds must go to the voters. “But they said the problem was that Mike would have to sign off on any such move.”

In both the public and private sectors, a honcho not liking a lawyer’s opinion will go shopping for a lawyer who will say the reverse — for a price. In this sense, lawyers are like consultants: they give the clients an opinion they want to hear.

“Then they moved on to Aguirre’s litigation in private practice,” says Pat. “They said, ‘We should get what his record was — wins, losses.’ They said he has not won cases as he said he did. But they asked, ‘How do we do that?’ He has filed cases in all types of jurisdictions — New Jersey, etc.” According to Pat, the plan was to see if Aguirre was claiming court victories in cases that were actually won by subordinates.

Then the conversation drifted to alleged low morale within the city attorney’s office. The participants talked about the complaint filed last month by deputy city attorney Amy Lepine, who told the City’s equal opportunity investigation office that Aguirre complained women on their appearance and allegedly deems women inferior to men. She filed her complaint after Aguirre supposedly told her what to say in a pension hearing.

According to Pat, the breakfast group discussed whether Lepine had not been prepared for a hearing and Aguirre had been forced to step in for her. Aguirre may have been “retaliating,” Pat says of the participants speculated. A spokesperson in the city attorney’s office acknowledges that Aguirre stepped in for her at one point in the hearing but said that Lepine was never demoted and had resigned.

The breakfast strategists thought that Anita Noone, who had been temporarily in charge of hiring, had been demoted. She did not respond to my e-mail. A city attorney spokesperson said Noone is working on litigation as an assistant city attorney and has not been demoted.

The breakfast session but apparently not around anti-Aguirre investigative. But there is a nagging question: why was he in attendance when the topic was how to slam Aguirre, whom the mayor is continued on page 10
Anti-Aguirre breakfast continued from page 8

at least pretending to embrace publicly?

“find it hard to believe Jerry Sanders would do such a thing,” says Aguirre. “A smear campaign and dirty tricks —

I don’t think the mayor would participate in or condone such a thing.”

Reservoir deals continued from page 7

as to Bowman’s salary since the property seems to be given him partly in exchange for services. I just want to make sure all parties understand. I don’t want to be part of income tax fraud. Income tax fraud

is a felony. I am going to ask Craig to authorize a request to

be included as part of your salary for the 20 percent of the time he spends there for personal use. Does this make sense? Is it a valid arrangement from your office’s point of view?”

Then Bowman wanted to know about another detail. “I read the attached from Charles Yackly,” he said that the rents will stay the same, but I’ll be responsible for the taxes?”

Bowman also took the opportunity to make his case further. “Living on station is a part of my duties as a reservoir keeper,” he wrote. “I’m responsible for the protection of the resource on a daily basis. I’m in essence on call 24 hours per day. Because of this responsibility, the keepers have always paid a greatly reduced rent on all the reservoir houses. Hence the $255 per month at Lake Hodges. I believe this issue is about 20 percent of this. I could write up the lease stating that 80 percent of his time at the house is considered a duty of his job as a dam keeper and thus not part of his salary, which is what seems to be his understanding of the arrangement. Thus, he only pays for the 20 percent of the time he spends there for personal use.
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was taken up with labor relations and it was determined that the rents were not going to be raised. “I understand,” Maxfield replied. “I just need to work with auditors to write up the lease in a way which reflects this arrangement correctly.” That was December 28. On January 19 Bowman asked, “Any progress on the house lease at Lake Hodges?” Maxfield replied that he was waiting for the appraisal. He didn’t get it until February 8, when he wrote Bowman, “The appraisal is $1300. I will write up the lease to attribute $250 to your personal use and the remainder to facility use. You mentioned that this is what was negotiated between labor relations and water management, correct? Is there any writing concerning this I can reference in the lease? If not, can you tell me when this agreement was reached and who the key decision makers were? I want to reference the agreement in the lease.”

In response Bowman named lakes program manager Joe Weber, who right away sent Maxfield “Reservoir and Pump Station Tenant Expectations.” Among the eight expectations are carrying and responding to a city pager and conducting a random patrol of the recreation and dam areas on days off. By February 24 Maxfield had written the Lake Hodges house lease. It stated $255 as the rent amount, noting it as approximately 20 percent of $1300. That was in anticipation, wrote Maxfield, “that Conwy Bowman shall only use this property for his personal purposes for 20 percent of the time.” Bowman would not have to pay the other 80 percent of fair market rental value due to his work responsibilities. Maxfield also included the following proviso: “This arrangement was negotiated by and agreed to by the Water Department, not by Real Estate Assets. Real Estate Assets leave the validity of the assignment of value in proportion to services rendered and facility overhead to be evaluated and validated by the City Auditor.”

When Joe Hughes (the tenant before Bowman) rented the property, Maxfield tells him he is “not familiar with that aspect of the matter. I hope so.”

In explaining his own firing by the Real Estate Assets Department later in the month, Brett Maxfield cites “rooting out too many skeletons in the City’s closet,” including cooperating with a Reader Public Records Act request in the recent Carlton Oaks Golf Course lease case. The City ended up not renewing the lease on its old terms largely due to Maxfield’s insistence that it gave the City a low return.

In a March 27 “Notice of Probationary Failure” to Maxfield, Real Estate Assets Department acting director Mike Boyle did not mention the skeletons in the City’s closet. Instead, among other things, he cited Maxfield’s “dubious charges of tax fraud and unilateral involvement of City Auditors, outside the chain of command.” Reached later by phone, Boyle and Craig Gibson decline to comment on details of the Maxfield case, both characterizing them as confidential personnel matters. Gibson resigned from the City in late March. It was his own decision, he says.
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  7/6-8/19

- **CHICANO STUDIES**
  - CHIC 141A U.S. History/Chicano Perspectv  
  6/2-6/15
  - CHIC 141B U.S. History/Chicano Perspectv  
  6/2-6/15

- **CHILD DEVELOPMENT**
  - CHIL 101 Human Growth & Development  
  Multiple
  - CHIL 111 The Child, Family & Community  
  6/2-6/15

- **COMPUTER AND INFO SCIENCE**
  - CIS 120 Intro/Computer Presentations  
  6/2-6/15
  - CIS 121 Intro/Local Area Networks  
  5/6-6/30
  - CIS 131 Intro/Inter Area Networking  
  6/2-6/15
  - CIS 132 Inf Technology Sys/Infrastructures  
  Multiple
  - CIS 133 Inf Technology From PCs  
  6/2-6/15
  - CIS 161 Visual Basic Programming  
  6/2-6/15
  - CIS 190 Java Programming  
  6/2-6/15
  - CIS 192 C/C++ Programming  
  Multiple
  - CIS 193 Microsoft Off & Word  
  6/2-6/15
  - DRAM 105 Intro To Dramatic Arts  
  6/2-6/15
  - DRAM 136 Hist/Genofrani Theatre-Anthol  
  6/2-6/15

- **DISABILITY SUPPORT PROGRAMS & SERVICES**
  - DSPS 020 Intro To Accessible Computers  
  6/2-6/15

- **ECONOMICS**
  - ECON 100 Principles Of Economics I  
  Multiple
  - ECON 120 Principles Of Economics II  
  Multiple

- **ENGLISH**
  - ENGL 043 English Review  
  6/2-6/15
  - ENGL 051 Basic Composition  
  6/2-6/15
  - ENGL 101 Reading And Composition  
  6/2-6/15
  - ENGL 205 Critical Thinking/Inf Comput  
  6/2-6/15
  - FIRE PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY  
    - FPT 103 Fire Protection Equip & Systems  
      6/2-6/15
    - FPT 104 Fire Protection (For Fire Prot)  
      6/2-6/15
    - FPT 105 Fire Behavior And Combustion  
      6/2-6/15

- **GEOLOGY**
  - GEOG 100 General Geology  
  6/2-6/15

- **HEALTH EDUCATION**
  - HEAL 101 Health & Life Style  
  Multiple
  - HEAL 102 Health Education For Teachers  
  Multiple

- **HISTORY**
  - HIST 101 History Of The United States I  
  Multiple

- **HUMAN SERVICES**
  - HMS 100 Social Work Field Service  
  6/6-6/30

- **NETWORK AND WEB TECHNOLOGIES**
  - INWS 003 Conv Netw Tech/Comp Telephony  
  6/2-6/15
  - INWS 005 Conv Netw Tech/Lan  
  6/2-6/15
  - INWS 094 Conv Netw Tech/VOIP Essentials  
  6/2-6/15

- **INWS 140 Security & Certification Train  
  6/2-6/15

- **JOURNALISM**
  - JOUR 202 Intro To Mass Communication  
  6/2-6/15

- **MATHMATICS**
  - MATH 035 Pre Algebra  
  Multiple
  - MATH 085 Elementary Algebra & Geometry  
  6/2-6/15
  - MATH 086 Intermediate Algebra & Geometry  
  6/2-6/15
  - MATH 104 Trigonometry  
  Multiple
  - MATH 116 College Algebra and Trig  
  Multiple
  - MATH 121 Basic Tech/Consumer Math  
  6/2-6/15
  - MATH 131 Precalculus  
  6/2-6/15

- **MICROSOFT**
  - MSFT 103 Install/Config & Admin/Windows  
  6/2-6/15

- **MUSIC**
  - MUS 100 Introduction To Music  
  Multiple

- **PERSONAL GROWTH**
  - PERG 107 College Success Skills  
  6/2-6/15
  - PERG 140 Life Skills & Personal Skills  
  Multiple

- **PHYSICAL EDUCATION**
  - PHYE 123 Fitness Activities  
  6/6-6/30

- **PHYSICAL SCIENCES**
  - PHYN 100 Survey Of Physical Science  
  6/2-6/15

- **POLITICAL SCIENCE**
  - POLI 102 The American Political System  
  6/2-6/15

- **PSYCHOLOGY**
  - PSYC 101 General Psycholgy  
  Multiple
  - PSYC 258 Behavioral Science Statistics  
  6/2-6/15

- **REAL ESTATE**
  - REAL 101 Real Estate Principles  
  Multiple

- **SOCIOL GY**
  - SOCO 101 Principles Of Sociology  
  6/2-6/15

- **SPEECH**
  - SPEE 100 Intercollegiate Communication  
  Multiple

---

**San Diego Community College District**

[City College] [Mesa College] [Miramar College] [Continuing Education]
Vivid And Continuous Dream
I enjoyed Suzanne Finnamore’s honest and courageous article, “Missionary Man,” in the May 4 Reader. Her coming to terms with supposing Finnamore had to be indicative of the facts that he is not only completely clueless but devoid of any ability to discern humor. Which are sure signs of being completely out of their minds, I witnessed much the same extreme behavior in North Park. While I initially thought the person created in her article was just an amalgam of different people, it occurred to me later that there could be such a stream of intolerance from someone who culturally would be perceived as a normally accepting, tolerant person. Are we to be defined by the religion we practice or the stores we shop at or the clothes we wear? How tragic that it’s come to this: anti-tolerance is trendy, Yikes!

Thanks for bringing some thought into the day, Barb! Keep up the good work!
Rita Abraham via e-mail

Another Of Barbs’s Peeps
The “Diva” article on tolerance (“Diary of a Diva,” May 4) begged me in that I live in Mission Hills/Hillcrest, am a quasi metrosexual (quasi because I don’t spend lavish amounts of money on wardrobe or home accoutrements), who does cry upon Mimi’s death and Rodolfo’s lament (every time), who is a member of SDMA, who knows the lyrics to most classic Broadway show tunes, and who is quite heterosexual and quite Republican. I have many liberal, progressive, revolutionary, socialist, radical — whatever — friends whom I love dearly. I disagree with them on so many things, but I find that interesting and stimulating. I cherish their (what I consider bizarre) positions. I love their passion and conviction. However, many of these forward-looking, progressive-thinking, modern-day Bohemians are the most intolerant and unaccepting people on earth. I am not saying this in a derogatory or demeaning way; it just is what it is. I try to accept, tolerate, and respect differences (which I often find myself doing). I have personally accepted, 100% financing available OAC.

CC via e-mail
Another Supporter Of Barb
This letter is in reference to Barbarella’s article titled “Tolerance” (“Diary of a Diva,” May 4). Most dictionaries define tolerance as “The willingness to recognize and respect the beliefs or practices of others.” My favorite definition is “A disposition to allow freedom of choice and behavior.” If we shut ourselves off to other people solely because their religious beliefs are different from ours, we become closed-minded and entrenched in our own belief system, unwilling to listen to another’s point of view even if it doesn’t concern religion. I consider myself an agnostic, and I very much respect the religious beliefs of others. People are not the sum total of their religion. I have personally

continued on page 90
LIFE AFTER SPORTS. Isn’t it about time you met someone special you can share your passions with? At It’s Just Lunch® we are first-date specialists who meet with every client for a private, personal interview. We match you with other clients with similar interests and make all the arrangements for you to meet for lunch or drinks after work in an upscale, discreet, no-pressure setting.

Scheduling, reservations, everything. It is like hiring a personal assistant to help handle your dating introductions. Smart, right? It’s a much easier and more dignified way to meet the right person for you. So if you’re a busy professional who simply doesn’t have time to meet new people on your own, It’s Just Lunch offers a uniquely intelligent and personal service with excellent results. Call today. Start dating tomorrow.

It’s Just Lunch directors:
Dear Matt:

When I opened my wallet this morning, I pulled out a dollar and noticed it had a little star printed on it, right after the serial number. None of my other dollars has a star. What does it mean? Another way to prevent counterfeiting? And if my dollar is unique, should I hang on to it in case it’s valuable someday?

— LeeZee, in the Navy

Wow! Thinkin’ maybe you’ve won the Federal Reserve’s equivalent of the Super Lotto — five million unclaimed bucks in your wallet! If you’ve taped that bill under the toilet tank for safekeeping, I’d suggest you rip it off and take it down to the 7? Eleven and invest in a Sharpee or something. All you have is what’s called a star note. It just means that somebody at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing Rubbed up. As you can imagine, quality control is a major concern when you’re printing currency, and when you’re printing currency, you give each bill its own serial number. When a substantial bill comes off the press, it’s destroyed, then reprinted with the bad bill’s serial number followed by a star to indicate that it’s a replacement. Star notes are unusual; less than a half a percent of the annual government print run gets messed up and replaced. The bills are collected by some hobbyists, but don’t count on your buck to finance the kids’ college or a tank of gas. Sorry, Lee, but your life really is tedious and uneventful, just as you suspected all along.

Matthew:

First of all, what do Tropicana and Minute Maid and companies like that do with all the orange peels they generate? Is there a use for them? Second, why is orange juice in concentrate made from concentrate? Why is the water removed from the juice, then put back, then put in the container? Why not eliminate two steps and just squeeze the juice into the container?

— ELS, San Diego

Good Morning, Matt:

Why does my apple juice contain juice from the following countries: USA, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Chile, Argentina, and New Zealand?! Come on! Aren’t there plenty of good apples right here at home?

— Sandy, downtown

I’m glad to see there are still a few starry-eyed folks who can look at a glass of juice and imagine rosy-cheeked, smiling farmers in Florida or Washington carefully picking only the sweetest oranges or apples from robust trees, carrying the baskets to Ma in her sunny country kitchen, where she gently presses out the juice, packs it, loads it into the family pickup, and delivers it to your breakfast table. Truth be known, fruit juice is a major element of big-time international agribusiness, which shuffles around the globe absolutely every type of edible, from squid parts to your breakfast table. Truth be known, fruit juice is a major element of big-time international agribusiness, which shuffles around the globe absolutely every type of edible, from squid parts to your breakfast table. Truth be known, fruit juice is a major element of big-time international agribusiness, which shuffles around the globe absolutely every type of edible, from squid parts to your breakfast table."
A year ago I wrote a column welcoming the Golden Baseball League (GBL) into the pitiful predatory jungle of sports capitalism. The GBL, an independent Class A baseball league headquartered in Pleasanton, California, opened for business with eight teams, one of them in San Diego, the Surf Dawgs.

I liked it that they put a team in San Diego. I liked the story of the GBL, mindful that it is a story, a product of writers and paid publicists, and could not possibly be true in that all the sweet and lies and fear and broken hearts have been stripped from the public version. Still, what was left had a good feel, how Dave Kaval, Stanford University graduate student and his bud, Amit Patel, both in their 20s, decided to put on a Broadway play, make that, decided to draw up a business plan for their class project. (They might have used a fancier term than “class project”). The pair went on to reel in investors, raised $5 million, and, on May 26, 2005, the GBL began playing baseball.

So, a year has passed. How did they do?


All of the above-mentioned examples were failed attempts at major sports leagues. The body count for defunct minor sports leagues is an order of magnitude higher. The body count for individual teams within minor professional sports leagues is a number too large to count without using machines. If the Golden Baseball League makes it, they will be muy especial bucklehoors.

Okay, what do we have after one year? First, the GBL has high-end sponsors. Safeway signed on early, $1 million over three years. Then, the GBL has high-end sponsors. Safeway makes it, they will be professional sports leagues is a number too large to count without using machines.

The Golden Baseball League decided on the league-owns-all-the-teams business model, which has been used, at one time or another, by Major League Soccer, XFL, WNBA, Women’s United Soccer Association, American Basketball League, and the National Lacrosse League. Basically, this eliminates labor problems and owner problems. Makes folding or moving franchises as easy as telling an underlying, “Make it so.”

The league doesn’t want to own real estate. They only went into cities that had existing stadiums, often on college campuses. In San Diego, that means Tony Gwynn Stadium on the campus of San Diego State. In Reno that means Peccole Park on the University of Nevada, Reno campus. In Fullerton that means Goodwin Field (Cal State Fullerton). A 2007 expansion franchise will be placed in St. George, Utah, and that means Dixie State College. (By the way, if you, like me, wondered how in the hell a thing named Dixie State College wound up in Southern Utah, Dixie is the name of the plain next to the Virgin River, which is reasonably close to St. George or so Dixie defenders claim.)

The GBL had their cost under control from Day 1. In fact, it’s hard to see how they can cut costs any further. Except for a few stars (Rickey Henderson), the GBL paid it’s players around $1,100 a month. If you were working a 40-hour-a-week job, $1,100 a month rounds out to about $6.87 an hour. The minimum wage in California is $6.75 an hour. If the league is going to increase revenue, it won’t come from squeezing payroll or rent. They’ll have to sell more hot dogs and beer, that’s where the money is. In order to do that, they’ll have to entice more hot dog eaters and beer drinkers into their stadiums. Here’s the money-making-life-giving question: How do you do that? What do you have to offer customers this year that you didn’t have to offer last year?

The GBL says the 2005 count was 451,505 attendees, which sounds like a lot until you factor in a 90-game season. After the 2005 season the GBL folded two teams and moved the Mesa (Arizona) Miners to Reno. It’s been reported that only one team made money last year, the Chico Outlaws. The league is playing a 80-game regular season this year as opposed to 90 last year. Play begins June 1 and runs until August 28.

The Sporting Box solicits your comments via the Internet: sportbox@ix.netcom.com.
The Academy of Country Music & Fremont Street Experience present

VINTAGE VEGAS GOES COUNTRY

MAY 21

Big & Rich featuring Cowboy Troy and MuzikMafia - 9pm

plus

Montgomery Gentry and Special Guests - 2:30pm

702-678-5600
www.vegasexperience.com
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FREE
“REAL ESTATE WORKSHOP”

JOIN US - Every Saturday 10:00am - 12:00pm
in May 2006 for our Breakfast Seminars*

Presented by your
Condominium Conversion Experts

- Why rent when you can own!
- Learn about Condo Conversions.
- Find out what is the best loan program for you!
- No Cost Loan Pre-Qualifications.
- Free Credit Reports.
- Building your Real Estate Portfolio.
- 1031 Exchanges.
- Open Forum – Q&A Periods

*Workshop location
HILLCREST PALMS CONDOMINIUMS
4077 3rd Avenue - Hillcrest (Just North of Washington)
619.840.MOVE (6683)  www.yourcondosd.com

Prudential California Realty

Anna-Marie
I hit two parties in one day. The first was an afternoon affair in PB. A guy named Bruce wanted to get rid of a bunch of Rocky Mountain oysters, or as he called them, “bulls’ balls.”

Bruce and his friends were raising money for the VFW, which is where the party took place. I watched as the guys deep-fried the testicles. A cook asked me if I’d have any of the Montana tender groin. I said, “No way. This is a party, not an episode of Fear Factor.”

I met a German guy who everyone said was a great cook. He made tongue at the last party he was at the top of the lists.

Bruce felt guilty that I won’t eat anything that’s already been in another mouth. A few people talked about the weird foods they tried. Ablone, snail, and frogs’ legs were at the top of the lists.

Bruce explained that he got the Rocky Mountain oysters from a butcher in town. “Usually they use calves instead of the bull, because those are the size of walnuts. These are huge.”

I overheard a few guys who were drinking talk about being “functioning alcoholics.” One said, “Bode Miller, that Olympic skier, he’s an alcoholic. Not a functioning one, though. Idiot didn’t win a single medal. What a waste!”

I watched as the chips and sandwich meat were put out on a table. Bruce saw how many people were going to that table and said, “Wow, those non-organ meats seem to go fast.”

A vegetarian woman said, “I don’t even eat the normal parts of an animal.” Bruce saw how many people were going to that table and said, “Wow, those non-organ meats seem to go fast.”

One woman sipped a gin and tonic. I asked if that drink went well with the bull meat. She said, “Oh, no, I’m not touching those.” Bruce came over and convinced her to try one. She said, “It’s good.”

One guy was cracking “bull ball jokes.” He rattled off ten different names for them and told a guy at the bar he’s had “more balls on his chin than a seal at SeaWorld.”

Bruce explained that that was his own store item. Everything was full of shrapnel.

As I headed off to go to the next party, I glanced over and saw that there were still several untouched oysters.

One of the guys I had met at the corn dog party the week prior showed up together where they worked. They told me that they care for mentally retarded patients at ARC. They called it “assisted living.” I asked how accurate people with that disability are portrayed in movies. “Juliette Lewis was high-functioning, but the guy she was with in that movie, he was low-functioning. Those two would never have been together. That doesn’t work.”

They told me some heartbreaking stories, such as the patients who don’t have family who visit, but the stories made the job sound rewarding.

One guy was cracking “bull ball jokes.” He rattled off ten different names for them and told a guy at the bar he’s had “more balls on his chin than a seal at SeaWorld.”

I asked him how scared he was when this was happening, and he said, “I was so young, and it’s hard to explain war to a kid. I just heard a lot of explosions. I was interviewed for a TV show about it, though.”

As I headed off to go to the next party, I glanced over and saw that there were still several untouched oysters.

One of the guys I had met at the corn dog party the week prior invited me to a party near UCSD in La Jolla.

When I arrived, I met an interesting character who called himself Duff Norway. He explained that that was his

---

**Crasher**

**COWBOY CAVIAR**

by Josh Board

---

---
"Michael Vick name." Vick is an NFL player who went to Mexico and gave a woman herpes. Vick told the woman that his name was Ron Mexico. So, this guy sometimes goes by the name Duff Norway. Norway told me he likes to go to protests and hold up signs that don’t make sense.

When the UCSD campus had meetings about the pornography that was shown on the TV station, he held a sign that read, “Porn is murder.” People didn’t believe in animal sacrifice, something crazy like they believe in animal sacrifice, I probably wouldn’t have done it.” I told him about the party I had just come from.

He told me another story about his brother buying Olympic jackets. Three of them went into a bar in Idaho wearing the jackets, and everyone there assumed they were on the Olympic team. The bartender was bringing them pitchers of beer for free. “Women who were just hockey coaches.” I heard another guy approach a woman and say, “Let’s talk literature, shall we?” It sounded geeky, but these were UCSD students. That’s probably a good opening line.

A guy named Jeremy who had become an ordained minister on-line introduced me to a friend whose wedding he had performed. I asked Jeremy what he wore. “I initially wanted a pope hat or to wear all black. I ended up going with just a suit.” He told me anyone in California can become a minister, because the state can’t debate what is a “real religion.” He said, “It’s the Universal Life Church. They had two creeds and I agreed with both. Had it said something crazy like they believe in animal sacrifice, I probably wouldn’t have done it.”

I told him about the party I had just come from.

Crash your party? Call 619-235-3000 x42 and leave an invitation for Josh Board.

Columns archived at SanDiegoReader.com
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**Contact Lens Problems?**

We Have The Answer Or Your Money-Back!

- **Daily Wear Contacts**
  - **$89**
  - Includes exam.
  - With coupon.

- **Disposable Contacts**
  - **$139**
  - 6-Month Supply
  - With coupon.

- **Astigmatism (Toric) Disposable Lenses**
  - **$198**
  - 6-Month Supply
  - With coupon.

---

**SPECIAL SERVICES**

- Dry-Eye Contact Lens Materials
- Astigmatism Contact Lenses with Precision Control Technology
- World’s Most Advanced Gas-Permeable Contact Lenses

---

**CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT**

**ARENA EYEWORKS**

**OPTOMETRY**

Visit us at: www.eyepom.com

(619) 224-2879

Michael Goldsmid, O.D., F.A.A.O. • Elizabeth Colin, O.D.
3750 Sports Arena Blvd. • Suite 9
(Between Red Lobster and Men’s Fashion Depot)

---

**CALL FOR DETAILS ON CERAMIC MATERIALS**

**SAMSUNG T809**

**MOTOROLA RAZR**

**MOTOROLA PEBL**

---

**FAMILYTIME**

1000 National Calling Minutes

LIMITED TIME OFFER: 1000 National Calling Minutes at UNLIMITED NIGHTS & WEEKENDS. LONG DISTANCE & CALLING INCLUDED. ONLY $29.99 A MONTH FOR THE FIRST 2 MONTHS. UP TO 5 ADDITIONAL LINES JUST $9.99 EACH.

---

**Additional restrictions apply; see printed materials and T-Mobile’s Terms and Conditions, available at www.tmobile.com, for details. Limited time offer and subject to change without notice. T-Mobile is a federally registered trademark, and the message rate is a trademark, of Deutsche Telekom AG. © 2006 T-Mobile USA, Inc.**
### Faces of God

_by Barbara_  

“When it comes to life, the critical thing is whether you take things for granted or take them with gratitude.” — _G.K. Chesterton_

“I spare no expense when it comes to my girls,” Dad said with a satisfied smile. I lifted my slice of pepperoni pizza as though it was a glass of champagne, toasted my father’s sarcastic sentiment, and filled my mouth with melted cheese and soft, hot dough. He mimicked my actions and, after wiping a bead of tomato sauce from his graying whiskers with a handful of white napkins, Dad posed the same question he always asks when I join him for lunch at Costco: “Where else can you get two huge slices of pizza and two sodas, with unlimited free refills, for less than six bucks?”

The outside dining area at Costco in Mission Valley is forever plagued with breezes that whisk away your napkin the moment you let down your guard. I used my soda to anchor my plate (I had already chased after it once) and continued to enjoy the tasty calorie bomb in my hand. “It’s a pretty good deal,” I said.

“It’s a great deal,” Dad corrected. Though he enjoys a busy schedule, my father prefers a simple life with plenty of routine. His Saturday regimen for the past several years has been working up a sweat in an aero-bics class at his local gym, then (after a social soak in the gym’s Jacuzzi) going to Costco for lunch and any necessary shopping, and, finally, bustling about town to attend any events he finds listed in the paper that promise to be both interesting and free of charge.

We finished our slices and headed inside for what Dad likes to call “dessert” — on Saturday, nearly every aisle in Costco begins and ends with a small table, behind which stands a person in a white coat and a hair net, serving up samples of edible products, free for anyone who pays the annual membership fee (or in my case, anyone who knows someone who pays the annual membership fee).

As we approached one such table, Dad quickly jerked the cart to the left and made a U-turn in the middle of the aisle. “Buffalo wings, no good,” he said. “Those are too messy; they take too much work. We need something simpler.”

“Gotcha,” I responded, and followed him back to the other end, where he waited patiently for a hot chunk of boneless, skinless chicken breast doused in KC Barbecue sauce. With the little paper cup containing his chicken in hand, Dad led me to the office supply aisle. There we stood, looking for a printer that would suit his needs.

My father’s frugality is no secret and, at least in our family, the butt of many a joke. Dad seems both proud and ashamed of his reputation when it comes to money — proud because it takes a clever man to find a good deal and ashamed because people often equate frugality with being stingy; he shudders at the idea of being thought of as an ignoble miser. He is selectively generous, and vocal about those whom he feels are deserving (and undeserving) of his generosity, regardless of whether it is his time or money he is donating.

“Did I tell you what happened with Chubs the other day?” Dad asked me.

Still scanning the side of a box for the low-down on a printer’s system requirements, I said, “Nuh-uh. What happened? He still keeping the streets clean for you?”

Dad walks five miles every morning before sunrise from his home in Mission Hills to Balboa Park and back. When Dad first told me about Chubs, the homeless man he encounters near the Starbucks on Robinson Street during his early morning walks, he described him as “about 35 years old, maybe five-foot-nine, and really dirty. He’s not a bad-looking guy, but one of his eyes is really messed up.”

Upon seeing the “poor unfortunate,” Dad will approach him and say, “Chubs, how ya doi’n?” Chubs never seems to remember my father, even though their frequent meetings have followed the same script for two years.

“Oh, hi, sir,” Chubs will respond. “I’m cleanin’ up the street, pickin’ up the place. I was downtown, helpin’ ‘em out down there, and now I’m here. Do you have any spare change? A couple of quarters maybe so I can get a cup of coffee?”

My father, a man who doesn’t believe in handouts, used to give Chubs a dollar, but, realizing the destitute man could hardly buy a cup of coffee with that amount, Dad upped his offering to five bucks, or what he calls a “fin.” Each morning, after tying his sneakers and donning his jacket, Dad puts a five-dollar bill in his pocket, specifically for Chubs. For years there have been few variations in his morning routine. But on this day, as Dad began to explain, something different happened. I stopped reading the box in front of me and gave my father my full attention.
At around 6 a.m., Dad spotted Chubs and, prepared with his five-dollar bill, he approached him. “It’s funny, because I don’t think he ever recognizes me, but I crossed the street and said, ‘Hey, Chubs, how ya doin?’” and he answered, ‘This and that, cleaning up the streets,’ you know, so I pull out the five and I give it to him and I don’t think he realizes what it is and he goes, ‘Oh, thank you, sir, thank you very much,’ and I tell him, ‘Hey, get yourself something to eat. If you get coffee, don’t get it here,’ because you could drop the whole fin on a cup of coffee at Starbucks, and that would be stupid.”

I remembered from previous stories that Chubs tends to spend the money on a large coffee and a sandwich from 7-11. But then he looks at what he has in his hands,” Dad continued, “and he realizes what it is and, like always, his face lights up and he goes ‘OH! Thank you, sir! Thank you, sir! Have a great day!’ Whatever, he’s really nice, but this day was different, this day was interesting. Have you ever felt like you were in a scene from a movie? Because that’s how I felt after what happened.

After Chubs had accepted the money, Dad turned around and continued on his walk. He had only made it about 15 feet when behind him he heard Chubs, in a sober, sincere tone of voice, say, “I love you.” “You know, not funny, not facetiously, not ‘I love you, man!’ like the sports morons, those jocks in the locker room, but like he really meant it,” Dad explained.

“When I turned around, I was expecting to see Robin Williams or George Burns playing God or something, you know what I mean? But when I did, Chubs was just standing there, his head down, looking at the money. He said ‘I love you,’ he just said it. He wasn’t interested in me turning around to respond in any fashion, so I turned back and kept walking, and as I’m walking down the street, I thought, eh, that’s a pretty neat moment, you know? I’m always trying to see the face of God in other people, which is really, really difficult, and I thought that was just a little, ‘Hey, you’re doin’ all right.’ It was just a really sweet moment.”

Dad sniffed at the air and cleared his throat. His eyes glistened and he looked up, as though suddenly trying to read the sides of the boxes on the shelves that stretched to the high warehouse ceiling.

“Oh, okay, I need a printer, and I refuse to spend more than $100. I don’t need any of that photo crap, just a straight-up color printer,” he said, pushing his thoughts of his poignant encounter with Chubs back into his head.

“I think this one might do the trick,” I said, pointing to the box I’d been reading a few minutes earlier. “Let’s plop it in the cart and go see what they’re cooking up at the end of the frozen food aisle. Something smells tasty.”

“Roger that,” Dad said, and we were on our way.
When I informed my best friend almost nine years ago that I was expecting a male child, she said, after a distinct pause, “I can’t even imagine you with boys.”

I couldn’t imagine it either, in spite of the fact that I’d been trying to get pregnant for four years and had just conceived with the help of a fertility stimulant. I knew that boys could be and frequently were the outcome of pregnancy. I was just assuming that, given my personality, a boy wouldn’t be the outcome in my case.

It’s not just that I am ignorant of baseball, basketball, football, and the subtleties of world wrestling. It’s not that my main hobbies are baking, knitting, reading, and watercolor painting. I do not camp. I do not ski. I do not surf. But for hundreds of years, women did none of these things and managed to raise boys.

So I think it was something else that my friend was contemplating during that distinct pause. I think we both knew the odds. There are certain children who are going to run screaming through the house with imitation guns and certain children who are going to sit and move the Fisher-Price people in and out of the toy barn, and we all know which genders are most likely to do which.

I am the sort of person who would do well with a child who wanted to move the Fisher-Price people in and out of the toy barn.

Still, month after month, the doctor studied the quivering black and white lines on the ultrasound and said it looked like a boy to him. I reminded myself that Charles Dickens, Thomas Hardy, my father, and my husband had once been boys. Boys could be pensive, bookish, and sweet, like Christopher Robin. As a child, my husband had collected baseball cards and listened to entire Yankee games on his radio. My father had sat beside his mother’s stove at age three and pretended the rectangular bits of coal were train cars. Of course, when he got a little older, my father moved on to blowing up mailboxes and shooting hawks, rats, lizards, jackrabbits, beer bottles, tin cans, and cottontails.

I decided to concentrate instead on the act of giving birth. Giving birth was what women talked about the way veterans talked about war. Giving birth was so painful that it was routine to numb the whole lower half of the body or to cut open the mother as if she were a wolf in a fairy tale. Giving birth was what I began to prepare for: how to do it without numbing or cutting.

I tried to assure myself that I was a mammal, and a mammal does two things. It gives birth to live young, and it nurses them. These are the two seminal qualities. There is nothing else: not “mammals have two legs” or “mammals live on land” or “mammals like to sit quietly and color.” You’ll notice, in fact, that men don’t even qualify as mammals by this definition. It’s the women who certify the species for mammal status, and they are thus equipped, like whales and wild coyotes, to do these things without technical assistance.

This was the working principle of my doula. A doula is a birth assistant, a woman without the medical training of a midwife who takes the historical role of the mothers, aunts, and elderly females in the cave, who would, I gathered from my reading, help the birthing woman push the baby out while men were clubbing edible mammals. I was still planning to go to the hospital, just in case, but I knew the doctor...
a woman who takes the historical role of the women in the cave.

wouldn’t be there until the last minute and the nurses would be busy with all the other birthing females. I also knew that if my husband said, during the 16th hour of labor, “You’re doing fine! Keep pushing!” I would look at him and know he wasn’t even a real mammal — how would he know?

My doula, on the other hand, had given birth herself. She had helped other women push out live young, and if she said I was doing fine, I would believe her.

What the doula said to me in the last month of pregnancy was this: You are just like a whale or a wild coyote. You can, if necessary, give birth all by yourself. If you go into labor on a dirt road somewhere, and you don’t have a phone or a human being to help you, you can give birth all by yourself.

I found this extremely comforting. I was built to give birth! It was my destiny! I could do it all alone!

Obviously, it’s not 100 percent true. I’ve read enough history to know women used to die giving birth to live young. Frequently. But I had also read The Good Earth in ninth grade, and the only thing I remembered about it was that the main character works in the fields for a while, goes in the house, gives birth, and goes right back into the fields, as if all she’d done was take a coffee break.

When the contractions began before dawn on April 28, 1998, I started out like a good Chinese peasant woman. I worked all day at my desk. I wrote most of a story about the revival of the Lindy Hop. Then the doula came over and we walked around in a field. By 9:00 p.m. the contractions hurt enough to make me say the word, “HOSPITAL,” so my husband and the doula and I went to the hospital so that I could be a coyote/whale/Chinese peasant in a bed, wearing a gown.

For the next seven hours, the doula sat beside me and said, “You’re doing fine.” She did some acupressure on my right hand. The nurse came now and then to measure and count. At 3:30 a.m., the doctor appeared, and at 4:00, I pushed like a coyote, or perhaps a whale. For a moment, it seemed that I was the coyote and Sam was the whale. But then he emerged. Our baby was alive, human, healthy, and fine. We admired him tearfully for one, maybe two triumphant minutes, and then it was time for Sam to do what nurses call “latching on.”

I had just pushed live young through a narrow and sensitive orifice without painkillers or screams. I felt like one hell of a mammal, and I was not afraid of the Second Mammalian Imperative. My breasts would fulfill their destiny. The nurse helped me arrange myself. My tiny naked boy latched on.

This is the moment I began to question Nature.
and my place within it. In the first place, a “latch” is a piece of metal or plastic that clamps down hard on an insensible object. I was not insensible. I was all I could do to keep myself from prying my tiny naked helpless baby off my nipple. Suckling was not the gentle process of milk passing from breast to mouth that I had observed in Old Master paintings! It was latch ing on.

I admired Sam in his turn. I was glad when the latch was properly engaged. Sometimes, I would say, and they would ask, “Then he’s not latched on properly.” They would have me stick my finger into Sam’s mouth. “Does it hurt?” they would ask. “Yes, it does,” I would say. “Then he’s not latched on properly.”

They would say, “Try again.” They would have me latch it into Sam’s mouth, thereby breaking suction, and try again. “Does it hurt?”

“All the next day, in a kind of sleep-deprived ecstasy that was quickly turning into primal fear, I admired Sam in his capsule and tried, with the help of various nurses, to become a food source. I had been warned by Lamaze classes and pregnancy books that the worst thing I could possibly do in the hospital would be to let my baby sleep outside my room with the nurses. If I did, they would feed him with bottles. The baby, spoiled and greedy, wouldn’t bother to learn the more technically demanding art of breast-drinking and he’d be addicted to formula, then Kool-Aid, herbal tea, and no doubt heroin

ied my breasts with guarded skepticism. They would stand to the side and show me how to pinch my nipple and thrust it into Sam’s mouth. “Does it hurt?” I listened. I could not. “Is your milk letting down?” How would I know? Nothing had ever happened inside my breasts before. For thirty years, they had just sat there. “I don’t know,” I said. “Well, your milk may not have come in yet.”

This was an alarming detail. For the last 40 weeks I had been preparing for this baby—signing up with a diaper service, buying a crib, pre-washing his things, prepping for this baby — signing up with a diaper service, buying a crib, pre-washing his clothes, buying colostrum, a sort of maternal vitamin syrup. Colostrum was so concentrated that the baby couldn’t really chug-a-lug it, so probably things were going just fine. We’d watch Sam’s diaper and see. We’d watch for wetness and we’d watch for poo.

The situation made me consider my breasts with the eye of a used-car salesman. They were not large. They were not
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I was not like comparing a koala bear, c’est moii! I needed to avoid zookeepers at all costs. In any case, Samuel was a very quiet little package. Why not just go home? Everything would be absolutely, completely fine.

I have a notebook on my shelf that contains phone numbers and interview notes. I was writing a weekly column when Sam was born, and the notes go right from questions about turtle gardens and the Lindy Hop to a fanatically detailed account of my time with Samuel from Thursday, May 7, to Wednesday, May 27.

Sam cried when he wasn’t nursing, and he nursed nearly all the time. I nursed him until my nipple felt, with each compression of his mouth, as if it were being pierced by a sewing machine needle. I stared out the second-story window of our house at the pink climbing roses. The spring was wet and cloudy that year, and the roses trembled in the wind. A pair of bluebirds had nested in a birdhouse I could see from the sofa where I sat hour after hour, nursing, and I watched the father bluebird carry insects to the chicks and then come out again with their droppings in his mouth. Well, at least I don’t have to do that, I thought.

I took Sam to the pediatrician for his one-week checkup, and he was found to be losing, not gaining weight. “The thing is,” he said, “not all women can nurse. Babies can be fed in other ways. You’re probably going to have to supplement.”

Le koala bear, c’est moii! I held tightly to Samuel and considered the word “supplement.”

The doctor meant formula, and it’s hard to convey the distaste with which natural-birth people view formula.
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For nine months I’d heard that formula is the junk food of the infant world and the loathsome tool of corporate greed, sold to Third World women who have no choice but to mix it with filthy water. Cans of Similac, like cigarette packages, contain a small government message: “Breast milk is recommended.”

I had also read about thelegions of sadly misled women who give up on nursing because of perfectly fixable problems like the failure to latch on properly. Maybe this was a perfectly fixable problem.

So like any sane, flat-chested koala bear, I asked the doctor if he knew a lactation consultant in town, and he made a phone call that probably went something like this: “Hi, Lottie. This is Dr. S. I’m sending over a new mother in a few minutes.” I imagined him lowering his voice. “A little worked up, yes. Remember Glenn Close in *Fatal Attraction*?”

Lottie, whose name I have changed here, was also a children’s dentist, and she did breast feeding consultations in the back room of a building that smelled like mint and high-speed drills. She had a motherly air and, underneath her dentist’s smock, breasts much larger than mine. (I suppose only Hugh Hefner is more focused on this part of the anatomy than I now was.)

Once Lottie had me seated in the lactation room, she smiled, admired Sam, and asked me how many times a day Sam soiled his diapers. I said that sometimes not even once a day. Again, I was quizzed: Did I feel my milk let down? Did Sam seem to be swallowing? Did I hear liquid going down his throat? He did not. I did not.

Lottie hesitated. She had become a lactation consultant because breastfeeding was wonderful for her and because she had been surprised to learn, after her own success, that some women had trouble with it. She wanted to help those women. But in my case, the doctor was right. I had to supplement. It was like a priest telling a supplicant she was going to have to fasten with the devil.

I didn’t remember everything in the right order after that, due to excessive, non-Chinese-peasant-style weeping, but I know that I rented a breast pump. Lottie told me to nurse Samudd and then to give him an ounce or two of formula from a tiny medicine dropper (not from a bottle, because he might learn to prefer the silicone nipple to my own) and then pump my breasts to stimulate further milk production. If he didn’t wake up every two hours at night, I needed to strip him, tickle his feet, apply a wet washcloth to his head and rouse him because he needed to keep eating. He needed...
A man came once a week in a Tidy Didy Babyland Diaper Service truck and picked up a sack of soiled diapers.

and after I nursed him, I weighed him again. Sometimes he weighed two ounces more after nursing. Two ounces is half of a newborn's milk bottle, half of what bottle-makers call a "serv." On one giddy occasion, I wrote: "lots of swallowing and some actual slurping."

A few days later, when Sam still wasn't producing the desired number of soiled diapers or gaining the desired weight, I rented an electric baby scale from Lottie so that I could measure the ounces Sam imbibed naturally. It worked like this: before I nursed Samuel, I weighed him, and after I nursed him, I weighed him again.

I'd never heard of this as a biological diagnosis. That self-assessment had come to me many times in the dressing rooms of lingerie stores and swimsuit departments, but not while I was reading breastfeeding tracts. I suddenly wondered if that was why I had needed fertility pills even to conceive a child. All by myself, without the makers of Clomiphene and Similac, I was incapable of rearing live young. I wasn't really a mammal after all.

I hung up the phone.

I held Sam in my arms and he latched on. It didn't hurt anymore, perhaps because of the lanolin. A chemist somewhere, or maybe a desperate shepherd, had discovered that pure lanolin — the oil found in wool — would heal a cracked nipple without harming the baby. I considered giving up the nursing as I nursed. Unfortunately, Sam was happy in only two situations: while nursing, or while in constant motion, as I carried him through streets, stores, fields, and parks. He didn't like pacifiers or bottles or anything except the authentic article, and in this we were the same. When he nursed, I felt like a real mother, like the incarnation of the most sacred idea we have.

For the next three months of Sam's life, I bought formula and mixed it and heated it and offered it to him after the nursing sessions. Often, he cried when I tried to give him the bottle, perhaps because he was full, perhaps because he was sleepy. Once, I was so tired and frustrated, so afraid that he was going to starve, that I threw the rejected bottle across the room. Bottles are made of plastic now, so not much happened. To give my husband his due, he did the bottle-feedings whenever he could.

At four months, Sam refused the bottle so many feedings in a row that I decided to risk it. I decided to go...
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breasts-only. It was the trial of the mammary tissue.

I watched him day by day, hour by hour. He still wet his diapers about the same, but not more. At Sam’s checkup a nurse told me that it was okay that he only soiled his diapers once or twice a week (instead of ten times per day). “That’s within the range of normal,” she said. “The outer range, but still.”

I wondered where she had been in the early weeks, when it seemed that if my baby didn’t poop enough he was going to die. Anyway, we went bottle-free. I felt as if I had overcome an addiction to heroin. We were on the wagon, by God, and we were doing it the natural way.

Many people are probably wondering, as my own mother did, why I felt so strongly about this. Probably it was egotism: the unwillingness to believe that some part of me was insufficient. It was also an ingrained aversion to plastic. A man named Eliud came once a week in a Tidy Didy Babyland Diaper Service truck and picked up a sack of soiled diapers and dropped off a stack of snowy white clean ones, one hundred percent cotton. I felt better about those diapers, too.

* * *

When I was expecting Sam, I had believed everything I was told about how much newborns slept and how easy it was to feed them. I did not believe this anymore. My husband and I had a name for babies who were Not Like Sam. Usually they were female, but sometimes they were male. They were Sitcom Babies, named after the ones who are held briefly by television characters and then set down in playpens so that the characters can do other things. These babies do not cry when attention is turned away from them.

Sam prompted two diametrically opposed responses from people. If I was out shopping for groceries or walking along the beach with Sam strapped to my chest, his face forward and his legs kicking manically against my hips, he invariably smiled so hugely at the people we met that they said, “What a happy baby!”

If I were in a closed-in space, like my house or the doctor’s office, Sam cried, and people — including child-care workers, nurses, and parents of five or more children — would say, “What’s wrong with him?” I didn’t know.

Other mothers seemed to live in harmony with their babies. Their babies slept, ate, or observed the world on their mother’s schedules, graceful appendages who needed a lot of time and care but who when given this time and care enjoyed their existence.

Sam did not enjoy...
What’s wrong with so that more people tried to arrange our day and we nursed and we people do. We walked enjoy a Pat Mat. baby who could not and overly analytical. Of controlling, melancholy, more, I was stubborn, beginning. Further-

him work so hard in the tissue, which had made the lack of mammary was my fault. There was Nature or nurture, it made him this way. I believed that I had he didn’t cry much. I back of a box of cereal, potatoes or study the unmistakable shape of a little boy. I was thrilled and I

plams, no anxious tests. As before, the doctor did an ultrasound. As before, he saw the unmistakable shape of a little boy. I was thrilled and I was very, very afraid. I thought of that Sylvia Plath poem in which she says she’s a riddle in nine syllables, that she’s boarded the train you can’t get off. Plath, of course, lost her mind.

While I was trying to be more thrilled than afraid, we hit another snag with Sam. Always too small to be above the tenth percentile on the charts, always smaller than you would expect the child of a 5’10” woman and a 6’1” man to be, he was still adorably, alarmingly small. He still ate too little, even though he was now eating solid foods. The doctor called it “failure to thrive,” a diagnosis more common for listless babies and toddlers.

The doctor, who had five grown children, two of them boys, watched Sam tear around the examining room, opening every cupboard, tugging at me and the rolling chair and the toys, and he shook his head. “It’s strange,” he said. “He could take this place apart.”

But everything else was worrisome. Why didn’t he grow more? The doctor ordered tests.

First we eliminated cystic fibrosis. Then we did an X-ray of his hand to see if he had something called primordial dwarfism.

Fortunately, he was not a primordial dwarf. He was just little, and he was picky. I grew rounder, and we waited for the baby, whom we called Hank. Sam began to say words. When people saw us out together, they invariably said, “You’re going to have your hands full.”

As the due date approached, the doctor told me, somewhat strongly, that I should really go ahead and wean Sam before the baby was born. I was only nursing Sam at bed and nap time, but I was so worried that Hank

would have Sam’s feeding troubles that I was essentially calling the breastmilkman. I was not going to have empty mammaries when the next baby showed up.

Nervously, a month before the due date, I weaned Sam.

* * *

Hank was born on St. Patrick’s Day, the holiday of green beer. It is also, for me, a privately religious holiday. It is the day of green beer. It is Patrick’s Day, the holy day of the Miracle of the Breast Milk, the day when I ceased to be a defective mammal, the day the only person in the world who could have set Sam and me free arrived.

It was like that dream we all have of rewinding the tape and doing it over. I was in the same hospital room in the same season of the year. I was wearing a gown, and I had a newborn baby boy. But this time I knew what I was doing, what to listen for, and how to proceed. Milk was needed, and milk was there. When people weighed Baby Hank, they did not look concerned and afraid. They looked nonchalant. He wet. He soiled. He nursed. He slept. We went home to watch the father bluebird carry poo out of the nest.

For the first two months, Hank showed signs of the kind of fussing that had once driven me to wish, while driving a speeding car on Highway 76, that I could drive straight into a pylon and hear no more crying, ever again. But either because I stopped eating ice cream, cheese, milk, and yogurt or because of some mysterious process that will never be known, Hank stopped fussing and became content.

This was the saving of us all. I no longer believed that I was the cause of everything my children did or felt. Sam was a boy, Hank was a boy. We had made them both, and yet they were not alike. If we had produced a girl, we would have thought that was the difference — that girls really were easier than boys. Had we produced only Hank, we would have consciously or unconsciously taken credit for his sunny, placid self. But I knew that I had not made Hank that way.

So perhaps I had not made Sam so passionate either, so demanding, so pensive, so bookish and sweet, so completely unwilling, at the age of three, to move the Fisher-Price people in and out of the barn. Although the nurturing could certainly be laid at my feet, his nature simply is. That he lived, and remained mine, is also a miracle. I think of that sometimes when I see him running through the house with an imitation gun, screaming, or hurling a baseball, or grinning at strangers, his legs as thin as Christopher Robin’s. We escaped the Darwinian fate of the unfit and walk the earth as grateful mammals, no longer failing to thrive.

— Laura McNeal
Mental Illness

STRANGE AND AMAZING

Not long ago, I worked as a courtesy clerk at my local grocery store. A day did not pass when a mentally ill person would come in and encounter demeaning looks from customers. Customers would get out of the checkout line they were in just to avoid the mentally ill. They would skip an aisle to avoid saying, “excuse me.” Whenever I bagged a mentally ill person’s groceries, they did act differently than “normal” people: they would always say “thank you” and offer compliments and try to start a friendly conversation. The “normal” customers were rude and judgmental.

The National Association on Mental Illnesses describes mental illnesses as “biologically based brain disorders.” In the United States, up to 15 million people currently suffer from a mental illness. Anyone is susceptible, even you or me. If I become mentally ill, I wouldn’t hope for an immediate cure; I’d hope that people would treat me with the respect I deserve because I would be different. I would be different, just like everybody else.

Heard all about him during water-polo season. He was the funniest kid on the team, always upbeat and always smiling. According to his teammates and coaches, he provided the most motivation for his water-polo team, even though he struggled twice as hard as his teammates. Having Down Syndrome didn’t faze him, but only seemed twice as hard as his teammates. Having Down Syndrome didn’t faze him, but only seemed twice as hard as his teammates. Having Down Syndrome didn’t faze him, but only seemed twice as hard as his teammates.

After I volunteered to write an article about him for my school paper I found out how amazing he is. I learned through interviews how much he loved playing water polo and being a part of the team. He has more love for the sport than many of the top high school water-polo players. While most sports players dread hell week, he looked forward to it. The morning of the first hell-week practice, he came down early, already dressed and smiling. His mom grinned back and reminded him that his practice was still five hours away. Every time I interviewed someone about him, talked to him, or watched his water-polo games, I was more inspired. I wasn’t the only one; fans saw how hard he worked during the games. When the coach sub’ed someone in for him, the crowd cheered and gave him a standing ovation.

He has a likable personality one can learn from. His quiet optimism makes him someone people can’t help but like. He plays from the heart and never gives up. Most of all, he is himself. He doesn’t care what other people think of him: with all the judging that high school students do, it is a relief to meet someone like him.

My first experience with a mentally ill person occurred at the age of seven. My family and I were attending a wedding reception when we came across a man named Ross. He adored me and I adored him. My parents took a picture of me sitting on his lap, and his smile suggested...
TIRED OF PAYING RENT?
YOU CAN OWN WITH NO $$$ DOWN.

THE BLUFFS AT RANCHO DEL ORO
RANCHO DEL ORO - OCEANSIDE
• Beautiful 1 & 2 bedroom homes
• 2 pools and spas
• Clubhouse with fitness center, billiards and poker room, media center
• Dog parks, putting greens and private yards
• Starting at $279,990

Sales office/models open daily 11am to 6pm
950 Sea Cliff Way Oceanside, CA 92056
760.994.6881

WESTLAKE RANCH
SAN MARCOS
• Beautiful 2 bedroom/2.5 bath townhomes
• Patios and large private yards in every home
• Pool, spa and fitness center
• Starting at $329,990

Sales office/models open daily 11am to 6pm
(closed Wednesday & Thursday)
201 Westlake Drive San Marcos, CA 92069
760.331.7690

SOMMERSET WOODS
ESCONDIDO
• Spacious 2 bedroom semi-detached cottages and 2, 3, & 4 bedroom townhomes
• Pool, spa and clubhouse with fitness center, billiards and poker room, media center
• Starting at $316,990

Sales office/models open daily 11am to 6pm
1433 North Broadway Escondido, CA 92026
760.994.7536

SOMMERSET VILLAS
ESCONDIDO
• Stylish loft, 1 & 2 bedroom homes
• Pool, spa, and BBQ Picnic area
• Gated community
• Tennis court, dog park and nature preserve
• Clubhouse with full kitchen and gym/cardio room, billiards and poker room
• Starting at $189,990

Sales office/models open daily 11am to 6pm
1350 N. Escondido Blvd. Escondido, CA 92026
760.994.6855

SHADOW PINES
CHULA VISTA
• Spacious 2 bedroom homes
• Pool, playground, BBQ & picnic area
• Private garages and large yards
• Starting at $299,990

Sales office/models open daily 11am to 6pm
(closed Wednesday & Thursday)
321 Rancho Drive Chula Vista, CA 91911
619.857.7942

SUMMIT PLACE
SAN DIEGO-COLLEGE AREA
• Beautiful 1 & 2 bedroom homes
• Balconies & fireplace
• Gated community and private garages
• Beautifully landscaped courtyard
• Starting at $239,990

Sales office/models open daily 11am to 6pm
(closed Wednesday & Thursday)
4521 55th Street San Diego, CA 92115
858.692.5243

COURTYARD AT COLLEGE
SAN DIEGO-COLLEGE AREA
• Spacious 1 & 2 bedroom homes & 3 bedroom penthouses
• Swimming pool
• Gated community
• Gourmet kitchens
• Starting at $235,990

Sales office/models open daily 11am to 6pm
(closed Wednesday & Thursday)
4560 60th Street San Diego, CA 92115
858.740.4551

THE COURT AT ADELAIDE
SAN DIEGO-COLLEGE AREA
• Beautiful 1 & 2 bedroom garden homes
• Private garages
• Gated community
• Stylish urban design
• Starting at $239,990

Sales office/models open daily 11am to 6pm
(closed Wednesday & Thursday)
5550 Adelaide Ave. San Diego, CA 92115
866.344.4844

premiercoastal.com  877.345.2300

BROKERS WELCOME. NO MONEY DOWN OFFER OAC
Incentives are subject to change, and available when using our preferred lender.
Premier Coastal Development, Inc. is a management company providing service to the seller of each individually owned project. Home features & services vary by location.
pure joy. His love for anyone that would accept him taught me to try to attain that same kind of love. Attending church has provided me with numerous opportunities to interact with mentally ill people. Every time I go to church, I walk up to a teenage girl in a wheelchair who flails her open arms in hope for a hug. Julie suffers from a disorder that affects her physically and mentally. One day I visited her at her house and we decided to color. She consistently dropped the crayons, and when I attempted to help her retrieve them, she refused my help. She maintained her patience and worked hard to grab the thin crayons. She eventually picked them up and put them on the table. She smiled. She displayed more patience and persistence than I could ever imagine myself using.

I once dated a guy from church, Brant, who has a mentally ill brother named Jake. The times I visited Brant at his house, I would always see Jake watching Disney movies and clapping his hands. I loved giving him a hug and talking to him about the movie. Brant mentioned to me that I was the only girl who would talk to his little brother. This surprised me...he was a loving boy. Mentally ill people have the capability to love, care, and teach in a manner that’s different and sometimes more meaningful than the majority of people in this world.

— Alexis Sebring, Carlsbad H.S.

I have encountered several people with mental illnesses in recent years. There is a student at my high school who is autistic. He would always say hi to me and knew me by name. For the longest time I felt like the biggest jerk because I could never remember his name. He always had something positive to say, a compliment or a question. He always cared about what I was up to or how this or that was going; he made an effort to be my friend. I have learned that he has amazing musical talent. He has perfect pitch identification and plays the piano well. It is strange and amazing that some are given great talents and some form of mental handicap.

Another autistic boy I know is one of the sweetest people I have ever met. He loves war history (current interest: World War II) and collects war-movie DVDs. I was privileged enough to spend a day with him, and we went to the park. He played on the equipment, laughing and even playing imaginary war. He is an innocent and free-spirited child, also with musical talent. According to his parents, he pulled out an electric piano from the closet and started to play “Joy to the World.” His parents came to see what the noise was. When they asked him where he’d learned to play the piano, he said, “I taught myself.”

— Derrick Sun, Mt. Carmel H.S.
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We’re Everywhere You Want To Be

VILLA TOSCANA

Prices Starting at $199,900
1 bedroom residences in the College Area
4346 52nd Street San Diego, CA 92115
619.286.0517

WINDSOR TERRACE

From the Mid $200,000s
2 bdrm/2 bath residences in the El Cajon Area
550 Graves Avenue El Cajon, CA 92020
619.441.2598

EMERALD PALMS

From the Mid $200,000s
2 bedroom residences in the Linda Vista Area
2217 Burroughs St San Diego, CA 92111
858.560.1662

SARANAC VILLAS

From the Low $300,000s
2 bdrm/2 bath residences in the College Area
7003 Saranac Street San Diego, CA 92115
619.465.2812

GRAND OPENING!
PERSIMMON PLACE

From the High $300,000s
3 bdrm/2.5 bath Townhomes in the El Cajon Area
1133 Persimmon Street El Cajon, CA 92020
619.593.0377

MONROE VILLAS

From the Low $300,000s
2 bdrm/2 bath residences the Normal Heights Area
3909 Monroe Avenue San Diego, CA 92116
619.521.1475

MENTONE VILLAS

From the Low $300,000s
1 & 2 bedroom residences in the Point Loma area
4437 Mentone Street San Diego, CA 92107
619.226.1612

BELLA SIENA

From the Mid $300,000s
2 bdrm/2 bath residences in the Linda Vista Area
7745 Stalmer Street San Diego, CA 92111
858.571.0249

ADAMS AVENUE AT THE PARK

From the Mid $300,000s
2 bedroom residences the Normal Heights Area
3449 Adams Avenue San Diego, CA 92116
619.285.1704

Contact Linda Pasas for more information:
LindaPasas@AllegianceWest.com
www.AllegianceWest.com

The developer reserves the right to make modifications and changes to floorplans, product design specifications and features should they be necessary. Prints, elevations, and square footages are approximate and subject to change without notice.
A FLOOR FAN FILLS MY OFFICE WITH WHITE NOISE. AT NIGHT I LEAVE DOORS AND WINDOWS OPEN, THE AIR IS SO DRY I DON’T SWEAT. I LIE ON WHITE SHEETS AND LISTEN TO A CRICKET HIDING IN THE KITCHEN.

I’ve lived a long time in Southern California. The autumn Santa Ana still surprises me. I wake up. My sinuses ache. Sparks arc between my fingertips and the bathroom doorknob. Crows loiter in my neighbor’s persimmon tree, inky silhouettes against the blue sky. Termites swarm and discard wings on my windowsills. My skin itches. My mouth is always dry. The basil in the garden goes to seed and withers.

“If you can run for 30 minutes, you can run for an hour. If you can run for an hour, you can run for 90 minutes.” A friend gave me this advice the fall I returned to San Diego after my marriage ended. My friend had run marathons. I started to run at night because it gave me something to do. “Drink lots of water. Keep yourself hydrated. That’s the important thing.”

It was an unusually hot and dry autumn. I was in a one-bedroom apartment with no furniture, a computer, many unpacked boxes. I bought myself a pair of running shoes. I ran and ran in the dry night air until my lungs ached and my mouth tasted of copper. I came home. I drank tap water from plastic jugs I kept in my white refrigerator.

I ran on the sidewalk until my shins ached and my friend said I needed to run on a forgiving surface. I joined a 24-hour gym. I started going late at night when I could occupy a treadmill for as long as I wanted. I lugged chilled water with me.

I’d go to the gym after midnight. I bribed an attendant with a $20 bill to show me how to override a treadmill’s 60-minute limit. I wanted to run for two hours, undisturbed, without the machine beeping at me or stopping. The room of 15 treadmills faced a bank of six televisions tuned to the same channel. Many nights I was alone. I stared at the televisions. I listened to my breathing. After seven and a half miles, my sweaty tank top grew dry and stiff with salt. I could think only about water. Thirst eclipsed other preoccupations. The trick was to keep running, to sustain my parched isolation for as long as possible. Run ten miles, I told myself, and you can drink all the water you want. Water so cold it burns.

One night at the gym, I noticed a young woman. She was panting on a treadmill on the other side of the room. She was pretty. Blonde. In her early 20s. Flat-chested. She wore a pale blue leotard. The skin across her chest was taut and tan; I could see her clavicle. The night she ran on a treadmill in front of me I saw she had a young boy’s ass. And there

I bribed an attendant with a $20 bill to show me how to override a treadmill’s 60-minute limit. I wanted to run for two hours, undisturbed.
The average 30 year old renter has wasted $64,800* in rent since leaving the nest.

For about $195,000 that same renter could own their own

3000' sq.ft.,
Lake View,
3 Bedroom 2 Bath
CUSTOM Built Villa.

Not to mention access to the 6 acre park, bike path, 7 stocked lakes, great schools and entertainment...

AND California residents
Get 5% OFF!

THE ESTATES AT
Willow Creek
The mid-west is calling you home.

for more information: Darryl Caldwell
619.518.9280
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DO YOU WANT TO DANCE?
WE INVITE YOU TO VIEW THE FINEST IN 55-PLUS LIVING

New Luxury Apartments
from $1,120

Each apartment home features: washer and dryer, 18-cubic-foot refrigerator with ice maker, stove, built-in microwave, dishwasher, mirrored closet doors, plush carpeting and flooring, 9-ft. ceilings and ceiling fans. Woodland Village has five elevators in a secured building and gated community.

CHOOSE FROM FOUR FLOOR PLANS:
1 BEDROOM, 1 BATH & 2 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHS - SOME WITH DENS!

Community amenities include:
• Complimentary continental breakfast every Friday • Lounge and library area
• Game rooms for cards or poker • Billiard rooms • Exercise room with gym equipment and television • Dance classes and dancing in our new ballroom • Movie theatre • Resort-style heated pools and 2 oversized spas • Beauty salon and massage room • Transportation van available for group errands

PLEASE CALL CARMEL TO ARRANGE A TOUR.

TOLL-FREE: 1-888-413-1901
975 Woodland Parkway, San Marcos
At the corner of El Norte Parkway
www.WoodlandVillageApts.org

Professionally managed by Comfort Property Management

Baby Boomers Welcome!
UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
OPENING JUNE 2006. CALL FOR A TOUR.

OFFICE HOURS: MON-THUR 9-6; FRI 9-4; CLOSED SAT; SUN 10-5

7503 Charrant Drive, San Diego, California 92122
Tel. 888-410-1300 www.veranocondos.com
Broker Participation Welcome

There are several participants involved in the preparation and production of this document. It is important to consider that the information provided may not be 100% accurate and may be subject to change without notice.

Properly licensed by California Department of Real Estate. Equal Housing Opportunity. All information subject to change.
was a gap at the top of her thighs. My arms were larger than her thighs. As she ran her damp leotard revealed her ribs. One night before her run she knelt beside her treadmill and carefully spooned four tablespoons of Gatorade into a liter bottle of water. She saw me watching. She smiled. She ran fast, her legs a spidery blur. She’d sprint for ten minutes, hop off the treadmill, take a few sips of Gatorade-spiked water, hop back on. This went on for an hour. I told the night attendant, “The skinny blonde’s going to drop dead.” He shrugged, snapped his chewing gum. “See it all the time. We can’t order ‘em out of the gym until they faint from exhaustion.”

The night she fell I was watching the televisions. A cartoon bear chased a cartoon rabbit. With a weak little cry, the blonde dropped. Instead of surrendering to the treadmill’s momentum, let it slide her to the floor, she fought against it, scrambling on her hands and knees. Finally, she gave in. The treadmill pushed her to the floor where she lay, a damp heap. I went to her and knelt beside her, my hand on her shoulder. I could feel bone. I offered her water. “Don’t touch me!” she howled. “Don’t fucking touch me.”

She got up, limped from the room. Our empty treadmills spun crazily. On the televisions, the bear chased the rabbit. I tried to run a few more nights at the gym, but even my dry mouth, my longing for water, couldn’t make me forget the blonde. In my mind I kept seeing her fall. I saw her self-starvation as a parody of my self-imposed drought. The treadmill’s steady thrum no longer comforted me. I started to run just before sunset at the beach. I still do. There’s a fair number of us, middle-aged, sweating, making our solitary way up and down the coast. To one side of us, acres of dry sand. To the other side, the endless, undrinkable sea.

— Max Nash
START LOSING WEIGHT TODAY!

$50 OFF
Initial Consultation

Now only $25. Expires 5/31/06.

You can lose 3-5 lbs. per week on
Medifast® Weight Management Program
Great tasting • Clinically proven • Affordable
Enjoy 5 meal replacements and 1 regular meal daily! Not a liquid diet.

UNIVERSITY COMPOUNDING PHARMACY
San Diego 1875 Third Avenue (at Fir) • 619-683-2005
Chula Vista 853 3rd Avenue, Suite 1102 • 619-585-3750
Call for a free brochure.

Cingular Mother’s Day
PHONE SALE
Now through May 31st, 2006

Motorola SLVR L6
FREE
with 2-year new activations
plans $59.99 and above only
not in rebate necessary

ULTRA-TINH DESIGN
PUSH-TO-TALK ENABLED
BLUETOOTH AND DIGITAL CAMERA PHONE

OFFER AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

FASHION VALLEY MALL
2001 Friars Rd #2200
San Diego, CA 92108
phone: (619) 297-0683

PLAZA BONITA MALL
3330 Plaza Bonita Rd #9000
National City, CA 91950
phone: (619) 267-4642

MISSION GORGE
6171 Mission Gorge Rd #108
San Diego, CA 92120
phone: (619) 521-8000

PLAZA CAMINO REAL MALL
225 El Camino Real #9028
Carlsbad CA 92008
phone: (760) 730-3032

NORTH COUNTY FAIR MALL
272 E Via Rancho Pkwy #9002
Escondido, CA, 92025
phone: (760) 738-9531

SPORTS ARENA
3681 Sports Arena Blvd.
San Diego CA 92110
phone: (619) 221-8111

OCEANSIDE
750 Old Grove Rd #2
Oceanside CA 92057
phone: (760) 433-5717

TERRA NOVA
374 E H St. Ste. 1709
Chula Vista, CA 91910
phone: (619) 420-2770

i luv u mom :-)
We Made it Warm.

NOW SELLING
Now you can make it home.

Walk to Hillcrest and Balboa Park!
2BR, 2BA Hillcrest Condos from Only $360,000–
Just a few remain!

Large Patios, Balconies and Fireplaces*
Granite Countertops
Gated Entry and Parking
Forced Air Conditioning
Serene Courtyard with Fountains
*select units

Find us, and you'll find your best values!
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Ever since Charlie Christian hot-wired a mike to his guitar box in the 1930s (or maybe Eddie Durham did it first) and Gene Krupa went nuts on a full drum kit (though maybe he should be let off the hook on this one, he has enough to answer for in every bad drum solo performed since 1927) — rehearsal space has been at a premium for amplified American music.

The ranks of available garages have thinned — though the suburbs may still offer them. Booming urban real estate with condos, lofts, office space, and parking have fed the need for virtual or cyber bands rather than the real thing. Still, the lofted gentry, the same yuppie dot-com moguls who are pricing out the scruffy and scrabbling rockers and jazzbos, are the first to whine around the Gaslamp, The music scene here sucks.

If you're a kid from North Park, El Cajon, East San Diego, or Clairemont, you've got your bass player and drummer and you can all pool some change from your jobs at Dominoes or Starbucks, you'll be dealing with either Senile Republican Realtors Inc. or Gucci-Frappacino Rentals for practice space. That's the way it is.

Here's the way it is in the heart of downtown San Diego (the center of the universe if you're from here) at a top, double-secret location beneath the very noses and feet, concrete, asphalt, cables, water pipes, and decrepit infrastructure of Our Town: down among the rats and the darkness, the frayed wiring and extension cords that feed the electric dreams of three-chord poets and the statistically doomed: still expensive.

A couple of reasons to be nonspecific about where, exactly, this place is: for one, there's a lot of expensive equipment down there. The kind of stuff that makes instruments real goddamned loud (loud enough to vibrate loaves of fresh-baked bread off of "the bakery center" above) and there is a brisk mug's trade in hot Marshalls, etc. Security is good, though. So good, potential thieves might as well just go audition for World's Stupidest Criminals before attempting a job. Of course, stupidity has never dissuaded any thieves I know. Another reason is that there is some question as to whether or not the landlord of this historical building has any idea of what's going on under the butts of the lawyers and corporate consultants to whom he is leasing his address. Entrepreneur and business manager of the rehearsal and recording studios Johnny ("just Johnny") says the owner is an older, wealthy gentleman and knows about it. Okay.

Exploring this underground terrain, I feel I should have a pith helmet and khaki shorts, a clipboard and tape measure. I will ask my assistant with the camera to capture moments with me and rock/toll renegades like Swan and the Fiction Engine. Get a shot of this: me like an anthropologist from the future, winding my way through Sheetrock corridors, avoiding rat traps, pointing to frayed, hanging cables, extension cords, and duct-taped leads from recording equipment to amplifiers to vintage guitars — mutants of 3/4-length necks, Gretsch monstrosities and hot lace Stratocaster pickups promising and delivering screams, inhuman moans, cat-in-heat-dream-growls, and punctuations to puberty-gone-wrong nightmares. I envision a photo taken of me in my pith helmet and shorts, grinning at the camera, with my tape measure around the skull of a San Diego rock musician.
Lost in the drywall maze of half-baked dreams or fully baked dreams in progress, looking to trace the sounds of sex and technology pulsing through the corridor from some nonspecific direction, I want to raise my fist and shout, Spinal Tapishly, “Hello, Cleveland! Rock and roll!” But after ten minutes of wandering the underground maze, completely lost, I can’t find my way to anything except the CIA-locked, super-secret-coded elevator, like you have to have high security clearance to enter and perceive Rock Limbo. Give me a break. Well, this shit costs money...okay! Swan is the loudest rock and roll band I have ever heard. I have heard the Who live many times, Hendrix, Blue Cheer, and high on the list is Keith Richards, well into his 50s with the X-Pensive Winos, drowning out openers and industry sperm Soul Asylum. Swan shuts ’em all down, no kidding, and it’s not just garbage. The bassist has mastered the effect of his Fender at high volume in an arcane way: an ariform John Entwistle, Roger Waters, the guy from Ten Years After, and in this century, Flea — though I hate to say it: I’d rather punch him than admit, as I’ve done, that he’s good.

I was invited in to Swan’s rehearsal space by (I guess) their manager/sometime drummer, Angel. Mostly their drummer is a cat named “the Matrix.” The very act of opening the door is to be gut-punched with the sound

Picture Frames at Factory Outlet Prices!

- Frames from $2
- New, seconds, clearance, overstocks
- Over 200 styles of ready-made frames (including ovals)
- Custom framing
- Artist canvas

As seen on Local 8 News

Tara

PICTURE FRAMES OUTLET
1375 N. Cuyamaca, El Cajon
(near Fletcher Parkway) • 619-449-6098
Tuesday-Friday 9-6, Saturday 9-5

Wholesale Blinds & Shutters
Custom-made shutters, vertical & horizontal blinds. Many patterns & colors. One-Day Service
1155 3rd Ave. • Chula Vista
619-426-2600 • jblinds.com
90 days same as cash

$49
Futon Frame Available in black, white or silver.

$399 Nevis Collection Queen low-profile bed.

$595 Sofa Plus BONUS FREE LOVE SEAT
Hurry, while supplies last!

$169
5-Piece Pub Set

Wholesale Blinds & Shutters
Custom-made shutters, vertical & horizontal blinds. Many patterns & colors. One-Day Service
1155 3rd Ave. • Chula Vista
619-426-2600 • jblinds.com
90 days same as cash

$49
5-Piece Pub Set

$169
5-Piece Dining Set

Exotic Teak Furniture Now Available!

Immediate Delivery—In-stock items

10397 Friars Road
(858) 449-6098
www.atlansfurniture.com
Mon. - Fri. 10 am - 7 pm, Sat. 10 am - 5 pm, Sunday 11 am - 5 pm
619-640-0259

*OAC. See store for details.
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PFAFF HOBBY

In boxes, making room for new models. Pfaff, a well-known German company, has just released for sale to the public a limited number of new “Hobby” by Pfaff heavy-duty, 18-stitch function with 10 built-ins, free-arm zigzag sewing machines. Sews all fabric, Levi’s, canvas, nylon, stretch to silk.

EVEN SEWS ON LEATHER!
No attachments needed for any size buttonhole. Monograms, hems, sews on buttons, satin overcast, darts and more. Just set the dials for most functions. We trade-ins, terms or layaway now! Free lessons and 10-year warranty included. Incluye libro español de instrucción.

For only $169
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EVEN SEWS ON LEATHER!
No attachments needed for any size buttonhole. Monograms, hems, sews on buttons, satin overcast, darts and more. Just set the dials for most functions. We trade-ins, terms or layaway now! Free lessons and 10-year warranty included. Incluye libro español de instrucción.

For only $169

Central Sewing

May 11-16

NORTH PARK
3919 Illinois St. 619-282-8503
EL CAJON
1125 N. Second St. 619-447-3244

Central Sewing

1375 N. Cuyamaca, El Cajon
(near Fletcher Parkway) • 619-449-6098
Tuesday-Friday 9-6, Saturday 9-5

Wholesale Blinds & Shutters
Custom-made shutters, vertical & horizontal blinds. Many patterns & colors. One-Day Service
1155 3rd Ave. • Chula Vista
619-426-2600 • jblinds.com
90 days same as cash

$49
Futon Frame Available in black, white or silver.

$399 Nevis Collection Queen low-profile bed.

$595 Sofa Plus BONUS FREE LOVE SEAT
Hurry, while supplies last!

$169
5-Piece Pub Set

Exotic Teak Furniture Now Available!

Immediate Delivery—In-stock items

10397 Friars Road
(858) 449-6098
www.atlansfurniture.com
Mon. - Fri. 10 am - 7 pm, Sat. 10 am - 5 pm, Sunday 11 am - 5 pm
619-640-0259

*OAC. See store for details.
of Ragnarok, Armageddon, the sounds of huge machinery mangled by robots (like in Terminator) being randomly destroyed in an explosion of glass, metal, and men by sonic weaponry. Two of the members—a very heavily tattooed youth (you can’t quite call him a singer, so he doesn’t either) who introduces himself only as “Robert Kain, Dragon Stylist” and the above-mentioned bassist, even more thoroughly tattooed, though it hardly seems possible, and bald—have extended, stretched earlobes. The entire effect is bizarre. The bassist looks exactly like that gay in the original Moby Dick, only instead of a harpoon, he is wielding a huge Fender bass. All social graces fled, I just looked at him, shook his hand, and said, “Holy shit, man! You look like a fuckin’ Maori harpoonist!” He actually said, “Thanks, man,” and smiled.

On keys is the “Preying Mantis,” and on that day they were auditioning for guitar. Tonight’s contestant was a shy-looking, kind of punked-out young lady who played the most amazing notes. With calm, decisive authority, on top of a rhythm section that sounded like a rabid rhino charging at trash cans full of household appliances (like blenders) and broken glass and bullets, she would find a sustaining discord from God knows where on any fretboard I’ve seen. And do it like Yehudi Menuhin or Heifitz with no doubt of the aptness, the perfection of that particular choice. I don’t think the auditionee made the cut, but it gave me pause for days as to what the criterion may have been.

After four songs in that room, I felt as deaf as the unholy offspring of Pete Townshend and Helen Keller. I stood, shook hands with “the Matrix” or “the Dragon Stylist,” or it might have been Angel. I shouted, “You guys are pure, undiluted evil!” Smiles and thanks. “I have to go now. I’m scared,” I said. This was attended with grins and bobbing heads. Great guys, really. Very understanding.

The other group I visited has a name I truly love: “the Fiction Engine.” Their names are Frankie Fiction, Albion Nathaniel, and “the Pig,” and you can hear them at新区.com/fictionengine. They have been together for over a year, or four years if you count the songwriting and incubation process. I was kept off-center, standing out in the street (a main drag downtown) while several members of TFE kept saying “cheers” to absolutely everything I would say. Back in my day, by crashes, that meant someone was buying you a drink—or at the very least offering congratulations. To these guys it expressed general agreement, a generic affirmative. These punks today picking up crap from Australians or Italians or wherever—it don’t sound American, I’m here to tell you that!

“It’s definitely an alternative style of dance rock,” says Frankie (or is it Albion?) in describing their stuff. He invites me in through the swinging stone portals that will moan open when the correct brick is pressed (third on the upper left, just above the gargoyle knocker), “People say we have the elements of the Rolling Stones, the Smiths, and the Cure—and a lot of Brit rock.” The band comes from as far as Chula Vista, Mission Hills, and University Heights. The songwriter/guitarist Frankie has wary black hair and nearly jaw-length sideburns. This effect is romantic; less rock ’n roll than Byronic.

Taking a torch through the dank stone corridors that lead to their chamber, being careful to step over the skeletal remains dumped at random angles, I mention the 19th-Century poet look. He seems pleased and tells me a huge influence on him is Keats.

“We’ll,” I say chuckling, “how about that ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn,’ eh? I mean, ya got no complaints there.”

He looked at me a little oddly but nodded, “Cheers. A literary man, eh?” I chuckle again. “Aw, Hell, I could tell you stories.”

At the end of a winding staircase, we come to the chamber. It is the Fiction Engine’s work space and the home of Stingaree Records (619-234-5298).

Has your doctor told you:

You have fibroids of the uterus?

Fibroids are benign tumors of the uterus and are found in 30% of women in this country. They cause pelvic pain and pressure, as well as excessive bleeding. They are the most common cause of hysterectomy in the United States. A research study is underway to evaluate an investigational oral medication for the reduction in size and symptoms of uterine fibroids.

To possibly qualify:
• 18-50-year-old premenopausal females
• Have at least one fibroid tumor in your uterus
• Must have regular or steady periods
• Not on hormonal contraception

Participants will receive:
• Examination by a board-certified OB-GYN
• All study-related medication or placebo, lab studies, ultrasound, EKG, Pap smear
• Compensation for your time and travel

For more information, call: (619) 521-2841 Medical Center for Clinical Research

Research Studies

Schizophrenia
Bipolar Disorder
Major Depression

We may currently or in the future have inpatient and outpatient research studies involving investigational medications for the conditions listed above.

Qualified candidates will be reimbursed for time and transportation ($50 for each inpatient hospital day and up to $100 for each outpatient visit).

For more information, call: 858-566-8222
The California Neuropsychopharmacology Clinical Research Institute, LLC
“CNRI, LLC”
recordings. What they’ve got is better than what was used on Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. Owner Beau Hart and partner take up only about a fourth of the area in the room. The rest is all the Fiction Engine’s. Now you don’t invite yourself to someone’s rehearsal and then review them — only a cretin would do that. But I like FE’s music. Frankie has a neat sense of pop song construction that’s less and less easy to find outside of Fastball or the Bare-naked Ladies, and the bass player actually plays scales. Walking scales! Think Chas Chandler or Bill Wyman. And he knows what he’s doing. You just don’t hear rockers under 90 playing, at least not electric, this way and it’s great stuff.

Listening to them, I was mentally rubbing my hands together thinking: I should produce these guys! I could guarantee them huge industry success in a couple of weeks if they just do everything I say!

Down the hall is Modesto. Four guys who are not hard to listen to. 'Leavin’ Modesto I forgot my dobro It was sittin’ with a six-pack by the door… Santa Monica rises up in my windshield And the ocean, baby’s, so wide It won’t yield… to no horizon line' They also sent me liner notes for their new CD, The History of Driveways. Here’s part of it: “Tex and Sam had written some great and simple songs in the sand and learnt ’em before the hot low winds could blow ’em away. They premiered as the duet, Thumbhaddy, with soulful abandon, a biggish voice, and an unwieldy Rich hol-lowbody, in a San Diego peck-hole called the Tiki House, to thanks and claps on their backs and smiles a mile wide. Shrugging, the accidents were happy ones…

“Al called it MODESTO and got a room with ’lectic-rity in town, under the street, where more’s been writ, and on…

Manager Johnny (from Jersey) is running a valu-able operation to the local scene, but even he admits it ain’t cheap. Maybe he could have a word with the mys-terious elderly gentleman who owns the place and ask him, “Excuse me, sir, but exactly how much more damned money do you need?”

— John Brizzolara

---

Depressed? Sleeping Too Much? Not Enjoying Life?

If you are between the ages of 18 and 65 and have not responded to treatment for depression, you may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study of an investigational medication.

To learn more, please call the Sharp Mesa Vista Clinical Research Center at (858) 694-8350.

Yes. Radiant Research is seeking healthy volunteers to participate in clinical research studies. To qualify you must:
- be a man or woman
- be age 18 to 50
- be a non-smoker
- be able to participate in overnight stay(s)

You may be compensated up to $3,200 for your time and travel.

Call Mon-Fri for more information

1.866.818.3253 (English)
1.866.977.8322 (Spanish)
9665 Chesapeake Dr., Suite 200, San Diego, CA
www.radiantresearch.com
We believe we can help.

Well-known pharmaceutical companies are conducting important research studies for a limited number of qualified participants.

I fall asleep, but once I wake up, I am up!

A new study of an investigational medication for insomnia may help put you to sleep.

- Restless sleep disturbs the normal rhythms of the body.
- When sleep difficulties become a regular problem it can affect your health.

If you have chronic problems returning to sleep after waking up in the middle of the night, you may qualify for a research study in our state-of-the-art sleep clinic and receive an investigational medication for poor sleep.

Every study conducted by California Clinical Trials is staffed by a team of skilled and experienced physicians and medical professionals trained to place your comfort and well-being first.

Qualified participants:
- Will receive up to $700 for time and travel.
- Receive study-related medication and study-related medical care at no cost.
- No reports are made to your employers, schools, or insurance companies.

Schizophrenia

Outpatient Research Study

Is it hard to focus and get motivated?

Many treatments for schizophrenia focus on the voices and fears, but what about how hard it is to do simple tasks? We are studying an investigational medication that focuses on the lack of motivation and energy associated with schizophrenia.

Are you currently taking Zyprexa, Risperdal, Seroquel, Abilify, or Geodon and still not functioning well? If so, you may qualify to try an investigational medication for the low-energy symptoms associated with schizophrenia.

Every study conducted by California Clinical Trials is staffed by a team of skilled and experienced physicians and medical professionals trained to place your comfort and well-being first.

If you participate, there is no cost to you...instead:
- You receive up to $1105 for your time and travel.
- You receive no-cost study-related medication and medical care.
- No reports are made to employers, schools, or insurance companies.

Depression

steals more than your mood; it robs you of life's pleasures.

Are you over 18 years old and finding life hard to tolerate? Has your energy and motivation to enjoy your life decreased? Do you find even simple pleasures empty?

California Clinical Trials has been assisting the pharmaceutical industry with finding new medications for depression over the past 20 years.

Every study conducted by California Clinical Trials is staffed by a team of skilled and experienced physicians and medical professionals trained to place your comfort and well-being first.

If you participate, there is no cost to you...instead:
- You will receive up to $700 for your participation.
- You receive no-cost study-related medication and medical care.
- No reports are made to employers, schools, or insurance companies.

Anxiety

doesn't just stress your mind.

We know it can...

- Decrease your immune response • Decrease your physical and mental functioning • Increase fats in the bloodstream • Be mistaken for medical conditions • Interfere with sleep

If you are between the ages of 18 and 64, you may qualify to take part in a research study of an investigational medication for Generalized Anxiety Disorder.

Every study conducted by California Clinical Trials is staffed by a team of skilled and experienced physicians and medical professionals trained to place your comfort and well-being first.

Qualified participants:
- Will receive up to $450 for time and travel.
- Receive no-cost study-related medication and study-related medical care.
- No reports are made to employers, schools, or insurance companies.

Creepy, Crawly, Nighttime Legs

Is a creepy crawly feeling in your legs keeping you up at night? If so, you could be suffering from Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS). If you are 18 or older, and are in general good health, you may qualify to try an investigational medication being studied for the possible treatment of RLS.

Every study conducted by California Clinical Trials is staffed by a team of skilled and experienced physicians and medical professionals trained to place your comfort and well-being first.

If you participate, there is no cost to you...instead:
- You may receive up to $350 for your participation.
- You receive no-cost research study-related medication and medical care.
- No reports are made to employers, schools, or insurance companies.

Is your hyperactive child not sleeping?

Experts believe that ADHD children sleep poorly due to their illness or medical treatments, and poor sleep can worsen ADHD symptoms.

If you have an ADHD child 6 to 17 years of age who complains of poor sleep or tiredness, they may qualify for a sleep research study of an investigational medication designed to help your child sleep.

Your child will stay on current ADHD treatment and receive an investigational medication designed to help your child sleep.

If you participate, there is no cost to you...instead:
- Both parent and child will be compensated for time and travel.
- All research medication and study-related medical care will be provided at no cost.

858-571-1188
Toll-free 800-571-1188
www.cctstudy.com

San Diego • Los Angeles • Glendale • Anaheim

Finding Answers Together – Since 1982
When Mark E. Quark Takes Over the Turntables

at the Flame on Monday nights, the outside world gets lost between the beats. Quark, house DJ during a venue club called G-Force, steps into the booth around 10 p.m., carrying his only instruments: two crates of records. He’ll work the discs between three turntables, blending and overlapping the sounds with a small mixer. Standing to Quark’s left, a guy bounces up and down to the beat, flipping horizontally mounted light switches that toggle strobes and multicolored lights. Quark rarely bothers to look out of the DJ booth at the dancers, purposely avoiding contact — for fear they might break his focus on the electronic pulses he’s laying down.

Quark has a hard time describing the music that he plays. The best description he can find is “somewhere between house music and disco.”

“There are so many [styles] that I wouldn’t be able to tell you what it is,” Quark says. “For the moment, what I like in my music is a good beat, a really funky-ass beat. I like my beats to be funky and have a big, strong bass line. I once asked a friend what kind of music I played, and he said, ‘You play house music, but it’s got sprinkles on top.’ It’s really like drugged-out disco.

“When I go on I never try to hit people hard in the face with powerful music. Basically, I’ll have a few songs in mind that I really want to play. I’ll use all my other records to build up to those songs. So those will be different peaks in my set.”

In addition to his weekly stint at the Flame, Quark also spins vinyl three or four times a month at underground parties; occasionally he is flown to other cities to deejay. Performing in the 2–6 a.m. slot, Quark has made a name for himself as a “sunrise DJ.”

“I kind of got that through the first Narnia party, which I think was the summer of ’92,” he says. “I guess I played a really good set at dawn. From there, everybody wanted me to spin in the morning, which has been great, because for me, that’s the best time to spin. At the same time, I always want to spin at peak hours, but there’s not too much I can do about that. At that Narnia party, if I had played earlier in the morning, I would have played the same stuff. If I’m playing a lot earlier in the night, I
ATTENTION DEFICIT/HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER
With Difficulty Sleeping

ADHD

Has your child or adolescent previously been diagnosed for ADHD and having difficulty sleeping at night?

PCSD-Feighner Research, under the direction of Michael McManus, M.D., is conducting a 12-week clinical research study to evaluate an investigational medication which may be administered along with your child/adolescent's current ADHD treatment. This is an investigational medication for children. If your child/adolescent is 6 to 17 years of age and has difficulty sleeping at night, he/she may be eligible to participate in this study.

If your child qualifies to participate, study-related assessments will be conducted by our research staff. Investigational medication may be provided at no cost. There will be a screening office visit, two sleep studies, and approximately eight office visits. Compensation is provided for time and travel.

For more information please call:

PCSD-Feighner Research
1-877-FOR-INFO
(367-4636)

---

do you suffer from Schizophrenia?

Do you hear voices or see things that other people don’t?

Do you feel that people are following you, talking about you, or are out to get you?

You may be eligible to participate in a research study.
Compensation of up to $2000.

CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION: 760-806-9200

EXCELL RESEARCH
BOARD-CERTIFIED PSYCHIATRISTS PROVIDING EXCELLENT PATIENT CARE AND QUALITY RESEARCH
3998 Vista Way, Suite 110, Oceanside, CA 92056
DO YOU HAVE DEPRESSION THAT KEEPS RETURNING?

Do you know someone who has depression that keeps returning?

If you or someone you know experiences recurring episodes of sadness, sleep disturbance, low energy, feelings of worthlessness, emptiness or guilt...

You may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study for an investigational medication for Major Depressive Disorder. You must be between the ages of 18-64. You will receive study medication or placebo, study-related care, and diagnostic exams at no cost.

For more information and a prescreening evaluation, please call:

PCSD ~ Feighner Research
1-877-FOR-INFO (367-4636)

Attention Alcohol Drinkers:

Researchers at The Scripps Research Institute are working to develop new treatments for alcoholism. Volunteers are needed to participate in clinical research testing different drugs: both drinkers who want to stop, as well as drinkers who are not trying to stop. Qualified participants will be paid.

For more information and to find out if you qualify for any of these studies, please call 858-784-7867 or 858-784-7325, or visit www.pearsoncenter.org for more detailed information.

Research Study on DEPRESSION

Do you suffer from these symptoms?
• Difficulty concentrating/remembering
• Difficulty sleeping/eating
• Fatigue/loss of interest
• Persistent sadness/hopelessness

The UCSD Psychopharmacology Research Initiatives, Center of Excellence, is conducting research study on major depression. The research study involves the use of an investigational drug compared to placebo. If you have been previously diagnosed and treated for depression and in recent months you are experiencing a recurrence of similar or increased symptoms, you may be eligible to participate. Participants will be compensated for their time and travel.

For more information and to find out how you can participate, call: 1-866-UC PRICE (1-866-827-7423)

BACK PAIN?

Do you have back pain that makes it difficult to walk or move freely?

Each year more than 700,000 women and men suffer from vertebral compression fractures that are often caused by osteoporosis. The pain can make it difficult to walk or move freely.

Doctors are studying a new treatment for vertebral compression fractures that may help to reduce pain and restore mobility. To find out more about this important study, ask your doctor or call the number below.

CORE ORTHOPAEDIC MEDICAL CENTER
(760) 943-6700, x162
332 Santa Fe Dr., Suite 110, Encinitas
Visit our website at: www.coreorthopaedic.com

CORE Orthopaedic Medical Center
Scirps Memorial Hospital Encinitas
Do you or someone you care for suffer from DEPRESSION?

Common symptoms include:
- Sadness and/or irritability
- Loss of pleasure or interest in usual activities
- Changes in sleep patterns, appetite, and energy levels

Optimum Health Services is conducting a clinical research study in depression. If you are between the ages of 18-65 and are experiencing symptoms of depression you may be eligible to participate. Eligible participants will receive:
- All study-related procedures, including psychiatric assessments, physical examinations, laboratory tests, monitoring and ongoing evaluations, and experimental study drug at no cost.
- Compensation for time and travel may be available.

For more information about this clinical research study, please call: 888-290-9255

Optimum Health Services

Tired of Heavy Periods???
...But don’t want hormones!!!

A 12-month research study is underway to evaluate a non-hormonal investigational oral medication for women with heavy periods. If your periods leave you embarrassed by how much you bleed, and you want an alternative to hormones, this study may interest you.

Participants Must Be:
1. Healthy females, 18-49 years of age, with regular cycles every 21-35 days for the past 6 months
2. Have a normal pelvic exam (fibroids are OK) and Pap smear
3. Not presently taking or are willing to stop birth control pills 2 months prior to study entrance

Participants Receive At No Cost Study-Related:
1. Examination and consultation by a board-certified OB-GYN
2. Medications
3. Laboratory tests, pelvic ultrasound, Pap smears and EKG
4. Compensation for time and travel

Interested? Please call:
The Medical Center for Clinical Research
(619) 521-2841

Are You Post-menopausal and Concerned About Osteoporosis?

If you are:
• 40 to 64 years of age
• have not had a period for at least 6 months
• have not had a hysterectomy

You may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study to explore an investigational medication to treat the symptoms of menopause and prevent osteoporosis.

Qualified participants will receive at no cost:
• study-related tests and investigational medication
• study-related physical and gynecological exams
• mammograms
• bone density scans, if eligible

Compensation for time and travel is available for qualified participants.

Call Mon-Fri for more information
1.800.949.8518
9665 Chesapeake Dr., Suite 200, San Diego, CA
www.radiantresearch.com

ADHD?
Does Your Child Have Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder?

Pacific Sleep Medicine is evaluating an investigational medication for Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder with associated Insomnia.

To be eligible, the participant must:
- Be 6 through 17 years of age (inclusive)
- Have a history of insomnia
- Have a parent/legal guardian willing and able to comply with study procedures and restrictions

Qualified study participants may receive study-related medical evaluations and investigational medication at no cost.

For more information, call (toll-free):
877-927-5337
Pacific Sleep Medicine Services
Bridging the paths of medicine and science.™

Do you or someone you care for suffer from DEPRESSION?

Common symptoms include:
- Sadness and/or irritability
- Loss of pleasure or interest in usual activities
- Changes in sleep patterns, appetite, and energy levels
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It was a night that didn’t do too well, so I went up and asked the DJ. I had a pretty good-sized record collection, and I just wanted to play it to a bunch of people. He said, ‘Sure, come on in.’ The next thing I knew, I was the in-house DJ. At the time, I was spinning a mixture of styles between acid house, industrial, and disco.

They ran clubs usually on Friday or Saturday. Through the two years I was there for one night or the other, bands were downstairs and I was upstairs. I was the only DJ, so I was deejaying five, six hours by myself, which I enjoyed.

After so long at his SOMA stint, Quark itched to do other things. He was living with friends in a warehouse on Tenth Avenue between G Street and Market. Looking for a way to cover their rent one month, they came up with the idea of throwing a party to raise the money. They dubbed the party, “Where’s the House?” Quark would DJ and his roommates would take care of sound, lighting, and decorating.

“For the party, I changed my name to Mr. E. Quark, because I didn’t want Len [Paul, owner of SOMA] to know that was me. So that’s where the Mr. E. came from. It was kind of a joke, and the Quark, that was for several reasons. Quark is a computer program on Macintosh. So I stuck with that."

Quark started performing more frequently. “But Len found out. Len wanted his artists to be kind of exclusive, so to speak. I could understand it if I was doing something on the same night, or maybe even the night before, but it could be a Wednesday night thing and he would say, ‘If people are seeing you somewhere on a Wednesday night, we’re gonna have less people come here to see you on a Saturday.’ He’s a businessman. I could understand his point of view, so what I did was change my name. My name back then was Joy 23, which was kind of like a DJ hook that had stuck. I changed my name to Mr. E. Quark. This was at the time of the birth of the so-called rave scene, back in ’90 or ’91. It’s probably one of the best things I’ve done.

“Every cop is different. There have been cooperative police who come in and see what’s going on, and they’re, like, ‘These kids are having fun, they’re not bothering anybody.'"
BIPOLAR DEPRESSION

Do you...
➢ Feel sad or anxious
➢ Have feelings of hopelessness
➢ Feel tired, lack energy or are unmotivated
➢ Have difficulty concentrating or making decisions
➢ Feel restless or irritable
➢ No longer have interest in once pleasurable activities

If you are experiencing some of these, you may be eligible for a research study.

Some qualifications are:
➢ Aged 18-65 years
➢ Non substance/alcohol dependent
➢ Using reliable contraceptive
➢ Not pregnant or lactating
➢ Non diabetic

For more information, please contact:
Synergy Clinical Research
1-888-619-7272

If you or your child has ASTHMA, this study may interest you.

An adult with asthma, or a parent with an asthmatic child, knows how trying it can be to keep track of the inhaler and remember the daily treatments. Delayed or missed dosings can be a common occurrence. As a result, researchers believe new asthma treatments must be explored.

Today, local doctors are evaluating an investigational medication that could someday help treat persistent asthma that is difficult to control.

To learn more about this local study, please contact:
The Research Center at AAMG
619-229-2355

To qualify for participation in this study, you must:
➢ Be 18-64 years of age
➢ Have had trouble falling and staying asleep for more than 3 months

Study participation includes, at no charge:
➢ Study visits with a medical professional
➢ Investigational study drug
➢ Study procedures and tests

Qualified participants could receive compensation for incidental costs and travel.

For more information, call (toll-free):
877-927-5337
Pacific Sleep Medicine Services
Bridging the paths of medicine and science.™

BIPOLAR DISORDER
DEPRESSION
SCHIZOPHRENIA

Researchers at Sharp Mesa Vista Hospital are currently enrolling subjects into inpatient and outpatient studies. Eligible participants will receive all study-related care at no cost, and will be reimbursed for time and travel.

For more information, please call the Clinical Research Department at (858) 694-8350.
Do you have trouble falling asleep?

A research study is being conducted to evaluate an approved medication in an investigational use in the treatment of insomnia.

If you have been diagnosed with chronic insomnia and experience difficulty falling asleep and staying asleep, you qualify for participation in this study.

Qualified participants will receive study drug and study-related physician visits at no cost and could be compensated up to $1,200 for time and travel.

If you would like more information or think you may be eligible for this study, please contact the physician’s office below.

For more information, call:

Pacific Sleep Medicine Services
877-927-5337

If you have been diagnosed with chronic insomnia and experience difficulty falling asleep and staying asleep, you qualify for participation in this study.

Those symptoms may include feeling sad or empty, feeling worthless or guilty, decreased interest in activities you once enjoyed, difficulty concentrating, weight loss, difficulty sleeping or lack of energy.

Call
Synergy Research
1-888-619-7272

Depression Research Study

If you have been previously diagnosed and treated for depression and in recent months you are experiencing a recurrence of similar or increased symptoms, you may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study.

Those symptoms may include feeling sad or empty, feeling worthless or guilty, decreased interest in activities you once enjoyed, difficulty concentrating, weight loss, difficulty sleeping or lack of energy.

Call
Synergy Research
1-888-619-7272

Heartburn? Acid Reflux?

If you suffer from acid indigestion, frequent heartburn, flow of bitter fluid into the chest or mouth, difficulty swallowing, or upper abdominal pain, you may have a condition known as gastroesophageal reflux disease, or GERD.

A clinical research study is being conducted to evaluate symptom relief for patients suffering from GERD.

Study-related exams and procedures and study medication provided at no cost.

Patient compensation for time and travel.

For more information please call:

Medical Associates Research Group
(858) 277-7177

Enrollment is limited!

Opiates

Desperate to find the help you need? Have you failed at opiate treatment before? We feel your frustration!

OPIATE DEPENDENCY IS A CONDITION THAT IS TREATABLE.

We will help you develop a plan to achieve the life you envision, always with respect and dignity.

Call us today for your free analysis.

PROGRESSIVE MEDICAL SPECIALISTS
4574 El Cajon Boulevard, Suite A, San Diego
Call toll-free: 877-938-6600
www.pms911.com
Social Anxiety Disorder?

- Do You Fear Meeting New People?
- Do You Fear Social Events?
- Are You Worried About Being at the Center of Attention?
- Are You Worried About Being Around People?

Affiliated Research Institute is evaluating an investigational medication for Social Anxiety Disorder. Affiliated Research Institute has 25 years of experience in managing clinical studies. To qualify for this research study, you need to be at least 18 years of age. If you qualify, you will receive study-related medical care at no cost. You may be compensated for time and travel as well.

For more information about how the study works, please contact:
(619) 688-6565
See our website: www.ari-inc.com

DEPRESSION STUDY

Signs and symptoms:
- Feeling down and depressed?
- Lost interest in your normal activities?
- Lost your appetite?
- Having difficulty sleeping?

If you or someone you know is experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be suffering from Depression. Affiliated Research Institute is conducting a research study for people with Depression. If you qualify, you may be eligible to participate in a study testing the effectiveness of an investigational drug for the treatment of Depression at no cost to you.

If you would like additional information regarding this study and are between the ages of 18 and 65, please contact:
(619) 688-6565
See our website: www.ari-inc.com

Are you sad due to Bipolar Disorder?

We are currently seeking volunteers for a clinical research study of an approved medicine under investigation for the treatment of DEPRESSION due to Bipolar Disorder.

To qualify, you must:
- be at least 18 years old
- have been diagnosed with Bipolar Disorder
- be experiencing symptoms of depression

Qualified participants will receive at no cost:
- Monitoring of bipolar and depressive symptoms
- Medical and lab exams
- Study medication

For more information or to schedule an interview to see if you qualify, please contact:
(619) 688-6565
See our website: www.ari-inc.com

ANXIETY STUDY

Signs and Symptoms:
- Feeling anxious?
- Feeling restless, irritable, or tense?
- Having difficulty sleeping?
- Having difficulty concentrating?

If you or someone you know is experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be suffering from Anxiety.

Affiliated Research Institute is conducting a research study for people with Anxiety. If you qualify, you may be eligible to participate in a study testing the effectiveness of an investigational drug for the treatment of Anxiety at no cost to you.

For more information regarding this study, please contact:
(619) 688-6565
See our website: www.ari-inc.com

BIPOLAR DISORDER and ALCOHOLISM STUDY

Signs and Symptoms:
- Do you have mood swings or difficulty concentrating?
- Feeling trapped in either a manic “up” episode or a depressive “down” episode?
- Do you find yourself drinking to cope with your mood swings?
- If you or someone you know is experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be suffering from Bipolar Disorder (also known as Manic Depression) and Alcoholism.

Affiliated Research Institute is conducting a research study for people with Bipolar Disorder and Alcoholism. If you qualify, you may be eligible to participate in a study testing the effectiveness of an experimental medication for the treatment of Bipolar Disorder at no cost to you. If you would like additional information regarding this study and are between the ages of 21 and 60, please contact:
(619) 688-6565
See our website: www.ari-inc.com

HIGH Blood Pressure Study

Acceptance is participating in a worldwide research study for patients with high blood pressure (hypertension). The purpose of this study is to compare two currently marketed medications to a sugar pill (placebo) in an investigational setting for reducing your blood pressure.

If you are 18 years or older and have been told by your doctor that you have high blood pressure, you may qualify for this study. Your participation in this study will last 13 weeks. As part of your study participation you will receive at no cost to you:
- Study visits
- Study medication
- ECG
- Laboratory work for the study

After your initial visits, study participants will be seen approximately every 2 weeks.

If you are interested in finding out more about this research study, or if you know someone such as a family member or friend who might be interested in this study, please contact the person listed below.

Accelovance
Dr. William Shapiro
619.291.2845

Are you worried about being at the center of attention?

If you or someone you know is experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be suffering from Social Anxiety Disorder.

Affiliated Research Institute is conducting a research study for people with Social Anxiety Disorder. If you qualify, you may be eligible to participate in a study testing the effectiveness of an investigational drug for the treatment of Social Anxiety Disorder at no cost to you.

For more information about how the study works, please contact:
(619) 688-6565
See our website: www.ari-inc.com

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Do you have high cholesterol?

If so, you may be qualified to participate in a 22-week study, in which participants must:
- be at least 18 years old
- discontinue any current cholesterol medication
- follow a diet recommended by the American Heart Association
- be willing to have blood tests taken and safely monitored at each study visit

If you are interested, please contact the physician listed below for additional information.

Dr. William Shapiro
619.291.2845

All studies are conducted in accordance with an approved protocol, clinical study conduct guidelines, regulations and ethical principles. Participant confidentiality is strictly adhered to, and all participation is strictly voluntary.
in Encinitas, with two crates of records, each one weighing about 60 pounds. Maybe 200 people are hanging out in the back yard drinking, while a handful dance to a DJ in the rear garage. The party isn’t the type where Quark would normally perform, he protests. “It wasn’t anything that was related to the underground scene, other than the fact that there was a DJ in the garage,” he says later. At 1 a.m., Quark is still waiting to go on. Four Encinitas sheriffs arrive to shut the party down, due to noise complaints from neighbors.

The warehouse location for the after-hours club is located somewhere between Kettner Boulevard and Pacific Highway, near the railroad tracks. Quark doesn’t find out until after he arrives there that this party also has been shut down; the warehouse lacks proper emergency exits. The only thing happening downtown after-hours that night is at a house one block away on Cedar Street that is pumping out disco tunes. Quark heads back home for three hours of sleep before his 10:30 a.m. flight to Albuquerque.

We catch up after his return. “It was a pretty phenomenal experience. I spun at a club in downtown Albuquerque. I can honestly say he’s the best DJ I’ve ever heard,” Quark says.

The heavy schedule did take its toll. “I had a total of five hours’ sleep over the weekend. It’s not very fun. I got kind of moody; I didn’t want to talk to anybody. I just wanted to go home. My crates [of records] are really heavy. If I’m staying in a hotel room, I gotta wake up, jump in the shower, haul my crates down, call a cab, and jump on a plane.

“I had a lot of bad experiences happen. [In Albuquerque] I and this other party were waiting for cabs. Since we were both going to the airport, we decided to split the fare. The cab driver said, ‘No, you both got to pay separate fees.’ I was already late and almost missed my plane. I couldn’t argue with him. When I got into San Diego and took a cab, the driver wouldn’t help me with my stuff. He said, ‘No, no, I might hurt my back.’ Okay, fine. Then I told him I usually carry these things by myself. I had two crates. So he takes me home, drops me off, and he’s touching my crate. I told him, ‘If you want to help, you can.’ He said, ‘No,’ then I told him that usually cab drivers help me out a little bit if they want a tip. He went into this whole thing about, ‘It’s not my job to help you with your bags. I’m just here to drive a cab, and I’m a minority and this is the only job I can get.’ Look, I don’t care. If you don’t want to help me, I won’t tip you. I don’t want to hear about your life story!’ He starts in, ‘It’s people like you…’ Oh, God.”

— Larry Harmon

Looking for a positive approach to manage your depression?
UCSD researchers are conducting a 12 week study to learn more effective ways to manage depression.

The PACE PRO study includes:
• Lexapro, an antidepressant medicine
• A pedometer to count daily steps
• Weekly emails to promote physical activity
• A mood management skills guide
• Weekly phone support from a Family Nurse Practitioner
• Compensation for time and travel

For More Information please contact:
Catherine Pearson-Bennett, FNP, Study Coordinator
Phone: (858) 457-7282
Website: www.pacepro.org

Earn Extra Money
Are you healthy?
Are you between the ages of 18-65?
If so, call us to participate in skin-related product studies.

Call us today for more information on how to enroll and learn about upcoming studies paying up to $700.

888-277-7227
or
866-857-7546
Visit us at: www.pracs.com
We are seeking volunteers for a clinical research study of an approved medicine under investigation for the treatment of depression due to bipolar disorder.

TO QUALIFY:
- You must be at least 18 years old
- You must have been diagnosed with bipolar disorder
- You must be experiencing symptoms of depression

QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE AT NO COST:
- Monitoring of bipolar and depressive symptoms
- Medical and lab exams
- Study medication

TO LEARN MORE, PLEASE CALL:
Optimum Health Services
Toll-free at 866-346-0798

Do you find yourself nodding off during the day?

A research study for an investigational medication for insomnia is taking place. You may qualify for this study:

If you are over 18 years of age
-AND-
If you experience difficulty staying asleep and difficulty during the day due to sleepiness.

If you qualify for this study, you will receive investigational medication or placebo and study-related physical exam at no charge.

Please call Optimum Health Services at 866-217-9207

Gambling Addiction?

Compulsive Gambling?

You may be eligible to participate in a research study for people experiencing problems with gambling if you:
- Are preoccupied with gambling, or
- Can’t control your gambling, or
- Have risked relationships or jobs due to your gambling

Patients will receive a study-related comprehensive mental health evaluation and medication at no cost.

Qualified volunteers will be compensated for their time and travel.

For more information or to see if you qualify, please contact OPTIMUM HEALTH SERVICES toll-free at: 866-735-0412

Do you or anyone you know have SCHIZOPHRENIA or SCHIZOAFFECTIVE DISORDER?

Optimum Health Services is currently conducting a research study to find out how two common antipsychotic drugs, Olanzapine and Risperidone, may affect the way the body uses sugar.

Participants should be aged 18 to 65 years with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, and have not been hospitalized for psychiatric reasons in the last three months.

This study does not involve a sugar pill, otherwise known as a placebo, and all the study drugs have been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

Some symptoms of schizophrenia include:
- Delusions, or having false beliefs that others don’t share
- Hallucinations, or seeing or hearing things that others don’t see or hear
- Paranoia, or unnecessary mistrust or suspicion

Hospitalization, medical evaluations and the investigational drugs will be provided at no cost. Eligible participants will also receive compensation for their time and travel.

To find out more information and to see if you qualify please contact Optimum Health Services at:
866-217-9206

ARE YOU SAD DUE TO BIPOLAR DISORDER?

Then there might be hope.

Optimum Health Services is currently conducting a research study to find out how two common antipsychotic drugs, Olanzapine and Risperidone, may affect the way the body uses sugar.
$500 off
CUSTOM LASIK
both eyes [with this ad - offer expires May 27, 2006]

$899
STANDARD LASIK
per eye [any nearsighted prescription]

$1499
CUSTOM WAVEFRONT LASIK
per eye [any prescription]

*This offer applies to Custom LASIK on both eyes ($250 off per eye). Patient must present coupon at the time of consultation to qualify for this discount. Coupon cannot be applied retroactively to prior procedures. This offer cannot be combined with any other offers or coupons and has no cash value. These prices are for new patients with no prior history of refractive surgery only. Price based on bilateral (both eyes) correction only. Surgery must be performed by 5/27/06. Some restrictions may apply.

Dr. Yaghouti
The only Harvard graduate
Refractive Surgery Specialist
in Southern California.

Dr. Lakhani
Chief Surgeon, graduate of
Cornell University and UCSD.

GLOBAL LASER VISION
Medical Center, Inc.

6950 Friars Road
Suite 100
Across from Fashion Valley Mall
FREE CONSULTATION
1-800-GET-LASIK
1-800-438-5274
GlobalLaserVision.com
Sometimes I forget just how long ago that was — the Challenger space shuttle explosion stands as an ominous marker in memory, a national tragedy illuminating the end of a personal catastrophe. Since putting down the bottle, I’ve been free to pursue a journey of the spirit — following a path of regeneration that would not have appeared had I not drunk self-destructively. I was spared through grace. The irony: I am grateful to be an alcoholic. Because in the past four and one-half years, I have finally discovered that which I’ve always been longing for. In tenuous glimpses, in sudden moments of clarity, I’ve experienced that undeniable place in my heart where reason and belief intersect: the crucible of faith.

In her latest nonfiction book, Practicalities — an amalgam of candid reminiscence and imagination — the French novelist Marguerite Duras reflects on the subject of alcohol. She offers details about her fight to quit drinking; she speculates on the deadening power of the drug itself. Unashamedly, she declares: “I became an alcoholic as soon as I started to drink.”
I have heard this statement uttered time and time again by recovering alcoholics. It is true for me also. Twenty-three years ago, just barely a teenager, I had my first taste of beer from an unguarded keg; a generic family picnic at El Monte Park became a swirling and ecstatic adventure. The walls of one world fell away, and I entered another brighter, warmer, more joyful place. I was transformed. One drink led to another, and — as they also say, time and time again — one beer was too many and a dozen were not enough.

Earlier this year, scientists claimed to have discovered the alcoholic gene. As Richard Wright explains in a recent New Republic article, these scientists “looked at cells taken from 70 dead people, half alcoholics, and found that the alcoholics were markedly more likely to have the gene than nonalcoholics.” Wonderful. Science can warn of a predisposition to a life-threatening disease. The myth of willpower crumbles (“You just have a drinking problem; buck up and take a deep breath, and fight it!”). In recovery I have been relieved of the obsession to drink. This obsession was removed, quite honestly, by a power greater than me. Genetic restructuring or biological forewarning had nothing to do with it. I am convinced this most recent transformation in my life came about through nothing short of grace.

When I was in the Army (led into service, no doubt, by an internal alcoholic compulsive, soldiers’ whining or even genuine calls for help were rebuffed with this chilling phrase: “Sounds like a personal problem.”) The implied slap in the face was, plainly, “I don’t want to hear about it; keep it to yourself.” Alcoholism is certainly that — very personal — but the social conditions in this country that nurture any genetic warp for self-destruction seem to touch us all, alcoholic and nonalcoholic alike.

For instance, addicts are caught up with the need to control. For decades, I attempted to control every aspect of my life — and I failed. Time and time again. Each failure drew me to the bottle for longer and deeper drafts. Question: Is this control problem also genetic? Is it possible to isolate the control gene? Or did my environment make a contribution? A further for instance: Quite rapidly, in very recent memory, American troops and aircraft and warships were deployed to the Persian Gulf, to Saudi Arabia, in response to Saddam Hussein’s Kuwaiti anschluss. Baghdad was out of control. Baghdad committed the despicable crime of replacing an unfavorable government with one more to its liking, Baghdad had to be controlled. Don’t mention a similar undertakings in our own hemisphere some months ago; don’t recall American combat troops murdering Panamanian civilians; don’t remember the papal embassy in Panama besieged by teenage warriors in camouflage, blasting David Bowie jams throughout the night in an attempt to wear down another out-of-control dictator, Manuel Noriega. This is not to suggest the butcher of Baghdad is not a despicable tyrant; it is to suggest that our options might have been broader and not limited to preparation for war.

What could all this be leading up to: alcoholism, militarism, addiction, and the spirit? Sounds like a personal problem. A backhanded response: This country’s war on drugs is a joke. The question I wish I could answer: Why does America need such a massive quantity of drugs to begin with? A footnote closer to home: Why has San Diego County become the methamphetamine capital of the world? Apparently, our country has become a black hole of illicit need, sucking in cocaine through every orifice, by the unholy ton, bending and tweaking the laws of gravity, of supply and demand. Add plenty of other domestic drugs to keep things interesting, to maintain the buzz, to fuel the violence and the self-destruction. Something is rotten in River City. Intelligent answers seem unavailable or are
The human heart never ceases to amaze me—all those intersecting sections of motivation and confusion; emotion and logic; fear and domination. A novelist, if he does anything, serves as cartographer of this thorny region. In my capacity as mapmaker, following my best instincts as novelist, I journeyed recently to a wild isle—an Assembly of God church on a balmy Sunday evening—to witness a crusading fundamentalist lecture on Satanism.

The house was fairly packed with all manner of good bedrock Christians. The church was new and clean; the stage, referred to as an altar, was functional—devoid of icons and art. A muted neon cross graced the back wall, in front of which stood a large choir and a small band of musicians (drums, piano, trumpet, tambourine). An enthusiastic young pastor led the congregation in an upbeat singing along the lyrics praised Jesus, while the music felt as cheery as the Tonight Show theme.

Between choruses this pastor paused to address the flock directly. Attired in a three-piece gray suit, all the while handling his microphone and long cord skillfully, the pastor tolled of bringing the evening’s guests of honor to the church a few hours earlier. “I picked him up at the hotel,” he said brightly, “and the desk clerk told me he couldn’t wait to get off work so he could relax and top off his evening with a couple of beers.” The implication was clear: the desk clerk was another lost soul. The pastor smiled broadly and shouted, “But we don’t have to worry about that. After tonight, we won’t go to bed with a hangover. Praise Jesus!”

Drinkers don’t go to bed with a hangover. No matter. Another implication presented itself, perhaps unbecknownst to both pastor and audience: that topping the evening off with alcohol, cer-
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The anti-Satanist crusader would speak in a moment, but first his warm-up act would appear, a soloist — a gentle-looking young man, also in a three-piece suit, his skin pale and his hair combed in a modified pompadour. His uniform placed him from somewhere in the South — Mississippi, Texas, perhaps Louisiana — in marked contrast to the primarily casual dress of his audience. A pre-recorded tape kicked in; slick upbeat music flowed through the loudspeakers; the soloist sang with feeling and skill — forcing close scrutiny, to determine if he was actually singing or merely mouthing the words.

The combination of song, movement, and projected images was cleanly presented yet undeniably theatrical and not a little manipulative. However, there was nothing devious or condescending about the display; rather, the slickness of the staging seemed perfect, in context, like the opening moments of a televangelism program on cable TV, and something the rock would consider quite appropriate — tastefully contem- plate, yet rooted in the deep traditions of fundamentalist appeal.

The most compelling aspect, however, was the fact that this warm-up for the ensuing anti-Satanist passion play took place on a relatively barren stage; candles and podiums and ornate religious iconography were replaced by a multimedia arrangement of songs, smiles, and succor, which in itself appeared as nothing short of ritual — the liturgy of the Hard Sell.

Everything I knew and felt about addiction and control — the dynamic of fear, followed by control, leading to inevitable failure, followed by more fear and further attempts at control — struck me at that moment with the same force that seemed to galvanize those around me into a flurry of excited hand-clapping and hosannas. I squirmed at the completion of my dental procedures.

In addition, we give you a Full Two-Year Written Guarantee affordable cost.

At Revolution Dental Center our mission is to provide our patients with the highest-quality dental care at the most affordable cost.

In addition, we give you a Full Two-Year Written Guarantee at the completion of your dental procedures.
The Best to You

DAY SPA

MOTHER’S DAY SPECIALS

2-For-1
$99
(REG. $198)
Buy one 1-hour facial, get one free. Choose from multivitamin or European facial.

Myotonology
(Face-lift)
$85
(REG. $110)
Microcurrent strengthens and lifts muscles to firm, contour, and smooth wrinkles to improve texture. DNA collagen and elastin are applied to rehydrate and improve elasticity and circulation.

Mini Day Spa Package
$70
(REG. $85)
Includes: 1-hour facial with 15-minute head and neck acupressure and back massage, alpha hydroxy peel (smooths and softens skin texture and appearance), European facial, plus spa manicure and pedicure. A natural face-lift that helps cleanse the skin, removes fine lines, freckles and blemishes.

Free
Microdermabrasion
with the purchase of any Rejuvenating facial
$65
(REG. $80)
Rejuvenating facial with supersonic machine brings unbelievable results. Lifting, toning, elasticity, pigmentation.

Free
Eyelash Extensions
Permanant
Lasts 4-8 weeks. All natural.

Free
Eyebrow
Eyeliner
Lipliner
Makeup
Permanent
Packages
Buy one week, get one free.

Total Body Wellness
$130
(REG. $160)
3 hours. Includes: European facial, 1-hour full-body therapeutic massage, manicure, and pedicure, and your choice of one spa body therapy below: hydroactive mineral salt scrub, enzymatic sea mud wrap, detox hydro pack wrap for slimming, detox herbal linen wrap, or aromatherapy steamer.

Body Balance
Energy
$130
(REG. $150)
1 1/2 hour. Includes: 20-minute head and neck acupressure and back massage, multi-vitamin facial, back facial treatment, spa manicure and pedicure. Skin’s elasticity, tone, and texture are greatly improved.

His and Hers Package
$170
per person or both shades (REG. $201)
Includes: 1-hour stress relief back treatment, 1/2-hour reflexology foot massage, 1/2-hour head and neck acupressure, 1/2-hour express facial, spa pedicure and manicure.

Spring Special
$59
(REG. $99)
1 hour and 20 minutes. Includes full-body massage and manicure.

Brazilian Wax
& Bikini Wax
$25
AND UP

COSMETIC PROCEDURES

Permanent
Eyelash
Extensions
$130
(REG. $160)
Newest Japanese technique. Lasts 4-8 weeks. All natural.

Free gift with every gift card purchase.
We use and sell
dermalogica
products

Vip
About You
Day Spa

9484 Black Mountain Rd., Suite D 858-586-6626
vipdayspa.com AboutUDaySpa.com
Open 7 days a week Ask about our midweek special Visa/MC 858-586-6626

Tan at the Islands
Encinitas/La Costa 760-634-4286
San Marcos/Vista 760-752-1826

Always Tan
East Chula Vista/Bonita 619-475-8267
Solana Beach 858-481-0212
Miramar 858-693-4022
Mission Valley 619-298-8266

Kokomo's Tan
Oceanside 760-439-4826

Sun Lounge
Carmel Mountain 858-618-4772
Santee 619-448-4688
Del Mar 858-792-9392
El Cajon 619-447-1777
Fletcher Hills 619-668-0282
Clairemont 858-277-5979
Pacific Beach 858-273-1672
Hillcrest 619-683-2066

Hawaiian Tan
Mira Mesa East/Scripps 858-578-6113
La Jolla Tan
UTC 858-622-1122
California Tan
Mira Mesa West/Sorrento 858-678-0574
Clairemont Mesa 858-569-6059
Ocean Beach 619-523-2354
Sports Arena 619-222-8777

Tan by the Sea
Carlsbad/Carlsbad Village 760-729-1792

FREE TANS
TAN CLUB SAN DIEGO
SAN DIEGO’S FINEST TANNING SALONS

FREE WEEK OF TANNING!
Buy one week, get one free.
With this coupon. One per store, per customer. Expires 5-25-06.

FREE TAN!
Buy one tan (any level), get one free!
With this coupon. One per store, per customer. Expires 5-25-06.

FREE SUNLESS TAN!
Buy one spray tan, get one free.
With this coupon. One per store, per customer. Expires 5-25-06.

To check out one of the Tan Club salons near you, go online or call
TanClubSanDiego.com or 1-877-321-TANS
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Healthy Feet
Beg to Be Rubbed!
KEEP YOUR FEET AS TOUCHABLE AS THE REST OF YOUR BODY.
REGULAR EXAMS AND EARLY TREATMENT ARE THE KEY TO ATTRACTIVE, HEALTHY FEET.

$50.00 Off
Schedule your exam on a Wednesday or Thursday and receive $50 off any single procedure.

DR. TRAVIS WESTERMeyer
Doctor of Pediatric Medicine
320 Santa Fe Drive, Suite 309
Encinitas 888.626.6711
(In the medical building of Scripps Hospital, Encinitas)
736 East Grand Avenue
Escondido 888.626.6813
(One block east of Palomar Pomerado Hospital)

Buy 3 Sessions, Get 1 Free!
First-time clients only. Free session must be of same service purchased. May not be combined with other offers. Excludes hair removal and permanent makeup.

Deluxe Skin Care Works
Combination of 6 different skin care treatments.

IPL Photorejuvenation with Diamond Microdermabrasion
Non-surgical, no downtime.
Increases collagen.

Diamond Microdermabrasion & Collagen Application
Stronger, deeper exfoliation.

Cellulite and Detoxification Treatment
Sheds up to 3 actual pounds, not water weight. Burns up to 4,000 calories per treatment. Cleanses the body and improves circulation.

Permanent Makeup
Includes 2 visits, actual treatment and touch-up.

Permanent Hair Removal
Kevin Hovida, M.D., supervisor. Safe and effective. All hair removal prices good with purchase of five sessions. Other areas available.

Massage...Buy 3 Sessions, Get the 4th Free!
Some restrictions apply. May not be combined with other offers.

Porcelain Crowns & Fillings in One Visit!
CEREC 3-D single-visit restorations.
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While we tossed down brew after brew, gliding through the salt marshes just south of Mexicali — silently daunted by the lunar crags and precipices — we were unable to maintain — you’re a wimp, a weasel, a fag, a suspicious tan- gle of malformed sexuality. This distorted doctrine of manhood ensured a relentless self-destructive dynamic of the disease seems to be self-flagellation before self-expres- sion. In my case, a prison fear was created, within which I suffered in solitary confine- ment, despite any public face I might be hiding behind, despite any momentary excursions into bragadocio and boasting.

Onward we rode in my friend’s manly truck, cutting through desolate, inhuman stretches of sand and butte and mesa, my soul as brittle as any of the twisted green cactus surrounding us, their skins withered and scabbed from the ravages of rodent teeth.

As reserved and shy as much as they could without losing control, I’m a stud. If you can’t keep up with me, if you get sick — if you can’t maintain — you’re a wimp, a weasel, a fag, a suspicious tan- gle of malformed sexuality.
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A succession of about a dozen beachfront campgrounds lies outside San Felipe proper. Unseen from the highway, each camp — to include one called El Paraiso (Paradise); every place in Mexico catering to tourists seems to have an El Paraiso — is introduced by huge billboards boasting of facilities and pleasures. We found ours and hastily set up a temporary home, which entailed nothing more than staking out a plot of sand surrounded by RVs and trucks by tossing down a pile of sleeping bags and rucksacks. This is ours; don’t sleep here. Then we lurched into town to find a suitable bar. Not a restaurant, despite the fact that we hadn’t eaten anything at all the entire day. But a bar. And I wouldn’t see that camp or my friend again for over 24 hours.

What follows is blurred and sad, in memory. An alcoholic wages a fierce battle while confined in his self-made prison of fear. Each drink represents the possibility of extinguishing that continual terrified feeling that the alcoholic many times accepts as natural and necessary. He knows no other way to live. Yet something inside, some tentative glimmer of hope — the germ of faith and deliverance — fuels the battle. The irony is grotesque. While drinking, the alcoholic cannot win. He fights and thrashes and suffers terribly, crushed within a vise driven by a deadly force: that which was once a will to live — in the absent freshness of his youth — now is transformed, following years of relentless drinking, into a bruising, implored violence. He is overwhelmed by corrupted emotions, compounded by a crushing need for release. Yet at this stage, his attempts toward freedom are nothing less than devastating. Liquor is seen as a liberating agent; in reality, it hastens his demise.

In the bar — a crowded disco at the end of San Felipe’s main drag, not far from a fleet of grounded fishing boats awaiting repairs or the next high tide — we elbowed our way inside, ordered more drinks, and began our search. Cross-purposes confounded our efforts. On the one hand, we were men on the hunt, in competition; on the other, the hunt masked a more genuine need for love. Plain and simple.
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whomever you were crushed against, repeating yourself, raising your voice, watching shoulders shrug and mouths harden into smiles. Thick. Deafening. Clumsy. A young local boy threaded his way through the crowd, pausing when he found another sucker, another mark. From his neck hung a leather strap that supported a heavy black box decorated with dials and switches. He held out two thin chrome cylinders. His game: Inside the box was a strong battery; an electrical charge flowed into the chrome wands; a rheostat atop the box regulated the intensity of the charge. Studly gringos would pair off, mano a mano, each one grasping an electrified metal tube while the boy cranked up the juice. The first guy to drop his wand was a wimp, a weasel, a fag.

As drunk as I was that evening, I was still standing, despite having consumed beer at a near-nonstop pace since sunup. My twisted alcoholic thinking, fed by pernicious cultural myths, accepted this unlimited capacity for booze — the hollow-leg syndrome — as a badge of manhood. Now, today, in light of having made the decision to get sober, I find this former condition of mine quite absurd and somewhat comic — but only because I survived. And the fact that I survived — the reality of having lived through dozens of San Felipes and Tijuanas and Mazatlans and Ensenadas — allows me to say with conviction, especially when I pass a slumbering drunk on the street or read about a hit-and-run murder or watch friends still suffering, “There but for grace go I.” Which genetic marker determined that I would drink furiously for 13 years yet be spared from an early death, an asylum, a prison term?

My cells spasmng from alcohol overload, I lost my friend in the disco. Stumbling (I assume), I slipped outside, intent on finding a more suitable drinking establishment — something quieter, cozier, more Mexican. Ah, yes. In my wayward quest, guided (I know) by a yearning for society, for intimacy, I waddled from bar to bar, from slumber to saloon, swilling my way (what a man!) to a tiny deserted dive — El Perro Negro (The Black Dog). The hound of heaven. Surprisingly, memory at this point is quite clear: a Mexican couple cuddled in a booth in the back; the center of the joint was a bare concrete slab; the bar was ringed by empty stools. I sauntered up and ordered yet another beer. End of recollection, Black-out. What happened after that is anybody’s guess.

The following day, I woke up flat on my belly, hugging a pile of dirt at three in the afternoon. Never in my life had I felt that sick; raising my head was impossible; the throb was murderous. Paralyzed, I peed from side to side and discovered myself lying in a dumping ground just off the business district. Amazingly, my wallet was still inside my back pocket. I was encircled by little mounds of dirt; wisps of white toilet paper fluttered in the stale breeze atop each one. The rusted hulk of an old refrigerator lay close by, under a crooked tree. Across an empty field rose small hills, near the road into town, topped by a ramshackle crucifix. More than anything, I wanted to be dead.

It wasn’t until dusk that...
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I managed to scrape myself together. Wandering around town, searching for the way back to the beach camp, I walked in circles, feeling invisible — hoping I was invisible. When sickness became hunger, I stopped for greasy tacos from a street vendor; a crew of tourists exited a souvenir shop; the kids pointed and stared at my matted hair, my haggard expression. I felt suddenly ostracized and cast out — an exaggerated icon of the alcoholic’s worst fear. Too afraid to ask for help (the alcoholic’s second worst fear), I retraced my steps three or four times before stumbling onto the road north. Past remote homes, I trooped along, rehearsing possible excuses for my friend. Scrappy guard dogs (more hounds!) raced to meet me, yapping in chorus from a safe distance; the bravest ones nipped at my boots, pursuing me tenaciously until I had drifted far enough away.

At the campground, my friend had already settled himself in and was drinking beers and telling jokes around a community bonfire. I told him this story: After leaving the disco, I found a great, homey bar, El Perro Negro, and there I met a wonderful Mexican couple. After a few rounds, they took me home, fed me, gave me a place to sleep, talked politics, fed me again, shook my hand, commiserated about this and that and everything in between, and invited me back some other time. I don’t know if he believed me or not, and I was too stupefied to care. One thing was certain: I wasn’t going to tell him the truth. The alcoholic’s credo.

I did accept another beer, and it wasn’t long before I was pounding them down. Again. And the night didn’t end before a trio of renegade bikers rolled up, loaded and disoriented. They descended, parked their hogs, and stumbled through the fire pit right toward me. Or so it seemed. The leader turned out to be a long-lost friend of mine from high school who had quit the Hell’s Angels to lead his own gang of motorized misfits. What a coincidence. (Chesterton called coincidences “spiritual puns”). What a sign. What an emphatic affirmation of my closeness to death. Needless to say, the party broke up shortly thereafter. And I kept drinking for another five years.

I tell this story without shame — perhaps against my...
better judgment — yet with no small amount of gratitude. Because the person who
endured that anguish, for all intents and purposes, is gone — a previous incarnation at best.
Thankfully, the memory remains. Therein lies the value — as a touchstone, an
emblem, a confirmation of grace. The story about the Mexican family — embody-
ing the alcoholic’s longing for succor, comfort, connection — was not a lie as much as it was
desperate need expressed as fantasy, a most crucial form of wish fulfillment. A cry for
liberation.

As I recall that experience with my friend, reliving our passage southward on a tide of cheap beer and Mexican promises — myself disabled by a double-stranded lash of fear and control — I’m dou-
bly struck by the memory of last week’s fundamentalist preacher, the anti-Satanist crus-
der. In the course of his lecture, he verily taunted his audience — calling into question their faith and the quality of their spiritual lives. He remarked, on the heels of a particularly graphic descrip-
tion of the circumstances of a teenage suicide: “Some of you are just playing church. And
Jesus knows which of you are sincere and which of you are not.”

In our shrinking world, we’re cursed with Great Satan and Evil Empires. Dubious rhetoric is too often taken seri-
ously by those who reject the bumper-sticker wisdom, “Question Authority.” Sadly, one man’s vision of the Fiend incar-
nate is another man’s vision of truth, justice, or democracy. Addicted to Oil, I Will Kill for Exxon.

The fundamentalist crusader, Jerry, begins his anti-evil presenta-
tion with a film. In the first few frames, he is depicted speaking with teenagers at a school rally. With G-man sever-
ity, he stands by, neutral and without pity, while these kids offer their worst stories: “I’ve tried to kill myself six times”; “My father gave me herpes.” The voiceover, a semi-friendly
authoritarian male, declares, “And Jerry brings an authen-
tic love to the children of America. At the end of every high school assembly, he plays a dramatic suicide tape. The students are asked to relive the last minutes of a disillu-
sioned young man tripping on LSD and recording a good-
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tive call-and-response dialogue or the indisputable premise of us-versus-them salvation, I could appreciate the workings of an elaborate and collective closed system—not unlike the perilous closed system of addiction.

Certainly I don’t seek to discredit this evangelist or his religion. In fact I admire his devotion, considering the falls some of his brethren have taken recently. What struck me first and foremost was this notion: As a recovering alcoholic, I often considered myself damaged or broken; I viewed my recovery as an attempt to mend and heal, and ultimately as an attempt to reconcile with my society, my culture, my Southern California version of America. However, I am beginning to see that this society, in many important ways, is just as damaged and broken as any addict. If this is true, what happens to the idea of reconciliation? How does one aspire to wholeness in a fractured world?

Today I attended an exhibit of powerful art—installations, drawings, sculpture—all of which represented five years in the healing process of the artist, an adult child of alcoholic parents. One participatory section of the exhibit included a large wooden cross resting on the floor, surrounded by a basket containing smaller flat wooden crosses, a pair of hammers, and a request: to write the name of a loved one who had died of alcoholism on one of the small crosses before nailing it to the large host cross. I did so, contributing the name of a grandfather who died more than ten years before I was born. The large wooden cross was covered over.

Microphone in hand, Jerry continues: “Satanists have a communication network as sophisticated as the FBI.… I compare the revelation of the widespread existence of Satanism to the disclosure nationally of the incest phenomenon 15 years ago.… In two weeks, I will be traveling to Germany to speak to the soldiers—because Satanism in Germany is at an all-time high.… By the way, we had 91 decisions for Christ this morning at College Avenue Baptist Church.… Next to the jambox was a letter that his mother gave me, addressed to the Prince of Heavy Metal, Ozzy Osbourne.… The Judas Priest album does not have backward masking only; it also...
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has audio subliminals, which, up until this time, have never been discussed on a national level…. When I begin talking specifically about the topic, I ask, unless it’s an emergency, for you to move as little as possible. We’ve found when you address the topic of Satanism, if anything can go wrong, it will go wrong. At one church, there were huge globes strung throughout the auditorium, and as I was giving this address, one of those globes fell and shattered all over the piano…. Just thought I’d warn you in advance. Look very carefully, very prayer-fully…. Make those checks payable to…. Sean’s babysitter was a covert Satanist…. He started sacrificing animals, he took up a preoccupation with the color black…. After killing a Circle K convenience store clerk…. He knelt before the altar in his bedroom, after he donned a black cape, under- wear, and hood…. I said, ’Son, how could you kill your par- ents?’ and he said, ’Because I loved them’…. Flip Wilson’s old comedy line now has a completely new meaning to it in 1990…."

Jerry’s book on the rise of Satanism in North America...
was available in the lobby (Visa accepted), with a foreword by Geraldo Rivera.

In the grip of ruthless denial, an alcoholic will refuse to accept the fact that he might have a “drinking problem,” even when he is lying face-down in a foreign refuse heap. His position is rigid; he is right and you are horribly wrong. As I left the church, slipping through the crowd that pooled around the table where Jerry signed autographs, I squirmed with discomfort. Again. As it has been said before, the spiritual life can be compared to walking a razor’s edge. But by design, so hard-line and absolute? That’s where I came from. That’s what kept me sick.

The irony: I have been given a new life, and in a fundamental way, I have been born again as well. I have seen too much death and half-death, and I have struggled to rise up from the grip of the nonliving. Certainly I have had help, not the least of it from hundreds of souls like me who have tasted a piece of Hell. We all know where it is and what it’s like — and now, amid grace, this new journey takes on an entirely different meaning. Life. Survival. And more. Serenity. Possibility. Strength. Re-creation.

As I write these words, I strive to celebrate, to ease free of shackles and restraints, to live a life of faith, to exercise that demon I call fear. These words, the act of stringing them together, is proof, is witness, is testimony. However trendy in the eyes of skeptics, recovery is possible, recovery is real. Re-creation.

* * *

Pen in hand, Marguerite Duras continues: “No other human being, no woman, no poem or music, book, or painting can replace alcohol in its power to give man the illusion of real
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of the writer as drinker seems to be a particularly American one: no such line of thinking prevailed among European or English writers, suggesting that on the subject of alcohol we are a nation apart.” When I teach literature to community college students, a frequent complaint arises after we study authors such as Poe or Hemingway or poets such as Richard Hugo, Hart Crane, or James Wright: “Are all writers drunks? Why do we have to study these crazy people anyway?” I’ve never come up with a suitable answer, something that would reaffirm my conviction and faith in literature and sustain this faith for my doubting students (I once had a student, a science major, possessed by a seething rage, who violently declared D.H. Lawrence’s prose to be no more worthy or stimulating than Karen Carpenter’s song lyrics; what was he afraid of?). Yet their questions and complaints presuppose a certain understanding about American society — that it is fundamentally okay and that these crazy writers are aberrant and dysfunctional. Bad genes, maybe. Never is this possibility entertained: that the society itself is flawed and that these artists were destroyed — sooner or later — largely through misguided or misapplied attempts at deliverance through creativity. I write, therefore I drink. Or for much of my life. I want to be a writer, therefore I will uncontrollably. Only the engine of fear

Strangely enough, the illusion of creation was so overwhelming that for years I was unable to ignore the fact that I was drinking - consuming more than was healthy for me. Whatever lies I told, no matter what was created when I was sober, I couldn’t escape the fact that I was addicted to alcohol. I'd been drinking for years, and I knew it was bad for me, but I couldn’t stop. It was like a drug, and I couldn’t imagine life without it.

In his book *The Thirsty Muse: Alcohol and the American Writer*, Tom Dardis writes, “In the 20th century, the idea of a successful or substantial writer being an alcoholic was widely held. Drunkards were accorded the same respect and reverence as other cultural heroes, from the enigmatic John Keats to the tempestuous T.S. Eliot.”

He continued, “In a society that was often hostile and suspicious of creativity, many writers turned to alcohol as a means of coping with the pressures of their profession. Alcohol provided a temporary escape from the doubts and anxieties that plagued them, allowing them to write with greater ease.”

But the reality was far more complex. Alcohol often impaired their ability to create, and it was a source of guilt and regret. Many of these writers struggled with addiction for their entire careers, and some never shook it.

In struggling to reconcile their love for writing with their reliance on alcohol, many writers grappled with the question of whether their addiction was a crutch or a weapon. Some believed that their creativity would suffer without alcohol, while others knew that their work was better when they were sober.

Karen Carpenter's song lyrics, "Don't Go Breaking My Heart," were a powerful reminder of the toll alcohol takes on the body. The song describes the pain and heartache of someone who has been broken by alcohol, and it serves as a cautionary tale for those who struggle with addiction.

Yet the allure of alcohol remains strong for many writers. They are drawn to the idea of using it as a tool to enhance their work, even as they know it is destroying their lives. The struggle between creativity and addiction is a constant battle, and it is one that many writers must face alone.
drives a man to such excesses. Now that much of this fear is dissolving, I’m able to look around me and see how deeply this same fear surges through others — individuals and institutions. I’ve worked in colleges where administrative policy is partially based on fear of the lawsuit. Measures are taken to implement curriculum plans that will head off possible (feared!) student-initiated litigation. Certainly these districts are obsessed with the bottom line at the expense of the student mind — with the fear of the lawsuit. Measures are taken to implement curricula: Where administrative policy is partially based on fear of the lawsuit. Measures are taken to implement curriculum plans that will head off possible (feared!) student-initiated litigation. Certainly these districts are obsessed with the bottom line at the expense of the student mind — with the fear of the lawsuit. Measures are taken to implement curricula: Where administrative policy is partially based on fear of the lawsuit.

In my role as teacher, I have for years considered the primary saving grace to be my students. My first obligation has been to them, and I focus my efforts on providing education. Simple. What else should off possible (feared!) student-initiated litigation. Certainly these districts are obsessed with the bottom line at the expense of the student mind — with the fear of the lawsuit. Measures are taken to implement curricula: Where administrative policy is partially based on fear of the lawsuit.

The upside: This class represents an opportunity for students to use their imaginations, to cultivate a respect for the power of language, to explore the possibilities that words can trigger. In my midst of an otherwise fill-in-the-blank and multiple-choice academic world, where the Scan-'n-ron sheet and the almost empty grade become the bale and end-all of instruction. I also have noticed the tracks of many teachers leading into your cave. None, however, lead back out. I teach creative writing, and the more of these particular classes I teach, the more I feel like a squirrel or a rabbit.

The downside: Years of being restricted and controlled and psychically bludgeoned in public schools have taken their toll on many students by the time they reach community college. How often have I begun a new class, trusting the Socratic Method, only to discover that my students have collectively trained me to answer my own questions by the end of the second week? Why? Because they are afraid. So in my little oasis of creativity, upon assigning a wide-open writing exercise — something challenging, something demanding thought and imagination — with unfortunate frequency I hear this student refrain: “This is too hard. I...”
never had an assignment like this before. I can't do it.” The implied whine: there are no blanks to fill in, no multiple guesses to make. Quashing is Job One. I Will Bite the Hand that Feeds Me.

In the face of such difficulties, I sometimes revert to the tools of the trade — falling prey to the unforgiving system that crackles and slithers all around the classroom — and issue commands to my students who sit trapped within constrictive plastic chairs. It goes something like this: “You will write 16,000 words this semester or you will not pass this class.… Plan on keeping a journal more sophisticated than the FBI.… I compare the revelatory powers of creative writing to the widespread need for validation that has plagued us for years.… By the way, I had 23 students pass this course last semester.… You will write relentlessly, all the while striving to discover who you are, even if you have to make it up.… Words are that strong.… Work, work, work.… All papers must be typed, and late work is not accepted.… Creative writing is not easy, your instructor is not a magician, you will suffer and strain if you're doing it right.… When I begin talking specifically about creative writing, I ask unless it's an emergency for you to move as little as possible. Once, when discussing the fine points of plot, this podium exploded, sending splinters flying, and not one student blinked!… Read this story by Hemingway, the Prince of Modernism, and analyze it for the presence of symbolic subliminals, which up until this time have never been discussed on a national...
level…. After two unexcused absences you will be dropped…. Just thought I’d warn you in advance…. Because I love you…."

My novel on the torments of repression in America is available in the campus bookstore (checks okay), with a forward momentum that’ll singe your synapses.

I explain to them once in a while, as I take roll with meticulous regularity, something that must sound like this: “Creative writing would be different if you were taking this class with the absolute desire of a drowning man gasping for breath. It would be more fun. It would be important. You would learn and you would discover. But no one really wants this to happen. Instead, there are three units at stake here, which fake prece- dence above all else. We are responsible to strict state guide- lines. Even though the center will not hold, we must do this, and we must do that. Grades must be both means and ends.
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Don’t be late. Don’t. Don’t. And you will be creative.”

This I hate. And I strain for answers, for causes, for reasons and rhymes. This sys- tem is cunning, baffling, and powerful. Solutions are not forthcoming. The case grows darker, and I lose sight of my role, my purpose — as the susurrous torch of literacy flickers grimly. Those who cannot do, teach. Quisling Is Job One. I Will Not Write for the Sake of Writing.

The critical idea, then, is this: Once the alcohol is gone, how is “real creation” realized? More critically: How is “real creation” engendered in a class- room, in line with the current educational system, without resorting to control? And above and beyond yet oh so all-important: How do recovery and grace figure into this equa- tion? Truly, this is the story of my life, as yet unfinished. Now, to spell it out more clearly and tip my hand completely: If my experience and observations, however personal and unique, are nonetheless universal in the sense that, shall we say, my classroom is a microcosm of societal dysfunction in gen- eral, I want to know, how do we lose this grip of fear and control? As any recovering soul...
soon discovers, to change the world before changing one’s self is folly. The answer must be in there someplace.

* * *

In the beginning, we are told, there was the Word. And the Word, they go on to say, was God. Creation. Creative writing. Re-creation. In a dozen different ways, I remind my students that writing — if it is creative — is essentially an act of discovery. One does not know, completely, what one is going to write about until one sits down to write. We use language to uncover what it is we truly want to say. In the West, we’ve been conditioned to think of creation as producing something brand new. But I prefer the Eastern way of looking at creation. Great thinkers and philosophers in India, for example, have likened the process to uncovering a primal path in a jungle as opposed to hacking out an entirely new course. In this sense, creation becomes rediscovery. Recovery, then, for me, is rediscovering who I really am. That is “real creation.” The act of writing amounts to nothing less than a search for our ancient path, using words to chop through tangles of creepers and vines. How do you teach that in an English class? And, if indeed an entire nation stands in need of recovery, what then?

In The Thirsty Muse, Tom Dardis asks, “If alcoholism does have a genetic factor, why haven’t European writers been victimized to the same degree as the Americans?” (In a dis-satisfied review of The Thirsty Muse in the London Times Literary Supplement, Jay McNerney adds an interesting corollary: “Meanwhile, how come British rock and rollers, including notorious substance abusers such as Keith Richards and Eric Clapton, have such admirable longevity compared to American counterparts such as Hendrix, Joplin, and Jim Morrison?”) Writing in The Atlantic Monthly, Stanton Peele attacks the genetic theory of alcoholism and concludes: Addictive drinking is one of a range of dependen-
ties that people may acquire in attempting artificially to regulate their sense of themselves and their world. Some people become compulsively enmeshed in destructive drinking as they pursue sensations that they are progressively less able to attain through any other means. And yet we cannot take the power and the seeming inevitability of this self-destructiveness for proof that it is written in the genes.

For an American writer, particularly a recovering alcoholic American writer, creative life revolves around the notion of regulation versus recovery. The drinker plays a wicked game of managing, combating, and drowning his feelings in the name of regulating his life. This is control at its meanest. And yet we can’t take the power and the seeming inevitability of this self-destruction for proof that it is not written in the genes.
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Duras again: “Drunkenness doesn’t create anything, it doesn’t enter into the words, it dims and slackens the mind instead of stimulating it.” This is reality. The drinker, however, possesses another version, and in the grasp of alcohol, he truly feels, as Dardis explains, that “drinking can” open the windows of the soul; true vision is achieved only when the mind has been liberated by liquor.”

However, at this moment, my recovery cannot be separated from my creative life, which cannot be separated from the divine. As I look over the history of my struggle with alcoholism, first and foremost I acknowledge the existence of a higher power, which for too long I shut out and rejected and which all the while — despite my protests and denials — was always there. Another irony: in the most accelerated and violent period of my drinking, when I hampered down liquor at a furious pace, momentarily condemned to slaking an unquenchable thirst, I was even then yearning for something spiritual. In a letter to a recovering alcoholic, Dr. Carl Jung succinctly brought this situation into focus: “You see, ‘alcohol’ in Latin is spiritus, and you use the same word for the highest religious experience as well as the most degrading poison. The helpful formula therefore is: spiritus contra spiritum.” In other words, there’s a big difference between wine and the divine.

Outside my window, I hear a Navy man speaking with one of the neighbors, an elderly woman. The wind blows holes in their dialogue, but I do know they’re talking about Iraq, and I do know the Navy man is shipping out for the Middle East within the week. He says, “They’re fanatics.” The old woman nods her head and responds; her words are unclear. But the sailor’s comeback is distinct: “In that case, we’ll just have to kill ‘em all.” I smell big, bad American trouble up ahead. I see thousands of bodies strewn across foreign refuse heaps. I’ll Write for Light.

— Hank Larson
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- Relax the Back: Up to 40% off floor models
- Soin Records: 25% off used records & CDs
- Sunglass & Optical Warehouse: $15 off sunglasses
- Tara Picture Frames: Free frame

ELECTRONICS
- Accountable Business Systems: $100 off labor on closed circuit TV
- Car Audio Heaven: Autocare damp car $169 installed
- Laptops Plus: Free computer diagnostic
- San Diego Auto Stereo Outlet: $20 off labor
- Sounder: Headrest monitors, DVD $299
- WickedWorks: Auto alarm system $99 complete

SERVICES
- A Royal Limousine: Free hour
- Advantage Limousine: Prom package, 6 hours $670
- Bing Box Storage, Inc.: One month free storage
- Blyde: $100 off hot tub rental
- Goldfish: $100 more
- Multi Media Arts: Free voiceover class
- NoMoneyDownExperts.com: Free credit report

EVERYTHING ELSE
- A18 & Air Adventures: Free flight video
- A Balloon Flight: $20 off hot-air balloon rides
- AA Ballons: $10 off balloon rides
- A+ Truck & Car Rentals: Rent a Harley $100/day
- Arthur Murray Dance Studio: Free private lesson
- Athletic Singles Association: Bonus 3 months of membership
- Atlas Tickets: Free delivery ($10 savings)
- Blue Sky Motorcycle Rentals: $30 off Harley rental
- Bridal Bazaar: $5 off admission
- Cathedra Terrace: $100 off retirement living
- The Comedy Store: 2 for 1 admission
- Gem Fair: $3 off admission
- Hornblower Cruises & Events: Free harbor cruise
- Kita Ceramics: $10 off lessons
- M.A.E: Learn guitar $75
- Miramar Speed Circuit: Free race
- Pacific Coast Skydiving: $125 tandem skydive
- San Diego Bridal Show: $50 off admission
- San Diego Harbor Excursion: $5 off cruise
- Skateworld: 2 for 1 Adults only
- Sky Zalina: $15 off aerobatic glider ride
- Skydive San Diego: $50 off wedding tandem skydive
- The Social Place: $50 off admission
- Spanish Learning Center: Free language book
- Theatre in Old Town: $50 tickets
- Tally Ho: 20% off lease party rentals
- Vertical Hold: 2 for 1 introductory lesson
- Voice Mail Depot: Free voice mail first month
known people who consider themselves a certain religion but don’t agree with all of the dogma their church teaches.

Respecting diversity and living in harmony does not mean only respecting people with whom you have similar beliefs. It may be harder to respect people who are different, but I believe it is well worth the effort. In this country other people’s beliefs (race or sexual orientation for that matter) have no bearing on my life. I assume that most people I meet are respectful and tolerant. In return, I treat people with respect and tolerance until their behavior tells me otherwise. I enjoy learning about other cultures and beliefs from individuals rather than from the media. Associating with people who have a different belief system is not only a practice in tolerance but a learning opportunity. The best way to practice tolerance is to associate with people who are different from yourself. Perhaps 9/11 would never have happened if we were all a little more tolerant of each other.

Denise Arneson
via e-mail

One Negative, Vacuous Statement

I thought Geoff Bouvier’s April 20 article (“Sax”) on saxmen Charles McPherson and Joe Marillo captured a good deal of the essence of the love affair players have with this wonderfully temperamental instrument. Few musicians have to deal with and develop through the vagaries of technique, equipment, and ultimately the expressive issues that sax players do. Mr. Bouvier’s well-written article communicated well in an interesting and informative manner the highs and lows that the journey presents. However, he makes one rather negative, vacuous statement that I feel the need to confront and address from an experiential point of view.

In the first place, as Mr. Bouvier states, the sax was originally designed to imitate the human voice, so how could it be an affront to its pedigree to play vocal lines? Many artists have covered vocal tunes beautifully and expressively.

Kirk Whalum coming to mind, for example.

Another point of interest is that Kenny G (for example) is the all-time best-selling instrumentalist for a reason — millions of people like to listen to his music, myself included! I think it is because all music has emotional associations — my way of putting it is that a song makes you feel like dancing, romancing, relaxing, reflecting.

On the Kenny G point, I can tell you after jamming with my world-class sax teacher for years and having a personal front-row understanding of what great sax playing really is all about that Kenny G is an absolutely incredible player, one of those whose teacher came to the defense of when Pat Metheny made his vicious, self-serving, and musically arrogant diatribe a few years ago in a jazz publication. By the way, my mentor is one of the most recognizable, sophisticated, and talented jazz musicians in the world. He has often told me that everyone’s music is an expression of themselves and should be respected as such.

I feel strongly that empathetic but negative statements such as Mr. Bouvier’s regarding “soft jazz” are based in the indisputable fact that most jazz players in general are not great commercial successes and their financial frustration spills out in these kinds of comments. The main reason for this limited commercial appeal is also indisputable — most people, myself included, do not really enjoy just listening to straight-ahead jazz for an extended period of time. Most people are not musically sophisticated enough to even understand what is being played and therefore can have no emotional association with it. This is typified by the fact that even the good part of an audience at a straight-ahead concert is usually other jazz musicians! I feel an analytical reason for this is that becoming an advanced musician involves so many thousands of hours of sheer repetitions that the more commercially desirable formats of music are simply not very technically challenging. However, I think that playing any song with personal, individual expression is always interesting.

Thanks for the many excellent articles in the Reader and for letting me express my point of view. I think much better now. I feel much better now. I feel much better now.

Mike Whisler

Encinitas

Like To Punch Retard

I’m calling in regard to a section printed in the April 20 issue that’s written by Ollie in “Bar Crawl” (“Den of Zombies,” Pop Music). I don’t know why you’d print anything written by this retard. It’s a total piece of crap, as far as I’m concerned. I’d like to meet the guy someday so I could punch him in his mouth.

Name Withheld

Great, But Who? Where? What?

I just read the story called “High Flyers” (March 16), about a trapeze school in San Diego — Escondido to be exact — and it was a wonderful article, but it didn’t have quite enough information. I did talk to David Ayers from the school, and I think it would be very nice if in the future you get your people to include the information it took me a while to accumulate, such as where they’re located and what their phone number is, so that people who are interested in these types of things can contact them.

Dennis Warren

Boulevard

San Diego Reader, May 11, 2006
History Now
Document Self, Neighbors with Downtown
High Tech

‘B’ringing a picture of your dog and saying, ‘This is my family dog,’ is not much of a story,” says San Diego Public Library representative Lynn Whitehouse. “But if you bring a picture of your family dog and then talk about the day you found him at the shelter, that would be different. We don’t want someone coming in and just bringing artifacts — they really need to tell a story.”

Through June 30 (on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays), the San Diego Public Library, with the help of Media Arts Center of San Diego, will conduct individual recording sessions of a participant’s account of a period or event in local history with the use of its new Digital Community Storytelling Station.

When the project began on April 3, Whitehouse explains, it took three to six hours to record and edit what would become the final five-minute-long video. “Now we have a template, and stories should take only an hour to record,” she says.

The first step on the template is to select a story setting: “Choose a local place you found him at the shelter, that would be different. We don’t want someone coming in and just bringing artifacts — they really need to tell a story.”

To add emotional and visual ambiance to their short videos, storytellers are asked to bring a “CD with music to help reinforce the mood and message” and any photographs that might help to illustrate their stories. Photographs are preferably digital and on a CD. Each person who records a story can take the final version home if he or she brings a blank CD or DVD on which to record it.

“The hardest thing for me was to have an awareness of myself as a speaker,” says Anna Daniels. “I am completely unconscious in my day-to-day life of my voice, and I was absolutely horrified at how my voice sounds.” Daniels told a story about a community garden that once existed in City Heights.

Daniels begins her story with a quote from an article written by Karen Kucher, a staff writer for the Union-Tribune, in 1995: “For five years a swath of land in the concrete-filled community of City Heights blossomed with tall stalks of corn, yellow mustard plants, and plum tomatoes. Blighted land cleared for a freeway bloomed into an oasis, a teeming 1.5 acre community garden where 120 families tended the soil and enjoyed bountiful harvests.”

As the slideshow plays, Daniels shares details of her experience volunteering in the garden with fellow community members who were originally from Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Mexico, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, and the Philippines. “Woven through [the garden] is California,” she says. “The only language we all share is the green eloquence arising from the mute throat of a seed.”

Volunteers in the garden communicated to each other through their children, most of whom spoke English. “My involvement in the garden was the most meaningful thing I’ve ever done in my life. It lasted five years.” According to Daniels, five years is the average lifespan of most community gardens in the United States. “They exist until a higher use is found for the land, and in the U.S. it could be a parking lot or a freeway, but it always means concrete.”

The City Heights Community Garden generated $60,000 worth of food each year for local residents. In the end, it was paved over with the construction of Interstate 15. Stories will eventually be viewable on the Media Arts Center’s website. So far only three stories (a man’s account of growing up in Tierrasanta in the 1970s, a man in his thirties describing the recent founding of City Works Press, and Daniels’s recollection of the City Heights Garden) have been completed using the new station, which was implemented with the help of a $10,000 California State Library grant.

Daniels’s story begins with the inception of the City Heights Garden and ends with a description of its final harvest. After the last photo appears on the screen, depicting the stretch of freeway that replaced the garden, the speaker’s face is finally shown, and she says, “My name is Anna Grace Daniels, and this is how I remember it.” — Barbara

“Tell Your Community Story” at the San Diego Public Library’s Digital Storytelling Station
Now through June 30
Representatives on site Monday and Wednesday, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., and Saturday, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. (reservation required)
Central Library
820 E Street
Downtown
Cost: Free
Info: 619-236-5800 or www.sandiego.gov/public-library

Best Value!
TEMECULA WINE TOURS

$500 - As low as $33 per person (20 people)
Monday-Thursday. Knowledgeable driver. Fully equipped late-model passenger or SUV limo.

PROMS
6-Hour Packages starting at $520*

PUERTO NUEVO DINNER $399*
Available now! Ask for other Baja specials!

8-14 Passenger Limo from $70/hour SUVs from $120/hour
Biggest and newest SUVs in town! Hummers, Escalades, more!

“Luxury Beyond Expectations”

ADVANTAGE LIMOUSINE

800-421-6009 • 619-281-1688
www.adv-limo.com
TCP15916

*Certain restrictions apply. Surcharge and gratuity not included. Not valid with other discounts.
BAJA

Two-Piano Concert by Faniat Tchiborova and Raúl Herrera, Thursday, May 11, 8 p.m., at Centro Cultural Tijuana (Paseos de los Héroes and Mina Street, in Zona Río). Tickets: $20, $30 U.S. 011-52-664-681-7084. (TIJUANA)

“Las Plegarias de mi Boca” signed and discussed by author Dée Pardo, Thursday, May 11, 7 p.m., at Centro Cultural Tijuana (Paseos de los Héroes and Mina Street, in Zona Río). 011-52-664-687-9636. Free. (TIJUANA)

Babasonicos in concert, Thursday, May 11, 9 p.m., at El Foro, Jai Alai Palace (on Avenida Revolución). $20 U.S. 619-734-2333. (TIJUANA)

The Play Aventures performed Friday, May 12, 8 p.m., at Auditorio Municipal (on Boulevard Agua Caliente). Tickets $20-$50. 011-52-664-688-1080. (TIJUANA)

Randa el Recodo performs Friday, May 12, 8 p.m. ($25), and Saturday, May 13, 8 p.m. ($30), at Las Pulgas on Avenida Revolución. 011-52-664-685-994. (TIJUANA)

The Suicide Machines take stage Friday, May 12, 9 p.m., at El Foro, Jai Alai Palace (on Avenida Revolución). $15 U.S. 619-734-2333. (TIJUANA)

Outstanding Wines of Baja showcased during tour led by Baja Vino Tours, Saturday, May 13, 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m. $85 fee includes bus transportation from Old Town Transit Center to Guadalupe Valley, luncheon, shopping opportunities. Reservations: 619-227-8579. (GUADALUPE VALLEY)

Frank Delgado in Concert, Saturday, May 13, 9 p.m., at El Lugar del Nopal (Callejón 5 de Mayo) #1320. 011-52-664-683-1246. (TIJUANA)

Ginny Silva, Ricardo Ochoa and Rockin’ Devils (take stage on Saturday, May 13, 8 p.m., at Bicentenario de Río de Ruta (on Avenida Revolución) between 3rd and 4th). 011-52-664-607-5163. (TIJUANA)

“Rumarosa’s Round Rocks and Rock Art,” adventure to La Rumarosa, famous for granitic boulders and walls and Kumeyaay rock art, Saturday, May 13, 8 a.m.-6 p.m., hosted by San Diego Natural History Museum. Tour and tasting at Tcete Brew-ery: $92 fee includes bus transpor-tation, activities, meal, snacks. Reservations: 619-215-0203. (LA MENTA)

X-Plots Freestyle Motocross, Saturday, May 13, 5 p.m., at Estadio Calmacha. Tickets: $5-$86 U.S. 011-52-664-681-0699. (Tijuana Cultural Center, the center (CECUT) offers guided tours in Spanish and English of exhibit on history of Baja peninsula, Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Cultural and artis-tic exhibits. Entrance fee is approxi-mately $2 (two-for-one en trance on Tuesdays).
Wildflowers of San Diego County’s highest mountains are in bloom this month. Take a walk along any trail above 4500 feet in the Laguna, Coyamaca, or Palomar Mountains and enjoy a palette of colors ranging from crimson red to indigo blue. Among the most common varieties are lupine (blue, occasionally yellow), wallflower (yellow), paintbrush (red), scarlet bugler (red), blue-tongue (blue-purple), checker (lavender), woolly blue curls (violet), forget-me-not (white), wild hyacinth (purple), and yarrow (yellow and white).

Land Bird Migration is in full swing in San Diego County, with warblers and flycatchers among those most commonly seen. Warblers crawl along tree limbs and branches to dine on their favorite insects, while flycatchers, as the name suggests, catch their meals on the wing. Riparian areas such as the San Diego River through Mission Gorge and Marian Bear Park in San Clemente Canyon are favored by both birds and birdwatchers.

The Full Moon rises dramatically from the east horizon on Friday, May 12, at 7:35 p.m., almost at the same moment the sun sets. The moon will spend the entire night arcing from east to west across the sky and will finally set over the ocean near dawn on Saturday. Only during full phase does the moon truly “rule the night.”

“Moonbeams and Moon Dreams,” enjoy Mother’s Day full moonrise overnight at Font’s Point hosted by Anza Borrego Institute, Saturday, May 13, 4 p.m. until Sunday, May 14, 10 a.m. Participants watch moonrise, take night hike, take night photos. $30. Reservations: 760-767-5416. (ANZA-BORREGO DESERT STATE PARK)

Asian Pacific Historic District Tours offered on second Saturday of each month, including May 13. Tours start at 11 a.m. at Chinese Historical Museum (404 Third Avenue). $2. Required reservations: 619-338-9888. (SAN DIEGO)

Birding Export: Claude Edwards plans guided bird walk, Saturday, May 13. Join group at 9:30 a.m. in front of Cabrillo National Monument visitors’ center (1800 Cabrillo Memorial Drive). Bring binoculars. $5 per vehicle. 619-575-5400. (POINT LOMA)

Cute Chicks on the Beach! Learn about Western snowy plovers and what you can do to help plover chicks on Silver Strand State Beach, Saturday, May 13, 9 a.m., at Tijuana River Estuary visitors’ center (301 Caspian Way). Bring binoculars. Free. 619-575-3613. (SAN DIEGO)

Tend California Native Plants, remove invasive interlopers, pick up litter with Friends of Famosa Slough around treatment ponds at urban wetland, Saturday, May 13, 9 a.m.–noon. Meet at corner of West Point Loma Boulevard and Famosa Boulevard with work clothes, bring work gloves and tools if you have them. 619-224-4991. Free. (POINT LOMA)

Gaslamp Folklore and Legends Walking Tours offered Saturdays, 10 a.m.–noon, by tour guide Gino Lizardo, who reveals romantic past and characters of the area. $10. Reservations: 619-239-7515. (DOWNTOWN)

THE LUCAS OIL RACING SERIES FEATURES THE NISSAN OFF-ROAD OPENER

THE LUCAS OIL RACING SERIES

CHAMPIONSHIP OFF ROAD RACING

MAY 20 & 21 CHULA VISTA, CA

Ticket Prices:
General Admission: $20
Kids 4 - 12: $10 • Toddler 3 and Under: Free
Reserved Seating: $30 - $50
Child Reserved w/Adult Reserved: $10
Active Military Purchased On-site: $5 off w/ID
Two-Day: Half off second day ticket

Overnight RV Parking: $50 one night; $75 for two nights
Tickets available at race track starting May 6 – 21
Tickets also available at your local 4Wheel Parts Performance Centers

Directions: Take I-805 to Olympic Parkway. Travel east to La Media and follow the signs.

For more information call: 866-501-CORR

JUNE GLOOM,” the generally dreary, overcast, late-spring weather along San Diego’s coastline, typically begins in May and often intensifies in June. Occasionally, the low clouds will stick around for several days. This is usually triggered by a “Catalina eddy,” in which moist marine air drawn inland from the area around Santa Catalina Island forms low clouds over a wide area. In the absence of Catalina eddy conditions, San Diego’s inland areas, at least, experience plenty of midday and afternoon sunshine.

The Silk Oak Tree, a fast-growing import from Australia, comes into short-lived glory this month. Golden flower clusters decorate the silvery-green branches, an effect that is particularly striking when seen in contrast to the blue-blossoming jacaranda trees often planted nearby. A common tree in San Diego-area parks, the silk oak is also a popular street and backyard tree in the older residential areas.

“June Gloom,” the generally dreary, overcast, late-spring weather along San Diego’s coast-
LOCAL EVENTS

An Expert Birder from San Diego Field Ornithologists leads bird walk on easy trail winding along Tecolote Creek on Saturday, May 13, starting at 9 a.m. Bring water, wear sturdy shoes. Free. Directions: 760-765-4098. Moderately difficult.

Oceanide Beach Cleanup hosted by San Diego Coastkeeper on Saturday, May 13, starting at Oceanide Pier at 9 a.m. Free. 619-758-7743. (Oceanide)

San Diego Kite Club hosts kite flying second Saturday of each month, including May 13, 10 a.m., at Tecolote Shores North Park (on Marine Bay Drive, north of Fiesta Island entrance). Free. 619-277-0319. (Mission Bay)

Native Plants of Point Loma provide topic when James Lightner, author of San Diego County Native Plants, makes presentation, leads native plant walk along Bayside Trail, Saturday, May 13, 2 p.m., Cabrillo National Monument (1800 Cabrillo Memorial Drive). $5 per motor vehicle, $3 on foot, bike. 619-557-3540. (Cabrillo Point)

Where’s Iron Mountain? Find out during strenuous hike led by Canyoners, Sunday, May 14, 8 a.m. Steady uphill climb heads through “exceptional native vegetation”; at summit trail junction, choose to return (3 miles round trip) or continue to summit (6.5 miles round trip). Free. 619-235-0203. (Iron Mountain)

Discover and Identify Track and Sign from many animals when tracking team at Mission Trails Regional Park leads guided nature walk, Sunday, May 14, 9 a.m., starting at west end of Marine Street. Equipment provided, bring water. Free. 858-722-2115. (San Diego)

West Coast Swing and night-club dance party at Pattie Wells Dancetime Center, Thursdays, May 11 and 18, for singles and couples of all ages. DJ Jane Hance plays music for open dancing 8–10 p.m., dance lesson. Find center at 1253 West Morena Boulevard. 619-275-3533. Admission is $6 general, $4 for full-time students, free for first-timers. (Bay Park)

OUT & ABOUT

TRAGIC BALLET!
City Ballet of San Diego and Carmen, Friday-Sunday, May 12–14, Spreckels Theatre.

(SEE DANCE)

PHOTOGRAPH BY DALE STOKES

WINE TOURS
Temecula Wine Tours starting at $205.
Puerto Nuevo Lobster Dinner starting at $389.
Ensenada Wine Tours starting at $749.

TOP CAT LIMOUSINE
Voted Best Limo Service in San Diego!

858-566-7550
877-464-6789
www.topcatlimo.com
TCP 14364P

SAIL WITH JADA
Champagne Dinner Cruises & Sunday Luncheon Sails...

“Luncheon Sails,” Sundays 1–4 p.m. “Champagne Sunset Sails,” 7 days a week. You will enjoy San Diego’s breathtaking sunsets aboard our magnificent 71-foot sailing yacht. Your three-hour experience includes a full dinner, beer, wine, champagne and soft drinks. For reservations and information call 619-236-9211. www.jadasailing.com

LESA, will you marry me?

Yes, if The French Gourmet caters the reception!

THE FRENCH GOURMET
Catering • Restaurant • Bakery
960 Turquoise Street • Pacific Beach
(858) 488-1725 • (800) 929-1984
Request a catering scenario at www.thefrenchgourmet.com

We create memorable events in the cuisine of your choice to celebrate the milestones of your company or personal life.
“Fathom: The Body as Universe” — Malashock Dance presents collaborations bridging disciplines of dance, visual art, and music, blending ancient Buddhist disciplines of dance, visual art, and music, blending ancient Buddhist beliefs. Fathom hopes to encourage “dialogue about relationship between the self, the spirit, and the body.”

Curtain rises at 8 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays, May 12, 13, 19, and 20; 7 p.m. on Sundays, May 14 and 21; 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, May 18, at Stephen and Mary Birch North Park Theatre (2895 University Avenue). Tickets: $29.50–$33.50. 619-239-8836 x1100. (NORTH PARK)

Sushi’s New-Wave Showcase runs May 12–14. Five short works include a physical theater piece based on images of René Magritte, a multimedia/live sound performance, a site-specific visual art and dance installation, and two contemporary dance pieces. Choreographers include Amanda Waal, Gregorio Coral, Moriah Evans and Evelyn Donnelly, Don Nichols, Jillian Chu.

Curtain rises at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, 7 p.m. on Sunday, in UCSD’s Wagner Dance Building, Studio Theater No. 3. $20 general, $15 for students, those under 12. 858-486-1036. (NORTH PARK)

“Con Alma/With Soul” — Liana Flamenco performances with Luis Peña, Lakshmi Basile, Marysol Fuentes, José Tanaka, Juan de Valle on Friday, May 12, 8 p.m., at Weingart/City Heights Library Performance Annex (3795 Fairmount Avenue). Tickets: $25, $30. 619-446-8846. (CITY HEIGHTS)

Faculty Dance Concerts, boasting original choreography in variety of styles, May 12–14, in Howard Brubeck Theater at Palomar College (1140 West Mission Road). Performances begin at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, 2 p.m. on Sunday. $12. 760-744-1150 x2453. (SAN MARCOS)

Polka, with Variations (featuring at beginner-friendly dance, Friday, May 12, in room 207 of Casa del Prado. Lesson at 7:30 p.m., followed by open dancing for all ages. Partners not required. Free. 619-383-9956. (BALBOA PARK)

Tragic Ballet! City Ballet of San Diego class season with Carmen and The Seasons, May 13 and 14, at Spreckels Theater (121 Broadway).

Curtain rises at 2 and 8 p.m. on Saturday, 2 p.m. on Sunday. General admission: $31, $42. 858-272-1472. (MIRA MESA)

Contradance to calling by Steve Barlow, music by a community band, Saturday, May 13, 8 p.m., at Trinity United Methodist Church (1030 Thorn Street). Beginner’s workshop: 7:30 p.m. $7. Wear soft-soled shoes. 619-283-8550. (NORTH PARK)

Hustle San Diego Club meets on second Saturday of every month, including May 13, for beginners’ instruction (8:30 p.m.) and dance afterwards at Dance North County (535 Encinitas Boulevard, suite 100). $7-760-803-9982. (ENCINITAS)

Una Noche de Flamenco hits Dana Middle School (1775 Chatsworth Boulevard), Saturday, May 13, 7 p.m. Choreography by Sara Oliver, performed by Flamenco Olivar students and company. $20 general, $15 for students, those under 12. 858-405-7264. (POINT LOMA)

Ballet Folklorico performed by Chula Vista High School and Sweetwater High School students, Saturday, May 13, 2 p.m., in Plaza del Pasado in Old Town State Historic Park. Free. 619-297-3100. (OLD TOWN)

Mother’s Day Bellydance Show, Saturday, May 13, 9 p.m., at Zorba’s Greek Restaurant (100 Broadway). Live entertainment including international music, Greek folk dancing, bellydancing by Marianne, Carla, Stacey, Violeta. Included in dinner. Reservations: 619-422-8853. (LA JOLLA)

English Country Dancing takes place every Sunday, 6 to 9 p.m., at Joan Hart Academy of Dance (Oak Knoll Plaza, 12227 Poway Road). Janet Arnold calls on May 14. Beginner’s instruction at 6 p.m. $6 per class; $20 per month. 858-486-9160. (POINT LOMA)

Sunday Zapateado on May 14, 2 p.m., at Centro Cultural de la Raza (2123 Park Boulevard). Ballet Folklorico en Aztlán performs dances from different state of Mexico each month. Free. 619-235-6135. (BALBOA PARK)

Lindy Hop and Swing Classes — all levels — new sessions taught by Jim and Margie of 2oGroove Dance. Three-levels of classes run 6:30–9:30 p.m. (one hour each), Tuesdays, May 16, at Portuguese Hall (2818 Avenue de Portugal). $80 for series, $12 per class. (POINT LOMA)

The duo also presents swing-dance classes for all levels on Wednesdays, beginning May 17, 6–9 p.m., at Dance North County (535 Encinitas Boulevard, suite 100). $12 per class. 619-291-3775. (ENCINITAS)

Prepare to meet these top employers:

- Abcow Staffing
- Ameriprise Financial
- California Army National Guard
- College of Automotive Management
- CSA Travel Protection
- Home Depot
- Independent Capital Management
- KBR
- Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
- Media All Stars
- Military Sealift Command
- North Island Credit Union
- Norwegian Cruise Line
- Orkin
- San Diego Sheriff’s Department
- SeaWorld Adventure Park San Diego
- Terminix
- Time Warner Cable
- Transportation Security Administration
- University of Phoenix
- US Bank
- And More!
**A Guide to Unexpected San Diego and Beyond | By Jerry Schad**

Just south of today's city of Escondido a lazy river once ran, fed by tentacle-like tributaries that drew water from as far away as the desert-bordering mountains, several days journey to the east. On the banks of this river dozens of kinds of wild plants grew, providing the prehistoric Kumeyaay people with food, fiber, and medicine.

Some of these plants were deliberately cultivated; others were pressed through controlled burns and other means. Many were simply left undisturbed to thrive or to fall under the pressures of natural selection. Small game was hunted and captured amid the rocky hills. Fine-grained, river-bottom soil was collected for use in making clay pottery. Pigments fashioned from soluble minerals, wits seeds, and insects were carefully applied to the surfaces of large tule reed baskets. The geometrical, abstract designs of the resulting pictographs expressed the ritual and ceremonial practices of the Kumeyaay.

Fast-forward hundreds of years to 2006.

Place yourself on the high point of the San Dieguito River Park's Piedras Pintadas Interpretive Trail.

Down below, where willows once swayed on the soggy banks of the river and smoke from cooking fires rose, a smooth sheet of water spreads wide. Imprinted by the Lake Hodges dam a few miles to the west. Off in the distance, a muffled roar emanates from ever-wider Interstate 15, and a carpet of winding streets and homes creeps over the hills and dales of Escondido and Rancho Bernardo. Hidden above the trail, on boulder-studded slopes guarded by thickets of chaparral, the Kumeyaay pictographs slowly fade under the imperceptibly slow onslaught of solar radiation, acidic rainfall, and drying winds.

Today, while the Kumeyaay rock-art site is officially off-limits to visitors, you can stroll the nearby trail, designed to educate and inform the public. You’ll get the equivalent of a small book’s worth of historical, cultural, and botanical information if you stop to read each of the many plaques scattered along the trailside.

The 3.8-mile, looping Piedras Pintadas Trail departs from a trailhead on West Bernardo Road, just south of Lake Hodges and across the street from a large retirement complex. (Note that due to the current widening project on I-15, the West Bernardo overpass was recently demolished, and there will be no access from I-15 north-bound to West Bernardo Road until next year.) The trail can be covered on foot in an hour at a speed-walk pace, or in two hours if you care to read every interpretive panel. Mountain bikers are allowed on the trail, and leashed dogs are welcome. Free guided hikes are offered on some weekends; call 858-674-2270 for more information.

**PIEDRAS PINTADAS TRAIL**

Learn about Kumeyaay culture and get a fine view of Lake Hodges on the Piedras Pintadas Trail near Escondido.

距市中心San Diego 28 miles

Hiking/biking length: 3.8 miles

Difficulty: Moderate

The Reader and Jerry Schad assume no responsibility for any adverse experience.

---

**FILM**

"Cinema Under the Stars" gets underway with Four Weddings and a Funeral, starring Hugh Grant and Andie McDowell, Thursday–Saturday, May 11–13, at Tops enue Theatre, 930 Tenth Avenue. $12. 619-295-4221. (MISSION VALLEY)

San Diego Surf Cinema, see Puerta Underground 4: Alma y Corazon when it’s shown on Thursday, May 11, 7:30 p.m., at Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego (700 Prospect Street). $9. 619-222-2385. (LA JOLLA)

The French Film A Very Long Engagement screens for International Film Series at MiraCosta College, Friday, May 12. See film at 1 p.m. in room 201 at MiraCosta’s San Eliso campus (3333 Manch-ester Avenue). Film also screens at 7 p.m. in room 3601 on campus at One Barnard Drive. 760-795-6612. Free. In French with English subtitles. (CARPINTERIA, OCENSDON)

"Al Otro Lado" — based on a theme of absent father figures, film about three kids screens for Cinem a en tu Idioma series hosted by Media Arts Center, May 12–18, at Ultrasound Valley Cinemas at Hazard Center (7510 Hazard Center Drive). $8.30 general; "pay what you can" on June 4. Performances begin at 6:30 p.m., at San Diego Public Li- brary (820 E Street). 619-236-5800. Free. (DOWNTOWN)

"The Gods Must Be Crazy" currently screening in the IMAX theater: Greece: Secrets of the Past and Wired to Win: Surviving the Tour de France. "Fridays at the Fleet" features The Human Body (6 p.m.) and Boras at 7 p.m. on May 12. Ticket prices and showtimes: 619-239-1233. (REUBEN H FLEET SCIENCE CENTER)

**Lectures**

**What Do We Want from a City?** Explore changing nature, shaping of our communities in lectures series in Pepper Canyon Hall room 106 at UCSD. “Dangerous Spaces of Citizenship: Gang-Talk, Right-Talk, and the Rule of Law in Brazil” presented by UCSD anthropologist James Holston on May 11. Series concludes when UCSD history professor Suzanne Cahn discusses “The Rise of Global Strategy and Changing Long-term, the Capital of Tang, China,” on May 18. 7:30 p.m. Free. 858-534-2099. (LA Jolla)

Innovative Collaborations combining “functionality and a do-it-yourself attitude” discussed by SIMPARCH artists Matt Lynch and Steven Badgett during art talk, Thursday, May 17, 6 p.m., at Reuben H. Fleet Science Center. Included in regular admission. 619-723-3456. (GOLDEN HILL)

**Commercial Human Space-flight:** Faster, Better, Cheaper” presented by Jim Benson of SpaceDev for Mars Society, Friday, May 18, 10 a.m.–4 p.m., in Center Hall 101 at UCSD. Larry Goldstein examines “Scientific Foundations,” “Moral Costs” explored by Wesley Smith; John Evans probes “Public Per- ceptions,” and Alta Charo focuses on “Political Implementation.” Following panel presentations, participants gather in small groups led by leaders in various disci- plines. Free. Required reservations: 858-822-2647. (LA JOLLA)

"The Stigma of Growing Old in America" discussed by author Pat Estelle for Humanitar- ion, Monday, May 21, 10 a.m.–4 p.m., at San Diego Public Library (820 E Street). 619-670-4159, 619-344- 0640. (DOWNTOWN)

**Borders**

Border Activist Enrique Mo- rozes of Border Angels/Gente Unida examines cross-country Marcha Migrante on Friday, May 12, 7 p.m., at Chicano Park Morgan Square (161 National City Boulevard). Donations accepted. 619-474-7335. (NATIONAL CITY)

**Book Arts Demonstration** planned by Stephen Sloan for Clairemont Art Guild, Saturday, May 13, 12:30 p.m., at South Clairemont Recreation Center (3605 Clairemont Drive). Free. 858-278-5596. (CLAREMERT)

"Social Justice and Stem Cell Research: Who Gains? Who Loses?" Ponder questions during conference on Saturday, May 13, 10 a.m.–4 p.m., in Center Hall 101 at UCSD. Larry Goldstein examines "Scientific Foundations," "Moral Costs" explored by Wesley Smith; John Evans probes "Public Per- ceptions," and Alta Charo focuses on "Political Implementation." Following panel presentations, participants gather in small groups led by leaders in various disci- plines. Free. Required reservations: 858-822-2647. (LA JOLLA)

"The Stigma of Growing Old in America" discussed by author Pat Estelle for Humanitar- ion, Monday, May 21, 10 a.m.–4 p.m., at San Diego Public Library (820 E Street). 619-670-4159, 619-344- 0640. (DOWNTOWN)

"Borders" planned by Stephen Sloan for Clairemont Art Guild, Saturday, May 13, 12:30 p.m., at South Clairemont Recreation Center (3605 Clairemont Drive). Free. 858-278-5596. (CLAREMERT)

"Social Justice and Stem Cell Research: Who Gains? Who Loses?" Ponder questions during conference on Saturday, May 13, 10 a.m.–4 p.m., in Center Hall 101 at UCSD. Larry Goldstein examines “Scientific Foundations,” “Moral Costs” explored by Wesley Smith; John Evans probes “Public Per- ceptions,” and Alta Charo focuses on “Political Implementation.” Following panel presentations, participants gather in small groups led by leaders in various disci- plines. Free. Required reservations: 858-822-2647. (LA JOLLA)
Art. Included in regular admission. 619-696-1966. (BALBOA PARK)

Learn About the Slap, Finger Snaps, Finger Rolls, and pops when Raquy Danziger leads intermediate dumbek drum class, Monday, May 15, 6 p.m., WorldBeat Center (2000 Park Boulevard). $15. 760-703-1487. (BALBOA PARK)


“Mozart in France” — Konrad Oberhuber and Victoria Martino chronicle late baroque, rococo, and neoclassical/classical art and music from Mozart’s point of view during lecture series continuing Tuesday, May 16, 7:30 p.m., at Athenaeum Music and Arts Library (1008 Wall Street). $19. Reservations: 858-454-5872. (LA JOLLA)

Preparing for Mount Whitney is subject for clinics planned Tuesday, May 16, at REI Encinitas (1590 Lecuadria Boulevard; 760-944-9020), and on Wednesday, May 17, at REI San Diego (5556 Copley Drive; 858-279-4400). 7 p.m. Free. (REI)

“We Were in Terezin: Three Former Inmates of Terezín (Theresienstadt)” share memories of how they arrived, how they survived, and how they were affected, Tuesday, May 16, 7:30 p.m., in Tor Judais Library at Lawrence Family Jewish Community Center (4126 Executive Drive). Speakers are San Diego residents Eve Gentile, Lilli Greenberg, Ruth Sachs. Free. Required reservations: 858-457-3030. (CLAIREMONT)

“Creating Digital Audio Visuals” demonstrated by Bill Harkins when Tri-City Computer Club gathers, Tuesday, May 16, 1 p.m., at Salvation Army (3935 Lake Boulevard). Suggested donation: $5. 760-724-8673. (OCEANSIDE)


Who Should Declare Bankruptcy? Attorney Mark L. Miller conducts educational seminar on many facets of bankruptcy, Wednesday, May 17, 6 p.m., in third-floor auditorium at San Diego Public Library (820 E Street). Free. 619-236-5894. (DOWNTOWN)

“Some Crazy San Diego Place Names — and How They Got That Way” explained by Leland Petzer (San Diego Place Names A to Z) when SD/PEN Editors Network gathers on Wednesday, May 17, 6:30 p.m., in Clairemont Community Room (4731 Clairemont Drive). Free. 858-451-3286. (CLAIREMONT)

Bands are subject to change. Green Flash concerts will take place rain or shine. Reservations are encouraged as space is limited. Aquarium admission, concert, and parking are included.

858/534.FISH aquarium.ucsd.edu

Thank you to all of our fans for your support during the ’05–’06 season!

Buy your ’06–’07 season tickets now and receive huge discounts

6-game premier packages starting at just $65!*

Ask about free parking.

*Not applicable to all season ticket packages.

Now offering corporate discount packages for ’06–’07 season tickets.

Team building • client hosting • reward employees

Call now for huge discounts!

San Diego Gulls season ticket packages=
www.sandiegogulls.com
Call 619-224-4625 ext. 7 for information.
Full of insights and practical advice, the following wedding directory provides a comprehensive listing of wedding services and suppliers. Whether you're planning your big day or looking for ideas and inspiration, this guide offers a wide range of options to help you create a perfect wedding experience.

**Planning Tips**

- **Artistic & Affordable Wedding Photographers**
  - **www.ReceptionsBG.com** (Receptions Bilingual Guide)
  - **www.Over200WeddingDresses.com**
  - **www.DiscountRides.com**
  - **www registrado.com**
  - **www.Florists.com**
  - **www.BridalBouquet.com**
  - **www.weddingplanner.com**
  - **www.Artistic&Affordable.com**

**Wedding Photography**

- **Ceremonial and Creative Photography**
  - **www.ReceptionsBG.com**
  - **www.Over200WeddingDresses.com**
  - **www.DiscountRides.com**
  - **www registrado.com**
  - **www.Florists.com**
  - **www.BridalBouquet.com**
  - **www.weddingplanner.com**
  - **www.Artistic&Affordable.com**

**Discount Rides**

- **www.DiscountRides.com**
  - **www.Sheilds.com**
  - **www.PamperedChef.com**
  - **www.Artistic&Affordable.com**

**Discount Balloon Rides**

- **www.DiscountRides.com**
  - **www.Sheilds.com**
  - **www.PamperedChef.com**
  - **www.Artistic&Affordable.com**

**Token of Elegance**

- **www.BridalBouquet.com**
  - **www.weddingplanner.com**
  - **www.Artistic&Affordable.com**

**WEDDING GUIDE**

A free, 24-hour line for planning your wedding. Call 619-235-9797 (on the Web at SanDiegoReader.com/wedding)
**“A Musical Feast”** is served up by Palomar Chorale and Live Oak Kodaly Choir, Saturday, May 13, 7 p.m., in Bob Burton Center for the Performing Arts (2400 South Stagecoach Lane). Program includes music by Cecil Effinger, “Prayer,” masterworks, folksongs, selections from *The Magic Music* ($10 general / $10 students). 760-744-1150 (PALLASCO)

**San Diego Novelist** John D. Wolf discusses Orphan Records, Saturday, May 13, 1 p.m., at Rancho Peñasquitos Library (13350 Salmon River Road). Free. 858-583-8159 . 800-988-4253 .

**177 West** bluegrass band performs Sunday, May 14, 2:30 p.m., at Scripps Miramar Ranch Library (10301 Scripps Lake Drive). Donations accepted. 858-583-8158 . (SCRIPPS RANCH)

**King of the Cabaret,** Michael Feinstein promises “cabaret-style concert,” a musical journey through some of America’s best-loved songs, Sunday, May 14, 3 p.m., at California Center for the Arts, Escondido (340 North Escondido Boulevard). $40–$55 . 800-988-4253 . (ESCONDIDO)

**The Jazz Association All-Stars** perform at 1:30 p.m. for party guests at Scripps Miramar Ranch Library (10301 Scripps Lake Drive). Donations accepted. 858-583-8158 . (SCRIPPS RANCH)

**Second Sunday Poetry Series** commences with Steve Garber, Kep Peckham, and open readings, Sunday, May 14, 3 p.m., at Open Door Books (4761 Cass Street, 858-270-8642). Free. (PACIFIC BEACH)

**Honeymoon with My Brother: A Memoir** will be discussed and signed by author Franz Werfel and brother Kurt, Monday, May 15, 6:30 p.m., at San Diego Public Library (820 E Street). The Werfel siblings visited 60 countries in two years after Franz’s wedding fell through. Free. 858-292-3800 . (DOWNTOWN)

**Big-Band Jazz** promised when Palomar College’s Four O’Clock and Seven O’Clock Ensembles perform, Monday, May 15, 8 p.m., in Howard Brubeck Theatre (1140 West Mission Road). $12 general . 760-744-1150 x2453 . (SAN MARCOS)


**Progressive Middle-Eastern Music,** with emphasis on drumming, with Rayqi and the Cave men perform with Middle-East Ensemble, guest bellydancers, Tuesday, May 16, 8 p.m., Kava Lounge (2812 Kettner Boulevard). $10. 619-543-0933 . (LITTLE ITALY)

**Pulitzer Prize-Winning Local Cartoonist** Steve Breen is editorial cartoonist for San Diego Union-Tribune, and his comic strip “Grand Avenue” appears across the country. Breen discusses his work, Wednesday, May 17, 7 p.m., at gaslamp. (2181 Kettner Boulevard). 858-292-3800 . (DOWNTOWN)

**A Trio of Horror Authors** visit Mysterious Galaxy Books (7051 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard) on Wednesday, May 17, 7 p.m. Meet Brian Keene (*The Conqueror Worm*), J.F. Gonzalez (*Stucktome*), and Alan Neyes (*Garbyley*). 858-288-4747 . Free. (LA JOLLA)

**A “Mock Slam”** is planned during Poetry and Art Showcase, Wednesday, May 17, 7 p.m., at San Diego Art Institute, Museum of the Living Artist (1439 El Prado). Performers include reggae, Rudy Francisco, Viet Maa, Whitney Lawrence, others. artwork by Visual Graffiti. Open mike. $5. 619-957-3264 . (BALBOA PARK)

**San Diego’s Premier Bay Cruise**

**Mother’s Day Brunch Cruise**

This year, treat Mom to a relaxing bay cruise with fabulous food and breathtaking scenery. San Diego Harbor Excursions’ Mother’s Day Brunch Cruise is the city’s finest. Enjoy a two-hour cruise plus unlimited champagne, made-to-order omelets, carved top sirloin and breast of turkey, fresh waffles and muffins, assorted pastries, a chilled seafood station, and, for dessert, fresh cakes and pastries plus a chocolate fountain she will never forget.

$69.50 per person. Reservations required.

**ADOPT A RUSSIAN CHILD**

**ADOPTION OPTIONS, INC.**

**5/25/06.**
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**S&O TIXS**

Find casino 15 miles north of Escondido, 5 miles east of Highway 76. (Pala Casino Resort (found 15 miles north of Escondido, 5 miles east of I-15 on Highway 76).)

**Songs My Mother Taught Me**, performed by Lorna Luft, daughter of Judy Garland, Saturday, May 27, 7 p.m., at Stephen and Mary Birch North Park Theatre (2895 University Avenue). Tickets: $100, 815-619-28836. (NORTH PARK)

Hong Kong Songstress Frances Yip in concert, Saturday, June 3, 7:30 p.m., at Pala Casino Resort. Tickets: $43–$96, available through Ticketmaster (619-220-7877). Find casino 15 miles north of Escondido, 5 miles east of I-15 on Highway 76. (Pala)

**Goya** — evening of poetry and verse exploring renowned Spanish master, Thursday, May 18, 6 p.m., at San Diego Museum of Art. Program boasts Iromco Rothenberg, Roberto Tejada. Included in museum admission. 619-496-1966. (BALBOA PARK)

 Authors Brian Keene (Conqueror Worms) and J.F. Gonzalez (Surviver) visit Borden Books and Music (1072 Camino del Rio North) to sign their books, Thursday, May 18, 4 p.m. Free. 619-295-2201. (MISSION VALLEY)


“**Vellvet Circus,**” Palomar Concert Band performs this original composition by band member Adam Wolf, along with contemporary arrangements by Sammy Nesico, Thursday, May 18, 8 p.m., in Howard Brubeck Theatre at Palomar College (1140 West Mission Road). $12 general. 760-744-1150 x2453. (SAN MARCOS)

**ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT**

**Performer**

**Alice in Chains**

May 19, House of Blues

**Il Divo**

June 25

**San Diego Padres** conclude series against Milwaukee Brewers on Thursday, May 11, 12:35 p.m. in Petco Park. The Pads head to Chicago for games against White Sox, Friday-Sunday, May 12-14, at 11:20 a.m. each day: Road trip continues in Arizona against Diamondbacks, Monday-Wednesday, May 15-17, at 4:00 p.m. each night. Tickets: 817-727-7867. (EL CAJON)


**Tour de Cure,** Sycrean Great Western Loop and Mentis Century biking events, Saturday, May 13, at Caryum college (900 Rancho San Diego Parkway). Routes: 62 miles (7 a.m.), 42 miles (8 a.m.), 30 miles (9 a.m.) 800-342-2383. (EL CAJON)

**What the Weather Dictates** — Knickerbocker bicyclists will head west or east for a 30-mile ride, depending upon weather forecast, Sunday, May 14. Join riders at 9 a.m. at Carmel Valley Park and ride. Bring money for lunch. 858-484-7596. (CARMEL VALLEY)

Mother’s Day Brunch Kayak Adventure in San Diego Bay hosted by San Diego Natural History Museum, Sunday, May 14, 9 a.m. Adventure starts at Glorietta Bay on Silver Strand with introductory paddling lesson, includes scenic paddle under Coronado Bridge to Coronado Ferry Landing. No-host brunch at Bay Beach Cafe. Fee: $70 for adults, $25 for kids 8-12. Registration: 619-235-5203. (SAN DIEGO BAY)

El Capitan Express, take an “epic 50-mile plus ride” with Sierra Club bicyclists, Sunday, May 14. Ride with steep grade heads through Mission Gorge and rural Lakeside to “little-known ap- proach” to El Capitan Reservoir. Bring money for food. Meet at 9 a.m. in upper parking lot of Lake Murray (Kiowa Drive). 619-571-8303. (LA MESA)

**El Divo**

June 25

**Sports Alive Banner Auction and fireworks fundraiser, Friday, May 12, 5–8 p.m., at beach community center (350 North the Strand). Bid on a hand-painted vinyl banner focusing on theme “OceanSide: Take a Closer Look”; the banners were displayed on Coast Highway. Bidding begins at $100. 760-754-4512. (OCEANSIDE)

**Autonomous Robotics Vehicle Competition** sponsored by Intelligent Systems Society takes place May 12–14 at Reuben H. Fleet Sci- ence Center. Competition is open to anyone up to 17 years old. Finals are on Sunday. Details 619-238-1233. (BALBOA PARK)

“**Small Treasures,**” artwor less than 20 inches (on a side) showcased by Julian Arts Guild in ex- hibit opening with reception, Friday, May 12, 5 p.m., in Julian Town Hall (2129 Main Street). Ex- hibit opens at 10 a.m. each morn- ing, closing at 7 p.m. Friday-Sun- day, 5 p.m. on Monday. Free. 760-765-1825. (JULIAN)

**Afroca Live!** Master drummer and dance Lumine “Dibo” Ca- mara and Abdoulaye Camara from Guinea, West Guinea, perform with Damaru, Friday, May 12, 8 p.m., at WorldBeat Center (2100 Park Boulevard). $10. 619-230- 1190. (BALBOA PARK)

**Pup and Circumstance, Canine Companions for Independence hosts graduation ceremony — when humans graduate with their new helper dogs — Saturday, May 13, noon, at Mission San Luis Rey (4050 Mission Avenue). Free. 760-901-4500. (EAST VILLAGE)

Art in the Valley, Carmel Valley Artists host 43rd annual spring show and sale, 9:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m. Saturday, May 13, noon, at Mission San Luis Rey (4050 Mission Avenue). Free. 760-901-4500. (EAST VILLAGE)

**SPECIAL**

**DANCE for $30**

for 4 weeks

**Classes Still Open**

**Monday**

• Argentine Tango

**Tuesday**

• Latin/Ballroom • Nightclub 2-step • Hustle

**Wednesday**

• Jitterbug & Swing*

**Thursday**

• Lindy Hop* • West Coast Swing

**Friday**

• Salsa* • West Coast Swing

Country-Western Two-step* 

**Social Dance Specialists**

DANCES – Every Thursday: West Coast Swing/Nightclub Mix Every Saturday: Latin & Ballroom

Every Sunday: Jitterbug/Swing

**Pattie Wells’ Dancetime Center**

1235 West Morena Blvd. (619) 275-2523
dancetime@gmail.com www.dancetime.com

*Classes in bold with the ad, first-time student. Introductory classes only. Expires 5/31/06. Sorry, no credit cards accepted.

**Entertainment**

**LIVE MUSIC**

**All games**

**Gipsy Kings** July 27, 28

**Al Green** July 29

**Julie Iglesias** July 31

**Bill Maher** August 11

**Ben Harper** August 13

**Death Cab for Cutie** August 15

**Buddy Guy** August 16

**Los Lonely Boys** August 16

**Shakira** August 16

**Red Hot Chili Peppers**

**Def Leppard/Journey** August 23

**Randy Travis** August 25

**James Gang** September 9

**Bonnie Raitt** September 13

**Alicia Keys** September 24

**Toby Keith** September 17

**Pepe Aguilar** September 23

**“Pageant of the Masters**” July 1–31, 1

**“Wicked”** July 26–Aug. 6

**Acura Tennis Classic** (La Costa)

July 29–Aug. 6

**Openly May 12, 2006**

Tracing the history of tattoo, piercing, and scarification.

1350 El Prado • San Diego, CA 92101

619-239-2001 • www.usa.museum.org
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**BODART ORNAMENTATION**

Artistic Representations of San Diego History

Opens May 12, 2006

Tracing the history of tattoo, piercing, and scarification.

1350 El Prado • San Diego, CA 92101

619-239-2001 • www.usa.museum.org
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Openly May 12, 2006

Tracing the history of tattoo, piercing, and scarification.

1350 El Prado • San Diego, CA 92101

619-239-2001 • www.usa.museum.org

The Death of Achilles: A Fandorin Mystery

By Boris Akunin
Translated by Andrew Bromfield
Random House, 2006, $12.95; 320 pages

FROM THE JACKET:

In 1882, after six years of adventures abroad, the renowned diplomat and detective Erast Fandorin returns to his beloved Moscow — but his homecoming is anything but peaceful. In the hotel where Fandorin is staying, his old war-heroes friend General Michail Sobolev (a.k.a. “Achilles”) has been found dead in his armchair, felled by an apparent heart attack. Fandorin suspects foul play, and his instincts lead him to the boudoir of his beloved Moscow — but his homecoming is anything but peaceful. In the hotel where Fandorin is staying, his old war-heroes friend General Michail Sobolev (a.k.a. “Achilles”) has been found dead in his armchair, felled by an apparent heart attack. Fandorin suspects foul play, and his instincts lead him to the boudoir of

WHAT THE CRITICS SAY:

“A criminally talented writer.” — Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

“A Slavic Sherlock Holmes who speaks Japanese and English, is skilled in martial arts, and has lady-killer good looks.” — The Wall Street Journal

“One of the most successful recent mystery series to have been imported to the United States from faraway lands.” — The New York Times

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Boris Akunin is the pen name of Grigory Chkhartishvili, who was born in the republic of Georgia in 1956. A philologist, critic, essayist, and translator of Japanese, Akunin published his first detective stories in 1996 and has already become one of the most widely read authors in Russia. He has written 11 Fandorin novels to date, and is the author of two other series as well. He lives in Moscow.

The four in the Fandorin series that have been translated and published in English are: The Winter Queen, Murder on the Lebistan, The Turkish Gambit, and most recently, The Death of Achilles.

A CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR:

Boris Akunin is in New York, attending PEN international literature festivals, appearing on panels, on the radio, and launching his fourth historical mystery set in 19th-century Imperial Russia, and starring his dashing sleuth, Erast Fandorin. He is touted as being a Russian Sherlock Holmes because of his deductive talents, but he is much more physical, a dashing aristocrat-Artillery Sergeant who takes on the Knights Templar, and is served by a Japanese samurai estate steward whose life he saves, thereby obliging the man to follow him faithfully, forever.

We rendezvous in the lavish PEN penthouse of the Roger Smith Hotel, 16 stories above Lexington Avenue, and settle into a huge sitting room. It is somewhat dark, the shades mostly drawn. After many days of meeting and greeting Americans and fellow international authors, Boris Akunin is all business, and we get right to it.

“I know Akunin is a pen name,” I say, “but are the rumors true that you were almost Molotov? As in the gasoline bomb? Or is this apocryphal, this story?”

Akunin ponders. When he speaks, his voice is clear and small — a few decibels.

“In the beginning I was thinking of maybe taking the pseudonym Molotov, because of the Molotov cocktail [an improvised incendiary device used by Russian soldiers during WWII] and because of my books being sort of a combustible cocktail of Russian history. I almost a miracle, because it was very hard to get out of the country.”

Mr. Akunin hums. “It was almost a miracle, because it was very hard to get out of the country.”

(continued on page 102)


“Godspell” presented by Young Actors Theatre, May 11–13 at 7:30 p.m., and May 14–15 at 2:30 p.m., at Copley Symphony Hall (750 B St). Tickets: $12 children, $16 adults. Showtimes, reservations: 619-362-1348. (LA JOLLA)

“The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe” presented by Imagination Express, Fridays and Saturdays, May 12, 13, 19, and 20, 7:30 p.m., at First Church of Christ, Scientist (950 Oakland Drive). Tickets: $3 for children, $4 seniors, $5 general admission. (LA JOLLA)

All Aboard! The Chula Vista Live Steam Club provides train rides, 12:30 to 2:30 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, May 13 and 14, at Rohr Marine (5454 Sweetwater Road). Donation: 50 cents. Children under 48” must be accompanied by an adult. 619-421-5227. (SAN DIEGO)

“Dr. Zhivago” plays the La Jolla Playhouse, May 2–14. Tickets: $38–$94, 212-682-5000. (LA JOLLA)

The Musical Rompicholist in My Name is My Name is presented by J*Composers May 13–15, 7:30 p.m., at the SPSO Center. Tickets: $3 for children, $4 seniors, $5 general admission. (LA JOLLA)

“Sing Like a Coyote,” don a coyote mask, duck into a badger hole, and mimic coyote’s growls, yips, and howls during youth program, Saturday, May 13, 10 a.m., at San Diego Natural History Museum. $15. Registration: 619-235-2023. (BALBOA PARK)

Take the Space Capsule Challenge planned for San Diego Aerospace Museum Family Day workshops, Saturday, May 13, at 12:30, 1:30, and 2:30 p.m. (SAN DIEGO)

“Is It Working?” Defend your opinion.

“Godspell” presented by Young Actors Theatre, May 11–13 at 7:30 p.m., and May 14–15 at 2:30 p.m., at Copley Symphony Hall (750 B St). Tickets: $12 children, $16 adults. Showtimes, reservations: 619-362-1348. (LA JOLLA)

“The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe” presented by Imagination Express, Fridays and Saturdays, May 12, 13, 19, and 20, 7:30 p.m., at First Church of Christ, Scientist (950 Oakland Drive). Tickets: $3 for children, $4 seniors, $5 general admission. (LA JOLLA)

All Aboard! The Chula Vista Live Steam Club provides train rides, 12:30 to 2:30 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, May 13 and 14, at Rohr Marine (5454 Sweetwater Road). Donation: 50 cents. Children under 48” must be accompanied by an adult. 619-421-5227. (SAN DIEGO)

“Dr. Zhivago” plays the La Jolla Playhouse, May 2–14. Tickets: $38–$94, 212-682-5000. (LA JOLLA)

The Musical Rompicholist in My Name is My Name is presented by J*Composers May 13–15, 7:30 p.m., at the SPSO Center. Tickets: $3 for children, $4 seniors, $5 general admission. (LA JOLLA)

“Sing Like a Coyote,” don a coyote mask, duck into a badger hole, and mimic coyote’s growls, yips, and howls during youth program, Saturday, May 13, 10 a.m., at San Diego Natural History Museum. $15. Registration: 619-235-2023. (BALBOA PARK)

Take the Space Capsule Challenge planned for San Diego Aerospace Museum Family Day workshops, Saturday, May 13, at 12:30, 1:30, and 2:30 p.m. (SAN DIEGO)
And everybody was writing about maifers and KGB and all that. So, finally, I went to the chief editor of a big publisher that I was working with and asked him to read the manuscript, just tell anybody. He read it. Said, “It’s okay. But I’m starting a publishing house of my own. I want it to be the first book.” I said okay. So that’s how it started. Afterwards he became evident that he had not much experience. No money. It was a tiny publisher. No money for advertising. So all went the hard way. The first four novels were a disaster. It was too and a half years before the books began to sell.

I refer to my notes. “The first book, Winter Queen, sold six thousand copies. The next three sold okay, but not spectacularly, until the fifth book.” Akunin closes his fist like an apple. “You. The fifth book was like a bomb. Then the previous ones also instantly became bestsellers.”

“And that fifth book was the Jack-the-Ripper story?”

“The book is called Special Assignments. There are two short novels. The first is a picaroon novel, ‘Jack of Spades,’ and the second is all about Jack the Ripper. It’s called The Decorator.”

“And that’s the one that really launched you in Russia? That first book, Winter Queen, which first sold six thousand volumes, I understand has reached eight million. Is this true?”

“Fifteen.” We both laugh. “Fifteen million! Not the same publisher, though.”

“No, no, not anymore,” Akunin replies. “Not any more?”

“No. It takes six to eight months.” He sighs at the thought. “Ah! Yes, I loved your comments about having run out of all the good words after writing so many books.”

“This is a problem.”

“You’ve also said”—I quote him—“I must choose carefully because once you write, once you write in Russian, no one ever goes anywhere on promotion tour, unless it coincides with material that has decisions to make. What are the crossroads this time? And what are the decisions?”

“A silence follows. The room grows darker still as the afternoon winds toward early evening.

“The usual ones. The bigger ones. Decisions between individual values and collective values. Russia has always been between those two poles. After [Tsar] Aleksandr II was killed by terrorists, Aleksandr III was so frightened that he started just putting ‘stone pavements over the grass’ so nothing would grow. He was hoping to just stop the time, which is impossible. So the pressure simply grew until [everything] burst in the beginning of the 20th Century and almost nothing was left of Russia. The same mistake is being repeated now because, after the liberal reforms of the 90s, now we are getting a period of a sort, as we call it in Russia, ‘screwing the balls.’ Which is not a pretty sight.”

“Your translator turns an elegant phrase. He is very graceful. I assume he is mirroring your ornate style. It’s very a complemented piece. Frankly, American publishers hate translations. They inevitably come in so rough, require so much work and added expense. And yours is as smooth like liquid. How did you and he work together?”

Boris Akunin leans back on the couch. “I was very cautious about my English translator. I didn’t want it to be a book to an English language market for a long time. [They were among] the last countries where I sold translation rights. There were several
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eral translators who wanted to do the job. Andrew Bromfield, from England, was by far the best. He feels the style. He has just the right professional background, because he has translated both Leo Tolstoy and Viktor Pelevin, who is sort of Irvine Welsh.

“You have said that you do not write from the heart. That you do not have a sincere soul. That you write with your brain only. What do you mean?”

“I mean that I am not an exhibitionist.” Akunin says, with some measured tones. “Like practically every highbrow writer. I do not want to... He struggles for the word.

I tease: “You don’t think Ulysses is the greatest novel ever written in English?”

Amused, Akunin shoots back: “You don’t think that James Joyce is committing a public nazi-kiri with this novel? He is.”

“It is celebrated here.” He grows serious. “Actually, the only writer, really big writer, who is not an exhibitionist is Nabokov. And still I am not sure of that. Myself, I do not want to talk about my inner problems. My readers have enough problems of their own. I want them to forget their problems. I do not write for myself. My real writer would write for an audience. And if I don’t have readers, then I won’t write. I have a lot of friends who are real writers and actually they do not care. They want their books to sell, but no one bought their books. It’s a kind of writing.”

“You don’t think Charles Dickens was a real writer?” I challenge. Actually, Akunin’s character are more North than the top and entertaining.

“It’s better not to talk about [the 19th Century] literature. The literary scene has changed so much. It’s really useless to speak about whether Charles Dickens is mass literature or not mass literature. [The] cultural situation is different. Each then only educated classes read fiction at all. Now everyone can do it.”

I disagree: “Actually Dickens’ sales were phenomenal in the U.S. I think when the American population was 8 million, he at one point sold over five million copies. Can you imagine.”

“No, I think it must be an exaggeration.”

“No, it’s in old printing (industry) books.” (Cheap Book Pro- duction in the United States, 1870 to 1891), by Raymond Howard Shaw, University of Illinois. Edwards Brothers Inc., Ann Arbor, 1937. Page 139.) I do the debate: “So you write two days a hour. Why is your schedule so busy. What are you doing the other 22?”

“Relaxing. Recharging.”

“Playing cards.”

“Computer games. I have computer games.”

“Arthurian characters will be out next year.” But I absolutely spent after those being writing hours and not good for anything. And there are different stages of writing a book. Some of them are more delicate. A trifle is enough to do in a day. It can be a telephone call. It can be...just anything. You feel like you are a glass aquarium. I...”

“What kind of cards did you play, bridge or poker?”

“Poker.”

“Can you describe the ‘west’ when Russia experienced mass culture for the first time and everything was lawful and open. And that was the bad part. But the good part was that it was so open, and for the first time you could write anything. It was a really fascinating sight to watch this big nation discovering mass culture. And it was very fast. And it was very full, very energy. But speaking about the book market, in the first wave the translations (were) of American hardcore crime fiction and all those books for house- wives, like, there was Sandra Brown and Patrice Frank. And all of these works were very funny. And a part of modern-clownish read- ing. And, of course, translations were very [publishers] extending to our [Russian] authors started to write by themselves, and it was even worse. Because they were not professional. They thought the more blood, the more moves, the better. So it went in waves, one after another. The third one started with [Ivan] Turgenev, [Alexan- dra] Marinova, which was a decent wave of a decent level. Intelli- gentia started to read and enjoy it — a psychological detective, without all that filth.”

“I am surprised that in ten years you’ve written 25 books.”

“Eight years.”

“Yet you’re still not that I thought. Writing at a pace of two hours a day, in eight years you’ve produced 25 books. Only four books were translated here in the U.S. so far. There are three series, Fanordin, of course. The Russian literature is now enduring, to learn, stars a Russian Orthodox nun as the sleuth. And the only weapon she wields is knitting need- les. How did you come up with that?”

“It was easy. I just crosse- Dad Father Brown and Miss Marple. That was it.”

“You write in the Fanordin series.”

“For reasons. One is that I counted 16 subgenres of crime novel. And each of Fan- don optimistic, Frosts reports, a differ- ent subgenre. Another is that I counted 16 types of human char- acter(s) in the world. And each of those books is addressing one of those [psychological] types.”

“So if we can come up with more subgenres for you, you have to keep writing Fanordin stories.”

He laughs. “Film rights have been sold to Winter Queen, the first title in the series, yes?”

“To Paul Verhoeven, who made Basic Instinct, yes.”

“You seem to be taken with film.”

“I note. You speak of Tarantinian movies these are quite simi- lar to what Tarantino is doing in cinema. I mean the constant allu- sions and quoting, and his fun in classics with a quasi-aunar- chist way. I love his films.”

“They’re very playful.”

“Mmm. You never know what to expect from Tarantino’s movies. They’re so bold; they’re so fearless. So unorthodox for Hol- lywood. Of course, he has become a Hollywood pattern by now, but in the beginning he was breaking all the rules. So, yes, Playful and, what I value most of all, abso- lutely unpredictable.” — Juris Jurjevs
San Diego County Recorder Society convenes for instruction on Friday, May 12, with guest conductor Peter Farrell leading group (7:30 p.m.). Beginner and intermediate instruction at 8:30 p.m. Tierrasanta Recreation Center, 1120 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard. 619-334-1993. First visit to Tierrasanta. A Magical Fairy Tale Told with Mystic Symbolism! Mozart’s Magic Flute is final production of season for San Diego Opera. Cast includes tenor Rainer Trott, soprano Ute Sebìg, Daniel Boriswoski, Martin Zystn, others. Sung in German with English translations projected above stage.

Performances at 8 p.m. on Friday, May 12, 7:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 13, and 3:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 14, at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, May 17. Tickets range from $20 to $110. See the opera at San Diego Civic Theatre, 202 C Street. Reservations: 619-333-7000. (DOWNTOWN)

The Spring Music Festival celebrating graduates and Point Loma Nazarene College music department ensembles is Friday, May 13, 7:30 p.m., in Brown Chapel on Point Loma Nazarene University campus (3900 Loma and Drive). Free. 619-489-2235. (POINT LOMA)

USD Concert Choir plans concert, Friday, May 12, 1:30 p.m., in Shiley Theatre of the University of San Diego (1998 Alcalá Park). Concert repeats on Sunday, May 14, 12 p.m. $10 general; 619-260-1471. (POINT LOMA)

The Orpheus Chamber Ensemble and pianist Leon Fleisher perform works by J.S. Bach, Beethoven, and Joan Tower for La Jolla Music Society’s Celebrity Series on Saturday, May 13, 3 p.m., in San Diego Civic Theatre (202 C Street). Tickets: $20–$105. Reservations: 858-459-3728. (DOWNTOWN)

“Altogether Mozart” is theme for San Diego Symphony Family Festival concert, Saturday, May 13, 2 p.m., in Copley Symphony Hall (750 B Street). Matthew Garbutt leads orchestra. Tickets: $12–$82. Reservations: 619-233-0804. (DOWNTOWN)

“Carlsbad to Karlovy Vary” vocal competition finals are open to public on Saturday, May 13, in Schuman Auditorium at Carlsbad City Library (1775 Dove Lane). Singers vie for participation in International Antonin Dvorák Vocal Competition (in November). Preliminary rounds start at 11 a.m., finals sing arias in finals rounds beginning 7 p.m. Free. 760-434-2904. (LA JOLLA)

Goodloe Scholarship Recipients perform Sunday, May 14, 2:30 p.m., for concert series at San Diego Public Library (820 E Street). Free. 619-236-5810. (DOWNTOWN)

Civic Choir Carol Williams performs Sunday, May 14, 2 p.m., in Spreckels Organ Pavilion. Free. 619-231-1095. (DOWNTOWN)

The Baroque Pipe Organ played by Hollice Jones in concert, Monday, May 15, 7:30 p.m., at All Souls’ Episcopal Church (1475 Catalina Boulevard, at Chatsworth). Guest soloist. 619-223-6394. Donation: $5. (POINT LOMA)

San Diego Jewish Music Festival boats violist Zina Schiff in recital “Music Played in Terezin,” Monday, May 15, 7:30 p.m., Lawrence Family Jewish Community Center (4126 Executive Drive). Schiff plans music modeled after recitals in Terezin (Theresienstadt) with selections from classics, Jewish composers. $10 general. 858-386-1348. (LA JOLLA)

Red fish blue fish in concert, Wednesday, May 17, 8 p.m., in UCSD’s Salk Institute Auditorium. $8 general. 858-534-4350. (LA JOLLA)

Pianist Yefim Bronfman joins San Diego Symphony for final “Ja-coho’s Masterworks” concerts of season. Programs include Schnitke’s “(Not) A Midsummer Night’s Dream”/Kevn Sommer-nachsturman “Concerto No. 3 for Piano and Orchestra in D Minor” by Rachmaninoff, Tchaikovsky’s “Symphony No. 4 in F Minor.” Concert begins at 8 p.m. on Thursday, May 18, at California Center for the Arts, Escondido (340 North Escondido Boulevard), $29–$49. Concerts offered in Copley Symphony Hall (750 B Street) at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, May 19 and 20, and at 2 p.m. on Sunday, May 21. Tickets: $20–$60. Reservations: 619-235-0804. (ESCONDIDO.COM)

Music 206 Recital, experimental, interdepartmental, workshop sequence fostering collaboration between performers, composers, improvisors, and technologists — in concert! Thursday, May 18, 8 p.m., in Recital Hall at UCSD’s Mandeville Center. Free. 858-534-4830. (LA JOLLA)

Events that are underlined occur after May 18.

HOW TO SEND US YOUR LISTING: Contributions must be received by 5 p.m. Friday the week prior to publication for consideration. Do not phone. Send a complete description of the event, including the date, time, cost, the precise address where it is to be held (including neighborhood), a contact phone number (including area code), and a phone number for public information to READER CLASSICAL MUSIC, Box 85803, San Diego CA 92186-5803. Or fax to 619-804-2401. You may also submit information online at SanDiegoReader.com by clicking on the events section.

Chamber Music Concert with performances by San Diego Youth Symphony’s wind quintet, brass quintet, flute choir, Camarata, Oak Symphony’s wind quintet, brass performances by San Diego Youth Chamber Music Concert on the events section.

Contributions must be submitted information online at SanDiegoReader.com for public information to READER ART, Box 85803, San Diego CA 92186-5803. Please include phone number, and a precise address where it is to be held (including neighborhood), a description of the event, including the date, time, cost, contact phone number, and a phone number for public information to READER ART, Box 85803, San Diego CA 92186-5803. Or fax to 619-881-2401. You may also submit information online at SanDiegoReader.com by clicking on the events section.

GALLERIES

“No Requirements,” group show with work by 15 artists opens with reception, Friday, May 12, 7 p.m., at Brokers Building Gallery (3907 Island Avenue). Live music, food. 619-546-9546. Free. (NORTH PARK)


Ray at Night, over 20 art venues showcase local art on second Saturday of each month, including May 13, 6–10 p.m., at Ray Street and University Avenue. Live music, food. 619-546-9546. Free. (NORTH PARK)

Expressionist Painter Demarcon has solo show opening with reception, Saturday, May 13, 5 p.m., at Expressions of Art (3807 Ray Street). Closes Thursday, June 8. 619-546-9546. (NORTH PARK)
**THEATER LISTINGS**

Theater listings and commentary are by Jeff Smith. Information is accurate according to material given us, but it is always wise to phone the theater for any last-minute changes and to inquire about ticket availability. Many theaters offer discounts to students, senior citizens, and the military. Ask at the box office.

*Always...Patsy Cline*

The Welk Resort Theatre presents this musical about the great Patsy Cline and her friendship with Louise Seger. Larry Raben directed.

**WELK RESORT THEATRE, 8860 LAWRENCE WELK DRIVE, ESCONDIDO, WELK RESORT THEATRE, 8860 LAWRENCE WELK DRIVE, ESCONDIDO, THROUGH JUNE 11; TUESDAY THROUGH THURSDAY AT 1:45 P.M. 760-749-3448, OR 888-802-7463.**

*Blue Door*

South Coast Repertory Theatre presents the world premiere of Tanya Barfield’s drama about a sleepless African-American math prodigy visited by four generations of ancestors. Leah C. Gardiner directed.

**SOUTH COAST REPETORY THEATRE, 8 TOWN CENTER DRIVE, COSTA MESA, THROUGH MAY 14; THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M. 714-566-2000.**

*Forbidden Broadway: Special Victims Unit*

One of the sharpest, and funniest, theater criticism around! The revue’s a Special Victims Unit for Broadway clunkers — doesn’t last two minutes before it disappears. But no matter. Gerard Alessandrini’s latest attempt to “turn the Great White Way gray” is a winner, thanks to his ever-present wit and amazing performances. Jeanne Montano (co-author of Six Women With Brain Death, who slaughters Sarah Brightman), Male performers Jared Bradshaw and Kevin B. McGlynn certainly hold their own (especially Bradshaw’s demolition of Harry Connick Jr. and McGlynn’s take on a forgettable Robert Goulet, who slaps lyrics from Camelot onto South Pacific). The revue reprises old favorites: no Forbidden Broadway would be complete without some Les Mis and Lion King trashin’ (“Can You Feel the Pain Tonight?” one sings, under the weight of Julie Taymor’s gigantic headgear), and Alessandrini’s spoof on Chicago and how to dance the Fosse style (“bowler hats,” “spread your fingers so”) is a blast. As are the last one of Alvin Colt’s cartoony costumes (often changed in split seconds). Amid near-constant laughs, the revue makes serious points about contemporary Broadway’s disturbing penchant for “puppet” and “jukebox” theater, and its general dumbing down of late. All true, yet never put so memorably.

Critic’s pick.

**LYNX PERFORMANCE THEATRE SPACE, 3704 SIXTH AVENUE, HILLCREST, THROUGH JUNE 25; FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M. 619-688-2494.**

*GIVE MOM A BREAK!*

Mother’s Day

*at The California Center for the Arts, Escondido*

**THE CA LIF O N I A CENTER FOR THE ARTS E S C O N D I D O**

Champagne Brunch at 10 a.m. or 1 p.m.

Crafts for the kids.

Enjoy the timeless music of Michael Feinstein at 3 p.m.

HURRY, tickets going fast!

Call (800) 988-4253

www.artcenter.org

*The Blue Room*

Gin & Hamlet Productions stages David Harrow’s adaptation (“ten intim- ate acts”) of Schnitzler’s La Ronde.

**STIMPENN THEATRE, 3704 SIXTH AVENUE, HILLCREST, THROUGH JUNE 25; THURSDAY THROUGH SUNDAY AT 8:00 P.M. MAY 6 SATURDAY SUNDAY AT 2:00 P.M. 619-692-4150.**

*Cave*

Lynn Performance Theatre stages Sarah Kane’s drama in which four voices “describe desires, remember losses, and question their future in the face of their psychological dam-/age.” Al Germani directed.

**LYNN PERFORMANCE THEATRE SPACE, 2015 S ARVENE DRIVE, SAN DIEGO VALLEY, THROUGH JUNE 11; FRIDAY AT 9:00 P.M. SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AT 8:00 P.M. 619-844-2130.**

*The Blue Room*

By Richard Greenberg

Directed by Carolyn Cantor

Old Globe Theatre

**May 20 – June 25**

Part romance and part fantasy, this exceptional new play asks the question – what if your story has already been written?

**TICKETS NOW ON SALE!**

**www.TheOldGlobe.org | Group Sales: (619) 231-1941 x2408**

**“AN ULTIMATELY TOUCHING PRODUCTION.”**

**THE SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE**

**“AN ENTERTAINING, FUNNY AND OFTEN-CHARMING EVENING.”**

**NORTH COUNTY TIMES**

**TRYING**

By Joanna McClelland Glass

Directed by Richard Seer

Cassius Carter Centre Stage

**Now – May 21**

Based on the playwright’s real-life experiences, TRYING is a funny and bittersweet look at the healing power of companionship.

**FROM THE TONY AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR OF TAKE ME OUT AND THREE DAYS OF RAIN**

**“A SMART, SUPERBLY WRITTEN PLAY.”**

**CURTAINUP**

**THE VIOLET HOUR**

By Richard Greenberg

Directed by Carolyn Cantor

Old Globe Theatre

**May 20 – June 25**

**ASK ABOUT OUR $19 TICKETS**

**(619) 23-GLOBE (234-5623)**

**www.TheOldGlobe.org | Group Sales: (619) 231-1941 x2408**
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Killer Reunion
Joyce Canale’s newest interactive comedy takes place at a high school reunion that doesn’t go according to plan.
IMPERIAL HOUSE RESTAURANT, 105 KALMAS STREET, BANKFORD HILL. OPEN ENDED RUN; FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M. 619-644-1200.

Late-Nite Catechism
As part of its “Off Nites at NCRT,” the North Coast Repertory Theatre reprises its hit show, an interactive adult catechism class, taught by a sister from the sparse-out-the-red school. The concept doesn’t sound like much. The sister is substituting (it’s the regular teacher’s poker night, don’t tell a soul). She used to teach but was deemed too strict for contemporary students. The sister’s authoritarianism takes the class to unforeseen places (you can hear the cries of recognition from the audience, especially when she taps a hard ruler against her palm). The results: an evening of almost non-stop comedy and a thought-coaxing knowledge failure, abundantly, often quite funny, evening. And throughout Nick Paule’s expert lighting rinses the space with various moods, including snippy effects for scenes set in the past. Great stuff. But, as Hamlet says, the play’s the thing, and D.D. Brooks’s mystery-psycho-drama, even with a talented Lamb’s cast, lacks interesting characters (they are types: the parsimonious producer, the vain romantic lead) and, unkindest cuts of all, is short on intrigue and suspense. Rehearsal’s about a play within the play to catch the conscience of the culprit, in effect, a sting. But it takes all of a long, slowly paced first act to establish a “dun it” — the ficaire didn’t “drop” 12 stories by herself, she was nudged — and a long, slowly paced second to show that the “who” that dun’t isn’t who you think. The bare-stage, black-walled look suggests the epic minimalism think. The bare-stage, black-walled look suggests the epic minimalism

Late-Nite Catechism 2
North Coast Repertory Theatre presents the sequel to Maripat Donovan’s popular audience-participation show, which claims, “Sometimes we feel guilty because we ARE guilty.” NORTH COAST REPERTORY THEATRE, 600 LOMAS SANTA FE DRIVE, SBorna, THROUGH MAY 22. (NOTE: LATE-NITE RUN IN REPERTORY WITH LATE-NITE CATECHISM.2. FOR DAYS AND TIMES CALL 858-481-1055.)

Forbidden Broadway
Gin & Hamlet Productions presents ... Forbidden Broadway. SUNDAY, MARCH 13 • TWO SHOWS. Includes 3-course dinner and show. Call for tickets.

LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE
NOW PLAYING!
Hurry, many performances already sold-out!
LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE
Where American Theatre Is Born

ZHIVAGO
A forbidden romance captured the hearts of millions in Pasternak’s epic novel Doctor Zhivago. Now this story soars onstage in a lush, sweeping musical.

A WORLD PREMIERE MUSICAL
MAY 10 – JUNE 25
Z H I V A G O • Book by Michael Weller • Music by Lucy Simon, Lyrics by Michael Korie and Amy Powers. Directed by Des McAnuff
CALL 858-550-1010
online: www.lajollaplayhouse.com

MOTHER’S DAY WEEKEND IN SPAIN
Saturday, May 13 • Two shows
The Art of Flamenco
Includes 3-course dinner and show. Call for tickets.
Featuring JOEL of the Gipsy King’s family

Sunday, May 14 • Two shows
Gipsy Fusion Flamenco
Includes 3-course dinner and show. Call for tickets.
The Blue Room
a play in ten intimate acts freely adapted from Schnitger’s "La Ronde" by David Hare
Opens May 5 • Closes June 25
THUR.-SAT. 8 pm • SUNDAY 2 pm
$23 admission • $20 students/seniors
For tickets: 619-492-4150 or www.ginandhamlet.com
Presented at 6th@Penn Theatre, 3704 6th Avenue, Hillcrest

The Odd Couple
The Coronado Playhouse presents Neil Simon’s comedy about a mat- nik and a slob and when the twain were forced to meet. Keith A. An- derson directed.
CORONADO PLAYHOUSE, 1335 STRAND WAY, CORONADO, THROUGH MAY 21. THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M., MATINEE SUNDAY AT 2:00 P.M. 619-435-4850.
Pulp! Directionary and Mostie Theatres present Patricia Kane’s comedy with music, a “sexy homage to the pulp fiction.” Delicia Turner Son- serneg directed.
DIRECTIONARY THEATRE, 4545 PINK BLOOM BOULEVARD, UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, SATURDAY, MAY 13, THROUGH JUNE 3. THURSDAY AND SUNDAY AT 7:30 P.M., FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M. 619-637-0160.

Nocturne
New Village Arts presents Adam Rapp’s Pulitzer Prize nominee that begins, “Fifteen years ago I killed my sister.” Joshua Everett Johnson directed.
STUDIO SPACE AT JAZZERCISE, 2460 IMPALA DRIVE, CARLSBAD, THROUGH MAY 27, THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M. SUNDAY AT 7:00 P.M. 760-433-3245.

No Way to Treat a Lady
NORTH COAST REPERTORY THEATRE, 600 LOMAS SANTA FE DRIVE, SOLANA BEACH, THROUGH JUNE 4. THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M. WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY AT 7:00 P.M. MATINEE SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AT 2:00 P.M. 858-481-1055.

The Odd Couple
The Coronado Playhouse presents Neil Simon’s comedy about a mat- nik and a slob and when the twain were forced to meet. Keith A. An- derson directed.
CORONADO PLAYHOUSE, 1335 STRAND WAY, CORONADO, THROUGH MAY 21. THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M., MATINEE SUNDAY AT 2:00 P.M. 619-435-4850.
Pulp! Directionary and Mostie Theatres present Patricia Kane’s comedy with music, a “sexy homage to the pulp fiction.” Delicia Turner Son- serneg directed.
DIRECTIONARY THEATRE, 4545 PINK BLOOM BOULEVARD, UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, SATURDAY, MAY 13, THROUGH JUNE 3. THURSDAY AND SUNDAY AT 7:30 P.M., FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M. 619-637-0160.
Romance
The San Diego Rep has re configured the Lyceum Space for David Mamet’s courtroom farce. Seats to the sides resemble jury boxes, which is fitting, since the play’s about the letter and mean spirit of the law, bigotry, racism, homophobia, and, thrown in for good measure, the possibilities for World Peace. Here as elsewhere in Mamet, no good thought goes un punished. Romance peels away surfaces, legal veneers, all sense of accord and reveals a courtroom — and, by extension a country — engaged in internecine war. He scathes until he reaches his implied question: What do Americans really think of each other? Then, in the play’s last third, he retreads into formalism and the silliness of farce. This shift makes for a mixed aftertaste: the play’s last third feels thin, even dity, compared to its opening salvo. Although the Rep has difficulties finessing late-second act says, the Sam Woodhouse-directed production is clear and brisk — and often very funny. Standouts: John Altieri’s “fat plum

The Sopranos’ Last Supper
by rotary Bernard, who gets to shout the author’s message about peace at home and abroad. Peter Van Noorden as the scatterbrained judge with a head cold (one pill makes him yummy, and one pill tweaks his gall). Whether he’s a “we are the world idealist” or a rampant reactionary, Van Norden’s a laugh riot. A word of caution: Mamet’s an equal opportu nity xenophobe. If you find nothing in Romance offensive, you should be on life support.

Worth a try.

The FunHouse
A cross between improvisational comedy and Family Feud. Improv, making up a funny scene as you go along, is tough enough. Add competitive scene making, with the audience awarding points to the winning team. Purists might balk at the odiousness of companions used in this format, but the “game show” — on Fridays — is a hoot. The 90-minute evening offers different bits. The show I caught had “Team Sports” — two pairs of players competed, taking suggestions from the audience; “and Godzilla Theatre” — five directors invented scenes, using the other four as actors. The winner got a banana, the loser a “forfeit” (other formats include “Murders” and “Improv Survivor”). Some attempts went nowhere (I repeat: improv is tough.; I did it in my, as hindsight reveals, callow youth). Others made amaz ing twists and turns. The group makes the bits much more frequent than the misses. Their guru, Keith Johnstone, wrote one of the very best books I’ve ever read about making theater. And they put their parts to good use. Their motto: “Remember, when it’s not funny, it’s art.”

Worth a try.

The Sopranos’ Last Supper
by rotary Bernard, who gets to shout the author’s message about peace at home and abroad. Peter Van Noorden as the scatterbrained judge with a head cold (one pill makes him yummy, and one pill tweaks his gall). Whether he’s a “we are the world idealist” or a rampant reactionary, Van Norden’s a laugh riot. A word of caution: Mamet’s an equal opportu nity xenophobe. If you find nothing in Romance offensive, you should be on life support.

Worth a try.

The FunHouse
A cross between improvisational comedy and Family Feud. Improv, making up a funny scene as you go along, is tough enough. Add competitive scene making, with the audience awarding points to the winning team. Purists might balk at the odiousness of companions used in this format, but the “game show” — on Fridays — is a hoot. The 90-minute evening offers different bits. The show I caught had “Team Sports” — two pairs of players competed, taking suggestions from the audience; “and Godzilla Theatre” — five directors invented scenes, using the other four as actors. The winner got a banana, the loser a “forfeit” (other formats include “Murders” and “Improv Survivor”). Some attempts went nowhere (I repeat: improv is tough.; I did it in my, as hindsight reveals, callow youth). Others made amaz ing twists and turns. The group makes the bits much more frequent than the misses. Their guru, Keith Johnstone, wrote one of the very best books I’ve ever read about making theater. And they put their parts to good use. Their motto: “Remember, when it’s not funny, it’s art.”
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complain of difficulties to overcome, to come, she wishes they’d quit trumping up the pseudo-drama and get on with this more entertaining, if lightweight show. (Note: the original cast members have been replaced.)

Worth a try.

DASSAI CENTER STAGE, SIERRA MESA CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, THROUGH MAY 21; SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M., SUNDAY AT 2:00 P.M.

What’s Wrong With This Picture? It’s a winner...entertainment!

The Broadway Theatre presents Donald Margulies’s comedy about Shirley. Since she died the husband’s been such a mess she needs to go back and straighten things out. Randall Hickman directed.

Worth a try.

BROADWAY THEATRE, 340 EAST BROADWAY, VISTA, THROUGH MAY 28; THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 7:30 P.M., SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AT 2:00 P.M. MAIDEN SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AT 2:00 P.M.

The Women

Premier Productions stage Clare Booth’s satire of Park Avenue elite women. Twenty-two of them dish about the men in their lives. Randall Hickman directed.

The AV Theatre, 203 MAIN STREET, VISTA, THROUGH MAY 14; THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AT 8:00 P.M., SUNDAY AT 7:00 P.M. 772-2411.

Trying

You can pretty much tell where Joanna McClelland Glass’s drama is headed with one eye tied behind your back. Sarah Schorr becomes the secretary for famous judge Francis Biddle (attorney general under FDR, chief American judge at Nuremburg). He’s 81, blunt, she’s 23, just starting out. So she’s having the time of her life.

The playwright lays the symmetries on thick (death and life: she becomes pregnant). What you might not anticipate are the moment-to-moment interchanges in which nothing, and quite a lot, happens. The real drama’s between the lines, as Sarah and the judge team up to “rally” a life (and an international identity) that has re-emerged from the world stage to smaller and smaller rooms, with the judge wondering which will be the last. Jonathan McMurray does some of his finest work in some time at Biddle, whose body and mind are deteriorating. McMurray shows how that feels. Since age has made the judge’s mind non-linear — it flits from subject to subject — Sarah’s task resembles flying a kite without a tail. So does playing her character since, she’s like, written by a tip of the iceberg. Christine Marie Brown admirably takes just a tip of the iceberg. But I knew I was witnessing a man of great intelligence doing battle, fiercely, with his mortality.

Worth a try.
Pick a night to remember.

Pala Casino, Spa and Resort. A four-diamond getaway where great entertainment is always a sure bet. A world-class casino, 507 deluxe hotel rooms, 8 spectacular restaurants, a luxurious day spa and Olympic-size pool await you. A different place to play.

For complete entertainment schedule visit palacasino.com

For tickets, visit the Pala Privileges Center or call:

All Ticketmaster Outlets including Tower Records, Robinsons-May, Whereshouse Music (select locations), Tu Musica and Ritmo Latino
Flanagan says about 15 people from inside fought against the 10 in the parking lot. “I got kicked in the back of the head,” says Stone Senses lead singer Eric Castaneda. Two members of a different band got beaten the worst: “Anthony [the lead singer] got thrown down and hit a good number of times. They surrounded Ben [the guitarist], who was on the ground. They kicked him a number of times. His mouth was filled with blood. If we hadn’t have rolled him over, he would have suffocated in his blood.”

Flanagan says, “I told [Canes] security there was something going on. They were receptive at first. They walked out about 15 feet and stopped. They stood there and watched everything happen. They didn’t do shit. They said anything that happens outside is not their responsibility. I asked them to call the police. They said they could call Belmont [Park] security.”

Castaneda says, “I called 911. They put me on hold. I got a voice mail, so I hung up and tried again. It was, like, 25 minutes before the cops showed up — SDPD spokesman Dave Cohen says his report shows that police were called at 1:55 a.m. and the first officer arrived at 2:16 a.m. According to the report, there were two men bleeding at the scene, but paramedics (who arrived before the police) were “standing back,” which means they withheld treatment because of a dangerous situation. He says the report indicates that there were two men lying on the ground and bleeding but they declined treatment by paramedics and declined to file a police report. No arrests were made.

Lt. Lawrence McKinney says, “The management has a responsibility for maintaining order for a distance of 100 feet around their establishment…. Violations or e-mail your tip to blurt@sdreader.com

Where is the Hate? Lil Uno released his CD, The Streets, on his Sicko Records label. The title track borrows a riff from “Still Water (Love),” the 1970 hit by the Four Tops. “We had to go through an independent clearance company for the rights,” says Lil Uno, who paid a licensing fee of $12,000 for the “Still Water” sample. If he sells more than 8,400 copies of his record, Lil Uno will pay the licensing company four cents on every record he sells thereafter. So far, he says sales figures are in the 18,000 range. Because Sicko is distributed by Fontana/Universal, “The Streets” is getting radio airplay in 40 markets, including Houston, San Antonio, and Phoenix. One of the San Diego stations that plays “The Streets” is “Blazein’ 98.9,” the station on which Lil Uno hosts a locals-only hip-hop show every Sunday. Lil Uno says that because he is a DJ on a competing station, Z90 (the other local hip-hop station) won’t play his music.

“When The Streets’ came out, we blasted the song to [Z90 program director] Rick Thomas. He e-mailed us back, saying that Lil Uno took a stand against Z90 and that since he did there was no chance Z90 would support the record.”

Thomas did not deny he sent such an e-mail (and Z90 does not play Lil Uno’s
Small Labeled “31G’s financial situation is not the best at the moment,” says record-label co-owner Alyssa Edwards. “We left our old distributor, the Turgeon music group, to go with Redeye. Turgeon wasn’t too happy about us leaving… they have decided not to pay us anything owed in a timely manner. In fact, they haven’t really paid us at all, which has affected us and our release schedule in a huge way.”

Edwards invested in 31G in 1998, after receiving insurance money from a car accident. Her label’s most recent release (in April) was a Birthday Party tribute record they had in the works for years. Titled Release the Bats, it features such local bands as Kill Me Tomorrow, Some Girls, Cattle Decapitation, and the Plot to Blow Up the Eiffel Tower.

“31G doesn’t make enough from 31G to live on. To supplement her income, she bartends at the Zombie Lounge and Rosie and Joe’s. “I own a house and a dog and have ‘adult’ problems,” she says. “So I have to do whatever I have to do to pay the bills.” 31G has a number of projects in the works, including a Holy Molar EP and full lengths by out-of-town friends Das Oath and Jenny Piccolo.

— Jeremiah Griffey

LOUIS PADILLA ADMITS HIS ACT IS A CHALLENGE is about looks, about being as much like a lady as possible, but an impersonation is a challenge. He lip-synchs song, hour-long performance. He lip-synchs to recorded Shakira tracks. He began impersonating the Colombian-born singer around eight years ago and makes his own costumes.

“I don’t do anything Shakira herself is into.” Padilla, a 29-year-old who cashiers at the EastLake Wal-Mart, earns between $400 and $1000 for a ten-song, hour-long performance. He lip-syncs to recorded Shakira tracks. He began impersonating the Colombian-born singer around eight years ago and makes his own costumes.

“It’s when I put on my Middle-Eastern belts that I really take on her persona.” When the real Shakira kicked off her first world tour at the Sports Arena in November 2002, Padilla was up front, standing on a riser. “She made eye contact and was smiling at me. There was a connection. I could tell she was really surprised to see someone dancing just like her, especially a boy!”

— Jay Allen Sanford

Roger Hedgecock and Merry Space Cadets Thirty-seven years ago today (5/11/69), the grateful Dead appeared along with Canned Heat, Lee Michaels, Tarantula, and the Colombian-born singer Tijuana-bred Carlos Santana.— Jay Allen Sanford
Edge of Magic

“These drums are known to have mystical powers and can wreak havoc if placed in the wrong hands.”

DAMARU

The Damaru is a two-sided percussion instrument that is shaken with two balls striking the membranes as part of spiritual practices in Tibet, India, and Nepal. The most powerful Damaruds are created from human skulls, as described in Mickey Hart’s book Drumming at the Edge of Magic. These drums are known to have mystical powers and can wreak havoc if placed in the wrong hands. In Hindu philosophy the Damaru is the drum held by Shiva through which the universe is created. The Damaru symbolizes the mystery of manifestation and the evolution of the cosmos.”

— Frank Lazzaro, drummer. Damaru performs on the first Thursday of every month at Claire de Lune.

TALL

“I was watching an episode of VH1’s Behind the Music about the Black Crowes, talking about the Robinson brothers’ rocky relationship and how at one point it boiled over as they were completing one of their studio albums. The fight came to blows, and one brother took the masters from the studio and threw them in the garbage. The name of that [Black Crowes] album was going to be Tall, which is a euphemism for getting high.”

— Stuart T. Smith, vocals

HOLIDAY AND THE ADVENTURE POP COLLECTIVE

“Holiday references both vacationing and the great Billie Holiday. When Louis (Caverly) and I began working on old and new songs and decided to ‘get the band back together,’ therein lies the collective. When put together, our name combines the specific with concepts, dreams, and great escape. Think ‘Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.’” — Derrick Oliver, guitar/horns. Holiday and the Adventure Pop Collective perform May 12 at the Whistle Stop.

PRIDEBOWL

“We started in 1994 in Sweden. I’m American and the other four original members were Swedish. After learning a few punk covers and adding a few originals, we were ready to play our first gig in the tiny town we lived in, Varberg, but we needed a name. After some long, weird drive through the country, the word ‘Pride’ popped in my head. Then I thought about how the Swedish bandmembers loved to bowl, since that town’s six-lane alley was probably the only local place one could find people having fun on any given day. So we came up with the name ‘Pridebowl’ and said it over and over until it didn’t make sense anymore. We really wanted a name that wasn’t in the dictionary.” — Aaron Goulding, vocals

THE ROSERY

“One morning I went out to a family IHOP breakfast with all my relatives. My grandma pulls out a big black sheet music box she kept in under the stairs. As I picked it up — a chorus girl’s résumé as I picked it up — a chorus girl’s résumé with a list of songs she knew. ‘The Rosery’ was one of the numbers listed, and Rose happens to be my mother’s and my grandmother’s middle name.” — Lucas Coleman, guitar/vocals

INNERLIMIT

“Our name comes from the idea that the percentage of our brain that people use today is a fraction of what it should be. We have a lot more potential than we can even conceive. Television, media, and the government are all key players in the dumbing-down of the human race. Inner-limit dares one to explore the known realms of thinking…to create a better world.” — Drew Bent, vocals/percussion. Innerlimit performs May 12 at the Static Lounge.

SIMEON FLICK

“I was named after an Indian boy that my father treated at a domestic psych ward during the Vietnam War…this eight-year-old boy named Simeon had a rare pituitary dysfunction that matured him too early so he was, in effect, a boy trapped inside a man’s body. I could probably say the same about myself. People I meet are often disbeliefing at how rock-and-roll my name sounds, so I use it legally changed or anything. I just had cool quasi-hippie parents.” — Simeon Flick, guitar/vocals

BAND NAMES

JAY ALLEN SANFORD

“I began working on old and new songs and decided to ‘get the band back together,’ therein lies the collective. When put together, our name combines the specific with concepts, dreams, and great escape. Think ‘Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.’” — Derrick Oliver, guitar/horns. Holiday and the Adventure Pop Collective perform May 12 at the Whistle Stop.
THURSDAYS
Karaoke Dinner Show
6 pm to close
$2 Wells and Beer
after 8 pm

MOTHER’S DAY
CHAMPAGNE
BRUNCH!
Sunday, May 14
9 am-3 pm

FRIDAYS
Live DJs
Hip-Hop Dance Party • Reggaeton
$2 Bacardi Shots
$12 Coronita buckets

SATURDAYS
LIVE SALSA BAND
RICO TUMBAO
Saturday, May 13 & 27
6 pm to close

LAS PARRILLAS
Authentic Mexican Food & Cantina Dance Club
555 Montrose Court, El Cajon • 619-444-3955

THURSDAYS
are now college night!
The SHOUT!
Rock ‘n Roll
Sing-A-Long
Dueling Piano Bar

$2,50 Draft Specials
$2.00 Shot Specials
ALL NIGHT LONG


SCHEDULE

AGENT ORANGE
“Because I Got High”
5/28:
Members of Megadeth present
\textit{Arm The Angels}

ELIJAH EMMANUEL
& \textbf{THE REVELATIONS}
5/19:
Those Dang Robinsons

THE HUSKY BOY
ALL-STARS
5/17:
Blind Melons

STOLEN
“Our name came from the foothills behind our neighborhood in El Cajon. Eight years ago the property was sold to build a new housing development and a Wal-Mart. The hills were a part of all of our childhoods... we felt as if they had been stolen from us. We decided to carve ‘Stolen Hills’ in one of the concrete slabs in remembrance of the hills. When the band formed six years ago, we shortened the name.” — Erik Clabeaux, bass/vocals. Stolen performs May 13 at Scripps Ranch High School.

A PARK TRADITION
“Our three founding members, John, Nick, and Scott, all grew up in a town called Newbury Park (California), where absolutely everyone is in a band. You could go to a show somewhere almost seven nights a week and always have a friend or two playing. It might be because there’s not a whole lot else to do there. When we moved to San Diego for school and realized not everyone is in a band or is supportive of new music, we thought we’d keep up our town’s tradition here.” — Nick Norton, guitar/vocals.

FAT MAN’S MISERY
“One, I’ve been playing guitar for 35 years, and this is my first blues band. I’ve primarily been in progressive rock bands. Two, I’m fat. Not just a little overweight, but at my heaviest I was 431 pounds. It makes me very self-conscious sometimes. Three, I am a very proud member of the second generation native of San Diego, and Fat Man’s Misery was a place in Torrey Pines that my sister the bass player and I used to go when we were kids.” — Lee Loveless, guitar/vocals.

SHOESTRING STRAP
“When our outlaw country/bluegrass band first moved from playing living rooms to having actual gigs, our mandolin player Keith borrowed a strap from our bass player Kent. One day Kent wanted his strap back. You would think a mandolin might have smaller strap pegs than a bass, but not so. It stretched out the [strap] holes so much that Kent’s bass would fall off, repeatedly, onstage. Keith still didn’t want to buy a strap for some reason so I offered to give him a shoestring as a strap. We also wanted a name that’s impossible to say drunk.” — Dave Lowenstein, guitar/bass.
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Belo Restaurant and Nightclub
Located on E street between 4th and 5th Ave.

RESTAURANT • New Hours: Thursday 7-1130
Friday 5-1130 Saturday 6-1130
Friday happy hour: 5-7
Half Price menu items and drink specials
Vip Booths, Bottle Service, and Dinner Reservations call 619 231 9200

UPCOMING SPECIAL EVENTS
MAY 21
SFINX PRESENTS SDSU GRAD PARTY
DJ Scooter in the Red Room
DJ Lavellie in the main room
Details call (858) 774 8800 or www.sfinxproductions.net

MAY 28
San Diego’s Biggest Annual Memorial Day Party!
Eventvibe.com 6 Year Anniversary Party
Presented by Tim Ortiz Presents, aPRODUCTIONdotNET and Minx
D.J.s: Richard Vision, G’Roy, Superfox, DJ Matty A, DJ Tech
Pre-sale tickets available at: www.eventvibe.com

be inspired...

NEW CLUB
NEW SCENE
NEW VIBE

Thursday May 11
SFINX, 3D Entertainment, sandiegoclub.com, SkinNite Magazine, and klubcircuit.com present
32° Swimsuit Illustrated Release Party featuring Dj Rags

Friday May 12
Heff Productions presents

ROCKET
featuring Dj Rags

Saturday May 13
Polka Dot & Realignze Tribe present
SPEKTRUM
Alan B’s birthday bash featuring Alan B | Theron | Project 8
Lee Roy Parnell

By Dave Good

“What goes up must come down / The pendulum swings around / Don’t give up / ‘Cause this could be your lucky day / ‘Cause you can’t lose them all,” sings Lee Roy Parnell in a boat of the inverse logic that permeates much of country music. Otherwise, his song owes more to Billy Squier or old James Gang than it does to George Jones or Charlie Rich. But then, Parnell never was wise, his song owes more to Billy Squier or Charlie Rich. But then, Parnell never was cut out for the big time of country music; his career might indeed have been written off as yet another Nashville casualty when he ditched his rooey sound and leaned hard into the slipstream of modern country radio. He charted with “On the Road” and even earlier with “Love Without Mercy,” but after the obligatory duets with a few big country stars, his deal with Arista eventually unwound. That turned out, in my opinion, to be a real stroke of luck.

Parnell eventually changed labels and went back to the sound that made his name — a hard-to-pin-down country blend of bar-bar-rock, gospel, blues, and Texas boogie. Back to the well seethes with slide guitar punctuated by a Hammond B3. Live, Parnell’s guitar solos are long and nasty and generous, far eclipsing the typical four bars allotted most country music solos. With a voice sounding like a trimmed-down Walter Trout yell, Parnell comes off as the antithesis of the cowboy-hatted-star, even though his Nashville roots run deep.

Still, for a country album, Back to the Well is good, and it’s a fair comment to say that not all of the best country has come from red-state mentality. Think of Ray Charles’s Modern Sounds in Country and Western Music or Leonard Cohen, Gram Parsons…even Van Morrison’s recent Pay the Devil. As a fan and a listener, I all require is sincerity, believable singing, storytelling that suspends my reasoning for around three minutes, and the feeling that I’m in the hands of a great musician. Lee Roy Parnell delivers on all counts, minus the mirestones.

Lee Roy Parnell, Belly Up Tavern, Saturday, May 13, 9 p.m. 858-481-8140 or 619-220-8497. $15.

Calendar

CONCERTS

Listen to sample songs of bands in upcoming concerts free on your phone: 619-233-9797. Call any day or day 7 a week.

Concert Soundboard

619.233.9797

Press the 4-digit extension above the category that interests you (for example, 6000 for this week’s concerts).

At the next prompt, press the 3-digit code that is next to the performers you wish to hear. (Performers without codes currently do not have recordings.)

EXTENSION 4000

THIS WEEK’S CONCERTS

THURSDAY


KT Tunstall: House of Blues, Thursday, May 11, 1055 Fifth Avenue, Gaslamp. 619-299-2583 or 619-220-8497.

EXTENSION 4001

UPCOMING CONCERTS

MAY

(Venue) (283) Comedy Thursdays, Thursday, May 18, 3105 Ocean Front Walk, Gaslamp. 619-220-8497.

Doc Mart

JT Donaldson

Wally Callierio

Lamont Moerhaus

Nick C & Frankie M

Pools Party

Pool Side

The Lobby

2223 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92109

Doc Mart

JT Donaldson

Wally Callierio

Lamont Moerhaus

Nick C & Frankie M

AGUA, a Swoon Production welcomes Spundae to San Diego for a series of spectacular monthly events uniting top industry talent, SD Promoters, Global Producers, and local DJs, all dancing together as one, and Partying for a Purpose to benefit the homeless children of San Diego.

Brad Cath & Special Guests

2006

by Dave Good
4th&B
UPCOMING CONCERTS AND NIGHT CLUB EVENTS

Tiesto
MAY 12
sold
out
MAY 13

The Infamous...
MAY 14
mob Deep
MAY 15

Daredevil Jane
MAY 17
Campaign for Quiet
MAY 18

Alejandro Guzman
MAY 19
Felix da Housecat
MAY 20

Gregory Isaacs
MAY 21
T Bone Burnett
MAY 22
Barrington Levy
MAY 23

2 nights
MAY 24
Robin Trower
MAY 25
James Brown
MAY 26

ON SALE FRIDAY!
(May 11 @ 10AM)
BARRINGTON LEVY
godfather of soul
SEP 2

4thandb.com Ages 21+ ONLY
345 B Street (619) 231-4343

LOVE FRIDAYS 9:30PM-4AM
4TH AND B
610 BEFORE 10PM
345 B STREET, SAN DIEGO
LOVEFRIDAYNIGHTS.COM

FRIDAY, MAY 12
Tiesto Presented with Ore Promotions & Event Vibe
+Boris MD (Departure)

FRIDAY, MAY 19
Uberzone (Live)
Static Revenger
+Austin Scott

FRIDAY, MAY 26
The Crystal Method DJ set
+Anthony Ross & Theron
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LIVE IN CONCERT

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

THE MARS VOLTA

AUGUST 22

ON SALE SATURDAY AT 10AM!

STADIUM ARCADIUM

NEW CD IN STORES NOW

STADIUM ARCADIUM

ixponet.com

TICKETMASTER.COM & ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
TOWER RECORDS • WAREHOUSE MUSIC • ROBINSONS-MAY • RITMO LATINO
213.450.2230 • 714.700.1000 • 800.323.8700 • 818.320.7785
ALL DATES, ACTS & TICKET PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. A SERVICE CHARGE IS ADDED TO EACH TICKET PRICE.

REDHOTCHILIPEPPERS.COM
Sixth Annual "X-Fest XII"

Tickets
858-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.

Heather: House of Blues, Saturday, June 10, 3035 Fifth Avenue, Gaslamp, 619-299-2583 or 619-220-8497.

Gregory Isaacs: 7937 4th St, B, June 11, 1435 B Street, San Diego. 619-231-4343 or 619-220-8497.


Calexico: Belly Up Tavern, Monday, June 12, 143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 619-231-4343 or 619-220-8497.

Smash Mouth: Del Mar Fairgrounds, Tuesday, June 13, 2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard, Del Mar. 858-755-1161 or 619-220-8497.

Wolfmother: Canes, Tuesday, June 13, 1310 Ocean Front Walk, Mission Beach. 619-488-1780 or 619-220-8497.

Bo Bice: Del Mar Fairgrounds, Wednesday, June 14, 2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard, Del Mar. 858-755-1161 or 619-220-8497.

The Walkmen: House of Blues, Friday, June 16, 1055 Fifth Avenue, Gaslamp. 619-299-2583 or 619-220-8497.

Ozomatli: Del Mar Fairgrounds, Friday, June 16, 2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard, Del Mar. 858-755-1161 or 619-220-8497.

Sun, May 28

Mardi Gras Gypsies

The Storm Tour With Aceyalone

Ugly Duckling

The Procussions

Diverse + Imad Mayo!

Wrekizzle

Tues 5/30 • 8:00 PM

Tues 5/30 • 8:00 PM

Tues 5/30 • 8:00 PM

Tues 5/30 • 8:00 PM
October

Peter Mulvey: Acoustic Music San Diego, Friday, June 16, 4601 Manfield Street, Normal Heights. 619-303-8176.


Buddy Miller and The Love Godz: Humphrey's Concerts by the Bay, Saturday, June 24, 143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.


Richard Thompson: Humphony's Concerts by the Bay, Thursday, June 29, 143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.


Bonnie Raitt: Humphony's Concerts by the Bay, Wednesday, June 28, 143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.

Dolly Parton: Humphony's Concerts by the Bay, Thursday, June 29, 143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.


May

Dead and Company: Humphony's Concerts by the Bay, Tuesday, May 29, 143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.


Richard Thompson: Humphony's Concerts by the Bay, Thursday, June 29, 143 South Cedros Avenue, Solana Beach. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.


JULY

Kenny Loggins: Humphony's Concerts by the Bay, Saturday, July 1, 2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard, Del Mar. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.

Oxymoronic: Canons, Sunday, July 2, 3105 Ocean Front Walk, Mission Beach. 858-488-1780.


Coors Amphitheatre

BABD PAISLEY
Time Well Wasted
2006

featuring SARA EVANS

TOMORROW!

FRIDAY MAY 12

OAR and damien rice
SATURDAY JUNE 10
FRIDAY JUNE 23

MOMENTS
with special guests THE SCIENTISTS
THURSDAY JUNE 15

Get Tickets at...
hol.com
ticketmaster

VICENTE FERNANDEZ
PAQUITA LA DEL BARRIO
SATURDAY MAY 27

KENNY CHESNEY
DIERKS BENTLEY * JAKE OWEN
SUNDAY JUNE 18

VANS WARPED TOUR
THURSDAY JULY 6

OZZFEST 2006
SYSTEM OF A DOWN * DISTURBED
HATEBREED * LACUNA COIL * & MORE
SUNDAY JULY 9

RASCAL FLATTS
GARY ALLAN
SATURDAY JULY 22

DAVE MATTHEWS BAND
ROBERT RANDOLPH & THE FAMILY BAND
SATURDAY AUGUST 26

Open Air Theatre
For tickets or more information...
549-2222 • SAN DIEGO.COM • www.sandiego.com • 1325 SPORTS ARENA BLVD., SUITE 1

TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE AZTEC CONCESSION BOX OFFICE

Get Tickets at...
hob.com
ticketmaster
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Blues Traveler: Sunday, July 9, 11 a.m. 2050 Island. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.


The Beach Boys: 5005 Willows Road, Alpine. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.

The Gipsy Kings: 5005 Willows Road, Alpine. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.

Concerts in the Park, Friday, August 4, 5005 Willows Road, Alpine. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.


Humphrey’s: 4th & B, Tuesday, July 25, 5005 Willows Road, Alpine. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.

Humphrey’s: 4th & B, Wednesday, July 26, 5005 Willows Road, Alpine. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.


Humphrey’s: 4th & B, Friday, July 28, 5005 Willows Road, Alpine. 619-445-5400 or 619-220-8497.
WIDESPREAD PANIC

WEDNESDAY JUNE 28
ON SALE FRIDAY 11AM!

EMBARCADERO MARINA PARK SOUTH • DOWNTOWN BEHIND THE CONVENTION CENTER

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE PAYNE CENTER BOX OFFICE • ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS • CHARGE BY PHONE 619 220 TXS • PRINT YOUR TICKETS TODAY! TICKETFAST™ AT TICKETMASTER.COM

PARKING IS AVAILABLE IN THE PARKING GARAGE ON THE CORNER OF BROADWAY AND CONVENTION CENTER WAY AND LANE FIELD, ON THE CORNER OF BROADWAY AND HARBOR DRIVE.

BAYSIDE CONCERTS WITH VIEJAS BENEFIT THE PROGRAMS OF THE SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION GO TO VIEJASENTERTAINMENT.COM

herz so good
**Calendar/Festivals/Concerts**

**The Temptations (90s)**: Humphrey’s by the Bay, Tuesday, October 18, 2241 Shelter Island Drive, Shelter Island. 619-523-1010 or 619-220-8497.

**OCTOBER**

**Emmylou Harris (60s)**: Humphrey’s by the Bay, Tuesday, October 18, 2241 Shelter Island Drive, Shelter Island. 619-523-1010 or 619-220-8497.

**Celtic Frost**: House of Blues, Wednesday, October 4, 1055 Fifth Avenue, Gaslamp. 619-299-2583 or 619-220-4407.

**Queensryche (80s)**: Humphrey’s by the Bay, Wednesday, October 4, 2441 Shelter Island Drive, Shelter Island. 619-523-1010 or 619-220-8497.

**Frank Black**: Humphrey’s by the Bay, Sunday, October 15, 2241 Shelter Island Drive, Shelter Island. 619-523-1010 or 619-220-8497.

**Anis Abdul**: PD Events Center, Friday, October 20, 5 miles east of I-15 on Hwy 76, Pala. 760-510-4580 or 619-284-6784.

**DJ EVENTS**

If you would like to include your DJ events, email selliss@nethere.com or fax information to 619-881-2801 by 5:00 p.m., Friday, the week prior to publication. The listings are free.

**Ascension**: Second Friday of the month, 20meat:6fry spin electrohouse. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Kadan, 4066 30th Street, North Park. 619-640-2500.

**Deepo**: Thursdays, drum ’n’ bass with Djs Klaw/hardcore, Probable Cause, and Skyle Mic. 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.; 21 and up. San Diego Sports Club, 1271 University Avenue, Hillcrest. 619-233-2838.

**Mixtape Sessions**: Wednesdays, underground hip-hop and downtempo with DJ Ricky Wrecks and guests. 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. No cover. Honey Bee Hive, 1409 C Street, downtown. 619-702-4455.

**Moondoggies Pacific Beach**: Saturdays, Saturday Night Mix, hip-hop, R&B, and Top 40. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Riley’s Sports Bar, 2236 Fern Street (corner of 30th and Juniper), South Park. 619-284-2474.

**MixLab**: Thursdays, DJ Des spins an eclectic listening source, alternative hip-hop, urban soul, and Latin grooves. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. No cover. Candida, 416 Third Avenue, downtown. 619-702-6105.

**Sonic Circus**: Third Saturday of the month, 20meat:6fry spin electrohouse and breakbeat, Clay Elliot on live horns, circus feats by local performers. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.; 21 and up. The Kava Lounge, 2812 Kettner Boulevard, midtown. 619-299-3033.

**Therapy**: Fridays, industrial, gothic, and R&B with DJs Bryan Pollard, OT7, and guests. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.; 21 and up. Brick by Brick, 1130 Buenos Aires Avenue, Bay Park. 619-275-5483.

**One Nation**: Second and fifth Saturday of the month, new wave, hop-hop, and boogalo remixes with DJs Blackshots and Alex. The Whistle Stop, 2236 Fern Street (corner of 30th and Juniper), South Park. 619-284-6784.

**Rockin’ the House**: Saturdays, hip-hop, R&B, and Top 40. 9 p.m. No cover. Rooftop Sports Bar, 2215 El Camino Real, Oceanside. 760-737-1223.

**Sabbath**: Second and fifth Saturday of the month, gothic, industrial, and dark. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. No cover. The Whistle Stop, 2236 Fern Street (corner of 30th and Juniper), South Park. 619-284-2474.

**Sonic Circus**: Third Saturday of the month, 20meat:6fry spin electrohouse and breakbeat, Clay Elliot on live horns, circus feats by local performers. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.; 21 and up. The Kava Lounge, 2812 Kettner Boulevard, midtown. 619-299-3033.

**Therapy**: Fridays, industrial, gothic, and R&B with DJs Bryan Pollard, OT7, and guests. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.; 21 and up. Brick by Brick, 1130 Buenos Aires Avenue, Bay Park. 619-275-5483.

**Transport**: First and third Saturdays of the month, Brit rock, indie, and electroclash with DJ Gabe Vega and guests. The Whistle Stop, 2236 Fern Street (corner of 30th and Juniper), South Park. 619-284-5784.
rob thomas
Jewel

Special guest Toby Lightman

VIEJAS Concerts at Bayside
WEDNESDAY JULY 5
DOORS 5PM
ON SALE FRIDAY 10AM!

EMBARCADERO MARINA PARK SOUTH • DOWNTOWN BEHIND THE CONVENTION CENTER

In stores NOW
www.robthomasmusic.com www.jeweljk.com

VIEJAS ENTERTAINMENT
DVDs HIT DVDs $7.99 each or 3 FOR $20 Special selection (thin cardboard packs) $99

CDs BIG SELECTION, AMERICAN & SPANISH $1.99 EACH or 6 FOR $10

MOJO’S PARKING LOT SALE BRIBE FREE DVD! Special packaging only. See Mojo associates for details. 1 per person. No purchase necessary. 5/13 & 5/14 with coupon. Chula Vista only.

Chula Vista • 619-585-0018 Pacific Beach • 858-272-2274 236 Broadway 1084 Garnet Ave.

Our gift certificates always make a great gift!

BORDERS BOOKS AND MUSIC, 1405 Calle Barcelona, Carlsbad. 760-479-0342. Friday, 8 p.m., Patty Hall, folk. Saturday, 8 p.m., Olga Tropis, folk.

BORDERS BOOKS AND MUSIC, 1160 Ranchos Carmel Drive, Carnd Mount. 760-638-1814. Friday, 8 p.m., Molly Jenkins, folk. Saturday, 8 p.m., Hooster Baker, folk.

Bub’s Whiskey Dive, 301 Pier View Way, Oceanside. 760-737-2525. Live rock, call club for information.


Midnight, Middle Earth, Tuesday, Jack Toppin, folk. Wednesday, Michele Landoni & Blue Steel.

Cafes, 1140 Bernardos Plaza Drive, Ranchos Bernados. 838-066-2400. Friday, and Saturday, Crystal Sage, classic rock.

Coyote Bar and Grill, 101 Carlsbad Village Drive, Carlsbad. 760-729-4695. Thursday, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., the Aether. Motown, classic rock; 10 p.m. to 1:30 a.m., DJ event. Friday, 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Billy Thompson, blues. 10:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m., DJ event. Saturday, 3 p.m. to 3:30 p.m., the Blues Plasmatists, blues. 3:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Jeff Moore & the Whiteknighters, blues. 10:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m., DJ event. Sunday, 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Dave Cornely, folk rock. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., Reggie Smith & the Friends for Time, jazz. 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., the Warhogs, rock.

Game Time Tavern, 12735 Poway Road, Poway. 858-740-0015. Friday and Saturday, live classic rock.

Hennessey’s Tavern (Carlsbad), 2777 Roosevelt Street, Carlsbad. 760-729-6951. Friday, Saturday, alternate rock; Saturday, Lizard Fish, rock.

The Inn at Rancho Santa Fe. 9511 143 South the 145th Street Del Mar. 858-756-1131. Thursday, Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday, live classic rock.

Hennessey’s Tavern (San Marcos), 2777 Roosevelt Street, Carlsbad. 760-729-6951. Friday, Saturday, alternate rock; Saturday, Lizard Fish, rock.

The Jumping Turtle, 1660 Capalina Rd., San Marcos. 760-471-7778. www.theflyinpturtle.com Bring in your wireless computer and take advantage of The Turtle’s wireless technology! Check e-mail, surf the web or research while you enjoy the atmosphere. FREE www.theflyinpturtle.com
TAKING BACK SUNDAY
ANGELS & AIRWAVES

NORTH AMERICAN TOUR 2006

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

HEAD AUTOMATIC

VIEJAS CONCERTS AT BAYSIDE
SUNDAY JULY 23
DOORS 5PM
ON SALE SATURDAY NOON!

EMBARCADERO MARINA PARK SOUTH • DOWNTOWN BEHIND THE CONVENTION CENTER

WE DON'T NEED TO WHISPER
In stores 5.13.06

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION GO TO VIEJASENTERTAINMENT.COM

WWW.TAKINGBACKSUNDAY.COM | WWW.ANGELSANDAIRWAVES.COM
SUNDAY, MAY 14—TUAREG MUSIC: 6 to 7 p.m., Tyrone’s, 7955 La Jolla Shores Drive. 858-491-0821.

SATURDAY, MAY 13—BAY BOWL: 9 p.m., San Diego Rock Bowl, 1212 Pacific Beach Drive. 858-483-9929.

THURSDAY, MAY 11—ACOUSTIC GUITAR: 7 to 9:30 p.m., Dust Bowl, 5755 La Jolla Boulevard. 858-453-4420.

SUNDAY, MAY 14—SWING: 2:30 to 6 p.m., Hotel Solamar, 1500 Pacific Beach Drive. 858-483-7844.
The Bahia Belle Cruise, the Bahia Hostel, 998 West Mission Bay Drive, Mission Bay. 858-599-7779. Depart 8:30 p.m. Friday, B Natural, Top 40. Saturday, Shades, classic rock.
Blamey Stone Pub, 1171 Balboa Avenue, Clairemont. 858-279-2303. Thursday-Friday, Friday-Saturday, Tony Carmona, Irish folk. Sunday, open mike. Tuesday, Irish jam session. Wednesday, call for club information.
Brick by Brick, 1106 Barons Avenue, Bay Park. 619-273-LIVE. Music is rock/alternative unless otherwise noted. Thursday, Belafonte, Sign of One and Noir de Guerre. Friday, Ella, Therapy. Saturday, Jonna Tree and the Skeliftookus Guitar. Sunday, Kill Hannah, Shiny Toy Guns, Clear Status, Jupiter, and Provider.
Camel’s Breath Inn, 10330 Friars Road, San Diego. 619-281-1722. Monday, 7-10 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., the Blue Invaders, blues.
Chicano Park Caf e y Culture, 616 National City Boulevard, National City. 619-474-7375. Thursday, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., Bill Calabuig’s Latin Jam.
College-Rolando Branch Library, 6600 Montezuma Road, San Diego. 619-535-2993. Monday, 7:30 p.m. to 7:45 p.m., the Leri Bell Sals.
Egyptian Tea Room, 4404 College Avenue, San Diego. 619-263-7287. Tuesday and Saturday, 7:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., Andrea Reneke, contemporary folk.

San Diego
The Aero Club, 1055 India Street, San Diego. 619-297-7211. 7 p.m., the San Diego Blues Trio.

The Bahia Belle Cruise, the Bahia Hostel, 998 West Mission Bay Drive, Mission Bay. 858-599-7779. Depart 8:30 p.m. Friday, B Natural, Top 40. Saturday, Shades, classic rock.
Blamey Stone Pub, 1171 Balboa Avenue, Clairemont. 858-279-2303. Thursday-Friday, Friday-Saturday, Tony Carmona, Irish folk. Sunday, open mike. Tuesday, Irish jam session. Wednesday, call for club information.
Brick by Brick, 1106 Barons Avenue, Bay Park. 619-273-LIVE. Music is rock/alternative unless otherwise noted. Thursday, Belafonte, Sign of One and Noir de Guerre. Friday, Ella, Therapy. Saturday, Jonna Tree and the Skeliftookus Guitar. Sunday, Kill Hannah, Shiny Toy Guns, Clear Status, Jupiter, and Provider.
Camel’s Breath Inn, 10330 Friars Road, San Diego. 619-281-1722. Monday, 7-10 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., the Blue Invaders, blues.
Chicano Park Caf e y Culture, 616 National City Boulevard, National City. 619-474-7375. Thursday, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., Bill Calabuig’s Latin Jam.
College-Rolando Branch Library, 6600 Montezuma Road, San Diego. 619-535-2993. Monday, 7:30 p.m. to 7:45 p.m., the Leri Bell Sals.
Egyptian Tea Room, 4404 College Avenue, San Diego. 619-263-7287. Tuesday and Saturday, 7:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., Andrea Reneke, contemporary folk.

San Diego
The Aero Club, 1055 India Street, San Diego. 619-297-7211. 7 p.m., the San Diego Blues Trio.

The Bahia Belle Cruise, the Bahia Hostel, 998 West Mission Bay Drive, Mission Bay. 858-599-7779. Depart 8:30 p.m. Friday, B Natural, Top 40. Saturday, Shades, classic rock.
Blamey Stone Pub, 1171 Balboa Avenue, Clairemont. 858-279-2303. Thursday-Friday, Friday-Saturday, Tony Carmona, Irish folk. Sunday, open mike. Tuesday, Irish jam session. Wednesday, call for club information.
Brick by Brick, 1106 Barons Avenue, Bay Park. 619-273-LIVE. Music is rock/alternative unless otherwise noted. Thursday, Belafonte, Sign of One and Noir de Guerre. Friday, Ella, Therapy. Saturday, Jonna Tree and the Skeliftookus Guitar. Sunday, Kill Hannah, Shiny Toy Guns, Clear Status, Jupiter, and Provider.
Camel’s Breath Inn, 10330 Friars Road, San Diego. 619-281-1722. Monday, 7-10 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., the Blue Invaders, blues.
Chicano Park Caf e y Culture, 616 National City Boulevard, National City. 619-474-7375. Thursday, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., Bill Calabuig’s Latin Jam.
College-Rolando Branch Library, 6600 Montezuma Road, San Diego. 619-535-2993. Monday, 7:30 p.m. to 7:45 p.m., the Leri Bell Sals.
Egyptian Tea Room, 4404 College Avenue, San Diego. 619-263-7287. Tuesday and Saturday, 7:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., Andrea Reneke, contemporary folk.
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VIEJAS Concerts at Bayside

all that i am TOUR
Santana

with special guest
ANTHONY HAMILTON

THURSDAY JULY 27
ON SALE FRIDAY 10AM!

EMBARCADERO MARINA PARK SOUTH • DOWNTOWN BEHIND THE CONVENTION CENTER

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE IMPAYEONE CENTER BOX OFFICE • ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS • CHARGE BY PHONE 619.220.TIXS • PRINT YOUR TICKETS TODAY! TICKETFAST™ AT TICKETMASTER.COM

PARKING AVAILABLE IN THE PARKING GARAGE ON THE CORNER OF BAYBAY DRIVE AND CONVENTION CENTER WAY AND LANE STREET, ON THE CORNER OF BAYBAY AND HARBOR DRIVE.

BAYSIDE CONCERTS WITH VIEJAS BENEFIT THE PROGRAMS OF THE SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION GO TO VIEJASENTERTAINMENT.COM
Come discover San Diego's newest hotspot—the all new west wing at Viejas. With more lucky slots, more hot blackjack tables, and a cool new lounge, it's the perfect place for a swinging good time.
Twigs Tea and Coffee Company, 4109 Park Boulevard, University Heights. 619-206-0166. Music is acoustic/folk unless otherwise noted. Thursday, 8 p.m., Dave Arnes, Gregor Shane, Jeff Rolka, and Laura Konkol. Friday, 8 p.m., Aaron Bower, Ashley Matsu, and The Globe. Saturday, 8 p.m., Barn, Kevin Eren, Kim Miller, and Bret Vogt. Sunday, 4 p.m., The Celtic Ensemble. Wednesday, open mic.

Vesuvio Gourmet Restaurant, 3053 El Cajon Boulevard, North Park. 619-282-7090. Thursday, 8 p.m. to 11 p.m., Willowsden smooth jazz/instrumental/R&B.

**DOWNTOWN**

Bela, 919 Fourth Street, Gaslamp. 619-251-8200. Call club for information.

Blaneary Stone Pub, 902 Fifth Avenue, downtown. 619-233-8519. Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and Wednesday, Steve Brewer, acoustic.

Borders Books and Music (Gaslamp), 668 Sixth Avenue, San Diego. 619-702-4200. Thursday, 6 p.m., the Bayou Brothers, blues. Friday, 8 p.m., the Denver Rager Band, folk/acoustic/blues.

Cafe Charis, 1123 Sixth Avenue, San Diego. 619-595-0153. Thursday, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., Dylan Sargue and the Danny Greer Trio, jazz.

The Casbah, 2501 Kettner Boulevard, midtown. 619-232-8555. HELL. Music is rock/alternative unless otherwise noted. Thursday, Young Explorers, Extreme Superhero, Bloodmesser, and Archery. Friday, Atonic, Assyrian Horn, A.M. Vibe, and Matt White. Saturday, the Ballsy, the Spoons, and DJ Safari. Sunday, Helen Keller, Dragmeister, and the Lancers. Monday, the Slackers and the Aggrovators. Tuesday, Jucifer and Sebastian Serious. Wednesday, the Gorgers, the Denizens Delbrook, and the Doofhills.

Chuey's Numero Uno, 1901 Main Street, downtown. 619-234-6597. Thursday, 7 p.m to 11 p.m., M.D. Blues, blues.

Cree's Jazz Bar, 802 Fifth Avenue, downtown. 619-233-4355. All music is jazz unless otherwise noted. Thursday, the David Patterson Quartet Friday, Free. Saturday, Private. Sunday, the Ambrosi. Monday, Dave Scott Tuesday, the Chip Meyers Quartet. Wednesday, Fuzzy & the Bl interior.

Deco's, 731 Fifth Avenue, Gaslamp. 619-236-0880. Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, call club for information.

Dick's Last Resort, 341 Fourth Avenue, downtown. 619-231-9100. Music is rock and roll. Thursday and Friday, Prime. Saturday, Blue Rockin', Sunday, the Ghost of Tulsa. Tuesday, the W.W. Wednesday, call club for information.

Dizay's, 344 Seventh Avenue, downtown. 858-250-7467. Thursday, 7:30 p.m., the Governor College Jazz Ensemble. Friday, Peter Sprogo, Josh Nehaves, Bob Magness, Joe Anderson, Tripp Springer, Leonard Parker, Eric Lipe, and Rebecca Ashley. Saturday, 8:30 p.m., Danny Green, Dylan Sanders, and Slade Smoor. Latin jazz. Sunday, 7 p.m., Larry Mitchell, Martin Geavan, James East, and Charlie George. pop/jazz. Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., the Legacy Big Band.

Dublin Square, 304 Fifth Avenue, downtown. 619-239-5818. Thursday, Holiday's the Adventure Pop Collection.

The Field, 344 Fifth Avenue, downtown. 619-232-9840. Thursday and Saturday, the David Patterson Quartet. 619-233-4355. Sliders Club. Friday, 8 p.m., Todd Schrader. Saturday, 8 p.m., Edon Brown and Eric Henry, cabaret.

Whiskey Girl, 400 Fifth Avenue, downtown. 619-236-1616. Thursday through Saturday, DJ Moe. Thursday, 8 p.m., to midnight. Les Allen or City Limits, country with occasional rock/blues.

Worldbeat Center, 2100 Park Boulevard, Balboa Park. 619-230-4109. Friday, 9 p.m., Tawana Myers & the World Beat Jazz Ensemble, world jazz.

**SOUTH BAY / CORONADO**

Buon Giorno Restaurant, 4110 Bonita Road, Coronado. 619-475-2660. Thursday, the locals. 619-417-0430. Wednesday, Cabaret. 619-472-3222. Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m. to midnight, Sandy Chapel and Sonny Constantino, jazz/blues. Sunday, 8:30 p.m., Forrest Anderson and Joe Garrison, jazz. Wednesday, DJ event.

Caffe Salotto #1, 2240 Otay Lakes Road, Lakeside Village. 619-527-3512. Thursday and Friday, Mark Butler, live jazz. Saturday, 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m., Tony Sottos, folk/jazz.

Edelweiss Restaurant, 230 Third Avenue, Chula Vista. 619-426-3172. Thursday and Friday, Mark Butler, live music. Saturday, 8 p.m. to 8 p.m., Barbara Jesmeren and the Tamarines. Saturday, 8 p.m. to 8 p.m., Stiletto's at Zorro Landing. Tuesday and Wednesday, 8 p.m. to 8 p.m., Jim Gallo. Palm Court, Thursday through Sunday, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., Ray Br. Also, Sunday, noon to 4 p.m., Joe Yellin.

Crown Room, Saturday, 9 a.m. to 2:45 p.m., John Cain.

Island Sports and Spirits, 104 Orange Avenue, Coronado. 619-435-3446. Friday, Carl House Stomp, blues/rock. Saturday, Brad Wilson, acoustic.


Over the Border, 3009 Main Street, Chula Vista. 619-427-5889. Friday and Saturday, Los Injertos, rock en español.

South Bay Fish and Grill, 570 Marine Parkway, Chula Vista. 619-230-2334. Saturday, 10:30 a.m., the Third Coast Jazz Band.

**EAST COUNTY**

Barrett Junction Cafe and Mercantile, 920 Barrett Lake Road, Barrett Junction. 619-466-3416. Saturday and Sunday, noon to 6 p.m., Tom Smock, classic rock/blues/blues/Blues.

Borders Books and Music, 139 Park Boulevard, El Cajon. 619-593-5118. Thursday, 6:30 p.m., WAU's Lips, folk/bluegrass.

Cosmos Cafe, 8278 La Mesa Boulevard, La Mesa. 619-419-4217. Saturday, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., Ken and Jim Zep, acoustic.

DeOro Mine Co., 924 Campo Road, Spring Valley. 619-684-3551. Friday, the Fun Addicts, country. Saturday, Forgotten, rock.


Don's Cocktail Lounge, 15321 Business Highway 8, El Cajon. 619-443-2444. Friday and Saturday, the Tall Driver, countryrock.

Fannie's Nightclub, 9143 Campo Road, Spring Valley. 619-689-2204. Friday, Arewood, rock. Saturday, Tawny, for Gay, Hummer Tongers, and solo, rock.

The German-American Societies, 1017 South Mollison Avenue, El Cajon. 619-272-7245. Friday, 7:30 p.m., the Ray Barra. 550 Cahuenga, country/rock.

Las Parrillas, 555 Montrose Court, El Cajon. 619-444-3935. Friday, hip-hop/reggae. Saturday, LatinJB.

Second Wind, 8518 Magnolia Avenue, Santee. 619-596-8380. Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m. to 11 p.m., classic rock.

Sity 7 Bar and Grill, 10109 Main Avenue, Lakeside. 619-561-6767. Friday, 9 p.m., DJ Derry, Top 40 hip-hop. Saturday, Danceus, pub rock. Tuesday, DJ Gith, house/techno. Wednesday, DJ Rock, rock.

Viejas Casino, 5000 Willows Road, Alpine (off Interstate 8). 619-495-5880. Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, live music, call club for information.

**Thursday, May 11**

8 pm to 12 am • Original Rock

Tapware with Peter Sprague

**Friday, May 12**

6-8 pm • Smooth Jazz

Keith Jacobson

9:30-1:30 am • Dance & Disco

**Saturday, May 13**

6-8 pm • Classic Rock & Blues

Modern Rhythm Band

**Sunday, May 14**

8 pm to 12 am • Smooth Jazz

Fattburger

**Monday, May 15**

6:30-11 pm • Original Rock

**Tuesday, May 16**

8 pm to 12 am • Funk, Soul & Dance

**Wednesday, May 17**

9:30-1:30 am • Hip-Hop & Reggae

**Upcoming Shows**

**Thursday, May 18**

8 pm • Original Rock

Rod Piazza & the Flyers

**Friday, May 19**

9:30 pm • Smokin’ Blues Guitar

Debbie Davies with very special guest Janiva Magness

**Saturday, May 20**

7 pm • Original Rock

Lil Ed & the Blue Imperials

2241 Shelter Island Drive  619.224.3577

www.humphreysbythebay.com

Tickets for "Upcoming Shows" available at 7th Avenue and Humphreys. Reserved seating for "Upcoming Shows" available with dinner. All shows are 21 years and up.
Listen to sample songs of performers free from your phone: 619-233-9797. Night or day 7 days a week. To include your music, mail your CD to: Reader Soundboard, P.O. Box 85803, San Diego, CA 92186-5803

**Band Soundboard**

619.233.9797

Press the the 4-digit extension above the category that interests you (for example, 4002 for alternative rock). At the next prompt, press the 3-digit code that is next to the performer you wish to hear. (Performers without codes currently do not have recordings.)

**ALTERNATIVE**

- The Accident Experiment: Canes
- The Aggrolites: The Casbah
- A.M. Vibe: /939: The Casbah
- Archery: The Casbah
- Arm the Angels: Blind Melon
- Atlas of Id: Canes
- Authority Zero: Soma
- Bird Monster: The Casbah
- Buckfast Superbee: /939: The Casbah
- Cheeky: O’Connell’s Pub and Nightclub
- Chris Paul Overall: The Kensington Club
- Circus Minor: Soma
- Clear Static: Brick By Brick
- The Cougars: The Casbah

**Day One: Dreamstreet**

**Dreamstreet Dollroute: The Casbah**
- d/Root: Canes
- Dive Bomber: Canes
- Dreamtiger: The Casbah
- Element 8: Canes
- Elevator: The Kensington Club
- The Exit Theory: Canes
- Fate of a Friend: Soma
- The Fever: Bally Up Tavern
- Five Soft Main: Vocrest
- Forfal: Soma
- Grandview: Soma
- The Great Glass: The Kensington Club
- Guttermouth: /939: Canes
- Hem: Bally Up Tavern
- Heroes: Canes
- Holiday & the Adventure Pop Collective: Dublin Square
- The Insurgence: Leisl’s Coffee House
- Intivisic: Soma
- Jocifer: The Casbah
- Jupiter: Brick By Brick
- Kill Hannah: Brick By Brick
- Kill Radio: Soma
- The Lanterns: The Casbah
- Last Year’s Zero: The Kensington Club
- Lizard Fish: Hemmy’s Tavern (Casbah)
- Love Hate Heroes: Soma
- Mother Grundy: O’Connell’s Pub and Nightclub
- Muff: Soma
- Nine Black Alps: Bally Up Tavern
- No Fences: Canes
- Nom de Guerre: Brick By Brick
- Panic Channel: Canes
- Plastic Explosive: /939: The Casbah
- River City High: Soma
- The Rosery: Soma
- Safety Orange: Leisl’s Coffee House
- Sandjacket: /939: Hemmy’s Tavern (Casbah)
- Shiny Toy Guns: Brick By Brick
- Sign of Omen: Brick By Brick

**EXTENSION 4003**

**ROCK**

- Alegen: Tiki House
- Aloha: The Casbah
- Animal Style: O’Connell’s Pub and Nightclub
- Arrowhead: Fanny’s Nightclub
- Bad Habit: The Metaphor Coffeehouse
- The Ball英格: The Casbah
- Big Backyard: Tiki House
- Big Sound: Surf N’Saddle
- Bigfellas: Winstons, Humphrey’s
- The Blasphemous Guitars: Brick By Brick
- Bullets and Octane: Canes
- The Cadaver Dogs: O’Connell’s Pub and Nightclub
- Coastal Eddy: O’Connell’s Pub and Nightclub
- The Clayton Band: Tom Goblin’s Irish Pub and Restaurant
- Cricket Sages: Carvers
- Daemonic: Stry 7 Bar and Grill
- The Detroit Underground: Humphrey’s
- The 86’d: Dink’s Last Resort
June

70s Soul Jam featuring The Stylistics, The Spinners, Chi-Lites & Cuba Gooding, Sr. of The Main Ingredient and special guest host Jimmie "JJ" Walker
- Thursday, June 8 • 7:30
- Sunday, June 11 • 7:30

Clarke/Duke Project featuring Stanley Clarke & George Duke with special guest Marilyn Scott
- Sunday, June 18 • 7:30

Baaba Maal/ Richard Thompson
- Monday, June 19

India.Arie with special guest Chistette Michele
- Thursday, June 22 • 7:30

Acoustic Planet Tour featuring Béla Fleck & The Flecktones/ Keller Williams/ Yonder Mountain String Band
- Wednesday, June 27 • 7:30
- Pink Martini
- Saturday, June 24 • 8:00

The 5 Browns
- Wednesday, June 28 • 7:30

Ringo Starr & his All Starr Band sold out!
- featuring Robben Ford, Edgar Winter, Richard Marx, Eddie Money, and special guest host Billy Squier
- Thursday, August 24 • 7:30

Lexus Premium Packages
- Lexus Dinner Show Packages
- Packages include 2 premium-seat concert tickets (center section, rows A-J), 2 dinners at Humphrey's Restaurant and one suite, jr. suite or guest room at the subdudes
- Lexus Dinner Show Packages
- Tickets required for all ages. Dates subject to change or cancellation. Additional acts will be added periodically throughout the summer. Please check the website for updates.
- Humphrey's Box Office Hours
- Tuesday-Saturday 11:30 am-6:30 pm
- www.humphreysconcerts.com
- Tickets not available at Ticketmaster outlet stores.
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As far as the music behind the lyrics is concerned, it’s forgettable. It’s basic rock with a hint of country and rock. Very literal protest for Wyoming. Don’t worry about that. Just agree with the music behind it. Little bit of a mixed metaphor here. Not really a big deal except for two things: 1) protest rock is all about its words (the music is nothing special) and 2) this sort of mistake is pervasive throughout the CD.

Orphans often sleep alone / their tears are always dry / and who would care to lay beside the anguish of an orphan’s cry. Orphans sleep alone because they cry and they cry because they sleep alone. Oh, and they cry dry tears. (7) But, don’t worry about that. Just agree with the music behind it. And who can argue with orphans?
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WANTED!
$2 Well Drinks & Domestic Beers until 10 pm • Beer pong

Armed Forces Day - FRIDAY 5/19
Battle of the Bands Bout V
619-222-8131 • www.dreamstreetlive.com
Day One • Without A Warning • Zo
2228 Bacon Street, Ocean Beach
Gadfly • The Swell • Burnt featuring G (Snoop Dogg's cousin)

Superunloader
Bartenders Wanted

UPCOMING SHOWS
SATURDAY 5/13
Lifestyle with Jäger Girls
THURSDAY 5/11
with Budweiser Girls
presents Live Hip-Hop with Lifestyle
featuring Bing Worthington (Snoop Dogg's brother)
Module featuring G (Snoop Dogg's cousin)

Day One • Without A Warning • Zo
TUESDAY
$2 Tuesdays • No Cover
DJ iPod
$2 Well Drinks & Domestic Beers until 10 pm • Beer pong

HUNGRY SHOWS
FRIDAY 5/19
Battle of the Bands Bout V with Backwater Girls

SATURDAY 5/20
Armed Forces Day • Military Appreciation Night with Japan Girls

BANDS WANTED!

the 4th annual
JOSHUA TREE
music festival

May 19-21, 2006

Kinky • New Monsoon • Particle
Lotus • Thomas Mapfumo • Breakestra
Moonshine Still • Anders Osborne • Kaki King
Akoya Afrobeat • Tan Mal • Tobab Kweto
Panjia Fea • Michael Kang • Tom Freund
Samantha Stellonwerck • Brett Bonnen
Alfred Howard • Spam All Stars • Tim Easton
Corinne West • A-Bro. Fea. • Wally Ingram
Groundation • Alma Melodia • Giant Bear

Thrift Store All Stars • Moulard
Majow & the Vibration Army

www.joshuatreemusicfestival.com
077.327.9285 jtfm@woobox.com

Planning a special event? Let Jimmy Love's help you out. From 10 to 500 guests. Let Jimmy Love's relieve the stress of planning your party with the perfect banquet facility, extraordinary contemporary American cuisine and live entertainment that's second to none. Jimmy Love's is the place to be.

Become a Lifetime VIP - Details at www.JimmyLoves.com

Thursday, May 11
6:15-10:45 pm

Friday, May 12
6:15-10:45 pm

Saturday, May 13
6:15-10:45 pm

Sunday, May 14 & 21
6:15-10:45 pm

Masterpiece
6:30-11 pm

Mystique (Element of Soul)
6:30-11 pm

Insight
6:30-11 pm

The Soul Rebels
6:30-11 pm

Early bird 3-day festival pass $60. Buy today Fri, Sat & Sun, Do $50 Go to website for more info and to buy tickets. Festival held at Joshua Tree Lake Campground, 2016 Sanfair Rd, Joshua Tree, CA on site camping * organic foods * two stages world music * kidsville * playscapes

www.joshuatreemusicfestival.com
077.327.9285 jtfm@woobox.com

Online Club Coupons!
The following nightclubs have valuable coupons in the Music Section of the Reader's website. 

Free WiFi
The Aero Club
2 for 1 cover
 Blind Melons
2 for 1 admission

Free card
Brick By Brick
Free pool
CA Express VIP Card

Free comedy tickets
En Fuego
2 for 1 cover
4th & B

Southpaw Saloon
1/2 off drink
Lucky 7 Match
No cover Thursdays

Red Circle
Happy-hour priced round
Riley's Sports Bar

Second Wind Navajo
No cover
Tio Leo's Lounge
$1 off club admission
Zip & Zack's

Free appetizer

SanDiegoReader.com
The dining room with its huge glass windows is paneled in wood with painted panels in sorbet pastels. Partial walls divide the expa...
nus so thickly glazed that they tasted like brown sugar lumps — with no nuttiness left. (Is sugar Xanax for nuts?) Meanwhile, several plates of the Iris chopped salad (named for the chef’s mom) passed us en route to other tables. We wished we’d ordered it instead.

Island Prime lives up to its steakhouse name, serving USDA Prime Midwestern corn-fed beef, tender, and well marbled. There’s also an aristocratic Kurobuta pork chop among the steakhouse-style entries. Since steak is more common than roast beef at most restaurants, we gravitated to the roast prime rib. We requested and received a rare center cut, which proved fatty, salty, and tasty, and a relish bargain at $21.25 (or $29 for 21 ounces). When we returned, I enjoyed a succulent 18-ounce bone-in ribeye and expected to enjoy it several times more than I doggy-bagged home.

The list of side dishes includes many variations on mashed potatoes, plus fried and roasted beans, spinach, mushrooms, and prosciutto-wrapped asparagus. The best, fresh shaved corn with black truffle shavings and herbs, has become the restaurant’s signature dish. “It’s the only way to eat corn,” she said. I echoed her rhapsodies. The truffle component isn’t the usual splash of oil, but crunchy black truffle shavings, lending earthy contrast to the sweet, crisp corn kernels and luscious cream sauce. This dish alone is worth the voyage.

“The lighty smoked wild mushroom rooms with herbs, garlic, shallots, and red wine” (the menu says) spill out of two rectangular packages of puff pastry. Don’t hope for morels or chanterelles. The mushrooms are mainly creminis (the brown version of button mushrooms), with a few strips of baby shitake and rehydrated porcini. The garlic is hard to detect. Instead, you get a lash of black pepper, heavy salting, and a sharp-flavored sauce. Sautéed spinach with cream, pancetta, and roasted garlic had tough leaves, splonches of melted cheddar, and a peppery cream sauce (and again, no perceptible garlic). At our first meal, our side was a lobster/aged cheddar twice-baked potato, which is not only enough for two as a side (as recommended) but would make a whole meal for a duo at home. Rising from a decapitated, hollowed-out potato was a giant pouf mingling melted cheddar and mashed potato flesh, mixed with chunks of bulk lobster knuckle meat. This type of lobster meat has only a hint of seafood flavor, and its texture resembles fork-mashed canned tuna. Arriving in a nearly burnt potato shell, it had grown chewy from the baking, and the flavor combination confused my taste buds. After the cool summer days in New England gobbled steamed live lobsters with drawn butter, my palate just can’t get around the Californian combination of lobster and melted cheese. Lynne and Fred didn’t say much, and they also didn’t eat much.

Real lobster — in the shell, that is — appears on an entrée of lobster, rock shrimp, clams, and mussels on black squid-ink linguini with an argula-Pernod cream sauce. The sauce is very rich, lightly herbal from the licorice-flavored Pernod, and heavily salted — you don’t taste the salt, but it raises an instant thirst. “Love this sauce,” said the Lynnette. The Australian lobster tail sluicing over the plate proved sweet and reasonably tender. It was surrounded by tiny rock shrimp and sweet little clams, but the mussels were (as at C Level the previous week) a little “off.” They weren’t as funky as they’d been downstairs, but they still had a whiff of their own exudates. (I spoke with chef Deborah about that the next day, and she promised to delve into the problem and correct it. I believe her, because the restaurant’s official muscat handling practices are correct, and because she’s encountered nasty mussels at other people’s restaurants and was agath to hear that some had come out of her kitchen.)

Porcini-dusted rack of Colorado lamb featured ordinary, slightly greasy meat with a deli-meat texture. Only enough for two as a side (as menu says) spill out of two rectangular plates.
The Girl in the Painting

“There must be some damned thing I can afford in there. Hell, I’m worth it.”

S

ee that horse?” says Charlie. I swivel on the low bar stool. But all I see is a naked lady staring down at me. She has wide hips, a wicked smile, and I swear she’s winking. “To the left, the left,” says Charlie. Oh. Yes. The smaller painting, farther along. It’s of a svelte-looking black horse standing proud in green grass.

“That horse created this place,” Charlie says. “His name was Don B. Without Don B, no Bully’s.”

“How come?” I ask.

“The Derby. Do you realize that 40,000 thoroughbreds are born each year, and only 20 of them make it into the Kentucky Derby? He was one.”

Jeez. I’m desperate to hear the rest, but Kahala brings over a petite cut prime rib to the table. “This couple used to hang out here. He was an artist. Crazy about her. Painted this celebration of her. Then he caught her cheating. Notice anything? One night he came back with his brushes. Painted her right eye closed, rearranged her boobs, added to her hips, and gave her a claw-hammer toe. Revenge. We have to get her a claw-hammer toe. Revenge. We have to stick to the burgers.”

The Place: Bully’s La Jolla, 5755 La Jolla Boulevard, La Jolla, 858-459-2768; also in Mission Valley and Del Mar

The English barman started up Bully’s right here in 1967, with Don B’s dough and Beverly’s help. This Bully’s here in Bird Rock is the original one of several that have grown up around town over the past four decades. Charlie shows me the very first menu, hand-lettered by Betty. Oh boy. They charged $4.95 for full cut prime rib ($26.00 now). And $1.50 for a Bully Burger ($8.75 now). “Course, time has passed. George has passed on, and Charlie and Beverly now own all this.”

“So,” I ask, “what’s the story about the naked Madam?”

“Come look,” Charlie says. I get up and we cross to the back wall where it hangs.

“This couple used to hang out here. He was an artist. Crazy about her. Painted this celebration of her. Then he caught her cheating. Notice anything? One night he came back with his brushes. Painted her right eye closed, rearranged her boobs, added to her hips, and gave her a claw-hammer toe. Revenge. We have to live with it.”

My check comes to $13.15, with coffee ($2.25) and onions ($1.00). I’m gonna owe Carla big-time. Come to think of it, she’d love it here. I should bring her.

Just so long as she swears to stick to the burgers.

Mother’s Day Brunch at the Beach

This Sunday 10am til 2pm

$19.95 per person

Reservation not required

Info call: 619-229-9304

Mother’s Day Brunch
on beautiful Mission Bay

May 14 • 9 am-3 pm

Seafood Station
• Shrimp • Crab Claws • Sushi • Tuna Tartar
• Mushroom-Crusted Alaskan Halibut

Carving Station
• Brine-Marinated Pork Loin
• Baron of Beef

Made-to-order Omelets
Belgian Waffles
Eggs Benedict
A variety of salads, European bakery items and many other chef creations

Adults $42.95 Children 4-11 $19.95
Children under 4 FREE

Hilton
San Diego Resort!
1775 E. Mission Bay Dr.
Reservation Suggested: 619-276-4010
www.SanDiegoHilton.com
Purple Teeth

“I can get a full-bodied Cab for 30 bucks? Right on!”

I spent a lot of years working in corporate restaurant America,” says Jim Barrasso, owner of Firefly, a new grill and wine bar in Encinitas. “I had the opportunity to do a lot of work with wine lists.” Part of his duties with Morton’s steakhouse involved being “in charge of all the corporate wine and beverage programs. A lot of my experience came from that — I was fortunate enough to do a lot of wine trips. I got wined and dined a lot, and it’s been kind of a hobby ever since.”

After Morton’s and a couple of other steakhouse chains, he arrived in San Diego in time to “spend a little bit of time with the guys from Fleming’s,” a steakhouse that has staked at least part of its reputation on a broad and accessible wine list with lots of by-the-glass offerings. “When they were developing their core wine list, I dove that that program. We brought every-thing up to Napa, did one of those tastings that was like 150 bottles in two days — purple teeth, that kind of thing.” That’s when he met Tim Hanni of WineQuest; that’s when he discovered the concept of the Progressive Wine List. “It’s preceded by the Stag’s Leap Vignobles and followed by a Rutherford Ranch Chardonnay.) “Maybe it’ll help them choose. Maybe it’ll help them step out a little bit.” If they know about a Willamette Valley Pinot Gris, maybe they’ll move one down in the Dry Light to Medium-Intensity White/Rose Wines category to an Alsatian Pinot Blanc. And who knows — maybe from there to a Spanish Rosé. “It’s a tough sell, but it’s one of those that a couple of staff members have fallen in love with.” (Other staff-supported surprises include a Rosenblum Zinfandel and an Australian Pinot Noir, which are both-outselling any Chardonnay on the list.)

Between Fleming’s and Firefly, there was Steakhouse 66, a casual place that never quite worked out. After two and a half years, he started rethinking the place. Besides expanding the menu from steakhouse to grill fare, he decided he wanted to focus on wine. He’s quick to acknowledge that there are already wine bars in Encinitas — good ones. Further, “All these wine stores have tasting rooms now. You can always get a really good glass of wine, but you can’t get food — maybe a cheese plate, maybe some pâté, maybe some olives. The thought was that there was definitely a need for a place where you could actually experience wine and food together.”

His clearest competition on that front is the recently opened Tastes, but even there, he thinks he’s a bit different. “My vision was for two or three of us at a table here in the bar. You’ve got a glass of wine. I’ve built my own flight — every wine on the by-the-glass list is available in a two-ounce taster. We’ve got glasses of wine on the table and about four or five little plates of food. We’re all checking it out, saying, ‘Hey, what’s cool?’ Or, we go into the dining room and have dinner.” Where Tastes goes in for a portion size somewhere between appetizer and entrée, Firefly keeps closer to the traditional division between the two. “That’s what I thought was missing.”

He shut down, remodeled, and reopened 32 days later with the new concept in place and an advisor for the wine list. Along the way, he tested the Progressive concept on his girlfriend. She scanned down to the Kunde Cabernet in the Dry Full-Intensity Red Wines and said, “I can get a full-bodied Cab for 30 bucks? Right on!’ She got a glass of wine. I’ve built my own flight — every wine on the by-the-glass list is available in a two-ounce taster. We’ve got glasses of wine on the table and about four or five little plates of food. We’re all checking it out, saying, ‘Hey, what’s cool?’ Or, we go into the dining room and have dinner.” Where Tastes goes in for a portion size somewhere between appetizer and entrée, Firefly keeps closer to the traditional division between the two. “That’s what I thought was missing.”
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Hi, I can get a glass of wine for five bucks.” In the future, hopes Barrasso, “It may be that there will be room for a $12 to $15 glass of wine — we can start reaching out to those really discerning folks. But even if you’re the biggest wine geek in the world, you’ll find something you want to drink here.”

And if you can’t find anything on the by-the-glass list, then there’s always the bottle list to consider. “I’ve got Whispering Dove Cabernet for $60, and I’ve gone through about ten bottles in three weeks, which means that somebody who knows what’s going on is saying, ‘That’s a pretty good deal.’ They found the sleeper.”

RESTAURANT LISTINGS

The Reader’s Guide to Restaurants are recommended listings written by our reviewers (Ed Bedford, Barbara Davis, Ambrose Martin, Shari McCullough, Max Nash, Eleanor Widmer, Naomi Wise). Each issue contains only a fraction of over 500 reviews. A complete searchable list is available online at SanDiegoReader.com.

Price estimates are based on the family’s recipe: his mom’s Lebanese recipe (a large, flatbread-like lamb meatball) is outstanding, as is her lamb fat tea — an exotic nutmeg and clove c fo r instance. A Flying Saucer” — it really takes off, with shredded meat, onions, mild chiles, sour cream, shredded cheese, and a puréed guacamole riding high on an airy flour tortilla. Quick and good, open daily, three meals until 2 a.m.

Open Monday through Saturday, lunch to early dinner. Inexpensive. — N.W. (5/01)

Pamplemousse Grille (14) Via de la Valle, Solana Beach, 858-750-9900. The locals’ favorite French provincial restaurant offers exquisite, creative cooking. Favorites from an often-changing menu include white fish served any style, mushroom caponata, and tarte Tatin. Serene atmosphere with excellent service. Dinner reservations urged. Dinner nightly, lunch Friday only. Inexpensive. — E.W.

Pizza Port (13) North Highway 101 (at Lomas Santa Fe), Solana Beach, 858-481-7312. Also in Carlsbad. “Taste Grub & Grog,” says the sign, and that’s just what it is. You come here for three things: the pizza, the beer, and the scene. The place is cavernous, but the tables are communal, with long wooden benches. Rub shoulders with surfers, students, yuppies, and locals. Pizza Port brews their own beer (try Sharkbite Red) and crafts their own beer. New York-style filling combos can be great, like the pesto, mozzarella-grilled chicken, sun-dried tomatoes, arugula hearts, and feta (“Pizza Caribbad”), or shrimp, clams, onions, olives, bell peppers, and mushrooms (“Pizza Solana”). Inexpensive. — E.B. (4/03)

Paseidon 1670 Coast Boulevard (south of 18th Street), Del Mar, 858-755-9345. The two dining rooms and bar have boat-antiqued, slipknot decor and ocean views, and the SKO umbrella-shaded patios is right at water’s edge. Lancha’s trio of seafood, burgers, and filled flatbreads of oceanic competence and uneven preparation: wonderfully creamy fried shrimp, for example, share a sampler plate with deadly dry salmon croquettes. Dinner dishes are modern Cal cuisine — that is, a mix-and-match of Pacific Rim-Mediterranean-Mexican flavors, with some emphasis on seafood. But the view’s the thing here. Fall bar. Open daily, lunch and dinner; breakfast on weekends. Moderate to expensive. — N.W. (4/05)

Over 400 more restaurant listings at SanDiegoReader.com

Rosy Natural Foods Restaurant 517 North Coast Highway 101 (at D Street), Encinitas, 760-436-0001. You don’t have to be a Self Realization Fellow-ship follower to fit in at Encinitas, but it helps. Rosy was made for the vegg-ieg-crowd who’ve grown up around the famous seaside community. These days, that includes surfers, vegans, and even visiting Hollywood stars picky about their food. Actually, it is no longer strictly a vegetarian eatery: the owners have added chicken and fish for Esenla’s “new people” — the carnivores buying up property in the hills. But the vegan-veggie spirit still rules. Most popular item on the menu is owner Shalimar Naimi’s own invention: the scrumptious Roxy...
dinner. Inexpensive.

El Biscocho Ranch Bernardo Inn, 17530 Bernardo Oaks Drive (at Rancho Bernardo Road), 858-875-8800. In the rural golf-and-tennis hideaway, Chef Gustin Kaysen features upscale, French-California cuisine, incorporating old-school techniques with imaginative combinations of local ingredients. Desserts run fancy and very sweet. The wine list is extensive, both international and national, with a focus on whites. The menu is also a la carte, upwards from standard set menus. 

Hacienda de Vega 2680 S. Escondido Boulevard (frontage road along Center City Parkway), Escondido, 760-736-9805. This is a Mexican restaurant with a difference — or two. The setting is a gorgeous resort showcases Italian-California menu.) "Revels," as the menu is called, features simple preparations. Gorgeous presentation; warm, friendly service. Averine's homemade burrito. Dinner Tuesday through Sunday. Expense: — E.B. (5/02)

North Inland

Asia You 417 West Grand Avenue, Escondido, 760-747-5000. Chef-owner (also bartender) produces outstanding tastefully Asian-French cuisine, remodeling the classics with fresh tastes and superb ingredients, including naturally raised meats and poultry. No one does "fusion" better, and there's at least an item on the menu every week. Everyone else's warm goat cheese with beet and feta cheese, olives, mushrooms, and melted cheese, covered by a whole-grain biscuit. Prices are very reasonable. Definitely worth a stop-off when heading to or from the coast. Open breakfast through dinner daily. Friday specials Saturday and Sunday until noon. Fun atmosphere, but watch out for karaoke nights. Full bar (cantina attached). Intensive menu available; casual atmosphere. Full bar specializing in margaritas, of course. Open daily, lunch and dinner. — N.W. (9/03)

Centre City Cafe 2608 S. Escondido Boulevard (frontage road along Centre City Parkway), Escondido, 760-489-6011. In the quiet little "motel city" of Escondido, the Centre City Cafe offers a special menu and no cover charge. Adjoining the cafe is a small, but very well-stocked restaurant located in an accessible area. Otherwise, reservations advised for weekends. Open for dinner Thursday through Saturday. Moderate to very expensive. — N.W. (11/05)
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Add Some Spice for Mother’s Day!

Treat Mom to a special lunch or dinner of authentic Indian cuisine!

“One of our best Indian restaurants, first-rate food!”

- Eleanor Fisher

Tandoors • Exotic Curries • Indian Desserts

We can make your entrée mild, medium or spicy.

ASHOKA THE GREAT

Cuisine of India

9474 Black Mountain Road

858-765-3749

[Near Mission Trace] • Ample Parking

OPEN MOTHER’S DAY at 1 pm

San Diego’s Most Delightfully Interesting Restaurant Experience

2-FOR-1 ENTREE

Buy one entrée and receive 2nd entrée free or deduct $15.95 off any all-inclusive when 2 entrées are ordered Monday–Thursday.

With this coupon. Not valid with any other offers. Only one coupon per table. Expires 5/25/06. Excludes holidays.

Mother’s Day Weekend in Spain

Mother’s Day, Sunday, May 14 • Two shows

Gipsy Fusion Flamenco

Includes 3-course dinner and show.

Featuring JOEF of the Gipsy King’s family

Call for information & tickets.

The Art of Flamenco

Includes 3-course dinner and show.

The only restaurant closer to the water is a restaurant in the water.

Nestled along the sands of beautiful La Jolla Shores, come experience relaxing indoor and outdoor dining as you indulge in spectacular oceanfront views and exceptional American coastal cuisine.

Lock for our new menu concept premiering Summer 2006.

La Jolla Shores

Located at the Sea Lodge Hotel • 8110 Camino del Oro, La Jolla

858-456-0600 • LaJollaShoresRestaurant.com
The Australian Pub
1014 Grand Ave., Pacific Beach, 858-275-9911. A great place to take your kids after a morning at the beach. This relaxing pub, owned by a true-blue Aussie, offers heaps of good Aussie food. Try the Slow Killed grilled chicken breast with some of the best sauce and cheese “morn ‘n’’’n” between 2 pieces of sourdough or the Aussie Burger (1/2-pound patty, with a fried egg, cheese, barbecued onions, etc., this is big and loaded). For an “outback experience,” order up Vegemite (a beefy kinda paste) and four slices of bread — pretty much made, too, with something for every plate. The most desirable dishes (available first come, first served) are on a lovely floppy-faced plate. Wheelchair ramp and parking in small lot behind restaurant (all ahead and far away you spot). Homey atmosphere, but not too loud. Open daily, dinner only. Moderate. — N.W. (2003)

Sako’s
3769 Mission Boulevard, Mission Beach, 858-488-7311. Veritable local steak-and-seafood joint that tints border, from the host-oh-homemade teryaki sauce (most up front, fading to bitter ginger) for the well-cooked (if mild-flavored) fish to the cutlet-size premade beef. The interior’s low wood-slat ceilings, driftwood beams, dim light, and red-leather booths combine with the take-home plastic packages to make the seat feel like a cow farm, a respite from the brighter haze of Mission Beach. The wine list runs the gamut from Cook’s bottlings for just 20% over wholesale. It’s a good spot, which shares some dishes with another restaurant (call ahead and they’ll save you a spot). Homey atmosphere; can get loud. Affordable wine list, full bar. Open daily. Moderate. — S.A. (2004)

Haggen Deli Bakery
3354 Hancock Street, La Jolla, 858-297-7799. This wine bar-bistro offers an affordable wine list, full bar. Open daily, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., when restaurant staffers drop in for the after-work noshing. Closed Mondays. Lunch and dinner until midnight other weekdays, until 1 a.m. weekends. Low—moderate. — N.W. (12/05)

Umami Sushi
206 Shelter Island Drive (at Shelter, off Scott), Point Loma, 619-226-1135. An instant neighborhood success. The large, cheerful sushi bar and dinner house also offers Japanese and Korean entries, including teppanyaki (cooked in the kitchen, not at the table). Korean rinds, and excellent beef teriyaki of gently grilled prime beef. Sushi highlights include lemon-avy-cho, rich garlic tuna, and a “Crazy Boy” roll spicy enough to direct your palate from the presence of imitation crabmeat. Free parking (lot of ten full). Special kids’ menu available. Lunch Monday through Saturday, dinner daily. Sushi prices lower than most, entries inexpensive to moderate. — N.W. (4/01)

The Corner Wine Shop and Bistro
2283 Bacon Street, Ocean Beach, 619-270-3636. For Romanesque restaurant serves California comfort food, punctuated by bold and sometimes complex Italian/African flavors, in a bustling converted residence with several rooms and levels. Dinner come with soup or salad, and many entrees are served over rice, sometimes with mushroom or hazelnut pasta. The special kids’ menu even includes a fish and chips with egg mixture. The bay provides the setting nice, warm lights, and cozy little couches. The setting turns into atmosphere and perfectly intimate. Moderate. — A.M. (8/02)

The Beaches
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SUNDAY, MAY 14 • 10 AM-3 PM • CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
MOTHER’S DAY BRUNCH
LIVE MUSIC 1-4 PM
FREE-FLOWING CHAMPAGNE
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS 10 AM-3 PM
$5 with lunch purchase
THURSDAYS AT 5 PM
LIVE MAINE LOBSTER $14.95 Purchase required.
FRIYAYS AT 5 PM
PRIME RIB DINNER $14.95 Purchase required.
Ole Madrid
751 Fifth Avenue, Downtown San Diego
Toll free reservations: 888-749-0146
619-557-0146
20% Off
Your entire meal. Dine-in only.
One per table. With this ad.
Expires 5/31/06.
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**EAST COUNTY & COLLEGE AREA**

Geno’s West Coast Style Barbeque
291 West Main Street, El Cajon, 619-438-8331. Geno’s is a real guy, a refugee from corporate America who turned this ex-Taco Bell joint into a surf-themed BBQ place. He’s a surfer but he’s serious. He has won lots of prizes for his brisket (somebody else has won no less than three times) and he has cooked (or smoked) everything you can think of. Prices here are not high, keeping your pocket full of pocket (for the “California” hot dog, he best deal on the menu). Open 10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday, closed Sunday. Inexpensive. — E.B. (10/03)

**What’s on the menu?**

- **Entrees:**
  - BBQ ribs
  - BBQ pulled pork
  - BBQ chicken
  - BBQ beef
  - BBQ seafood
  - BBQ salmon
  - BBQ chicken wing
  - BBQ turkey breast

- **Sides:**
  - Coleslaw
  - Macaroni and cheese
  - Baked beans
  - Mashed potatoes
  - Grilled corn

- **Drinks:**
  - Beer
  - Wine
  - Soft drinks

- **Seasonal specials:**
  - Brisket
  - Pulled pork
  - Chicken wings
  - Turkey breast
  - Seafood

**What makes Geno’s different?**

- **Atmosphere:** Casual and relaxed with a surf-themed decor.
- **Service:** Friendly and attentive.
- **Prices:** Reasonable, with a focus on affordability.
- **Location:** The restaurant is conveniently located near the beach, making it a great spot for a post-surf meal.
- **Menu:** A diverse selection of BBQ dishes, sides, and desserts.

**Is this a good choice for vegetarians?**

- The menu offers several vegetarian options, including the BBQ mushroom and BBQ tofu, catering to a variety of dietary preferences.

**Conclusion:**

Geno’s West Coast Style Barbeque is a great choice for those looking for delicious BBQ in a casual and relaxed atmosphere. The reasonable prices and variety of menu options make it a standout choice for a delicious meal in the East County & College Area.
For a cheap, light meal, try a couple of low moderate. wines, no corkage for BYOW. Open Good choice of beers, a few affordable with just the right proportions of ingre-

though their sag paneer — hearty, tikka, or paneer pakoras — are equally flavorful. The saucy “pot roast” is definitely a French country café. Open early morn-

A.M. (11/01) — E.B. (12/04)

The Bard’s brew-house boasts bare-


of the pasta dishes. A treat. Lunch and dinner daily. Moderate.

...sage-truffle frites or, on a diet or on the run. The menu changes seasonally, but you can always feast on the tracks by the Seaport Village trolley stop. You sit on the outside deck, and enjoy the cheer of the Seaport Village shops.
Gourmet California Cuisine

50% OFF Lunch or Dinner
Save 50% on any lunch or dinner entrée when you purchase one entrée of equal or lesser value at 50% off. One entrée per table. Some restrictions may apply. Expires 1/30/06.

Make Your Reservations for Mother’s Day Now!

AWARDS/REVIEWS:
• Good service, great food, and affordable prices – Union-Tribune
• Used Best Neighborhood Restaurant – San Diego Magazine
• Zagat Certificate of Distinction: 1999 – San Diego Restaurant
• PS. Treat yourself to our great Lunch and Early Bird Specials.

9324 West Point Loma Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92122
Online menu at www.mediterraneo.com
(619) 575-4700

Embers Grill

A Mediterranean Dining Experience

50% Off Lunch or Dinner
Buy one sandwich or salad and get the second item of equal or lesser value at 50% off. With coupon. Exp. 5/29/06.

10% Off Entree with coupon.

Blue Water Grill & Grille

3667 India Street • 619-497-0917
BE BEST SEAFOOD LUNCH IN SAN DIEGO!

Lotus Thai Cuisine

50% Off 2nd Entree
Lunch or Dinner only.

20% Off 2nd Entree
Hibachi Lunch only.

Dinner Specials from 5th to 7th of April – 11 am to 3 pm weekdays

Dinner Entrées from \$9

Rei do Gado

Celebrate Mother’s Day at Gaslamp’s Brazilian Steak House

The Churrasco is a Brazilian feast that is revolutionizing steak in San Diego! Try our specialty cuts of meat as well as traditional types of grilled meats accompanied by mouth-watering typical dishes and a huge salad buffet. Serve after savor of our All-You-Can-Eat Carved Chops at your table until you say, “I’m full!”

939 Fourth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
619-690-6988
www.reidogado.net

Oranges are available, by lunch or dinner. Orders are only. One coupon per person, per visit, with any other offers. Expires 5/25/06.

Downtown Express Market
939 Fourth Avenue
619-688-0512
Hilmar’s 37/41 6th Avenue
619-551-6788

Catering available. Free delivery within two mile radius of either location. www.lotusthaisandiego.com
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One Course One Price
For reservations call
619-295-7900
San Diego’s Premiere Party Place!!

Dining with the Divas

THURSDAYS

Diana Ross
Cher
Liza
J-Lo
Shakira
Dolly Parton
Michael Jackson

For reservations call 619-295-7900
San Diego’s Premiere Party Place!!

619-222-6877
www.reidogado.net
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Make it a truly tasty Mother's Day

The Melting Pot, a fondue restaurant
Dig into something different®
3980 University Center Lane • San Diego
(858) 638-1700

Over 100 locations nationwide | www.meltingpot.com

Life is guurrreat…spice it up!

“Best Indian Restaurant”

Our authentic dinner entrees include:
Vegetarian • Chicken • Lamb
Seafood • Basmati Rice
Curries • Fresh Breads & more!
All dishes made to your taste — spicy hot, mild or wild!!

Catering for Your Parties: (858) 349-1111

Mother’s Day

– On Shelter Island –

– A Family Tradition –

MOTHER’S DAY BRUNCH 10 a.m. - 3 p.m

– Carved Prime Rib of Beef & Au Jus with Conduits
– Build Your Own® Omelets, French Toast & Waffles
– Eggs Benedict, Shrimp on Ice, Salads, Fresh Fruit
Plus A la Carte Dishes & Delicious Dessert Displays

Adults $34.95 • Children $18.95

For Reservations: 619-221-8000

Kona Kai
Resort Spa Marina
formerly the Shelter Pointe Hotel • ISH Shelter Island Dr.
www.morontokonai.com

The Perfect Gift for Mom — Bella Toscas gift certificate for a day of wellness and tranquility.

$200.00 • OPC Body Treatment
$125.00 • 90 Minute Therapeutic Massage
$40.00 • Refresh Facial
Plus Gift Bag Value at $50.00

www.boldtoscas.com • 866-918-ELAX • Town and Country Resort

Mother’s Day Sunday

Champagne & Jazz Brunch
Our special Mother’s Day brunch with champagne, live jazz and proteins. We carvery station includes: prime rib, beef tenderloin roasted, chicken & vegetable dishes, plus made-to-order dishes. 9 a.m. – 1 p.m., 12.95 adults, 11.95 kids under 12.

(Now get free dessert to Mother’s Day dinner, after 4 p.m.)
Chula Vista Marina • 750 Marina Parkway, Chula Vista, CA 91910
619-420-7234 • www.SouthBayFishAndGrill.com

Happy Hour: All Night Monday–Sunday 2–7 p.m.
$2.00 14 oz. – Three Courses this weekend! Thursday, Friday, Saturday, from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. – 14 oz. $7.99 adults, $5.99 kids under 12.

Mother’s Day Sunday Buffet $6.50

Thai Cafe

Specials

Mon.–Fri. Specials

Twin Double $3.79

2 pancakes, 2 eggs

The Big 3 $4.50

3 pancakes, 3 eggs, 3 bacon or sausage

Open 24/7.
7199 El Cajon Blvd.
619-282-9423

www.Rudfords.com

Famous Homestyle Cooking

Serving Breakfast All Day

$2.00 OFF

Any menu entree. Valid on any one entree of $5 or more. Limit 4 persons per coupon. Dine-in only through 5/25/06.

Mon.–Fri. Specials

Twin Double $3.79

2 pancakes, 2 eggs or sausage

The Big 3 $4.50

3 pancakes, 3 eggs, 3 bacon or sausage

Open 24/7.
2900 E. Cajon Blvd.
619-282-9423

www.Rudfords.com

SOUTH BAY & CORONADO

Azura Point

800 Coronado Bay Road (Silver Strand Boulevard), Coronado, 619-424-4000 or 619-424-4447. The quietly luxurious dining room with a serene bayfront view is romantic and a bit doury, but far from stuffy. It’s not just for tourists, but a lovely evening’s getaway for locals. The California-French cuisine with an occasional Hawaiian touch emphasizes seasonal ingredients in slightly unexpected combinations. Along with a multi-course chef’s tasting menu and a carte dîner, a “snack” dinner showcases fresh seafood in build-your-own preparations. A good wine list at a reasonable markup is strong on half-bottles. Free valet parking at the porte cochère of the main lobby. Dinner Tuesday through Sunday.

Very expensive. — N.W. (11/01)

Bay Beach Cafe

Ferry Landing Marketplace, 1231 First Street, Coronado, 619-435-4900. The dinner menu here has a bit of a South Pacific flair, read lots of pasta, fish, salads, sandwiches. Try the grilled salmon served with a honey-basil mixture. Your server will tell you which fish the chef seems to have a sweet tooth, since almost every dish involves

SPICY TUNA ROLL • ASPARAGUS ROLL • EGG ROLL • FRIED WONTON • PAPER CHICKEN • SUBGUM VEGETABLE • SALT & PEPPER

• Shrimp w/Lobster Sauce
• Hot & Spicy Beef
• Sweet & Pungent Chicken
• Honey Chicken
• Singapore Noodle
• Chicken Pao
• Egg Foo Yung

Adults $12.95

www.ginzasushi-shanghairestaurant.com
Parmesan cream with penne pasta is safe enough. Or bone-in filet mignon with black pepper zinfandel sauce. But for a chance at a different experience, try the moussaka (eggplant casserole) or the ubiquitous gaucho (meat-stuffed poblano) — more adventurous — includes organ meats and vegetables. You can choose from two different mixed grill plates for one or two people, the first with conventional meats, the other — the more adventurous — includes organ meats and blood sausage. For starters, there are brilliantly seasoned mini-empanadas of various fillings, as well as various salads. Those in a grilled meat-lover’s mood opt for numerous pastas (including a big, meaty lasagna) or the ubiquitous milanesa (breaded beef or chicken paté) of the pompas. Portions are more than generous, and so are the prices. Open daily. Low moderate. — E.B. (12/04)
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Mountains. Still, it’s charming, and you can have fun. For instance, don’t forget to ask them to ring the bell so that their distinctive melodic tunes set in the Mission framework above the picturesque arched wooden entrance door; they clang, and it’s almost as if they’re celebrating their 214th birthday, mom getting her degree — whatever. Open for breakfast, lunch, dinner, seven days. Moderate. — E.R. (11/04)

Mr. Fish. Agua Caliente #9000, Tijuana, 668-3610. Also at City Hall, Paseo Municipal (at Paseo del Centenario and Avenida Josefa Ortiz de Domínguez). Rio District, Tijuana, 868-2020. The sign showing its age and the concept (ethnic middle-class restaurante in the middle of a parking lot) seems dated, but two-decade-old Mr. Fish is still serving good fish and chips. Ask for the Spanish-language menu if you can handle it — it’s far more extensive than that in English. Sit outside under the palm fronds or there’s plenty of room inside. “The Fish Club” lobster, fish, shrimp, and salmon. Probably the most popular game is gringo style — fish and white sauce. Or you can order your fish from the menu, fresh and cooked. E.B. (12/04)

RUSTIC FLAVORS

Mr. Sheep, which is a short distance away, is where the local middle classes come for their fish-film fix. Think Tijuana’s version of Mission Valley. Still, it’s charming, and you can have fun. For instance, don’t forget to ask them to ring the bell so that their distinctive melodic tunes set in the Mission framework above the picturesque arched wooden entrance door; they clang, and it’s almost as if they’re celebrating their 214th birthday, mom getting her degree — whatever. Open for breakfast, lunch, dinner, seven days. Moderate. — E.R. (11/04)

Mr. Fish Bld. Agua Caliente #9000, Tijuana, 668-3610. Also at City Hall, Paseo Municipal (at Paseo del Centenario and Avenida Josefa Ortiz de Domínguez). Rio District, Tijuana, 868-2020. The sign showing its age and the concept (ethnic middle-class restaurant in the middle of a parking lot) seems dated, but two-decade-old Mr. Fish is still serving good fish and chips. Ask for the Spanish-language menu if you can handle it — it’s far more extensive than that in English. Sit outside under the palm fronds or there’s plenty of room inside. “The Fish Club” lobster, fish, shrimp, and salmon. Probably the most popular game is gringo style — fish and white sauce. Or you can order your fish from the menu, fresh and cooked. E.B. (12/04)

HOTEL BOULAVARD

1522 Boulevard Agua Caliente (just before El Teatro de Tijuana), 668-1660. Maybe the only smoke-free restaurant in Tijuana, this vegetarian haven was started in 1986 by health-conscience Doctor Georgina Vallarta de Alcántar. They make their own yogurt, soy products, and whole-grain breads, rolls, salsas — and “meats” like a veal from their own wheat gluten. They make their own yogurt, soy products, and whole-grain breads, rolls, salsas — and “meats” like a veal from their own wheat gluten. Also serving good fish food. Ask for the Spanish-language menu. Open 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily. Inexpensive. — E.R. (5/03)

Vallarta 1852 Boulevard Agua Caliente (just before El Teatro de Tijuana), 668-1660. Maybe the only smoke-free restaurant in Tijuana, this vegetarian haven was started in 1986 by health-conscience Doctor Georgina Vallarta de Alcántar. They make their own yogurt, soy products, and whole-grain breads, rolls, salsas — and “meats” like a veal from their own wheat gluten. Also serving good fish food. Ask for the Spanish-language menu. Open 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily. Inexpensive. — E.R. (5/03)

Salsa eneldo

The soy sauce is compared to dinner at Cafe Milano. Four-course dinner: Chicken Parmigiana: 16625 Dove Canyon (just before Baja Calif. Highway), 947-768-1001. The sign is showing its age and the concept (ethnic middle-class restaurant in the middle of a parking lot) seems dated, but two-decade-old Mr. Fish is still serving good fish and chips. Ask for the Spanish-language menu if you can handle it — it’s far more extensive than that in English. Sit outside under the palm fronds or there’s plenty of room inside. “The Fish Club” lobster, fish, shrimp, and salmon. Probably the most popular game is gringo style — fish and white sauce. Or you can order your fish from the menu, fresh and cooked. E.B. (12/04)
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The throbbing Lalo Schifrin theme music from the original late-Sixties television series is still the best thing about Mission: Impossible III, as it was about its two predecessors. It's hard to decide what's the worst thing.

Tom Cruise would be a too-easy fall guy. Granted, he seems to be getting worse and worse as an actor. (His brief disguise as a Czech citizen at the airport bears a striking resemblance to his Ron Kovic in Born on the Fourth of July, a reminder of an earlier and better phase.) When we dip again into the biography of his Ethan Hunt, we find him at his engagement party — or, to be scrupulously accurate, we first find him in an out-of-sequence predicament, handcuffed to a barber’s or a dentist’s chair in front of his ladylove, a gun held to her head by the counting-to-ten villain, Philip Seymour Hoffman, the newly Academy Award-winning actor treating himself to a nice payday. This preview of things to come rather dampens the mood of the party once we join it, although not for Cruise, who’s carrying on in a giddy, hyper, buzzed-up frat-boy manner that seems a total negation of the two previous chapters. Unless, of course, he’s faking it. And with an actor as phony as Cruise, how can we judge? It used to be that his boyish glow appeared to come from confidence; now it appears to come from bluff. The script puts forth no corroborating evidence of fakery: “When I see Julie,” he confides to one of his IMF colleagues, “it’s life before all this.” A clean slate, a fresh start, a frontal lobotomy. The script also tells us that he has given up field work and devoted himself risklessly to instruction, even if, when push comes to shove, it does not permit him to turn down one of those taped should-you-choose-to-accept-it assignments that will self-destruct in seconds, sending him off on a routinely impossible mission to rescue his pet spy pupil, Keri Russell, and to be kept a strict secret from his unsuspecting fiancée, Michelle Monaghan. The physical approximation of the latter to Cruise’s real-life fiancée, Katie Holmes, is a distraction from the business at hand, as is any idle wonderment about whether his secret life on screen is readable as a metaphor, a synonym, for some secret in his real life. (Mission: Unmentionable.) Let’s just say that his romantic relationship on screen is not more believable than his one off-screen. Yet Cruise, in the larger view, is no more than a cog in the machine. A better actor might supply more grease, but he could not retool the machine.

J.J. Abrams, the new director, the third director in three films, a TV director (of Lost and Alias, if that means more to you than it means to me) in his feature-film debut, is himself closer to a cog than were either of his forerunners, lacking their established personalities. But that’s not necessarily a bad thing, a worse thing, when the established personalities are as gaudy as Brian De Palma’s and as grotesque as John Woo’s. On a project such as this, there’s only so much...
a director can do, and most of what he can do is to make matters worse.

The film — the series — the franchise — remains fatally committed to the ideal of action as swift, smooth, precise, pre-rehearsed, and worry-free as a Cirque du Soleil production number. (Had Ethan Hunt been offered the assignment of Hurricane Katrina — a question he should have accepted to it — everyone would have had a hot meal and a warm bed before the first sunset.) An “impossible” heist from the sixty-sixth floor of an impenetrable Shanghai skyscraper, for example, under the guard of the crime de la crime of the People’s Liberation Army — a heist that might have taken up another entire movie — here consumes no more than ten minutes of screen time from conception to execution to getaway, with Cruise swinging through the air with no variance in conceptions to execution to getaway, than ten minutes of screen time from any further cross-cutting and settles in the passenger of Flight 93.) The power, to be sure, is not so much created in the material: the script with a compact camera at a soirée in the Vatican — and by compact camera, I mean a cosmetics compact that doubles as a camera — and then you whip up a latex likeness on the spot and wait for your man to go to the restroom where you are poised to swap places with him. Et voilà: Tom Cruise playing Tom Cruise playing Philip Seymour Hoffman playing Tom Cruise. There’s something almost pitiful about attempting, after that, to wring suspense from the problem of uploading your subject’s voice to the computer, then downloading it into a miniature stereo speaker affixed to your throat, before the bustling bodyguard enters the restroom to find out what’s taking so long. I was in agony, but not from suspense.

The plot is perhaps too slight to be a legitimate contender for Worst Thing: the black-market sale of something code-named the Rabbit’s Foot, of which we know only the price ($850 million) and nothing more. Nor do we ever know more. Nor, to be frank, do we ever care to. But perhaps, then again, such slightness could loom large as a sin of omission. A plot that threw nothing code-named the Rabbit’s Foot, of which we know only the price ($850 million) and nothing more. Nor do we ever know more. Nor, to be frank, do we ever care to. But perhaps, then again, such slightness could loom large as a sin of omission.

The area in which the collective imagination of moviegoers is apt to be found most wanting, most needful of filling-in, is in the gradual awakening of moviegoers is apt to out saying that even though we know most mere newspaper readers and TV news watchers will have done for news watchers will have done for us. Greengrass has a thoroughgoing job of imagining how the day unfolded, a much more thorough job than most mere newspaper readers and TV news watchers will have done for themselves, and he has maintained a respectable level of integrity in his placement of stress on the “docu” in preference to the “drama,” his reliance on the vérité conventions of scrappy camerawork, jittery cutting, and grainy film stock, his avoidance of cheap theatrics, his employment of a no-name cast in what are inevitably one-note characterizations, including several actual participants in the events, re-enacting unhistorically their own roles in it. (It is odd to recognize, for the rare exception, the U.S. President from The Sentinel, David Rasche, among the passengers of Flight 93.) The power, to be sure, is not so much created, not so much generated, by the filmmaker as it is inherent in the material: the initial obliviousness to impending doom, the later helplessness to avert it. Though there is doubtless a kind of exploitation in that, it is not for purposes of greed.

Much of the discussion of United 93 has centered around the question of whether it is “too soon” for a Major Motion Picture on the events of 9/11 (it’s 9/11, nearly five years). as distinct from minor ones like The Guys and September 11. There can be no single answer to such a question, and those who line up on the too-soon side of the question are at liberty to stay away. They will have another three months to read themselves, or not, for Olive Stone’s World Trade Center.

Clearly it was not too soon for British filmmaker Paul Greengrass, though admittedly it is incumbent on artists as a class to be ahead of the pack on just about any issue whatsoever. (It is worth recalling that his docudrama Bloody Sunday, on a police massacre of protest marchers in Northern Ireland, waited thirty years after the occurrence and still touched off heated reaction.) For all those interested in need, all those who line up on the too-soon side, Green

A DEEPA MEHTA FILM
EXTREMIST GROUPS WAGED A CAMPAIGN
OF DEATH THREATS, ARSON AND RIOTS
TO STOP THE PRODUCTION OF “WATER.”

THE NEW YORK TIMES CALLS “WATER”
AN EXQUISITE FILM.
“WATER” IS A FILM OF EXTRAORDINARY RICHNESS
AND COMPLEXITY.

Los Angeles Times
“A WORK OF GORGEOUS FURY.”

“WATER” BUT THE FILMMAKERS WERE
NOT TO BE SILENCED.

WATER
PG-13

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
NOW PLAYING
www.foxsearchlight.com
CALL THEATRE
FOR SHOWTIMES
Recommen...  

First, the monthly spinoff of the San Diego Latino Film Festival, “Cinema en Tu Tierra,” resumes this Friday, after a post-festival breather, at the Ultrastar Mission Valley 7 in Hazard Center, reprising a Mexican film from the recent festival, Gustavo Loa’s Al Otro Lado, a child’s-eye view of the hot topic of emigration. Second, Tops Salon (or what used to be known as the Garden Cabaret) tonight kicks off its new summer series of “Cinema under the Stars,” thirty-five films, all told, through the end of October, striving this year for more variety by sometimes cramping two films into a weekend instead of only one, and striving also, less commendably, for films of newer vintage. Not that I can argue, however, with the likes of O Brother, Where Art Thou? and The Big Lebowski. For the complete schedule, go to topspresents.com.

I was privately chided last year when I publicly dismissed Landmark’s several-week series of “short films” as nothing more than commercials for Stella Artois beer. (More precisely, it was a series of Stella Artois commercials accompanied by Stella Artois-sponsored shorts.) But I now observe that Landmark continues to show Stella Artois commercials without any additional pretense of art sponsorship. This practice is no better and no worse than the exhibition at the mainstream multiplex of Coca-Cola commercials made by student filmmakers. Commercials, after all, are “films” too. The Stella Artois ones tend to be tolerably clever, and the current American Express one that features Wes Anderson directing Jason Schwartzman on a fictitious film set (with Georges Delerue’s magic-of-movies music from Truffaut’s Day for Night in the background) is more entertaining than almost any film you might select to watch at the multiplex.

**MOVIE LISTINGS**

All reviews are by Duncan Shepherd. Priorities are indicated by one to five stars and antipathies by the black spot. Unrated movies are for now unreviewed. Thousands of past reviews sorted alphabetically, by year of release and by rating, are available online at SanDiegoReader.com.

**Adam and Steve** — Forced gay-ry around two men — a Central Park nature guide and a germophobic psychologist — who meet up again, without recognizing one another, seventeen years after their disastrous first date. The disaster is of gross-out proportions, a prologue that sets the sustained tone of trying too hard. With Craig Chester, Malcolm Gets, Chris Kattan, and Parker Posey; written and directed by Chester. 2006. ★★★★★ (Fri., 5/12 through 18)

**Akelah and the Bee** — An eleven-year-old black girl (the appealing Keke Palmer) in the South L.A. ghetto braves the taunts of “freak” and “brassies” to enter the Scripps National Spelling Bee and, on her first try, go clear through to the televised finals in Washington, D.C., where it all comes down to “luporhena” and “pal-christide,” two words to make even an average spell alike a champ. In short, it’s the documentary Spellbound with a fictionalized stacked deck, a palatable if not exactly swallowable family film, the sort of thing Oprah could get behind a hundred percent. Lawrence Fishburne is the moody private tutor and Angela Bassett the distraught single mom; Ice and Tina Turner together again. Written and directed by Doug Atchison. 2006. ★★★★ (Camel Mountain; Cinemex 1; Escondido 16; Escondido 18; Flower Valley 18; Flower Hill 4; Gaslamp 10; Grossmont Center; La Costa 6; La Jolla 12; Miramar 18; Mission Marketplace 13; Mission Valley 7; Mission Valley 20; Oceanside 18; Palm Prime 24; Parkway Plaza 18; Pinyon 10; Rancho Del Rey 18; Rancho San Diego 15; San Marcos 18; Town Square 14; Vista Village; Al Otro Lado) — Mexican filmmaker Gustavo Loa links three stories on the children of absent fathers. (Mission Valley 7, 5/12 through 18)

**American Dreamz** — Spongy satire divides itsirthy forces between the Bush Admin...
Calendar

MOVIES

Art School Confidential — Director Terry Zwigoff re-teams with the writer of Ghost World, Daniel Clowes, on a comedy starring Max Minghella, Sophia Myles, John Malkovich. 

CARMEL MOUNTAIN, ESPERANZA 18; PADRON VALLEY 20; HORTON PLAZA 14; LA JUNTA VILLAGE, MIRA MESA 18; MISSION VALLEY 20; OCEANSIDE 18; PALM PROMENADE 24; PARKWAY PLAZA 38; SAN MARINOS 18; TOWN SQUARE 14; PROM 5/12

Ask the Dust — Depression-period romance, written and directed by Robert Towne, in a largely dark, nocturnal, sunless Southern California, a star-crossed affair between a gingo and a Chicana, or more disparagingly a “dago” and a “spic,” an impoverished young novelist taken under the wing, at long distance, of H.L. Mencken (whose voice in correspondence is provided by film critic and historian Richard Schickel) and a consummate dance waitress from south of the border, two marginals with a tensous sense of belonging. (The source material is a 1939 autobiographical novel by John Fante.) Because it is so no sort of thriller, it avoids the plotting snarls and snags of Towne’s screenplays for things like Chinatown, The Two Jakes, and the two Mishm: Impossible; but it does not avoid the structural weaknesses of slow, shapeless, and evaporating development. And notwithstanding the complete blankness of their hair, Colin Farrell and Salma Hayek do not have a great deal of chemistry between them, although the combustible Hayek, all by herself, has enough chemistry for them both.

With Edina Monzel, Jeremy Guttley, Donald Sutherland, Eileen Atkins. 2006. ★★☆☆☆ (GALAPAG 15)

The Celestine Prophecy — Adaptation of the James Redfield best-seller, with Matthew Settle, Annabeth Gish, and Hector Elizondo, directed by Armand Mastroianni. (GALAPAG 15; MISSION VALLEY 20; PALM PROMENADE 24; PROM 5/12)

Classe Tous Risques — Early and incontestable minor work by Claude Sautet, a contestably minor work by Claude Sautet, a Byzantine getaway route; excellent location work in Milan, the South of France, and Paris; an ending quite shocking, paradoxically, in its discretion; and a gentle emphasis on family, feelings, professional fraternity, which, along with the sparing doses of omniscient third-person narration, nudges the film at least a little ways into Sauter’s “personal” territory. The gangster hero, simply put, is at heart a “better” friend than his old friends, and the difference will prove to be his downfall. Uppermost among its fine qualities, the film features, in the lead role, the great Lino Ventura, a self-possessed, barrel-chested ex-wrestler with a face of forrowed granite and eyes sodden from all they’ve seen: a face no less noble than Bogart’s. It also features a dawy and skinny Jean-Paul Belmondo, just before his big splash in Boubles, as the lone-wolf hoodlum who befriends the hero when the latter’s return from exile in Italy stalls in Nice, after his partner-in-crime and his wife have been gunned down in a shootout (he will run first to the side of his fallen buddy, then to his wife), leaving him with two young sons on his hands, effectively immobilizing him. An ex-boxer in real life as in the present script, with boxing gloves for his ears, with a belly, and in a Paris apartment, Belmondo is already in full command of his cocky charm. “The nice thing about me is my left,” he introduces himself to a lady in distress (Sandra Milo) after cold-cocking her hairdresser. 1960. ★★★★★ (KEN, THURSDAY 5/11)

Four Weddings and a Funeral — A cinematic conceit grosses, with a fixed group of friends passing through four distinct high-spirited movements and one grave one. There’s a lot we don’t learn about these people and crude and overdone comic writing mingles freely, but not spoilingly, with leftist and funny stuff. “When you work in a money market, what good are the novels of Wordsworth?” And Hugh Grant, looser, less stuffy, more flexible than usual, handles the assorted predicaments (e.g., stuck at a table of his ex-girlfriends at a wedding reception) with inexhaustible resource and nuance. Andy MacDowell, Kristin Scott-Thomas, Simon Callow, Rowan Atkinson; written by Richard Curtis; directed by Mike Newell. 1994. ★★★☆☆ (KEN, THURSDAY 5/11)

Friends with Money — There are, to be exact, three friends with money, and one without, a former teacher toiling now as a free-lance maid, helping herself to the bed-side vibrator of one of her employers, and in her spare time harassing an ex-boyfriend with all-hours phone calls and hang-ups. The three with money additionally have...
...and Ellen Page; directed by David Slade.

The, John Cusack, has a passel of kids, plenty of hired help with them, no job and no need of one, enough money to donate a spare couple of million to her children’s school. Assuming the role of matchmaker, she introduces the moneymonger and mateless friend, Jennifer Aniston, to her personal trainer, who begins to tag along with her on her housecleaning jobs and to demand a cut for haphazardly pitching in. Writer and director Nicole Holofcener, of Walking and Talking and Lovely and Amazing, is very adept at finding and pointing out the faults in all these people (no one is exempt), and the entire movie has an air of it of catty girl talk, very concrete and specific and yet ultimately insubstantial and desultory: a litany of everyday outrages (people who cut line at the cash register or steal parking spaces in the lot), a few useful tips for budget living (free cosmetics samples at the department store), and of course some gripes at minimizing it. 2006.

...pair is not the sort of fault that the film—Owen knows what he knows? how did Fosse know?—is concerned to safeguard nothing but his own safety-deposit box. Having stirred up a storm of interest, however, the script neglects to answer key questions (how does Owen know what he knows? how did Fosse get where she’s got?), and it cuts some corners (“You saw Dog Day Afternoon,” the top cop unusually raises a close point of comparison), and it uses every ounce of its cleverness simply to evade difficult choices. Less, too, appears anxious to stay out of trouble. He tosses off a parody of violent video games (Kill Dat Nigra), and shows some sensitivity to racial profiling (post-9/11, in particular), but his primary target has been selected for unanimity: Nazis and their collaborators. His direction of the ex-...
sentently static action is ostentatiously busy. And yes, he remembers to roll out his trademark dolly at one point to give a lift to the ride best huls, literally, on wheels.

**Just My Luck** — Romantic comedy-fantasy starring Lindsay Lohan and Chris Pine, directed by Donald Petrie. (CARMEL MOUNTAIN; CHULA VISTA 10; DEL MAR HIGHLANDS 8; ENCINITAS 8; ESCONDIDO 10; PASADENA 18; GASLAMP 15; GROSSMONT CENTER; LA JULIA 12; MIRA MESA 18; MISSION MARKETPLACE 13; MISSION VALLEY 20; OCEANSIDE 16; PALM PROMENADE 24; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; POWAY 10; RANCHO DEL REY 18; RANCHO SAN DIEGO 20; SAN MARCOS 18; TOWN SQUARE 14; VISTA VILLAGE; FROM 5/12)

**Kinky Boots** — Fussiless gender-bender comedy about a staid old British shoemaking firm (“Since 1895”), which, to survive in the brazen new world, seeks out a “chicke market,” namely women’s shoes for men, under the counsel of a cabaret drag queen. Mark is in the bed... The sex is in the heel. (Quality craftsmanship will be insufficient compensation if the style suits “a bloody and dramatic turn.”) The latter role permits quite an expansion of range for the urbane Chivelier Edifor, who looks a bit like Michael Anderson, Jr., past just his prime. Directed by Julian Jarrold. 2006. (CARMEL HILL 4, FROM 5/12; MULHOLAND (3-5-6-8))

**Lucky Number Slevin** — “We are dealing with a bona fide case of mistaken identity here.” No, we are dealing with a bogus case of mistaken identity, pastelly, innocently busy. (African-American and Jewish, or “Darkies”) The latter role permits quite an expansion of range for the urbane Chivelier Edifor, who looks a bit like Michael Anderson, Jr., past just his prime. Directed by Julian Jarrold. 2006. (CARMEL HILL 4, FROM 5/12; MULHOLAND (3-5-6-8))

**Mission: Impossible III** — Reviewed this issue. With Tom Cruise, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Michelle Monaghan, Laura Michelle, and Rebecca Fischburne, and Billy Crudup, directed by J.J. Abrams. (CARMEL MOUNTAIN; CHULA VISTA 10; CN EHANA 6; DEL MAR HIGHLANDS 8; ENCINITAS 8; ESCONDIDO 10; PASADENA 18; GASLAMP 15; GROSSMONT CENTER; HORTON PLAZA 14; LA COSTA 8; LA JULIA 12; MIRA MESA 18; MISSION MARKETPLACE 13; MISSION VALLEY 7; MISSION VALLEY 20; OCEANSIDE 16; PALM PROMENADE 24; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; POWAY 10; RANCHO DEL REY 18; RANCHO SAN DIEGO 15; SAN MARCOS 18; Santee Drive In; SOUTH SHORE DRIVE 14; TOWN SQUARE 14; VISTA VILLAGE)

**La Mujer de Mi Hermano** — Lifetime-y movie from Argentina, and from director Ricardo de Montreuil, slickly, superficially done. The wife of a type-A businesswoman looks to her own brother-in-law for the passion missing from her marriage. Barbara Mori, a classical glamourpuss, grooms in Mexican telenovelas (aka soaps), conducts an even hotter affair with the camera. Christian Mere, Manolo Cardona. 2005. (PALM PROMENADE 24)

**Neil Young: Heart of Gold** — Director, or on this occasion documentarist, Jonathan Demme fumbles through ten minutes of perfunctory interviews with the headliner and his fellow musicians, wretchedly shot in the interiors of cars and elevators, before settling down for nearly an hour and a half of well-recorded concert footage at the Ryman in Nashville. Reflective of the record-less of his father and his own brush with a brain aneurysm, it is a mostly mellow set, even a melancholy one, a conspectus of new Young and old Young, with the now-jowly, scowly singer squeezing out that effortless, powerful, soulful voice from beneath a classic Good Guy’s white cowboy hat. (Which changes to a tan hat, still that of a Good Guy, midway through the film was shot over two nights.) His accompaniment encompasses, in varying combinations, bass guitar, dobro, key- board, percussion, horns, strings, and backup singers. One of these last, Emmylynn Harris, joins him on two duets, of which “This Old Guitar,” a song about and performed on an instrument handed down from Hank Williams, is some sort of high point. “When God Made Me,” a soft-sc, Sozdratic appeal for tolerance, with the singer at the keyboard for the only time and a silhouetted chorus behind him, tops it. Young, to be sure, is amply documented on film, notably in Jim Jarmusch’s Year of the Horse from the late Nineties and his self-di- rected Rust Never Sleeps and Journey through the Past from the Seventies. The rab- bid will need no urging to see the latest ad- dition. The more tepid might require assurance that if they were to limit themselves to just one, this should be it. Let them be as- sured. 2006. (PARKWAY)

**The Notorious Betty Page** — Unwor- thy biopic of “the pin-up queen of the uni- verse,” a brief reign in the mid-Fifties, until a congressional hearing on pornography sent her down the path of repentance, into the sheltering arms of Jesus. Gretchen Mol is game enough in the posing sessions, and has her own kind of vulnerability in the role of the naive and unreflective (so portrayed, anyway) Southern-bred sex object. Yet, besides missing something in the laps, replacing the dangerous curves with the gentleness of slopes, she cannot hope to match the charisma, the mystic, the mys- tery, of her assigned character. (It’s no problem to match the raven hair and bangs.) She finds herself in much the same predicament as past impersonators of Mar- dyan Monroe or Elvis Presley — and no, it is no overstatement to place Betty Page, sometimes Betty Pet, in that company (from the Fifties.) This miscuous, mute phantom of salacious still photos and silent fetishes is a fantasy figure par ex- cellence; and filmmaker Mary Harron’s stuf, flat, plodding rehearsal of some of the known facts of her life — a molesting fa- ther, a battering husband, the private cam- era clubs of New York City, the under-the- counter bondage sideface of the podgy Irving Klave, the cheerful cheesecake of Bunny Yeager, the reversion to That Old- Time Religion — adds nothing to, even subtrahs something from, the enigmatic evidence in her portfolio. It almost makes her seem (what would have been thought impossible) quite dull. Even the black-and-white photography, or rather the gray-and-white photography, seems dull. Backed up by a “dirty” saxophone, it might not im- mediately seem so in the opening proofs of Times Square adult bookstore, past maga- zine titles like Wink, Titter, and Escapade.) As a diligent evocation of an era, it is, truth be told. The flirtat switches into color — a buxant, brilliant, brighter-than-life color that pays knowing homage to 1950s postcards and to Technicolor Hollywood — are anything but dull. One of the things they are, however, is utterly arbi- trary. Chris Bauer, Lili Taylor, Jared Harris, Cara Seymour, David Strathairn. 2006. (MULHOLAND CINEMAS)

**Possession** — Wolfgang Petersen’s remake of the 1972 nautical disaster film, with Josh Lucas, Kurt Russell, Emmy Rossum, and Richard Dreyfuss. (CARMEL MOUNTAIN; CHULA VISTA 10; CN EHANA 6; DEL MAR HIGHLANDS 8; ENCINITAS 8; ESCONDIDO 10; PASADENA 18; GASLAMP 15; GROSSMONT CENTER; HORTON PLAZA 14; LA COSTA 8; LA JULIA 12; MIRA MESA 18; MISSION MARKETPLACE 13; MISSION VALLEY 7; MISSION VALLEY 20; OCEANSIDE 16; PALM PROMENADE 24; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; POWAY 10; RANCHO DEL REY 18; RANCHO SAN DIEGO 15; SAN MARCOS 18; Santee Drive In; SOUTH SHORE DRIVE 14; TOWN SQUARE 14; VISTA VILLAGE; FROM 5/12)

**The Promise** — Chen Kaige’s colorful, shiny, tall-corn fairy tale, set in China’s mythological past, possesses autivo tech- nique, tuck special effects, and in conse-
AN UNFINISHED LIFE (USA/Germany) 2005, Miramax
List price: $29.99

AMITA SHARMA
Reporter, KPBS-TV and mother of two-year-old Sarina

Paheli is the first Bollywood film I watched with my daughter Sarina. I didn’t know what to expect, but I couldn’t have chosen a better film to introduce her to Indian films. Paheli is about a woman who has an arranged marriage to a man who sets off on a five-year business trip the night after the wedding. The bride is heartbroken until a ghost takes the form of her dead husband and gives her the means to make things right.

The bride is heartsick until a ghost taking the form of her dead husband and gives her the means to make things right. Admiral Kirk is celebrating an unspecific birthday, and his mensanual amities seem to see into every corner of the movie. Indeed, the focus of attention is arguably too much on him to do justice to Spock’s much-publicized demise (and strongly suggested Dracula-style resurrection from a darged coffin). In this, the movie relies overmuch on our past feelings for Spock, and fails to do its own proper work. William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, and Ricardo Montalban; directed by Nicholas Meyer. 1982.

The Sentinel — Someone in the Secret Service, always a suspense-make, aims to assassinate the President. Framed for it is the very agent who blows the whistle, a wily old veteran (Michael Douglas) who once took a bullet for Reagan and is now assigned to the First Lady and has a hot and heavy affair with her on the side. A political potboiler of passable suspense, flimsy logic, with a singed image as if it were sung under a sunlamp: Kiefer Sutherland, Eva Longoria, Kim Basinger, David Rasche, Martin Donovan; directed by Clark Johnson. 2006.

SILENT HILL — Video-game gamut of ghoulies and guilties, crepties and crawlies, in an abandoned coal-mining town in West Virginia. Very little development; plenty of the feeling of a bad dream, and plenty, too, of a bad movie, although the visuals are suited to one. With Radha Mitchell, Sean Bean, Lauri Henderson, Deborah Kara Unger, and Alice Krige; directed by Christopher Gans. 2006.
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the death the right of free choice. (There is
pointedly no puffing on screen here: over-
protection against charges of hypocrisy.)
But this angle nonetheless leads partially to
the inner sanctum of Entertainment
Global Offices (EGO), the orientalist lair of a
Michael Ovitz-type superagent: "Jeff in-
vented product placement." Further plot
mechanics, although no more ingenious,
never get to be a grind. At a brisk hour and
half, the film can be safely recommended to
all who like their comedy unfiltered.
2006. ★★★ [WALLFLOWER: LIMA JOLLA 12]
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No hay tolerancia

América Barceló-Pedernal
Diario San Diego

Como respuesta al bolígrafo, el lunes pasado se ha comenzado a vivir un ambiente de hostilidad y tensión entre autoridades y miembros de la comunidad hispana en San Diego por lo que la población teme que esto genere violencia.

Después del parte nacional y las continua marchas y protestas, agentes de la Patrulla Fronteriza y de la Oficina de entrada y Seguridad Fronteriza (ICE) han comenzado a realizar diversas operaciones en las calles.

El pasado fin de semana se intensificaron los operativos especiales y arrestos en varias comunidades del Condado, hechos que según la comunidad son reacción a las marchas para pedir una reforma justa a las leyes migratorias.

En Barrio Logan se registró un operativo donde participaron agentes migratorios encubiertos.

Lucenes, cámara, acción

Después de haber contactado con más de 48 mil asistentes al Festival de Cine Latino en San Diego y con un crecimiento importante de este evento los organizadores prepararon la versión del 2007.

“Hemos vivido mucho la pasada versión nos dejaron grandes avances y cambios que nos dan una nueva perspectiva para mejorar el festival el próximo año”, dijo Ethan Van Thillo, fundador de San Diego Latin Film Festival.

Van Thillo reconoció que una de las mayores dificultades del pasado festival fue la falta de espacios.

“Tuimos excelente producción y una gran allegación por el poco espacio con el contador, es por ello que para el próximo año vamos a extenderlos a cuatro salas”, expresó Van Thillo.

Buen ahorro

Las continuas alzas en los precios de la gasolina y el petróleo han obligado a los concesionarios de automóviles a tomar ciertas decisiones drásticas para enfrentar la crisis debido a que el público no puede comprar vehículos de alto consumo o afrontar el reto de ampliar su línea de autos “híbridos”.

Los autos y camiones híbridos utilizan un equilibrio de gasolina y electricidad, reduciendo la dependencia de continuos aprovisionamientos del combustible.

El fabricante de vehículos Toyota está a la vanguardia en la tecnología de los híbridos. Su Prius sigue gozando de estimulantes niveles de venta. Según un informe a partir de encuestas de J.D. Power and Associates, los conductores típicos de coches híbridos tienen un alto nivel académico e ingresos superiores al promedio.

Además, tienden a ser mujeres, o conductores de mayor edad.

Experience the unique taste of see food

Our taste... your restaurant!

Los Arcos

RESTAURANT BAR

Visit us in Tijuana, Mexico:
Los Arcos-Salinas Blvd. Salinas #1000
Culiacán, Sinaloa, TEL: 01152666 686-91-71
Los Arcos-La mesa Blvd. C. Das Ordaz #620
Puerto Vallarta, Tel. 01152664 626-18-54

Mariachi every day’s free

Enjoy our Kitchen

24 Hours

- Carnitas
- Menudo
- Caldo de Res
- Antojitos Mexicanos
- and appetizers...

IN Tijuana Mexico, 11 St. Revolution Ave. 011 (52) 604 866-7309

Valentine’s

MEXICAN FOOD

Celebra su fiesta con nosotros en Valentine’s del Centro

Calle 5 y Market

- Servicio de Banquetes
- Preparaciones comida para todas sus eventos

Ven y saborea nuestros deliciosos plátanos en:
- 944 Market St, San Diego 819 733 9756
- 944 W Street, Chula Vista 819 740 2518
- 910 W Washington St, 819 742 0462
- 1050 W Mission Blvd. Pac Beach 819 730 0839

CUCHARA

$3.59 + IVA

Bebida GRATIS con su orden de 5 platos ticos (carne, papa, etc...
Explota controversia

Omar Millán González
Diario San Diego
San Diego

Gran controversia ha causado en ambos lados de la frontera la iniciativa legislativa, mexicana de concretar la aportación de algunas cantidades de drogas. Cuando todo hacía suponer que el presidente Vicente Fox firmaría la ley, el mandatario tuvo que retrasar su decisión debido a presiones internacionales, más que nada, por autoridades federales estadounidenses.

Antes de ser avalada la ley no se concretó el pretexto para alentar el “turismo de narco menudencia”. Mientras el tiempo, el tiempo que el ejecutivo mexicano aprueba esta ley, la controversia ya se desató debido a que se dice que la legislación dispararía el consumo de sustancias entre la población juvenil mexicana.

En casi dos décadas el Centro de Integración y Recuperación para Enfermos de Alcoholicismo y Dropadición (Cirud) jamás había tenido internos menores de 14 años. Este año hay 20 niños entre los 10 y los 15 años intentando aliviar su farmacodependencia. “Desgraciadamente el porcentaje de niños con problemas de drogas se ha incrementado mucho en la ciudad”, afirmaron autoridades de Tijuana.

Pinta de azul

Ante la prohibición de los candidatos a la presidencia de México para hacer campaña en Estados Unidos, grupos de activistas de California hicieron un llamado a que la montaña monta no se la tomen los que viven en tierra, en tanto que ya en la montaña.

Ante poco más de 7 mil simpatizantes del Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) aglomerados en la avenida Constitución del centro de Tijuana, dirigentes del club Míchoacán de California y la asociación civil Angeles de la Frontera que informó al candidato Felipe Calderón mayor apoyo a los migrantes en Estados Unidos.

“No queremos el muro de la mortu o, queremos que nuestra gente se sienta protegida en nuestra frontera. La gente no quiere que los representantes les hagan daño a la gente en Estados Unidos”.

Realizan milagro

Abraham Nuevez
Diario San Diego

Con un hombre muerto, jugando de vislumbrante y un gol del último minuto, Chivas de Guadalajara venció 4-2 a Jaguares Chivas para entrar a las semifinales del campeonato mexicano de fútbol.

Con este triunfo el cuadro tapatío se metió a disputar el título en la serie frente a los Tuzos de Pachuca.

El domingo se sabrá si el conjunto de Jalisco alcanzará la final del torneo que ha sido muy parejo.

Las Chivas cumplen 100 años de su fundación y que mejor que celebrarlo con un boleto para el juego por el campeonato del balompié azteca.

La otra semifinal es protagonizada por los equipos de Toluca y San Luis, conjunto que apenas se salva de descender a la Primera A y que ahora está buscando coronarse como campeones, situación que solamente ocurre en fútbol mexicano.

Las Chivas llegaron a las semifinales a pesar de que algunos de sus jugadores titulares se encuentran con la selección mexicana de fútbol. Esto demuestra el hambre y gran corazón de los jóvenes que con orgullo representan lo que sí da la cara a los migrantes en Estados Unidos.

Clínica Amicef

State of the art European Tcnicis in cosmetic and plastic Surgery
CERTIFIED DOCTOR AND SAFETY OF NO GENERAL ANESTHESIA

- Gastric Band $7,200
- Tummy Tuck Starting At $2,000
- Buttocks Molding $2,500
- Breast Augmentation $3,000
- Non Invasive Face Lift Starting At $1,500
- Botox Starting At $20
- Nose Reshaping $1,400

Ask for more information and many other procedures
CALL TOLL-FREE!
1800 562-4296 or 1800 884-5633
2221 Calle Joaquín Clausel (Antes de Calle 81), Zona Ro Tijuana, B.C.
**Foster Coaches**

...The latest thing in foster care!

Seeking qualified adults to provide coaching and a supportive home environment to youth for a 9-12 month period. 

Walden’s MTCC program is

- A nationally recognized, evidence-based model developed by the Oregon Social Learning Center (OSLC)
- A team approach to treatment
- Positive, affirmative behaviors
- Supportive through 24/7 staff
- Offers compensation for a high level of commitment

**WALDEN FAMILY SERVICES**

619-584-5777
waldenfamily.org
Lic. #370602780

---

**Free Classifieds:**

**web or mail**

**Early Deadline** by 6 pm MONDAY
Applies to private parties. Other rates for roommates, rentals and paid services. Info: 619 235 8200

**Web:** SanDiegoReader.com  **Mail:** P.O. Box 85803, San Diego 92186 (up to 25 words)

**$8 Classifieds:**

**Phone or walk-in**

**Late Deadline** by 6 pm TUESDAY
Applies to private parties, rentals and paid services.

**Phone:** 619 235 8200 **Walk-in:** 1703 India Street (at Date) Little Italy

---

**Help Wanted**

**PLACE FREE ONLINE ADS with photos at SanDiegoReader.com. Also see thousands of classifieds not printed here.**

**ACCOUNT REPS CUSTOMER SERVICE:** Rags for collections at GC Services. Career opportunity in a fun, positive atmosphere. Food, medical, 401k, etc. Experience required. Perfect for someone who enjoys working in a customer service position. Must have strong organizational skills and problem-solving abilities. Customer service phone: 858-674-1130, Email: hrcall@grc.com. For resume: 619-577-3891, Fax: 619-574-8503. Visit: www.grc.com

**ACCOUNT REPS ADMINISTRATIVE SALES SUPPORT**

San Diego Reader is hiring an entry level, full-time temp to assist our accounts receivable team. Duties include helping sales representatives and clients understand their accounts, process payments, and provide reports. Experience in accounts receivable and computer programs is helpful. (minimum of 1 year experience)


Ace Parking is now hiring for summer months!

Special Events
• Cashiers
• Traffic Directors
• Valets

Great customer service skills a must! Competitive hourly plus tips for Valets.

Ace Parking is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Call 619-231-9501 today for more information.
**FUNDRAISING**

A national Telemarketing firm with 20 years in business, specializing in fundraising for the Democratic Party and charities, is currently hiring Telemarketers for its San Diego center.

- **Target**
  - Mira Mesa
  - Is Hiring!

- **COOL CRUISE CAREERS IN HAWAII**
  - Join on board for a career with Norwegian Cruise Line America! To schedule a personal interview, email your resume to shipboardemployment@ncl.com

- **OVERNIGHT TEAM LEADER (Hourly)**
  - Management experience a must. Set schedule of 12 am-8 am; weekend availability required. Benefits plus competitive wages.

- **Dishwashers**
- **Lavatory Attendants**
- **Housekeepers**
- **Pasty Cooks**
- **Teppanyaki Cooks**
  - Hospitality or Restaurant Experience a Must

- **Sales/Buyer**
  - Industry knowledge, excellent computer skills. EEO/AA

- **Road to the Top**
  - Experienced hotel or restaurant salesperson, computer knowledge required. EEO/AA

- **Office Manager**
  - Sales and business management experience. EEO/AA

- **Maintenance Staff**
  - Experience in a similar position is preferred. EEO/AA

- **Waitstaff**
  - Part-time and full-time positions available. EEO/AA

**Spots Minden**

Wholesale distributor looking for 10-12 people to grow with. Great opportunity for advancement for hard workers. Will train. Up to $500 weekly to start.

Call Tom: 858-751-1601

**FUNDRAISING**

A national Telemarketing firm with 20 years in business, specializing in fundraising for the Democratic Party and charities, is currently hiring Telemarketers for its San Diego center.
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Seminars. Principle course, books and cram course. Tuition

We have a 96% first-time pass ratio! Full program

AWARD UNIVERSITY. Learn everything you

LICENSE YOU!

In Real Estate

LET US LICENSE YOU!

We have a 96% first-time pass ratio! Full program includes all you need to get licensed! CA Live Principle course, books and cram course. Tuition reimbursement program. Thinking about a career in real estate? Attend our Free Monthly Career Seminars.

THE BEST TRAINING IN THE INDUSTRY!

AWARD UNIVERSITY. Learn everything you need to know to close 3 transactions in your first 90 days in the business. Full-time or transitional programs available.

RESERVATION BONUS $1400 LOYALTY BONUS!

Other companies just like their employees, but at DialAmerica we love our employees and it shows!

• Lowest turnover in the industry
• Longest-tenured management staff in the industry
• Daily promotions and prizes
• Average earnings $9.50-$14/hour
• Extensive paid training
• Weekly pay & hourly guarantee
• Flexible schedules to fit your lifestyle
• We promote from within
• Bilingual opportunities

At DialAmerica Marketing, the nation’s largest and oldest teleservices company, we realize that our people will always be at the heart of our success!! That’s why we need YOU to become a part of our team! Ideal candidates are motivated, goal-oriented, and possess great communication skills.

We “LOVE” Our Employees
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**HELP WANTED**

**DOUBLE YOUR INCOME!**

Hi, we are Rhonda and Brian Swain.

One year ago we were STUCK working 9-5 JOBS. Now, utilizing our new opportunity, we each make more money in 1 month than the average American makes in 1 year.*

This is a unique business/marketing opportunity.

Serious individuals only, call: 1-800-439-1160

SwainLifestyle.com

*U.S Census Poverty Rate
Average American annual income = $31,416

**CAREERS IN PROBATION**

**CORRECTIONAL DEPUTY PROBATION OFFICER I**

**MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS**

- 21 years old
- Good physical condition
- No illicit drug usage
- No felony convictions
- High school diploma or GED

**SALARY:** $32,884.80-$41,953.60 ANNUALLY

**Safety Retirement - Sworn Officers 3% at age 50.**

Bilingual no experience required to apply.

**Test Dates:**

- May 13, 2006, 8 am and June 10, 2006, 8 am

**Montgomery Middle School**

2470 Ulrich Street • San Diego, CA 92111

Maximum 85 applicants: Applications available at the test site.

For additional information, contact the department’s Jobline: 858-514-8588

www.sdcounty.ca.gov/probation

**CAFÉ COUNTER / BARISTA**

Upscale and popular cafe and bakery in the village of Rancho Santa Fe seeks extremely hardworking and dedicated Counter Person to assist with the taking of food and bakery orders and serving of sumptuous foods that enhance freshness and quality of ingredients. A wide variety of daily tasks make this position fun! Environment is remarkably fast-paced and professional. Tranquility and flexibility a must.

Call anytime to arrange an interview, fax resume, or apply in person Tuesday-Saturday 2-4 pm

16905 Avenida de Acacia, Rancho Santa Fe
Phone/Fax: 858-759-0071


**ELECTRICIANS; ELECTRICIANS; ELECTRICIANS!**

Experienced Electricians and Journeyman Electricians have an opportunity to join a well-established, reputable electrical company. Willingness to work with others in a team environment is a must. Top pay for California state certified Electricians. Full time with opportunities for full time and part time. Call: Laidlaw Electric 858-776-2746 Leave Message. Four years experience, tools, work truck and Drug test required. Fax in resume or apply in person: Laidlaw Electric 9655 Via Excelencia, San Diego, CA 92126 Phone/Fax: 858-759-0071

**ELECTIONS OFFICER**

**Temporary and Permanent Position**

The San Diego County Office of Elections is currently accepting applications for Election Inspector positions. Applications are available at www.sdco.org or at any of the 30 election offices located throughout San Diego County. Application deadline is May 17, 2006. For more information, contact 858-514-8588.

**BONUS!**

**Don’t miss this opportunity to join a respected and growing company!**

**FLORIDA TRUCK DRIVERS WANTED**

**FURNITURE DELIVERY TRUCK DRIVERS**

Swan Lifestyle, a respected furniture delivery company with locations in Carlsbad, 760-431-4333 and San Diego, 619-702-6067.

**Double Your Income!**

Hi, we are Rhonda and Brian Swain.

One year ago we were STUCK working 9-5 JOBS. Now, utilizing our new opportunity, we each make more money in 1 month than the average American makes in 1 year.*

This is a unique business/marketing opportunity.

Serious individuals only, call: 1-800-439-1160

SwainLifestyle.com

*U.S Census Poverty Rate
Average American annual income = $31,416
**Immediate Long-Term Positions**

**Construction**
- Labor • Home Prep • Customer Service
- Finish-Frame-Form Carpenters
- Apartment Maintenance
- Painters

**Delivery Drivers**
- Class A & B — Local/Intrastate
- Class C — Local/Intrastate

**Office**
- Managers • Recruiters • Receptionist

**FREE TANK OF GAS**
Ask for details.

**Apply in person**
7670 Opportunity Road
Suite 210
San Diego
Call: 858.874.8200

**You may also apply online @**
www.alliedbarton.com

---

**Security Officers**
Full & Part-Time
(Throughout San Diego, Mira Mesa & North County)

Candidates must be 18+ years of age, have H.S. Diploma/GED or 10 years verifiable work history. Criminal background check and drug screen required.

**ABSS Offers:**
- Up To $10.50/Hr.
- Incentives/Bonuses
- Construction
- Long-Term Positions
- Immediate

**Class C drivers must have 1 year of experience, pass drug screen required.**

**Incentives/Bonuses**
- Painters
- Commercial and Residential Plumbers
- Apartment Maintenance
- Class A & B — Local/Intrastate
- Finish-Frame-Form Carpenters

You may also apply online @ www.gostaff.com

---

**Rewarding Work**
Child Care Counselors

needed to work with S.D. children and adolescents in residential treatment facilities throughout San Diego County. BA/BS preferred. Various shifts and days available.

New Alternatives, Inc. is an EOE that offers a competitive salary and benefits package (with a minimum of 20 hours per week). Training provided.

Please fax résumé to:
East Region—Attn: Jen, 619-447-5386
Central Region—Attn: Carlos, 619-543-9163
South Region—Attn: Jenn, 619-421-7742
North Region—Attn: Valley Center, 760-749-5228

Or e-mail résumé to: hr@newalternatives.org

---

**TEALESA**
Growing academic software publisher seeking motivated sales professionals.

$10/hour + generous commission plan to start
Earn $35,000-$85,000

Realistic first-year earning potential.

Experienced Closers Earn $100,000+
2 Shifts Available
State-of-the-Art Call Center

We offer paid training, a relaxed atmosphere, medical benefits, life insurance, and 401(k).

Contact Martin Saul:
(800) 858-9673 ext. 181
martins@wordsmart.com
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
Previous sales experience in computer hardware and software is preferred.
Excellent salary plus commission.
Contact: hr@supersource.com

ACCOUNTANT
A personable, detail-oriented person needed to help support a busy sales staff.
Excellent salary plus commission.

Advertising Assistant
A personable, detail-oriented person needed to help support a busy sales staff.
Excellent salary plus commission.

Advertising Assistant
Entry-level full-time team member needed for accounts receivable, collections and other accounting tasks, including helping sales reps and clients understand their accounts. Requires fast and accurate data entry skills, ability to analyze accounting reports, 10-key, plus excellent communication skills.

Benefits include health coverage paid 100%, 100% matching 401(k) capped, free parking in downtown San Diego and more.

Send us your resume today.
Business Opportunity

Be A Business Owner Today!

Ranked among the top 20 fastest-growing franchises in America by Entrepreneur Magazine 2006

If you want to start your own janitorial business with $1,000 to $25,000 monthly revenue, contact us now!

For a minimum investment of only $9,250 we provide equipment, supplies, training and business.

Anago

619-542-0404
www.anagousa.com


Are you a bartender, server, leasing agent, fitness instructor, or anyone with the following characteristics?

- Confidence
- High Energy
- Success Oriented
- Great Smile
- Enthusiasm
- Different Types of People

Would you enjoy working with like-minded people?

We are looking for people like ourselves, People who like to have FUN while making lots of money!

In April, 27 agents made over $10,000, 19 made over $15,000, and 3 made over $20,000!

These people did NO prospecting, NO advertising, NO traveling, NO customer service, NO billing.

The clients came to the resort; and the agents had 4+ weeks of vacation.

Come join the professional vacation ownership sales team at the Welk Resort Group.

Call Tom Trobath at: 760-751-3826 or fax résumé to: 760-751-3843

Many New Clients... Lots of Great Opportunities!

is currently hiring for the following:

Rancho Bernardo • 858-942-5069
Administrative Assistant • Repair/Test Technician
Customer Service • Data Analyst

Miramar • 858-635-3239
QC Inspector • CNC Machinist
Soldering/Assembly • General Labor

Mission Valley • 619-283-5801
Warehouse/Forklift • CNC Operator/Programmer
Class C Driver • Machine Operator

Chula Vista • 619-425-7730
Inspector/Packer • Class C Driver
General Labor • Assembly Warehouse/Forklift • Janitorial

E-mail résumé to: remsoeresumes@remedystaff.com
www.remedystaff.com
CUSTOMER SERVICE

APPOINTMENT SETTERS

Other positions available

No sales!

• Hourly pay • Bonuses • Paid weekly • A/P shifts
• Full- or part-time • Up to $600+1$00+ weekly!!
• Next to Grantville trolley station

San Diego: 619-516-4276
Call today, start today!

Fast Track to the Top!

ABANCO Merchant Services, one of North America’s premier payment processors, seeks an accomplished senior Sales Manager/Consultants to work with our outside sales representatives.

- A Management T team will be required to successfully complete a free week training program prior to graduating. Only candidates who successfully complete the training program will immediately be promoted to Sales Manager and manage a team.
- Competitive salary plus commissions and bonus – current Managers are earning over $105,000 annually plus benefits.
- Paid training in all areas of the industry and products
- Positive work environment
- Start early in the morning, leave early in the afternoon
- Call Centers, retail locations, travel opportunities

If you have
- A minimum of 3 years’ sales experience
- A proven track record of outstanding sales performance
- Excellent time management skills
- Strong analytical and problem solving skills
- Proven ability to multi-task and handle multiple outside sales reps in front of clients, with excellent customer service


Call: 619-757-3030, or frangarick@yahoo.com.

LEADER ORGANIZER

UCSD Catering is seeking an experienced Food Service professional to work on campus. All positions enjoy excellent benefits including medical/dental/vision retirement 403b, paid vacation, 13 paid holidays!

Sr Food Service Worker - Job #399267

Requires proven leadership & demonstrated experience in table service/banquet/checkout work. Must have at least 2 years experience in successful food service experience. Excellent communication skills and attention to detail required!

Call: 619-757-3104, or thangdang2002@yahoo.com.

Get Involved!

June 6th Primary Election

Bilingual Filipino, Spanish, and Vietnamese additional $15.

Call today, start today!

Hilton Hotel

Do you have a passion for food & want to do more with your talents?

UCSD Catering is seeking qualified Catering/Hospitality professionals for exciting new positions in our fast-paced hotel hospitality environment. Professionals are needed for various shifts. We offer competitive pay, health benefits, vacation days, and opportunities for advancement.

Catering/Hotel

San Diego, CA

(858) 822-1827

Closes 5/18.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

APPOINTMENT SETTERS

Other positions available

No sales!

- Hourly pay • Bonuses • Paid weekly • A/P shifts
- Full- or part-time • Up to $600+1$00+ weekly!!
- Next to Grantville trolley station

Mission Valley: 619-516-4276
Call today, start today!

Get Involved!

Be a Poll Worker

June 6th Primary Election

Bilingual Filipino, Spanish, and Vietnamese additional $15.

Call today, start today!
Mortgage Industry Career Opportunities

**Telemarketing**

- **$12.25+ Per Hour!**

  **Shifts available:**
  - Flexible and part-time
  - Afternoons and evenings

  **Benefits for full-time after 4 months**
  - Great training and we promote from within

  **Please call (800) 642-3916 for more information or for a confidential interview.**

- **HUGE EARNING POTENTIAL!**
  - Top Salesperson recently earned over $16,000 in one month!
  - Sales experience preferred, but we will train the right people
  - Over 10 positions to fill
  - Bilingual a PLUS!

**Mortgage Industry Career Opportunities**

- **9444 Waples St., Suite 300 (Sorrento Valley) 92121**
- **9444 Waples St., Suite 300 (Sorrento Valley) 92121**
- **HUGE EARNING POTENTIAL!**
- **interviews Monday-Thursday 11:00 am-1:00 pm**
- **25+ Per Hour!**
- **No appointment needed.**
AD-TECH

Growing ad specialty printing company has great opportunity for SILK SCREENER

Must have experience in the silk-screening process and printing of promotional products: bumper stickers, key tags, T-shirts, pens, etc.

Located in Miramar.
Fax: 619-610-4510
or call Tom: 1-800-566-9677

Dream Part-Time Position!

$ SALES $

Home's success self-motivated, goal-oriented, professional Telesales Representatives with great communication skills. Provide online advertising solutions to real estate agents nationwide.

- Base Plus High Dollar Commissions
- Daily Cash Bonuses
- Paid Training
- Room for Advancement

Reply to David Rosenbaum at: Rose@home.com
or: 888-729-7576 x2161

INSIDE SALES

Double your income this year!

Homes.com, top Internet site for real estate, is looking for highly motivated salespeople. No sales experience necessary.

- Base Salary + Commission
- Paid Training
- Full Benefits Package + Great Hours
- Convenient Sorrento Valley Location
- Real Advancement Opportunities

For interview call Adel Afkarian: 619-325-2901 x101
Fax: 619-819-9924
or e-mail: adel@pinnaclelend.com

LOAN OFFICER

Motivated and assertive individuals with excellent communication skills who want to take their abilities to the next level. 1 year's experience required. Daily leads provided Monday through Saturday. High commission structure.

Pinnacle Capital & Investments Inc.
DRE #01380621
Offices located in California and Arizona

Good Friday! Everything is better when we can help people reach their goals! Home loans, refinance, FHA/VA/Conventional, jumbo loans, and second mortgages. Don't just dream it, do it! Call for your free consultation.

For interview call Adel Afkarian: 619-325-2901 x101
Fax: 619-819-9924
or e-mail: adel@pinnaclelend.com

HELP WANTED

Clerical • Call Centers • Customer Service Reps • Assemblers • Machine Operators
Sales

MDI offers paid holidays after 520 hours and vacation bonuses after 2000 hours. Immediate Openings

Contract Staffing Since 1957

310 Via Vera Cruz #211
San Marcos • 760-591-7975
8316 Claremont Mesa Blvd. • 204
San Diego • 760-287-5680

Mortgage Loan Officers

MDI is looking for Mortgage Loan Officers with experience or excellent customer service skills. Mortgages and refinance on 1st and 2nd mortgages, FHA, VA, Conventional, Jumbo, and Private-label. Home equity loans, Second mortgages, and Reverse Mortgages.

Contact: 619-295-2002 x40
Fax: 619-295-2002 x41
Email: 295 mammj@mdiprime.com

Love Where You Work!

UNIFIED FINANCIAL GROUP

CIF#: 619-295-2002 x101
Scott: 619-515-2200 x114
Merissa: 619-515-2210 x159

LOAN OFFICERS

$20K-30K Monthly Potential

Loan Officers with at least 6 months’ experience and burning desire to make money. Need motivation and personality. Team leader and mentor will get you up to speed. Lead sources include inbound calls from marketing, real time Internet leads, telemarketing leads. Must also have ability to generate your own business.

Part-Time Telemarketers Wanted

“Work for the most professional, advanced, high-tech Real Estate company in Downtown San Diego.”

$10-15/hour + Bonus

Direct Lender with excellent products

Earning potential $50,000-$100,000+

Hours: 5-8 pm
Call today for an appointment:
619-232-9090
or fax: 619-232-8854
www.globalgroup.com

New Management $12/Hour + Bonuses
Mission Valley
Now hiring for 8 new positions.
Part-time work equals full-time pay.
Telesales • Mortgage loans
Predictive dialer • Energetic atmosphere
Apply in person Wednesdays 11 am - 2 pm.
On-the-spot interviews and applications.
2815 Camino Del Rio South, Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92108

Jeff: 619-398-1680 x116

MORTGAGE OPTIONS FINANCIAL, INC.

Hottest Commissions in San Diego!
Full-Time Sales Positions

homes.com seeks self-motivated, goal-oriented, professional Telesales Representatives with great communications skills. Providing online advertising solutions to real estate agents nationwide.

• Base Plus High Dollar Commissions
• Daily Cash Bonuses
• Nights and Weekends OFF
• Full Benefits
• Paid Training
• Room for Advancement

Call Now, Limited Spots Available!

Submit résumé to Stephanie Brunson:
Steph@homes.com
888.398.7576 x116


EARN $200K+ in the Mortgage Business as a Loan Officer!!
Realtors also wanted.

Loan Officers and Realtors wanted for the fastest-growing Mortgage and Real Estate company in downtown San Diego. We supply pre-qualified leads for you to close. We also supply purchase leads directly from our own in-house realtors.

The mortgage business is the fastest-growing industry in the nation. Now be part of a fast-growing company! We are looking for individuals with sales experience who are goal-oriented and success-driven. Mortgage experience a plus, but will train qualified individuals. Call or fax résumé now if you want to make real money in the mortgage business!!

To schedule an appointment call:

Kieran at 619-955-8963
Sean at 619-955-8962

or fax résumé to: 619-955-8984

WWW.ECAPMORTGAGE.COM
WWW.ECAPREALTY.COM

Call Today, Start Tomorrow.
We Know How Valuable You Are...
And that there are a lot of places you can choose to work.

We Know How Much We Have to Offer...
And that we have the option to hire only the best.
It might be the perfect combination...

No experience necessary...we will train!

At GC Services we pride ourselves on training our employees to be the best collectors in the industry. Qualified applicants will possess excellent communication skills, a strong drive to succeed, and an assertive and persistent nature. We will give you the tools you need to be a top-producing collector. We offer a friendly and stable environment, medical/dental, terrific training program, tuition reimbursement, competitive pay, profit sharing, and more!

Call: 858-577-2301
Fax: 858-577-2353
8400 Miramar Rd. #250
San Diego, CA 92126

Visit: www.gcserv.com/career/resumeNext.asp?JobID=126

EOE/MF/DV
solaña beach school district

Immediate Openings

Preschool, School-Age and Toddler Teachers

Part-time 3.5 to 6.75 hours per day.
12 ECE (Early Childhood Education) semester units required.
$12.59-$13.85 per hour.
12-month positions with paid vacations and paid holidays.
Contact Connie Salgado: (858) 794-7162.
HELP WANTED

Make $500-$1,500 Weekly Part-Time
Salary + Aggressive Commissions
Can you generate leads and/or sell a deeply discounted vacation to friends and family of our 5-star beachfront resorts!

No experience necessary! Only A+ attitude and a pleasant voice. Comfortable work environment.

Call today: 619-683-2470 ext. 1078
404 Camino del Río S., 4th Floor, Mission Valley

SALES COUNSELOR. If you are the type of person who enjoys helping others and you'd like to be rewarded personally, professionally and monetarily, you could be the person we're looking for in El Camino Beach... applying your strong interpersonal, sales and customer service skills to provide a unique and personal travel experience for each traveler we service. Your financial success and our agency's financial success are directly tied. A highitarian spirit of service, growth, tenacity and boldness are required. Flexibility and benefits you'll be worth your weight in gold. If you truly are the person we're looking for and you're ready to move forward, please contact Maria Hernandez at 619-530-1901 or mhan9zed@avon.com.

SALES MANAGER. The goal of our Ultimate Team Leader is to increase sales volume, amplify customer service experience, revenue, and profit. The successful candidate will have a great many contacts at 1786 Games Avenue, including our retail staff, our customer service representatives, our stock associates, our delivery drivers, our front desk associates, and our accounts payable department. We offer health benefits to part-time associates along with a generous employee discount program.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES. The successful candidate will be working closely with our sales associates and on-the-go support staff to maximize the company's sales commission. Part-time positions also available. Call: 619-293-5942.

SALES DIRECTOR. The sales director is responsible for managing the company's sales force and revenue generation. This position is responsible for developing and maintaining positive relationships with the company's key clients and prospects. The successful candidate will have a strong track record of exceeding sales targets and managing a high-performing sales team. A strong understanding of the company's products and services is required. This position reports directly to the company's CEO. The successful candidate will have a strong track record of exceeding sales targets and managing a high-performing sales team. A strong understanding of the company's products and services is required. This position reports directly to the company's CEO. The successful candidate will have a strong track record of exceeding sales targets and managing a high-performing sales team. A strong understanding of the company's products and services is required. This position reports directly to the company's CEO.

Retail Grocery

Whole Foods Market, La Jolla, is looking for career-minded, enthusiastic, energetic Deli Service • Cookies • Meat Nutrition & Produce Team Members Seafood Team Members (Kitchen experience required) Handmade Tortilla Specialty Team Members: Beer Specialist Cheese Specialist Wine Specialist All shifts: mornings, afternoons, evenings and overnight. Medical, dental, vision, 401(k) and stock purchase. Apply online at: www.wholefoods.com or in person at: 8825 Villa La Jolla Drive • La Jolla 858-642-7300

OFFICE

OPEN INTERVIEWS

Without appointment Mon.-Fri. 8 am-4 pm.

APPOINTMENT SETTERS, TELEMARKETERS & INSIDE SALES REPS

Immediate Openings!

• $9-$17/hour plus commissions. Mornings, part-time evenings and standard business hours.

Must have good communication skills and be able to be part of a successful sales experience. Please bring résumé, 2 forms of ID, and previous work references.

9499 Balboa Avenue, Suite 102
San Diego, CA 92123
858-576-1001

PROVIDING ESSENTIAL PEOPLE

Casandiego@westaff.com

Law Enforcement Ready for a Career Change? San Diego Police Department Is Hiring!

POLICE OFFICERS

Upcoming test block dates are:
Friday & Saturday, May 19 & 20
Police Recruit .................................. 42,723/yr.
Police Officer I .................................. 43,596/yr.
Police Officer II .................................. 61,110/yr.

For more information call: (619) 274-COPS or visit our website at: www.sandiego.gov/police

RANCHO VALENCIA RESORT & SPA

Luxury North County Resort

Luxury resort is now accepting applications for the following positions:

• Servers (Breakfast/Lunch, Full-time)
• Banquet Bartender (Full-time)
• Cocktails Waiter/Waitress (Full-time)
• Front Desk (Full-time)
• Director of Banquets (Full-time)

Experience preferred. Good working conditions and benefits. Apply in person: 9212 Valley Center, Rancho Santa Fe 92067
Fax résumé: 858-560-0165 • E-mail: hr@ranchovalencia.com

Security Company seeks a variety of motivated individuals to fill the following positions now available:

✓ Security Guards
✓ Special Event Staff
✓ Club Guards
✓ Doorman

We have the right job for you! Full-time and part-time available.

We are waiting for you!
SALES, Do you have the following character-istics: Confidence? High energy? High success? Usurp experience? Different types of people? Great effort? Would enjoy working with Brightstar for 22 years...? Contact us today to see if this position is right for you!

SALES, Senior Sales Manager/Professional Salesperson: Call us TODAY! We are an established company in the home-care business for 22 years! We are looking for the right person! Are you looking for a career change? We are currently seeking a sales representative! Base pay $25,000-$30,000 per year plus commission. Call Michael at 858-531-1611.


SALES, Immediate openings. Experienced professionals. Various shifts. Good pay. Holiday pay. Holidays after 100 hours and vacation after 520 hours. Submit resume to 858-736-2580. E-mail: Reader@ParadisePoint.com.


SALES/INSIDE SALES, Territory/Lead Generator: Full-time. Immediate openings. For well-established mortgage brokerage company. Must have excellent organizational skills. Experience in the mortgage industry required. Must have a passion for sales and building long lasting relationships. Base $45,000 per year plus commission. Contact: 858-736-2580. E-mail: Reader@ParadisePoint.com.

SALES, Immediate openings. Experienced professionals. Various shifts. Good pay. Holiday pay. Holidays after 100 hours and vacation after 520 hours. Submit resume to 858-736-2580. E-mail: Reader@ParadisePoint.com.

SALES, Immediate openings. Experienced professionals. Various shifts. Good pay. Holiday pay. Holidays after 100 hours and vacation after 520 hours. Submit resume to 858-736-2580. E-mail: Reader@ParadisePoint.com.

SALES, Experienced professionals. Various shifts. Good pay. Holiday pay. Holidays after 100 hours and vacation after 520 hours. Submit resume to 858-736-2580. E-mail: Reader@ParadisePoint.com.

SALES, Experienced professionals. Various shifts. Good pay. Holiday pay. Holidays after 100 hours and vacation after 520 hours. Submit resume to 858-736-2580. E-mail: Reader@ParadisePoint.com.


SALES, Immediate openings. Experienced professionals. Various shifts. Good pay. Holiday pay. Holidays after 100 hours and vacation after 520 hours. Submit resume to 858-736-2580. E-mail: Reader@ParadisePoint.com.


teaching tip 59
Some superstars get trophies, others get smiles.

If you have completed your bachelor’s degree: Azusa Pacific University (APU) offers 35 opportunities for you to become a better teacher, counselor, coach, or administrator. And, because APU is NCATE accredited, you receive excellent preparation recognized by all 50 states and internationally.

If you have not yet completed your bachelor’s degree and are 22 with 60 college units: APU can help you earn your degree and become a teacher through our human development program. APU offers an innovative, alternative degree completion program designed to provide preparation for prospective elementary school and special education teachers.

To schedule a personal appointment or attend an information meeting:

Call 877-210-8839
www.apu.edu/education/tips
sandiago@apu.edu
info
Call to save your spot at the next information meeting.
K-12, bachelor’s to doctorate, we know teaching.
TELEMARKETERS, Exciting, new sales program selling long distance service from home! No experience necessary! Part-time evenings. Paid training. $5-$6/hour plus commission. For further questions or to set an interview, call 858-362-4000.
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Open House
June 2
Free Food & Massage!

Since our opening in March, the Community Wellness Center has received two Best Massage awards. Come see what the buzz is about!
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Mueller College
of Holistic Studies
Excellence In Massage Therapy Training!

30 years' experience teaching holistic health
The only COMTA-accredited college in California

Open House June 2
Free Food & Massage!

Call now for your free catalog and tour. Financial Aid available for those who qualify.

(888) 223-9418 4607 Park Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92116 www.Mueller.edu

Voted Best Massage in San Diego - twice!
The Mueller Community Wellness Center has the best at our Banker's Hill location:

$30 supervised student massages
$50 professional massages - several styles and modalities available

Since our opening in March, the Community Wellness Center has received two Best Massage awards. Come see what the buzz is about!

(619) 794-2444 2150 Fourth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101

Experience Healing.

It’s Time for a New You!
Your Future is Worth a 5-Minute Call
Call to Learn How California College San Diego Can Help You Meet Your Dreams of 2006

Call Now!!

Programs Also Include: No Registration/Application Fee • No Charge for Books • Medical Uniforms at No Charge

1-800-495-1943

California College San Diego • 2820 Camino Del Rio South • San Diego, CA 92108

- Day and Evening Classes Start Monthly • www.cc-sd.edu • Job Placement Assistance • Accredited Member ACCSCT
- Programs Approved for Veterans • Financial Aid Available (for Qualified Students) • Bachelor’s & Associate’s (Occupational) Degree •
CAREER TRAINING

Be a part of the fastest growing healthcare profession today!

We offer:
• Accredited Masters degrees in Acupuncture & Oriental medicine
• Doctorate of Acupuncture & Oriental medicine
• Massage certification programs (San Diego & Chicago)
• Campuses in San Diego, Chicago & New York
• Financial aid & flexible schedules
• Low cost holistic clinic open to the public - Call (619) 574-6932

"I love working as an acupuncturist. There are many different types of settings available to work in from a clinic or private practice to a hospital. In my practice, I enjoy incorporating various techniques with Chinese herbal medicine and bodywork. It makes a comfortable living and have flexible hours. But, the most rewarding part is being able to help my patients feel better."

- Lauren O’Brian • B.S. - Community Health Education

Pacific College of Oriental Medicine

867 Jackman Street, El Cajon • Located 1 block west of Parkway Plaza
Call (619) 593-5111
www.valleycareercollege.com

Computer Training

Train for a career in:
• Computerized Office/Accounting
• Computer Technician/Networking
• Medical Assistant
• Dental Assistant
• Medical Insurance Billing
• Pharmacy Technician

Now enrolling in:
Hospitality Management!
Join San Diego’s hottest industry! Enroll today in Restaurant and Bartending Management courses.

Bartending & Casino Careers:
All hands-on training.
• Hands-on training in Wine, Food, and more.
• Comprehensive 8th grade and more.
• 100% job placement assistance.
• Free tour! 1-888-447-0413

Culinary & Bakery/ Pastry Arts Training
All hands-on training.
• Complete your lessons at your own pace.
• 100% job placement assistance.

Free tour! 1-888-447-0413
www.valleycareercollege.com

Valley Career College

Well-equipped kitchen classrooms. (Use the same equipment as the top restaurants.)

Your facility and seat in on a FREE professional cooking course. Contact us today to reserve your spot.

Culinary Arts. Become a professional National Schools Culinary Arts and be able to create many beautiful dishes, and join the #1 industry. Free career placement assistance, with many high end jobs available. Small classes of only 10 students per class, with proper training on gas stoves, commercial training kitchens and hands on learning. Call: 619-461-2800 for a tour and sit in a class. Learn why we are different. Visit us on the web, and see our Photo Gallery, and curriculum of all our training. Financial Aid available. www.nationalschools.com


Limited Training Funds Now Available for Veterans & Recently Discharged Iraqi War Veterans

U.S. Colleges

✓ Job Placement Assistance
✓ WIA & Low-Cost Funding
✓ Workers’ Comp Rehab/Voucher
✓ Free Training if Qualified
✓ Small Class Size
✓ MC / Visa / Discover / AmEx

San Diego Campus 619-858-3480
San Marcos Campus 760-918-8198

Maric College

“You can be a success. I can help you, just pick up the phone and call me.”

Offering Career Training in:
- Medical Assisting
- Nursing Assistant
- Vocational Nursing
- Business
- Criminal Justice
- Paralegal Studies*
- And more...

San Diego Campus • North County Campus • East County Campus

Programs vary by campus.

*Paralegals may not provide legal services to the public.

Call Now for a Brochure: www.careertraining-maric.com 888-605-3075 Dept. 231
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CAREER TRAINING

Life's good working as an Insurance Coding & Billing Specialist*

We also offer training for:
  • Medical Assistant*
  • Dental Assistant*
  • Vocational Nursing

Find the Career Training that's perfect for you!

Now Enrolling—Call Today! 1-800-870-3542
Visit us online at www.concorde4me.com

Connecting Careers

Offering:
  • Medical Assistant
  • Business Office Administration
  • Computer Systems Technician

Dental Assistant

• Massage Therapy
• Medical Billing & Insurance Coding
• Pharmacy Technician

Find the Career Training that's perfect for you!

1-877-206-1919
www.uei4you.com

Approved for Veterans, Rehab, WIA • Financial Aid Available if Qualified • Job Placement Assistance Morning and Evening Classes Available • Not All Programs Available at All Campuses

Campus Locations: 310 3rd Avenue, Suite C6, Chula Vista, CA 91910 • 3666 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 100, San Diego, CA 92123

Visit www.uei4you.com

• Massage Therapy
• Medical Billing & Insurance Coding
• Pharmacy Technician

Find the Career Training that's perfect for you!

1-877-206-1919
www.uei4you.com

Approved for Veterans, Rehab, WIA • Financial Aid Available if Qualified • Job Placement Assistance Morning and Evening Classes Available • Not All Programs Available at All Campuses

Campus Locations: 310 3rd Avenue, Suite C6, Chula Vista, CA 91910 • 3666 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 100, San Diego, CA 92123

Visit www.uei4you.com
**Medical Billing Training**

The training program at UEI is designed to prepare students for careers in medical billing. It offers job placement assistance, financial aid for those who qualify, and small classes and convenient schedules.

**Medical Office Specialist** (10 Months)

- Complete training in 10 months.
- Gain hands-on experience.
- Job placement assistance.
- Financial aid available for those who qualify.

**Medical Billing** (6 Months)

- Gain the skills necessary to work in medical billing.
- Small classes and convenient schedules.

**Medical Coding** (9 Months)

- Receive training in medical coding.
- Gain hands-on experience.
- Job placement assistance.
- Financial aid available for those who qualify.

**Medical Billing Training**

- Free refresher classes (within 1 year of paid course completion).
- No experience necessary.
- Must have high school diploma or equivalent.

**Test Preparation**

- LSAT
- GMAT
- GRE
- SAT
- Experienced faculty
- Practice exams
- Small classes
- Convenient schedules

**Paralegal Certificate**

A career in law

- Challenges positions in law firms, banks, corporations, government agencies
- Internship
- Loans available
- Employment assistance
- 3-month day/10-month evening
- Approved by the American Bar Association

**New Healthcare Career**

- MicroSkills works with these manufacturers in computer networking technologies: Microsoft, Prosoft, Cisco, and Sun.
- Complete training in just 4 months.
- Small classes and real-world, hands-on training by a CPR instructor.
- No wait! Call 760-579-9517.

**University of San Diego**

(619) 260-4579

**Test Preparation**

- Sharpen Your Skills!
- LSAT
- GMAT
- GRE
- SAT
- Experienced faculty
- Practice exams
- Small classes
- Convenient schedules
- Free refresher classes (within 1 year of paid course completion)

**Paralegal Certificate**

A Career in Law

- Challenges positions in law firms, banks, corporations, government agencies
- Internship
- Loans available
- Employment assistance
- 3-month day/10-month evening
- Approved by the American Bar Association

**Imaginations Wanted**

It’s Not Too Late Classes begin May 25, 2006

- Design
- Culinary
- Media
- Fashion*

How do you see yourself?

No matter which creative path you choose to take, you’ll be challenged to explore new, innovative ways to make your mark. Whether it’s designing a blockbuster movie poster, putting the finishing touches on a berry tart, or creating visual content for a cell phone company, it takes more than just book knowledge to be a success. It takes passion, practice, and a unique vision. The Art Institute of California-San Diego. We’re Out There!
CLASSES / LESSONS

PLACE FREE ONLINE ADS with photos at SanDiegoFinds.com. Also, see thousands of classified ads not published!

ACCLAIMED INTERNATIONAL
programming/technical support
offering crime prevention lessons. Fully
accredited. Certified. 800-351-1000.
250 pushes motorcycle. 619-660-0236.

ART CLASSES: For ages 6 months on
school. Pottery started grass, painting and more. All ages. Beginning to ad-

EAST AND WESTERN MUSIC LESSONS: voice
lessons in Popany offer all levels of instruc-
tion. Trouble figuring out a solo, or
problem just starting out, call 619-822-
1801.

CERAMICS (POTTERY), Adult wheel-
throwing lessons. Monday/Wednesday, 7-
3pm. 8 sessions. $75, all materials. Con-
firmation enrollment. Spanish Village Art
Center, Balboa Park 3501, www.
spanishvillageart.org.

DANCE CLASSES: Salsa, Hip Hop square
dancing, samba, tango, classes only $35.
Ten Left Foot Dance Club making danc-
ing fun, easy and affordable. 858-301-
1168.

DANCE INSTRUCTION: Harmony and
those who always wanted to dance! Body
dancing, tango, jazz, tap, natives, swing,
619-222-9988. Illustrated Encore Dance

DANCE LESSONS: Salsa, swing, ball-
room, square dance, and more. St. Basil
Church. Ballroom. 858-486-0064.
Amanda, 619-205-1101, amanda@
Learn to dance popular dances for only
$30/month! Program fully guaranteed.
Left Foot Dance Club, 858-301-
1168.

DANCE: Walk-become a part of today’s
television dancing in San Diego. Learn
to dance! Become a certified dance in-
structor. Beginner/intermediate classes.
com. 5508-2473.

WE PAY LESS FOR SALES TRAINING:
Please call for invitation. 619-299-
com. 760-224-7474.

FINANCIAL AID available to those who qualify.

MEDIcAl CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

• Medical Assistant
• Massage Therapy*
• Surgical Technology
• Vocational Nursing
• Insurance Coding & Billing Specialist*

*Get started without a high school diploma!

Now Enrolling—Call Today!
1-888-734-3497
Visit us online at www.concorde4me.com

4393 Imperial Ave., Ste. 100
San Diego, CA 92173
Financial aid available to those who qualify.

www.AdvancedHealthcare.com

CAREER TRAINING

Learn the real English and basic
customer service skills you need for your career:

Customer Service Representative/Manager
Administrative Assistant • Office Manager Import-Export Specialist/Manager

Career English Courses
• Earn a certificate in 8 weeks
• Get more confidence speaking English
• Increase your international career opportunities

Open House: Wednesday, June 7, 4-7 pm
Drop in, see the school and meet your teacher.
(Call anytime to make an appointment.) • Free food and drinks

INTERNSHIPS! Job Placement Assistance!
7851 Mission Center Court #262, San Diego, CA 92108 619-793-5853 • www.arrowcollege.com

www.ArrowCollegeSights.com

BELIEVE IN YOUR FUTURE

www.paulmitchelltheschool.com

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Hands-on training
• Shipyard • Oceangoing
• Maritime Learning Center™
• Training lab • School ships
• Placement • Referrals
• Maritime career
• Discovery Program
• Ages 14 and up

www.maritimecareer.com

www.sculpturehome.com

www.sculpturehome.com

619-233-9127

www.paulmitchelltheschool.com

COLLEGE OF AUTOMOTIVE MANAGEMENT

The World’s Premier Automotive Management & Lending School

FREEMACENIGHT

May 18, 2006 • 7-9 pm
La Jolla Marriott Hotel
4240 La Jolla Village Drive
La Jolla, CA 92037

Call for an invitation.

www.collegeofautomotive.com

RETAIL INDUSTRY
(AUTOMOTIVE, RV, MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRIES)
• F&I or Special Finance Manager
• $110,659/yr.*
• Leasing Sales Manager $49,095/yr.*
• Internet Sales Consultant/Manager
• Fleet Dept. Manager $82,387/yr.*
• Professional Retail Salesperson
• $49,582/yr.*

LENDING INDUSTRY
(BANKS, FINANCE COMPANIES, MORTGAGE
COMPANIES, AND CREDIT UNIONS)
• Automotive Loan Underwriter/ Loan Processor
• Loan Officer $62,000/yr.*
• Corporate Sales Representative
• (for any industry)

Rethink (Voucher), WIA, VA Approved
Free Career Assistance with Our Employer Partners

Student loans, including up to $4,000 cash back for personal living expenses while in school,
are available to those who qualify. Affordable monthly payments for any credit situation.
Some employer partners may also reimburse some or all of your tuition.

800-255-9110

www.collegeofautomotive.com

*Average income according to information published by the National Automobile Dealers Association, McLean, VA, for the year ending 2004 in Western Region US, which includes OR, WA, HI and CA for automotive dealers only. **Average income according to information published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics website. These statistics are not meant to be an expected or implied slave of what your grade and/or earn, which may be higher or lower than these figures. Individual results vary.
**DANCE.** Don't it take you to dance? Receive seven free Salsa dance lessons just for visiting www.salsanews4u.com.

**SINGING:** Learn to sing! Free lesson, $30/hr. Call 619-265-4015.

**GUITAR/FLUTE/CLARINET/PIANO/DRUMS/KARATE.** Lessons at all levels! 619-247-1537.

**GUITAR COACH.** Beginner & advanced players. Private instruction. 858-637-9800.

**LEGAL**

**GUN ATTORNEY.** admits in all courts. Will advise, defend & negotiate. 858-450-8080.

**FREE LEGAL CONSULTATION.** 619-387-7961.

**ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT**

**THEATRE**

**WAITERS & WAITRESSES WANTED.** No experience necessary. 858-265-9858.

**THE CARIBLLO ACADEMY OF THE SWORD**

**Advanced Training**

**Beginner's Class**

**Instructor: Fabio Santos**

**619-229-0022**

**4780 F Minion Grove Place**

**Spanish**

**“Learn everyday Spanish conversation through dialogues.”**

**For: Private or small groups**

**Day or evening classes**

**Spanish Language Center**

**619-853-0400**

**13000 Blackstone Drive**

**My Mission**

**INSTRUCTION**

**Where The Winners Train!**

**FABIO SANTOS**

**619-853-0400**

**13000 Blackstone Drive**

**Spanish Language Center**

**San Diego, Calif.**

**619-853-0400**

**San Diego, Calif.**

**www.SanDiegoReader.com/195**
Use your credit card
No 900 access? Call anyone day or night to purchase a block of calling time and charge it to your Visa, MasterCard, Discover or American Express... for as little as $1.25 per minute.

Call 1-800-360-9496 24 hours
No refunds. You may also purchase time at our office with cash or check only.

Send an e-mail
Matches are now on the Web. You may search by specifying criteria such as age, ethnicity and non-smoking. Respond to most ads by sending an anonymous e-mail for a nominal charge. You may also listen to intros.

San Diego Reader
From this page, click on "Matches."

3 Ways to Respond to READER MATCHES ADS!

Call 1-900-844-6282
The cost is $1.99 per minute. You must be at least 18 years old to call. Call and enter the number at the end of an ad to hear the advertiser’s introduction and leave a message. The date in the ad is the last day to reply. The charge will appear on your phone bill as "Dating?" Questions? 619-235-8200 x416

Try online placement for your Reader Matches Ad!

Meet Your Match. Get a free ad in the Reader and on the Web at SanDiegoReader.com, and a free voice mailbox for recording and receiving messages. Questions? Call 619-235-8200, 8:30-5:00, Mon.-Fri.

Free Online Placement
Ads submitted online receive e-mail responses and voicemail responses. Tell more about yourself and upload a photo, too! These features are free. Online placement deadline: 7 am, Saturday.

Meet your match! Use the form below to place your free, 2-week Reader Matches Ad and get your free Voice Mailbox.

OPTIONALHEADLINE: 20 characters per line including spaces, the first initial of each word is capitalized; abbreviations and unusual punctuation will not be accepted; the cost of each line is $12. Continue on a separate sheet if necessary.

PRINT CLEARLY:
First 25 words are FREE. $1.20/additional word. Do not abbreviate words. Continue on a separate sheet if necessary.

We must have the following information. Please print.

Name
Address
City
Zip
Phone (day) ( )
Phone (evening) ( )
Signature
To receive e-mail responses, simply provide your address below. (Don’t worry, your e-mail address will not be revealed).

E-mail:
Choose One:
□ Woman seeking a man
□ Man seeking a woman
□ Shared interests

Reader Matches Voice Mailbox ............... $ FREE
Headlines ___ x $12 each line ............. $ FREE
First 25 words of printed ad .................. $ FREE
Additional words ___ x $1.20 each ...... $ FREE
Late fee for walk in fee: $20 ............... $ FREE
TOTAL ........................................ $ FREE

No cancellations. No refunds. Make check or money order payable to San Diego Reader. To order using Visa, MasterCard or Discover, please fill out the following:

Card number
Expiration date
Signature

Counseling & Support Groups

Place free online ads with photos at SanDiegoReader.com. Also, see thousands of classified ads not printed here.

Are you mad at someone? Stockpiling your anger constructively. Gain power, control, reduce conflict and improve your ability to express yourself. Seminars with Jay Schneider, LCSW at 3380. Call 619-532-5073 or 858-355-5090.


Counseling/Dream Study. Curious, or helped by your dreams? It’s time to get your dream story on the page. Call for a nominal charge. You may also listen to most ads by sending an anonymous e-mail.

Are you a musician? Want to promote your act? Increase local exposure. Can’t get online? Fill out the form, and on

Try online placement for your Reader Matches Ad!

Meet Your Match. Get a free ad in the Reader and on the Web at SanDiegoReader.com, and a free voice mailbox for recording and receiving messages. Questions? Call 619-235-8200, 8:30-5:00, Mon.-Fri.

Free Online Placement
Ads submitted online receive e-mail responses and voicemail responses. Tell more about yourself and upload a photo, too! These features are free. Online placement deadline: 7 am, Saturday.

Meet your match! Use the form below to place your free, 2-week Reader Matches Ad and get your free Voice Mailbox.

OPTIONALHEADLINE: 20 characters per line including spaces, the first initial of each word is capitalized; abbreviations and unusual punctuation will not be accepted; the cost of each line is $12. Continue on a separate sheet if necessary.

PRINT CLEARLY:
First 25 words are FREE. $1.20/additional word. Do not abbreviate words. Continue on a separate sheet if necessary.

We must have the following information. Please print.

Name
Address
City
Zip
Phone (day) ( )
Phone (evening) ( )
Signature
To receive e-mail responses, simply provide your address below. (Don’t worry, your e-mail address will not be revealed).

E-mail:
Choose One:
□ Woman seeking a man
□ Man seeking a woman
□ Shared interests

Reader Matches Voice Mailbox ............... $ FREE
Headlines ___ x $12 each line ............. $ FREE
First 25 words of printed ad .................. $ FREE
Additional words ___ x $1.20 each ...... $ FREE
Late fee for walk in fee: $20 ............... $ FREE
TOTAL ........................................ $ FREE

No cancellations. No refunds. Make check or money order payable to San Diego Reader. To order using Visa, MasterCard or Discover, please fill out the following:

Card number
Expiration date
Signature

Counseling & Support Groups

Place free online ads with photos at SanDiegoReader.com. Also, see thousands of classified ads not printed here.

Are you mad at someone? Stockpiling your anger constructively. Gain power, control, reduce conflict and improve your ability to express yourself. Seminars with Jay Schneider, LCSW at 3380. Call 619-532-5073 or 858-355-5090.


Counseling/Dream Study. Curious, or helped by your dreams? It’s time to get your dream story on the page. Call for a nominal charge. You may also listen to most ads by sending an anonymous e-mail.
YOUTHFUL, FIT SENIOR who enjoys active, adventure, humor, and spirituality looks to share with you... a youthful, fit, attractive, secure, honest asian gentleman. Let’s have fun, lots of fun! (5/17)

ATTRACTIVE, CARING, Dining, vacation, spiritual, sharing interests, seeking lifetime partner with same. Interested in meeting someone for a lifetime relationship, or friendship or more, with same. Love to dress up. Enjoy time with tall, retired gentleman of quality and spirit! (5/24)

NUTRIENT MEDICINE, good-looking, no stress, no sugar, yoga, tai chi, happy, healthy, relaxed, spiritual, non-smoker, call. (5/24)
THE READER PUZZLE

by David Levinson Wilk

Across
1. TNT alternative
2. "Mrs. Henderson Presents" star
3. Channel for the politically aware
4. "Well, ____-di-dah!"
5. Waikiki greeting
6. Similar
7. Nickname for a young Vader
8. "Not now!"
9. Brought forth
10. A Bible-thumping Republican's dream political ticket?
11. Crise de discovery
12. They may be picked
13. Place to order a California roll
15. Is historic
16. "____ tree falls in the forest..."
17. "...and the blades of grass move."
18. Have a word with
19. Half and half
20. "Hey Jude" syllables
21. 50:00, 10:30
22. Across, as an adult
23. Adopted son of Caesar
24. "Bye"
25. Condo division
26. Hogs and hens
27. Featherly accessory
28. Vinyl collection
29. "____ Slave 4 U"
30. "____ Wiedersehen"
31. "Well, ____-di-dah!"
32. "The Addams Family" uncle
33. Is histrionic
34. "____ Wiedersehen"
35. "____ in the forest..."
36. Thanksgiving option
37. "____ Slave 4 U"
38. "____ Wiedersehen"
39. "____ Wiedersehen"
40. "____ Wiedersehen"
41. Bleat
42. It's always at the end
43. Begin liking
44. "____ slave 4 U"
45. Stretching
46. "____ slave 4 U"
47. "Hey Jude"
48. "____ slave 4 U"
49. "Hey Jude"
50. "____ slave 4 U"
51. "____ slave 4 U"
52. "____ slave 4 U"
53. "____ slave 4 U"
54. "____ slave 4 U"
55. "____ slave 4 U"
56. "____ slave 4 U"
57. "____ slave 4 U"
58. "____ slave 4 U"
59. "____ slave 4 U"
60. "____ slave 4 U"

Down
1. "Boo"
2. Fu, mustache
3. Spanish boys
4. "Boozy Gaffie" painter
5. Verve
6. "This is... test"
7. "Big Brother" host Julie
8. "50472"
9. Hack
10. Rain pellets of ice
11. Ebb for he, say
12. Alas, preceder
13. Bring home
14. Son of Jacob
15. "____ Wiedersehen"
16. "____ Wiedersehen"
17. Whistle-blower on a court

RULES OF THE GAME

1. The prize for solving the Reader Puzzle will be a Reader T-shirt.
2. All entries in the Reader Puzzle contest must be received by the Reader by 5:00 a.m. Tuesday, five days following the issue date (Fax to 619-231-0489 or U.S. Mail to Reader P.O. Box 89801, San Diego, CA 92138-0480).
3. All entries must be accompanied by your name and address. Employees of the Reader and their immediate families are not eligible.
4. In the event of disputes or ties, decisions of the judges will be final and absolute. We’ve only got five winners, so we’ll have a lottery. All answers must be entered in the space allowed on the puzzle page. And please do not phone calls or trips to our office.
5. One entry per person.

Solution to and winners of the Reader Puzzle by 5/16

1. The prize for solving the Reader Puzzle will be a Reader T-shirt.
2. All entries must be accompanied by your name and address. Employees of the Reader and their immediate families are not eligible.
3. In the event of disputes or ties, decisions of the judges will be final and absolute. We’ve only got five winners, so we’ll have a lottery. All answers must be entered in the space allowed on the puzzle page. And please do not phone calls or trips to our office.
4. One entry per person.

The winners are:
1. Shannon Gilbert, Chula Vista
2. Cecilia Zeag, San Diego
3. Bill Gaudens, San Diego
4. Tom Daly, Encinitas
5. David Panta, San Diego

Very Good Looking, Widower, tall, attractive blonde, Seeking Caucasian, evolutionary, educated. Seeking slender to average woman for reasonable, adventurous, liberal, well-traveled. (5/17)

Solution to and winners of the Reader Puzzle by 5/16

1. The prize for solving the Reader Puzzle will be a Reader T-shirt.
2. All entries must be accompanied by your name and address. Employees of the Reader and their immediate families are not eligible.
3. In the event of disputes or ties, decisions of the judges will be final and absolute. We’ve only got five winners, so we’ll have a lottery. All answers must be entered in the space allowed on the puzzle page. And please do not phone calls or trips to our office.
4. One entry per person.

The winners are:
1. Shannon Gilbert, Chula Vista
2. Cecilia Zeag, San Diego
3. Bill Gaudens, San Diego
4. Tom Daly, Encinitas
5. David Panta, San Diego
Call the free Roommate Hotline! 235-2415

Soon after advertisers place their ads, their spoken introduc-
tions go on the Roommate Hotline. This lets you hear
listings before they’re printed in the Reader.

Call 24 hours/day & choose option two. Select listings by
gender, price and area. Listings updated daily.

CHULA VISTA, SOUTH, $625/month
Nice quiet home/neighborhood. Near SDSU.
Near 805. Available, need friendliest rent.
No drugs, alcohol, smoking pets. 619-
222-2563.

CHULA VISTA, Room for rent, utilities
included. In 2500 sq ft home. Quiet
neighborhood. Rent includes utilities.
Near SDSU. Available now. Dolly,
619-862-0771.

COLLEGE AREA, $750. Large private
room in 3-bedroom house. Quiet
neighborhood. Snowbirds welcome.

COLLEGE AREA, $750. Room in
3-bedroom house. Near SDSU.
Shared bathroom. Nicely furnished.
Available 7/1. Call 858-279-4825.

COLLEGE AREA, $775. 2 Bath
rooms available in 4 bedroom
house. Across from San Diego
State University. Available 6/1/06.
858-245-7188.

CORONADO, $575. Room in house,
in nice area. Quiet. washer/dryer,
24 hour usage. $450/month, deposit
$400. Available now. Sheryl,
858-245-7188.

DELMAR, $450/month, deposit
$200. Utilities included. Cindy 619-
579-1379.

ESCONDIDO, $650/month, $300/deposit.
Central location. Nonsmoker.
619-235-2415, x1702.

ENCINITAS, Room for rent in 3 bed-
room house. Home is near beach. No
smoking/pets. $450/month, deposit
$200. Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

ENCINITAS, Room in 5 bedroom
townhouse. Room is in a split
level, includes utilities and cable.
Quiet area. Available 5/12.
858-245-5865.

FASHION VALLEY/USD, $575.
Large private room in shared
house, 3 bedrom. Near bus, downtown,
Pacific Beach. No pets. Available now.
Sheila 858-245-7188.

FASHION VALLEY/USD, Room for
rent in 3 bedroom house. Quiet,
private. $450/month, deposit
$200. Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

FASHION VALLEY/USD, Room in
3 bedroom townhouse. Large,
sunny room in quiet area.
Shared bathroom. Available now.
619-445-7763.

GOLDEN HILL, $400/month plus
$200 deposit. Share a 2 bedroom
home. Private bath. Washer/dryer,
Fenced Yard. Non-smoking no
drugs. 780-746-5984.

HOTEL & FARM, Quiet, clean
apartment. Have 2 cats. Large, sunny
room in small, quiet beach
house. Private entrance, phone
line, cable. Share bath. Nonsmoker
female preferred. 704-496-3444.

LA JUNTA, Room in 3 bedroom
house, 3 bath. Friendly
family. Includes utilities, cable. Near
SDSU, downtown. Available
6/1/06. 858-245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $450/month, deposit
$200. Utilities/DSL included. Pat,
760-436-9734.

LA JUNTA, Room in 3 bedroom
townhouse, shared bathroom, 2
beds, 2 baths. Quiet/clean. Available
May 1, 619-398-5749.

LA JUNTA, $450/month, deposit
$200. Near freeway and
shopping. washer/dryer, 2-car
garage. Near freeway and
shopping. Available May 1.
619-398-5749.

LA JUNTA, $575/month, deposit
$200. Near SDSU, downtown.
5/12. 858-245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $575/month plus 1/3
utilities ($29). Oceanview 4 bed-
room, 2-1/2 bath house. Available

LA JUNTA, $575/month, deposit
$400. Cat here, no
smoking/pets. Available now.
Sheryl, 858-245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $575. Large private
room in 3 bedroom house with
large, sunny room in quiet
area, near SDSU. Available
6/1/06. 858-245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month, inudes
all utilities. Available 6/1/06.
858-245-7188.

LA JUNTA, Room in 2 bedroom
apartment. Part-time companion
needed for household duties and
errands. Call 619-293-2562.

LA JUNTA, $600/month, shared
bedroom, in quiet area. Available
5/1/06. 858-245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month, 1/4
utilities. Male preferred. 2 indoor cats.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities. Available now.
Sheryl 858-245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, cable, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, cable. Available now.
Sheryl 858-245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl, 858-
245-7188.

LA JUNTA, $600/month. Includes
all utilities, hi-speed internet.
Available now. Sheryl 858-
245-7188.
FAMOUS FORMER NEIGHBORS


SERVICES DIRECTORY 619-235-8200

HOME

Air Conditioning

Amsoco Cooling

Air conditioning & heating. Commercial & residential. All service, repair, maintenance, 24/7. 619-632-8500; 619-401-0454. Website: www.amsoco-cooling.com

Auto Reconditioning


Bathrooms

Tubs Refinished

Save your old, worn-out bathtubs/sinks by Las Nubes. 858-488-8667. Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover accepted.

Bathrooms Remodel


Cabinets

Custom Cabinets

Custom cabinetry, kitchen cabinets, vanities, countertops, garage, laundry, etc. For free estimate, call 619-629-1797.

Cabinets

Bee Removal


Carpets

JB’s Clean Carpets

$15/month. Includes deep cleaning and personal attention. 619-571-0663.

Contractors

CONTRACTORS

Concrete for Less


CONSTRUCTION

Contractor

Terry's, fungus, dry-rot specialists. Deep, pond cover, home improvements. Licensed, Bonded. 25 years experience. 619-420-3619.

Kitchen And Bath Remodel


CLEARING

Liza’s Cleaning

We offer: Weekly, Bi-Weekly, and Monthly cleaning. We also do window cleaning. 619-377-9844 or 619-432-8504.

Professional House Cleaning

We clean your house weekly or bi-weekly. Monthly rates. 619-475-0097.

Hate to Clean?

Dust Bunnies

Cleaning service by experienced professional. For home, offices, remodeling, house cleaning. 619-401-0454.

We Clean Everything

Houses, apartments, condos, offices, garages, move-outs, etc. Very reasonable rates. Free estimate, special rates for non-profit organizations. 619-391-8815.

Cementar

Concrete


Concrete

Remodeling, Additions and Restoration

Licensed contractor with 25 years experience. Custom homes, remodeling, new construction, additions. 858-686-5804. Work guaranteed. 6 Senior discounts. Member of the BBB. 619-663-6097.

Remodeling, Additions and Restoration

Free Estimates

All your electrical needs. Fast and friendly service. 619-717-8801; 619-401-0454.

Electrician

California Fence


Fence Fencing

Fort Fencing


FLOORING

Floors & More!

Wood, laminate, tile, slate. 619-396-9029.

CROWN MOLDING

Moldings for Less

Professional crown molding installation, repair, trim. 619-663-6097.

DECKS

Deck Construction

Fully licensed, bonded and insured. 619-396-9029.

DESIGN

Creative Designs

Custom design and build. Build your dream home stress free. 619-663-6097.

GARDENING

Las Nubes

Design, landscaping, patios (concrete, asphalt), and new installation. Consulting and management services. 619-663-6097.

GLASS AND MIRROR

Tub and Shower

Decorative glass, mirrors, Sliding doors, Windows and glass, Tempered glass. 619-818-2533.

HANDYMAN

Handyman On Demand

Handyman On Demand in San Diego, Inc is San Diego’s most trusted professional service. Lic#161755. 619-396-9029; 619-694-2369.

Hardwood

Housing Remodeling, flooring and Hardwood laminate installation, installation, refinishing, sanding, and Hardwood floor sanding. Accepting credit cards. 619-396-9029; 619-797-2761.

J ust Call John


24/7 Handyman

Property repairs & maintenance: Interior/Exterior, Carpentry, drywall, painting, electrical, plumbing, cleaning, etc. 15 years experience. 619-401-0454.

Preferred Handyman


All-Out Hauler

Fast, friendly, professional pickup. Also does landscaping, driveway cleaning, lawn cleaning, snow plowing, 411-470-8300. 619-396-9029.
Your own private bedroom with vaulted ceilings and cable. Your own private bath and furniture. Furnished or unfurnished.

Choose your dream home.

Your choice. Share生活方式, garage parking, or garden area. Available May 20.

PACIFIC BEACH, Room $800: Includes shared kitchen, utilities, cable and laundry. Peaceful garden setting. Near shops, cafes, banks, courts, no inside smoking.

Phone: 858-493-0977.


Phone: 858-539-8571.

PACIFICA BY THE SEA: Room $950, includes utilities and cable TV. Amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

PACIFIC BEACH, South: $1100: Includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

PACIFIC BEACH, $800, House: 5 blocks to ocean. Nice, clean and quiet. 2 bedroom, 1/2 bath, utilities. Female Only. Available 6/1. Deposit required.


Phone: 619-292-8528.

POINT LOMA/BUENA VISTA: $700, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.


POINT LOMA, PARK: Perfect, available 5/1. 2 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath townhouse, Ocean view, gym, pool, BBQ, 2 year old baby. $1300. Call 858-575-0434.


SAN CARLOS: $600, unfurnished bedroom. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, large closets. Large room, own bath. Female only. Available 6/1. Deposit required. Phone: 858-675-0568.

SAN DIEGO: $1500, 4 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath with male. 2 blocks from UCSD. $5000 deposit, 1/3 utilities, cable, internet, 5000 square feet. Available 6/1. Phone: 858-478-9471.


SAN DIEGO: $625, Furnished or unfurnished, large room, own bathroom in bright 3 bedroom, 2 bath townhome. Unfurnished room, own bathroom in bright 3 bedroom, 2 bath townhome. Quiet neighborhood. Nonsmoking, drugs, no pets. $750/month, 1/2 utilities. 858-695-1931.


SERRA BONDS: $1150, includes all utilities. 2 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, kitchen, living area, private entrance. Close to UCSD. Ocean view. Heat, cable, Internet, laundry. Amenities. No animals.

Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1100, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1150, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1175, includes all utilities. 5 bedroom, 3 bath, kitchen, living area, private entrance. Close to UCSD. Ocean view. Heat, cable, Internet, laundry. Amenities. No animals.

Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1200, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1300, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1375, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1400, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1410, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1450, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1500, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1550, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1600, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1700, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1750, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1800, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $1920, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.


SERRA BONDS: $2050, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.

SERRA BONDS: $2100, includes utilities and cable TV, amenities. Quiet area in the back of the house. No pets. Phone: 858-575-0620.
The night of the wedding, ha-ha. Oh, you said my least favorite part of a wedding. Well, then I'd say the Mass is my least favorite part. It takes too much time and it's boring. A lot of weddings I've been to have Masses in the middle, and they're-Oh, an extra hour. And you can't just go to the party afterwards, you have to go to the ceremony first! I got married at a civil ceremony because a lot of my family wasn't around for the wedding, but my wife and I are thinking of having a Catholic wedding later when more of our family can attend. I'd say 25 is a good time to get married for a guy, and a girl's good to marry anytime after her 15th birthday.

Getting dressed up can be bad because it's just easier to walk around in bare feet. I love our wedding shoes. The people, the food, the people, the food. It's easy to get drunk at weddings, because there's usually an open bar. Friends might not be able to have any drinks, so I don't get to have any drinks either. I've been to a cash bar, and I didn't enjoy myself. With an open bar, there's much more focus on drunkenness and dancing. Everyone's getting married. I do feel the pressure. My internal metabolic clock tells me my eggs are losing their value and it's not as special as it used to be.
BANKER'S HILL. $895. 1 bedroom cot. $895. 500 3rd Ave. 619-692-6918.


GLOBAL HILL. $1450/month. 2 plus bedroom, 2 bath. Chef style kitchen, granite countertops, fireplace. Call 619-698-2511.


LA JOLLA. $1795. 1 bedroom, 1 bath. 1-car garage. 1504 Drexel Drive. 619-299-6577.


NINE MILE CREEK. $1600, 3 bedroom, 1 bath. Washer/dryer. 1032 Pennsylvania. 858-573-0233.


SPRING VALLEY. $2300. 2 plus bedroom, 2 bath. Near bus line. 44531 Calexico Avenue. 619-760-0415.


HOLLYWOOD. $1600, 3 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath plus separate 2-room guest cottage. All appliances, washer/dryer, skylight, hardwood floors. Shared yard, fireplace, garage. 1520 square feet. 2034 Skyview Drive. 619-298-6339.


LA Jolla. $2400. 2 bedroom, 2 bath. 2 car garage. 1504 Drexel Drive. 619-299-6577.

LA Jolla. $2400. 2 bedroom, 1 bath. 1-car garage. 44531 Calexico Avenue. 619-760-0415.

LA MESA. $3100/month. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2-car garage. Flat fee for water. Must see! 5056 Poway Road. Rent: 858-567-8675.

LA Jolla. $3300/month. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2-car garage. Flat fee for water. Must see! 5056 Poway Road. Rent: 858-567-8675.

LA Jolla. $3300/month. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2-car garage. Flat fee for water. Must see! 5056 Poway Road. Rent: 858-567-8675.

LA Jolla. $3300/month. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2-car garage. Flat fee for water. Must see! 5056 Poway Road. Rent: 858-567-8675.

LA Jolla. $3300/month. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2-car garage. Flat fee for water. Must see! 5056 Poway Road. Rent: 858-567-8675.
**SONOMA**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - Adjoining 2 bedroom cottage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $1950
  - 619-574-0558

- **3 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2200
  - 619-574-0558

**MISSION VALLEY**

- **1 bedroom cottage**
  - Close to Mira Mesa
  - Pets OK
  - Available now
  - 619-295-1879

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2350
  - 619-574-0558

**MIRAMAR**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $1995
  - 619-299-5249

**MISSION BEACH**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $1800
  - 619-299-5249

**LA JUNTA**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $1995
  - 619-299-5249

**LA Jolla**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2350
  - 619-574-0558

**LA MESA**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2200
  - 619-574-0558

**LA HABRA HEIGHTS**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2395
  - 619-574-0558

**LA COSTA**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2495
  - 619-574-0558

**SAN CARLOS**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2450
  - 619-574-0558

**SANDIEGO**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2595
  - 619-574-0558

**SAN DIEGO**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2695
  - 619-574-0558

**SAN DIEGO**

- **2 bedroom cottage**
  - With garage
  - All utilities included
  - Combined rental price: $2795
  - 619-574-0558
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEALTH &amp; BEAUTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golden Touch Skincare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Michael Goldsmith Optometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair by Michelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair Sensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood Tans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Kim Hoss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert M. Howard Eyecare Plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implant Dentistry of San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Balance Massage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside-Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan free tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% off any service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% off permanent hair removal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% off facial treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% off TWAS Tuesdays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Jolla Cosmetic Laser Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Jolla Hair Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Levy, D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Lozere, D.O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-rays, cleaning &amp; exam $49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massage Therapy Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Massimei, D.D.S., APC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Spa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spa 838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya of London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-toe treatment $145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beach Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian laser hair removal $990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringless Low Carb Foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
San Diego • 858-576-7449


BAY PARK. Two bedroom apartments, $775. 521-2050.

BAY PARK. Newly remodeled, spacious 1 bedroom. Nonsmoking, no pets. Ask about our open house special Saturday, 11am-6pm. Conveniently located near downtown. Close to dining, shopping, and entertainment. Contact me for more information. Breeannadail@aol.com. 619-286-5188.


CHULA VISTA. One bedroom, 1 bath, $800. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CARLSBAD. One bedroom, 1 bath, 3 blocks to beach. Carpet, patio/balcony. $750. For details, call 619-299-8515.

CARLSBAD. Two bedroom apartment, $850, deposit $600. Secure, gated community. On-site laundry. $400/deposit, off first month's rent! Low deposit! 267 H Street #C. 619-299-8515.

CARMEL VALLEY. $700, deposit $450. bedrooms (I-54 to Woodman, left on Alta View). Condo! Walk to the beach and village. Private garage, 1 or 2 bedroom available with deposit. Conrad Villas Apartments. 704-941-2900.

CASA DE ORO. One bedroom, 1 bath, $775. 591-1211x1. 1 bedroom, 1 bath, $850. Spacious, beautiful view, quiet. 140 West Kalmia. Call 619-480-4286.

CASA DE ORO. One bedroom, 1 bath, $700. 103-4182. 1 bedroom, 1 bath, $700. 925-6475.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, 500 feet from beach. Peak ocean view! Washer/dryer, 1800 square foot corner unit on 5th floor upgraded with granite throughout, 1 bedroom, 1 bath. Spacious. Central location. $1200 rent. $800 deposit. 515 Park Avenue. 619-718-6565, 619-851-8079.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, 1050 square feet. 140 West Kalmia. Call 619-480-4286.


CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $965. 1100; www.cethron.com.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $800. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $795. Located near downtown. Close to dining, shopping, and entertainment. Contact me for more information. Breeannadail@aol.com. 619-286-5188.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.

CAYUCOS. One bedroom, 1 bath, $750. Includes lights, heat, water. 405 E Agua Perla. 619-477-1045.
EDEN, $1050. 1 bedroom duplex. 760-728-1131.

DOWNTOWN/LITTLE ITALY.
San Diego Apartments, 245 West Beech Street 101.

SAN DIEGO MANUFACTURED HOUSING
1012 Mission Gorge Rd. • Santee • 619-449-1440

First-time Homeowners Wanted!

$250,000 Home/Condo for $1276/month
$300,000 Home/Condo for $1513/month
$350,000 Home/Condo for $1787/month
$400,000 Home/Condo for $2042/month

Down Payment Assistance $15K (no payment required)
Closing Cost Assistance $9K (no payment required)
Low Credit Score No Problem (620 or above FICO)

CALL TODAY! MOVE IN NEXT MONTH!
800-736-5126
THE MORTGAGE HOUSE
6310 Greenwich Dr. #120 • San Diego 92122

Making Home Ownership Affordable!
More space for the money!
Available for leased communities or for private property.

P.S. MUeller by Pete Mueller ©2006

San Diego Manufactured Housing

Don't Rent, Buy Today!

San Diego Manufactured Housing

High-quality construction meeting the toughest industry standards!

DOWNTOWN/SAN DIEGO.
Acqua Vista.

DOWNTOWN/GASLAMP.

DOWNTOWN/LITTLE ITALY.

DOWNTOWN/SAN DIEGO.
DOWNTOWN/LITTLE ITALY.

DOWNTOWN/LITTLE ITALY.

DOWNTOWN/MAUNA KEA.

DOWNTOWN/MAUNA KEA.

FASHION VALLEY.

DOWNTOWN/MAUNA KEA.

DOWNTOWN/MAUNA KEA.

DOWNTOWN/MAUNA KEA.

DOWNTOWN/LITTLE ITALY.

DOWNTOWN/MAUNA KEA.

DOWNTOWN/MAUNA KEA.

DOWNTOWN/SAN DIEGO.
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ZIPPY

May move-in special! $650 per month for 6 months!

Utilities included! Single occupancy. (Income qualify — ask for details!)

Features:
- Air conditioning
- Full bath
- Kitchenette
- Balcony with bay/ballpark views
- Clubhouse
- Business center
- Gated community
- Courtyard
- On-site management
- Close to shopping, restaurants, entertainment
- Easy access to bus/train
- Near freeways

Visit Us!
Monday–Friday 9 am–6 pm
Saturday 8 am–5 pm
Located in East Village
Near Petco Park

ISLAND VILLAGE

1245 Market Street
San Diego, CA 92101
Call toll-free: 1-800-351-0613
STORY MINUTE

by Carol Lay ©2006

San Carlos
Townhouse
Apartments

Very Large Apartments:

1 Bedroom • 780 sq. ft. • $980 & Up • Deposit Special!
2 Bedroom • 1,160 sq. ft. • $1,395 & Up

- Clubhouse with lounge
- Pool, spa, gym & sauna
- Barbecues
- Air conditioning
- Microwave

Next door to a golf course, walk to Cowles Mountain, close to Lake Murray and Mission Trails Park.

6867 Golfcrest Drive
(corner of Jackson & Golfcrest)
(619) 460-8343
E-mail: SanCarlosApts@att.net

LEUCADIA/LA COSTA.


LA Jolla.


LA Jolla.

$2000 to $2300, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, Park at La Jolla. Luxury apartments, fireplace, laundry, pool, patio. $2300/month. 7060 La Jolla Village Drive. 619-237-6777.

LA Jolla.

$1995 to $2150, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, Park at La Jolla. La Jolla Shores. 619-237-6777.

LA Jolla.

$1800 to $1950, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, Park at La Jolla. Across from University of California. $1950/month. 7060 La Jolla Village Drive. 619-237-6777.

LA Jolla.

$1995 to $2100, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, Park at La Jolla. Across from University of California. $2100/month. 7060 La Jolla Village Drive. 619-237-6777.

LA Jolla.

$1995 to $2150, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, Park at La Jolla. Across from University of California. $2150/month. 7060 La Jolla Village Drive. 619-237-6777.

LA Jolla.

**SDSU Healthy Homes Study**

**LITTLE ITALY.** Brand new 1 bedroom condo. bay view. washer/dryer in unit. parking. air conditioning. large patio. 619-594-6487.

**MISSION BEACH.** 3 bedroom, 2 bath townhome. 50% below market rate. Includes all amenities including washer/dryer. Very quiet location. 619-296-4413.

**MISSION BEACH.** 3 bedroom, 2 bath home. Close to beach. Close to all amenities including washer/dryer. Very quiet location. 619-296-4413.

**MISSION BEACH.** 3 bedroom, 2 bath home. Close to beach. Close to all amenities including washer/dryer. Very quiet location. 619-296-4413.

**MORE Property Management**

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friendly. 619-692-3255.

**MISSION HILLS.** 1 bedroom, 1 bath. This charming 1 bedroom apartment. Private, beautifully decorated. Pet friend...
1805 Fwy
214
NORTH PARK.

PACIFIC BEACH

Historic Talmadge
Kensington Area

2 Bedroom/2 Baths from 1'265
3 Bedroom/2 Baths from 1'645

2 Bedroom/2 1/2 Bath Townhouse 1'440

- Mission Valley Area • Gated Community
- Pool/Spa/Sauna • Central Air/Heat
- Dishwasher/Microwave • Balcony/Patio
- Covered Parking • Small Pets Welcome

4454 44th Street • www.pacificliving.com
Call today: 1-800-372-9146

PACIFIC BEACH LIVING!

Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms starting at 1125

Look and Lease Special!

Spacious floor plans. Large closets. High-speed Internet
2 laundry facilities. Fitness center. Pool/Spa/BBQ
Barbecue picnic area. Private balcony/patio. Garages available

Extra storage rooms available. Controlled access on bike trail to Pacific Beach

2636 Grand Avenue
San Diego, CA 92109
Call toll-free: 1-800-490-6372

THE PACIFIC

PACIFIC BEACH, 3 bedroom

- Oversized bedrooms and walk-in closets
- Large windows allow maximum light
- Walk-in closet or storage space
- Flexible lease terms
- Near SDSU

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Balcony/patio
- Covered parking
- Large, sunny, spacious

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Spacious, fireplace, dishwasher
- Quiet area near bay
- Walk-in closet

PACIFIC BEACH CROWN POINT

- 1 bedroom, 1 bath
- Large balcony/patio
- Secure building
- Laundry facilities

PACIFIC BEACH, Bayside

- 2 bedroom, 2 bath
- Fireplace
- Walk-in closet

PACIFIC BEACH, Bayside

- 2 bedroom, 2 bath
- Large, upstairs and unit with balcony

AZTEC PACIFIC APARTMENTS

6663 Montezuma Rd, San Diego
www.pacificliving.com
Toll-Free: 1-800-433-6120

Studio $825, $835 deposit. 1 parking. Allowed pets ok. 4319-1/2, 4321 Lamont. 858-279-3010.

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 Bedroom

- Oversized bedrooms
- Large windows allow maximum light
- Bike trail to Pacific Beach

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Washer/dryer
- Dishwasher
- Walk-in closet
- Parking

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Large, sunny, spacious
- Balcony/patio
- 2nd bedroom

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Washer/dryer
- Dishwasher
- Walk-in closet
- Parking

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Balcony/patio
- Covered parking
- Large, sunny, spacious

PACIFIC BEACH, 3 bedroom

- Oversized bedrooms and walk-in closets
- Large windows allow maximum light
- Walk-in closet or storage space
- Flexible lease terms
- Near SDSU

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Balcony/patio
- Covered parking
- Large, sunny, spacious

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Spacious, fireplace, dishwasher
- Quiet area near bay
- Walk-in closet

PACIFIC BEACH CROWN POINT

- 1 bedroom, 1 bath
- Large balcony/patio
- Secure building
- Laundry facilities

PACIFIC BEACH, Bayside

- 2 bedroom, 2 bath
- Fireplace
- Walk-in closet

PACIFIC BEACH, Bayside

- 2 bedroom, 2 bath
- Large, upstairs and unit with balcony

AZTEC PACIFIC APARTMENTS

6663 Montezuma Rd, San Diego
www.pacificliving.com
Toll-Free: 1-800-433-6120

Studio $825, $835 deposit. 1 parking. Allowed pets ok. 4319-1/2, 4321 Lamont. 858-279-3010.

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 Bedroom

- Oversized bedrooms
- Large windows allow maximum light
- Bike trail to Pacific Beach

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Washer/dryer
- Dishwasher
- Walk-in closet
- Parking

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Large, sunny, spacious
- Balcony/patio
- 2nd bedroom

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Washer/dryer
- Dishwasher
- Walk-in closet
- Parking

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Balcony/patio
- Covered parking
- Large, sunny, spacious

PACIFIC BEACH, 3 bedroom

- Oversized bedrooms and walk-in closets
- Large windows allow maximum light
- Walk-in closet or storage space
- Flexible lease terms
- Near SDSU

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Balcony/patio
- Covered parking
- Large, sunny, spacious

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Spacious, fireplace, dishwasher
- Quiet area near bay
- Walk-in closet

PACIFIC BEACH CROWN POINT

- 1 bedroom, 1 bath
- Large balcony/patio
- Secure building
- Laundry facilities

PACIFIC BEACH, Bayside

- 2 bedroom, 2 bath
- Fireplace
- Walk-in closet

PACIFIC BEACH, Bayside

- 2 bedroom, 2 bath
- Large, upstairs and unit with balcony

AZTEC PACIFIC APARTMENTS

6663 Montezuma Rd, San Diego
www.pacificliving.com
Toll-Free: 1-800-433-6120

Studio $825, $835 deposit. 1 parking. Allowed pets ok. 4319-1/2, 4321 Lamont. 858-279-3010.

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 Bedroom

- Oversized bedrooms
- Large windows allow maximum light
- Bike trail to Pacific Beach

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Washer/dryer
- Dishwasher
- Walk-in closet
- Parking

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Large, sunny, spacious
- Balcony/patio
- 2nd bedroom

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Washer/dryer
- Dishwasher
- Walk-in closet
- Parking

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Balcony/patio
- Covered parking
- Large, sunny, spacious

PACIFIC BEACH, 3 bedroom

- Oversized bedrooms and walk-in closets
- Large windows allow maximum light
- Walk-in closet or storage space
- Flexible lease terms
- Near SDSU

PACIFIC BEACH, 2 bedroom

- Balcony/patio
- Covered parking
- Large, sunny, spacious

PACIFIC BEACH, 1 bedroom

- Spacious, fireplace, dishwasher
- Quiet area near bay
- Walk-in closet

PACIFIC BEACH CROWN POINT

- 1 bedroom, 1 bath
- Large balcony/patio
- Secure building
- Laundry facilities

PACIFIC BEACH, Bayside

- 2 bedroom, 2 bath
- Fireplace
- Walk-in closet

PACIFIC BEACH, Bayside

- 2 bedroom, 2 bath
- Large, upstairs and unit with balcony

AZTEC PACIFIC APARTMENTS

6663 Montezuma Rd, San Diego
www.pacificliving.com
Toll-Free: 1-800-433-6120

Studio $825, $835 deposit. 1 parking. Allowed pets ok. 4319-1/2, 4321 Lamont. 858-279-3010.
3866 Ingraham Street • San Diego, CA 92109
Call toll-free: 888-264-0594

3 bedrooms starting at $1525!

LOOKING FOR AFFORDABLE LUXURY LIVING?

The Club Torrey Pines is a pleasant place to call home. We are nestled in a quiet neighborhood of Carmel Valley.

Call for Current Rates!

We offer FLEXIBLE lease rates and terms. Units are priced individually and monthly rents can be adjusted by length of lease!
30K/60K/90K/120K/150K MAJOR SERVICE $99.99 Most cars.

- Replace spark plug (resistor)
- Change oil (10W30) and filter
- Inspect emission control system
- Check & adjust coolant up to (1 gallon)
- Check heating & AC & Service battery
- Inspect lights & wiper blades
- Check & top off all fluid levels
- Check tire pressure • Rotate tires
- Adjust brakes
- Inspect suspension & steering
- Inspect & top off all coolant areas
- Road test vehicle

NEW RADIATOR FROM $149* Parts only. Call to details on your vehicle.

COOLING SYSTEM SERVICE $24.99
- Drain & fill radiator
- Pressure test system

MANAGER’S SPECIAL OIL CHANGE $14.95
- Up to 5 quarts new oil & filter

TRANSMISSION FLUID CHANGE FROM $49.95* Replacing your transmission’s life with new fluid.

CLUTCH FROM $149* Parts extra. Inspect flywheel, clutch cable & adjust clutch, cracked seal, clutch pedal.

ENGINE & TRANSMISSIONS FROM $495.00* Starting from

- Complete repair
- 30/60/90/120K/150K major service
- Engine tune-up
- Oil change

- Complete computerized tune-up
- Spark plugs
- Logic diagnosis

FREE TOWING

90 DAYS INDEPENDENT CREDIT QUALITY GUARANTEE
OPEN MON.-SAT. 7 AM-6 PM
DON’T BUY A LEMON
Mission Valley
5803 Mission Gorge Rd.
(1 block north of 1-8, across from Mission Valley)
619-516-5555
1-800-715-1399
Se habla español

CARLOADS, rent to own $100,000 down, owner finance, no credit checks, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 3 car detached, garage, 2 Story Spanish, 2,000 sq. ft. home, $760,000 down, 12-9pm.

CARLOAD, one Carlsbad cheeser, 1-800-826-5400. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, detached garage, tile backsplash. Pool, tennis court, park, 1500 sq. ft., $650,000. 12-9pm.

CARLOAD, 103 Caminito Pecos, 1200 sq. ft., $624,000, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 car attached garage, pool, tile backsplash, gates, fenced. 12-9pm.

5 REASONS YOU SHOULD CALL US FOR ANY SERVICE ON YOUR VEHICLE:
- We never perform a service on your vehicle or exceed our estimate without your consent.
- We will always call you to let you know when we are on our way and to confirm your appointment.
- We will provide you with pictures or a video of your vehicle and advise you of other problems we see without pressuring you.
- We will call you in the next few days to see how your vehicle is running and if you need any future work done.
- We only perform the service(s) that you specifically request.

DON’T CALL ANY OTHER AUTO REPAIR COMPANY UNTIL YOU LISTEN TO THIS FREE recorded message. Learn 4 costly miscommunications about auto repair and the questions you MUST ask any repair shop before you set up an appointment.

FREE CONSUMER INFORMATION (Toll-Free): 1-866-387-9057
CALL ANYTIME 24 HOURS A DAY.

Could you search free classifieds for car repairs? We have 17,111 satisfied clients in our 10 years of business.

5 REASONS YOU SHOULD CALL US FOR ANY SERVICE ON YOUR VEHICLE:
1. We’ll repair only what’s necessary and advise you of other problems we see without pressuring you.
2. We never perform a service on your vehicle or exceed our estimate without your OK.
3. All work is guaranteed with a 6-month/6,000-mile warranty.
4. Nationwide warranty on most parts and labor.
5. All technicians are experienced to make sure you get the highest-quality repairs possible.

ROSS REPAIR, 3005 El Cajon Blvd. • (619) 640-0466 • Fax (619) 640-1395
Complete Auto Repair
Your Complete Auto Repair Shop • 3005 El Cajon Blvd. 619-640-0466
COMPLETE LONG BLOCK REBUILT FROM $699 • Flywheels $15 • Valve jobs from $75
Most flywheels & crankshafts are available in 1 day or less.

THAO AUTO REPAIR
3400 El Cajon Blvd. • (619) 640-4606 • Fax (619) 640-4607
3752 Park Blvd., Hillcrest • (619) 692-1065
8198 Stockdale Hwy., Goleta • (805) 688-1850
620-807-1673

FOR SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE, CALL US TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
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Free Classifieds!

Post free online ads with photos at SanDiegoReaders.com!
DRUMS, set. $950. 858-274-3401.

DRUMS, $575. 858-487-3398.

DRUM SET, CUSTOM SHOP, has wheels added for easier moving.

$2850/best. 619-583-8283.

BASS AMP, APEX MUSIC SINCE 1952!

www.apex4me.com.

22, 12, 13, 14, 16 with Supra-phonic snare, boom, pedals, chrome snare, power $350/each. 619-216-4770. www.ers-only $300/each, Technics 1200-electric, one of only 45, quilted maple happens! Don’t miss out! Sorry, no phone 6210 El Cajon Boulevard. 619-583-1431, you need, at affordable prices. Sales, re-

Pacific by DW, 5 piece, char-

KMD 200 watt bass amp and


FENDER BASS,


ELRAYO GUITARWORKS. GuitarTrader.com.

Takamine EG561-C, $45, has awesome sound. Also Egyptian
dominant in stock. Come and see why
tic 214, excellent condition, with case.

New, in the box, tobacco burst, beautiful

American Strat, sunburst with Fender

GUITAR, 30% off: $329 (list $479).

Farber, 5 piece, char-

Takamine EF511-C,

Takamine EF511-C,

Takamine EF511-C, superb quality live recording and/or DVD for per-

100/each. This one is

primary store attention to ser-

GuitarTrader.com.

KEYBOARD, ROLAND ROGERS.

JEFF BECK, live or? 760-630-1327.

Prefix Plus, Sitka spruce top, original
date module, 4 months old, $800/best.

GUITAR, $500/best offer. 619-318-

 Prefix Plus, Sitka spruce top, original
date module, 4 months old, $800/best.

GUITAR, $500/best offer. 619-318-

Prefix Plus, Sitka spruce top, original
date module, 4 months old, $800/best.
I would very much appreciate being notified of any jobs with an annual salary of $40,000 (with benefits and bonuses) available for a professional fuck-up. My resume is impressive.

Take, for instance, the fulfillment of a lifelong desire to publish a book. I had no subject for a book until I lost 188 pounds, going from a size 34 to a size 6, after 42 years of obesity. It was sold and published successfully. I'd eaten the night before, resenting that I

Much better my life was with 188 fewer pounds to heave around, then watching my Amazon rating go to 12 that afternoon while eating a key lime pie is fucking up raised to a high art, don't you?

Knowing that my memoir, Passing for Thin: Losing Half My Weight and Finding My Self, would make me, to some degree, a poster girl of slimmer was one part of the encouragement I needed to screw up, but I hadn't waited for it. I gave myself an infinity of encouragement in the four years of eating-dieting-laxatives-eating-increased antidepressant medications—eating-dieting-eating-eating I enjoyed. And for the most part, I did enjoy them. Nearly every illegal bite.

Until a couple of weeks ago. I'd been binging like there was no tomorrow, my nights spent in the embalming comfort of Entemann's, Ben & Jerry's, Cinnamon Life Cereal, European r tic pudding, and the occasional order of Fascati's chicken parmigiana with garlic. I had a vague feeling my eating was out of control when I boarded a goofy black Labrador who sloppily licked ice cream from a size 34 to a size 6, after 42 years of obesity. It was sold and published successfully. I'd eaten the night before, resenting that I

needless to say, I was not called to speak. My opinion would have made for terri-}

The night I didn't wear my Christmas dress, I was sure I would never see Bob, an ex-boyfriend—but-you-never-know-again, not really, I did want to. Especially after he witnessed the rump I had at the party's dessert bar.

You'd think these signs would tell me how well I'd screwed up, but they didn't. They passed when I took a shower or spirited gar-}

Such was my state of mind, my 100-pound gain cracked the air. Smoke may not require all the world's cigarettes, but it can crack the air with hydrogen peroxide. They were buried in the daily planning of what I would crawl in bed with that night so that I could blank out how much more masking my body odors and pains I'd have to do the next day.

But then I house-sat two Italian greyhounds. There was a scale in the bathroom. While the cat-bat-rat-dogs jetted merrily around my feet, I decided to step onto the scale. Foolish, foolish me. The digital read-out settled squarely at 250.

I'd had a normal "diet" breakfast, which I usually do, just in case I'm hit by a bolt of resolve. My 100-pound gain cracked the air. Smoke curled from my toes where they framed the infamous number, the greyhounds swarmed up my legs like hungry succubi. I didn't see myself, musingly my groggy body but the scale spoke the rational and real numbers of simple arithmetic. One hundred pounds in four years. Before that, four years of dieting and main-}

ning, an adventure that began on March 9, 1998. That morning on the borrowed scale was March 11, 2008. That was too much symmetry even with a German chocolate cake for an arithmetic.

A fuck-up capable of the high wire feats I'd already performed had only one option: fuck up the weight gain.
FORMING A BAND, 2139.

I'm looking for a vocalist. I'm 17, been singing for 12 years, very disciplined. Can be a lead or backup. All originals no covers. Call Ray 760-518-6696.

Singer Wanted, San Diego-based rock & roll and rockin’ blues band who is working on second CD. Influenced by Mixtapes. 3 air conditioned rooms with P.A., microphones, drum sets, keyboards, 15” TV with cable. 619-200-7974.

I am looking for a Vulkan drum set, 25” bass. My daughter has a new set and I need the money. Please call 619-576-7070.

For experienced musicians needed. Serious people only. Influences: Metallica, Disturbed, System of a Down, Other Music. Also, orchestra teachers can sing backup. 2 leads. Male or female. 619-283-2583.


Singers Wanted, San Diego, CA area. Cat Power, Sleater Kinney, Numbers, and one song from WWW.abcmusicpro.com. Scapegoat.tv@cox.net. 619-200-7974.

MUSIC TEACHERS: Contact Jon 858-414-2143. 858-414-9571. San Diego’s best and most detailed inspection service from concept to CD. 619-523-6056. We honor extended warranties. We submit all paperwork!
**LEAD STORY**

Salt Lake City fashion designer Jared Gold recently began offering jeweled brooches featuring brightly colored Swarovski crystals affixed to a live, 3-inch-long Madagascar hissing cockroach that a woman can allow to roam a short distance around her dress or jacket via a silver chain affixed to the roach’s back. The brooch sells for $80 at Gold’s website. An April New York Post story quoted an animal rights spokesperson as calling the bauble “just the gift” for the “person who doesn’t mind a small animal excreting on them throughout the day.”

**Can’t Possibly Be True**

Teachers at several nursery schools in Oxfordshire, England, have been encouraging kids to learn the verse “Baa, baa, black sheep! Have you any wool?” without the word “black” but in its place a variety of emotions (e.g., “Baa, baa, sad sheep”) or colors (including “Baa, baa, rainbow sheep”) because they believe that kids with black skin might feel disrespected. According to a March Fox News Service dispatch from London, the campaign recalls a UK media flurry in 2003 suggesting changing the ending to Humpty Dumpty so that he receives merely a mild bump instead of shattering.

China’s Xinhua news agency reported in a March 7th that the police department in Nanjing has gone beyond fingerprints and now has a data bank of smells taken from criminals and crime scenes to aid police dogs in investigations. Offi-
cials say that storing the scents at minus 18 degrees Celsius retards degradation for at least three years, and already, they say, the bank of 500 odors has led to the identification of 23 suspects.

In March, on state highway 2 near Papamoa, New Zealand, police stopped a 32-year-old man driving 121 km/hr (75 mph), with no license and no insurance, and also no arms, having kept relatively good control with one foot on the gas and the other on the brake. The officer told him he was driving that way for years without incident, a fact that amazed police and an amputee interview

**news of the WeIRD**

by Chuck Shepherd © 2006

**S P O R T S**

**free shuttle service www.precisiontuneauto.com**

**Precision Tune AutoCare**

El Cajon • 619-441-8888
1191 East Main (between 1st & 2nd Streets) • Open Saturday 9 am-5 pm
Point Loma/Sports Arena • 619-226-7822
Encinitas • 760-634-1000
318 North El Camino Real • Open Sunday 9 am-3 pm

**30K/60K/90K SERVICE**

$399  

- Tune-up
- Inspected exhaust system
- Inspected air & fuel filters
- Inspected & checked brakes
- Adjusted steering wheel
- Adjusted suspension
- Inspected rear end
- Lubricated chassis
- Check & adjust shocks and struts
- Check transmission
- Check & replace fluids
- Top off fluids and check tire pressures
- Inspectedputer, engine & emission checks
- Replace oil filter
- Check radiator, radiator fluid
- Check exterior lights
- Install spark plugs
- Inspect air & fuel filters
- Inspect & replace transmission fluid
- Inspect & replace engine oil 

**30K/60K/90K SERVICE SAVE $50**

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE SERVICE

EXACTLY ON TIME, EVERY TIME

**30° OFF BRAKE SERVICE**

Replace pads or drums, resurface or drums or rotors, inspect entire system

**Headlight Restoration**

Clean, brighten, polish, replace

**WHEEL ALIGNMENT**

Saves wear on tires, steering and suspension

**SMOKE CHECK**

Inspect exhaust system for leaks and misalignment

**Check Engine Light**

Full computer code, provides written description

**SMOKE CHECK**

Most vehicles. Please present coupon and DMV renewal slip. Plus $10.00 cost and $2 bureaucrat fee. Free retest when we do the repair.
We Specialize in Luxury Autos

We carry many upscale audio and video brands guaranteed to make your driving experience very rewarding.

Don’t settle for inferior and low priced window tinting. Cheap tint will totally ruin the radio, navigation and cellular signals.

We offer luxury accessories for your vehicle. From designer interior fabrics such as Gucci & Coach to custom wheels.

When you take pride in your ride, you owe it to yourself to only allow a professional shop to perform the installations. Many new vehicles today feature sophisticated electronics. Delicate interior that can be easily damaged. And worst, warranties voided if the vehicle falls into the wrong hands.

WARRANTY ALERT!

Be careful! When you purchase brand name electronics from non-authorized dealers, they are not professionally trained by the factory to install these products nor do they give you any legitimate warranty! We pride ourselves to be 100% authorized dealers for the brands we sell.
Thirty Years Ago
These are the cars the English ever made, no matter what anyone may say about how much that is. (Some would have believed that England could have won the war with their technology — by sending them to the Germans.) I had had one before — a little gray woody with red leather seats and a wooden dash, that smelled and felt as good as it drove. And I, as do all Morris Minor owners, wear them. Besides, it looks just like Donald Duck’s car: a cross between an egg and a derby hat.

—"MORRIS THE CAR," Jacqueline Garner,
May 13, 1976

Twenty-Five Years Ago
People bought ecology bumper stickers for their autos in 1970 and planned an Earth Day celebration, but it didn’t seem enough. Then an answer was conceived — a document that could weigh several pounds and could grow to an inch thick.... Educated people paid good money to deliver them with correct signatures, and they’ve been cramming them out since.

And just like that the environment was saved.

This document, the Environmental Impact Report, was created, naturally, by legislation...signed into law by President Richard Nixon on January 1, 1970.

—"THE PAPER MOUNTAINS," Gerry Braun,
May 14, 1991

Twenty Years Ago
I can still recall the date, May 19, 1977, because that was Ho Chi Minh’s birthday. The entire camp was taken out to the fields to clear away the elephant owners — to “compete with each other for Uncle Ho’s birthday”.

I made my way to the grass right by the road where the bus passed because I knew that this was the day my wife, Thuy, was coming to see me. I had learned this the week before through a letter smuggled in a bag brought to me by friends who had come to visit the re-education camp.

—"ESCAPE!" Duong Phuc with Va Thanh Thuy and Neil Matthews, May 17, 1996

Fifteen Years Ago
The top five reasons why Richard Lee Poet said he wouldn’t pay his rent: 1. He had just paid $18,000 to promote a Grand Prix race and “that really cleaned me.” 2. His business partner robbed him; 3. His parents were dying and he had to go home to spend their last Christmas together; 4. Construction workers were on strike; and 5. He was a city building inspector who could get his landlords in trouble if they tried to collect.

—"CITY LIGHTS: WHAT RHYTHMS WITH IMMORTAL?"
Colin Flaherty, May 16, 1991

Ten Years Ago
Almost 20 years ago, for research on behalf of The Duke of Deception, written to give my sons as much of their family history as I could articulate, I gushed details about my father’s final years in California, in and out of prisons and state mental hospitals, on the ole or on the lam.... But till now I’d kept my distance from pretty La Jolla and from San Diego and up close and personal memories of my terminal pileup with my dad. So I was unprepared for the vividness of my recall of that summer, of the effect of me finding our apartment near Windansea each day, reading the news (since torn down) where I last saw my father, of bringing all this back so that maybe (fat chance?) I could get it buried for good.


Five Years Ago
Re: Anne Albright’s “Everybody Stops Whining” ("Kid Stuff,” May 3), I can only hope that next year the Easter Bunny puts some birth control in her basket.

Five kids under the age of ten! Your kids are probably starved for attention, Anne, not Easter chocolate."

—LETTER: "LOATHES ALBRIGHT," David Rizzuto,
May 10, 2001

Columns archived at SanDiegoReader.com
WebTech Auto Service

Specializing in Engine Performance, Drivability & Electrical

Call 619-278-5800 or visit our website at WELLENTCH.COM

SMOG CHECK $15.75

With coupon. ABE Certified Master Auto Repair & Domestic

Most cars.

Includes semi-metallic pads.

CUSTOM CUT CHECK Engine "Light" Diagnostic from $99.99

With coupon. Includes a gallon of electric oil change fluid.

Includes inspection of a standard exhaust system.

COOLANT SERVICE $29.99

Includes inspection of a standard power steering fluid change.

ENGINE HUGGER $49.99

Includes inspection of a standard brake fluid service.

SMOG CHECK $13.95

With coupon. Most cars.

Includes inspection of a standard oil change and oil filter service.

OIL CHANGE $19.99

Includes inspection of a standard air filter service.

TRANSMISSION FLUSH $49.99

Includes inspection of a standard change of automatic transmission fluid.

COOLANT CHECK $29.99

Includes inspection of a standard fluid flush.

ENGINE FLUSH $49.99

Includes inspection of a standard fluid flush.

DIAGNOSTIC BRAKE SPECIAL $69.99

Includes inspection of a standard brake fluid service.

TIMING BELT $24.99

Includes inspection of a standard water pump service.

AXLE-SHAFT SPECIAL $49.99

Includes inspection of a standard transfer case service.
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Dear Saffron,

A friend of mine i’ll call Sheila tells white lies. I invited her to a dinner party, and she said she and her husband couldn’t make it because they had to visit her elderly aunt who was seriously ill. Weeks later, her husband mentioned to me that on the night in question they went to some jazz clubs. No mention of aunts, sick or otherwise. Okay, fine — that’s a small social fib. But here’s something more problematic: her son, who are good pals, are in the same fifth grade class. During a recent phone conversation Sheila asked how my son was. I said that he brought home a report card with several ‘D’s. I was quite upset about it. The next day my son comes home from school, slams his backpack down, and storms into my room. When I go in and ask what’s wrong, he says, “Jesse” (Sheila’s son) “is mad at me to go to school and said in front of a bunch of people, ‘I heard you got two ‘D’s on your report card.’ You blew my grades to his mom and she told him.” I was guilty as charged. My son felt humiliated and betrayed. I shouldn’t have told him. Based, in the end I had some privacy, I called Sheila and asked why she’d told her son about the D’s. She denied telling her son anything. But there’s no other way her son could have found out. My son was ashamed of his grades and told no one. I asked him if anyone could have seen his report card and he said ‘no’ because he didn’t want to be honest for telling, because that’s an honest mistake. But to lie to me about telling her son seems crazy. I don’t know how I’m supposed to remain friends with someone who lies like this.

Wise To Her Lies In Old Town

Dear Wise,

I see you, you have two choices. You know this variable wants to help but you try to sabotage, it confront your friend gently but firmly. Let her know that you’re disturbed by her untruthfulness because it erodes trust and makes friendship difficult, if not impossible. Tell her you appreciate her if you can be honest with you from now on, even if she’s uncomfortable. That’s the only way you feel you can remain friends. If you’re too disgusted with her and don’t want to bother, you can pull away and be polite but distant. You can decide that this is a person with whom you have a relationship only because your kids are friends, it’s a limited, bare-minimum relationship. No more confiding in her. And if she really does lie about telling her son your son’s grades, I don’t think that’s a small white lie. It’s a Technicolor whopper.

Dear Saffron,

I’m in high school, and I’m afraid all the time. Not slightly afraid but kind of petrified. For no reason. I don’t know what’s wrong. I can hardly sleep at night because all I can think of are really bad things happening to everyone I care about. It’s like I can’t use my mind for other thoughts anymore. Sometimes my heart is beating so hard it feels like there’s an earthquake, but it’s just me. Sitting in class I often feel like I can’t breathe, even though there’s plenty of air. I told my mom a little bit of this and she said that how all teenagers feel, and I’ll grow out of it. I don’t think I can wait till I grow out of it, and I also don’t think my friends feel this way. It’s like I am far removed from everyone I know now…doing a bad impression of a normal person. I don’t know if I can give you any advice for a weird problem like this, help me with anything. It’s all about all I know about something I can do to feel better would help.

Frightened Senior in Hillcrest

Dear Frightened,

I am so sorry you feel this way. You’re right: what not all teenagers go through.

Something is up with you. Tell your mom or dad or both that you don’t feel well and that you need to go to the doctor. Don’t let them dismiss the problem by saying it’s just growing pains. You have to insist, then tell the doctor everything you wrote to me. There are lots of things that could be causing you to feel this way, and there are many different solutions you can try, depending on what’s causing your intense anxiety. But you need to go see the doctor right away, and please don’t take no for an answer.

FREE READER T SHIRT TO BEST QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Write to Saffron c/o the San Diego Reader, P.O. Box 8830, San Diego, CA 92110. Call her at 619-235-3003 ext. 413; fax her at 619-881-2401; or e-mail saffron@sdreader.com
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Free Classifieds!

Place free online ads with photos at SanDiegoReader.com. Also, see thousands of classified ads not printed here.

San Diego Classifieds

APPLIANCES

Place free online ads with photos at SanDiegoReader.com. Also, see thousands of classified ads not printed here.

- **KENMORE, Whirlpool WASHER/DRYER, STOVE, REFRIGERATOR, ENVIRONMENTAL LEADER, 645-8545.**

- **MACGREGOR, new KD Basics bedroom furniture. Factory direct prices. In stock. 760-881-8888.**

- **INTERIOR DESIGNER, full-service interior design, 619-245-9897.**

- **SEWING MACHINE, vintage, 1940s, $250. Collectibles. 858-470-9600.**

- **SHOP, vintage metal, repurposed into furniture. 531 Ely. 619-232-7777.**

- **MOOCH CLAIREMONT, 7980 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. • 858-244-1062**

- **NORMAN ROCKWELL, porcelain dinner bell. “Looking out to sea” based on gift. Beautifully made. 619-441-3270.**


**MISSION HILLS.**

- **vania and Brookes).**

- **2111 Cowley Way. 619-275-0094.**

- **Miscellaneous and more.**

- **CLAIREMONT, SEWING MACHINE, large. 858-506-6300.**

- **Interior doors, black. Steve’s home Improvement. 858-698-8784.**

- **CLARIVATION, 911 Lindley Way. 619-276-5034.**

- **MISSION HILLS.**

- **Diego CA 92103.**

- **Items. 2111 Cowley Way. 619-275-0094.**

- **Clothes, stained glass windows, more!**

- **Maghoney french doors, home decor and appliances. 4020 Front Street, San Diego. 619-249-6698.**

- **Saturday May 13, 8am-noon. Antique furniture, art, books, knacks, books, bedding, fountains and more. Thursday-Sunday, 8am-3pm. Riviera Verde. 2717 Reynard Way. 619-299-5921.**

- **Moving sale, $12,000 Oak/brass sliding door, $3000 red doors, all. Thursday-Sunday, 8am-3pm. Riviera Verde. 2717 Reynard Way. 619-299-5921.**

- **Large faucet, Koller $65, range, electric hot water heater, $100/firm, used only 4 months, 619-723-4145.**

- **2004 Toyota Camry, 60K, 60K SERVICE $195, 90K SERVICE $250. FREE Castrol synthetic oil change with any other service. See our large showroom. We have over 90,000 vehicles serviced since 1976!**

- **SUBWOOFERS**

- **BAZOOKA BASS TUBE, 858-395-6555.**

- **Drop-in stereo TV, 22 inch $10. 619-749-4753.**

- **DINING ROOM SET, 6 chairs and left. Walnut wood great condition 42” diameter with extra leaf in box. Walnut wood. Never used, in original packaging. Must sell. 800-464-6420.**

- **BED FRAME, 3 drawer, 6 at $35 each. 760-604-8888.**

- **DINING TABLE, 6 chair, 124” x 30”. Like new. 619-296-1860.**

- **COFFEE TABLE, 6331. 619-298-3646.**

- **COFFEE MACHINES, all kinds, used. 619-426-2552.**

- **COOKTOP, Gas, 30” with oven, $475. Protex Equipment. 619-234-9211.**

- **COOKTOP, Gas, 30” with oven, $475. Protex Equipment. 619-234-9211.**

- **DENTIST, Pacific Beach. 858-229-0680.**

- **DINING TABLE, 858-212-4599.**

- **EXTRA CABINETS, 30” x 30”, $140, 858-395-6555.**

- **DINING ROOM SET, 6 chairs and left. Walnut wood great condition 42” diameter with extra leaf in box. Walnut wood. Never used, in original packaging. Must sell. 800-464-6420.**

- **BED FRAME, 3 drawer, 6 at $35 each. 760-604-8888.**
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On a dreary Saturday with rain in the forecast and nowhere to go, Rhiana and I decided to practice dancing for our wedding. I queued up the music files in the computer, spun the volume control up, and guided my mouse to the “play” button.

“I think we should use this one,” I told Rhiana. “Let’s dance!”

I can’t imagine what our dogs must have thought of us. It must be alarming for them to see their masters with bodies flailing about, going back and forth toward each other, and interlocking arms. It was obvious that both dogs were in a tizzy over the situation. They did not approve.

Letting us know what he thought, Buca scurried off the couch, approached cautiously, and let out a scappy growl. Enraged, he spun around, tucked his tail down, and bolted to us. The shiny black coat along his neck and back was standing on end. He retrieved toys out of the plushastic tote that is his toy box. He flung fuzz-less tennis balls and decaying “indestructible” toys about in an attempt to draw our attention.

Rhiana reached out her hand to let him know everything was okay.

It was too late. He had spun around and was headed for another lap around the basement.

At first Kayla thought we were playing. A dog’s natural reaction to a playing situation is to get in “puppy play stance.” (That’s when the dog crouches down with their front legs, but their hind legs remain standing. It’s how puppies tell other puppies that it is time to play.) Kayla tried the “stance” three or four times to let us know she wanted to be involved. When her attempts to play went unrequited, she became nervous as Buca had. She turned sideways and attempted to separate us by squeezing in between. She burrowed between us with her nose and threw all 65 pounds of her body into me. Realizing that we were unfazed, she started “plan B” for getting our attention — jumping.

“Kayla!” I barked, commanding her audience. “No jumping!”

Her front paws stuck to the floor before she ran over to Buca, barking objectionably.

“Should we stop?” I asked Rhiana.

Laughing, she replied, “No, they’ll get over it.”

Having enough of the situation, Buca scampered through another lap around the basement and then lurched into Kayla. Poor Kayla had been reprimanded for jumping and now was the target of a run-by-jumping. Confused and uncertain, she went back to backing up at us and started growling at Buca.

“They’re going to sleep well tonight, huh?” Rhiana pointed out to me.

“It would be hard for them not to. Maybe we should practice a few more songs?”

“This song goes on forever,” Rhiana said after the fourth or fifth chorus. “How long is it?”

I danced over to the glowing flat screen that was displaying a list of media files. “It says here about two and a half minutes.”

With her cheeks turning red, Rhiana said, “Two and a half minutes? It feels like we’ve been doing this for ever. The dogs are losing their freaking minds!”

Clicking “pause,” I concluded the dance. “Yes, let’s stop!”

The dogs were unsettled, though the music had stopped. Buca pranced back toward the couch to pick up a rubber ring. He continued moaning and whining. With her tail spinning in circles, Kayla stopped barking, raised her head up, and moved toward Rhiana.

“Ohhhhh, it’s okay, Kayla,” Rhiana said sitting down in one of our reading chairs. Kayla leaned in and continued wagging her tail as if she were cracking a whip.

“Buca, get over here!” I said coralling him into my lap while sitting in the creepy desk chair. He put his head down on my knee and let out a short grunt, as if to voice his final moment of disapproval.

I looked at Rhiana, who was consoling Kayla. Rhiana looked in my direction and smiled, “I guess they don’t like the chicken dance.”

I guess not.
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FREE INSTALLATION ON ANY STEREO
LABOR ONLY, PARTS ADDITIONAL (LABOR VALUE $45)

MOBILE VIDEO SPECIALS

KENWOOD/SONY/ALPINE/CLARION/AUDIOVOX/Pioneer
7˝ FLIP-UP MOTORIZED IN-DASH DVD

- 7˝ motorized monitor & DVD • High power 45x4
- 2 aux inputs • Navigation input

Not an authorized Alpine, Sony, Kenwood or Clarion dealer. Installation charges not included.

FROM $449

TWO 6˝ HEADREST SCREENS OR 8˝ FLIP-DOWN & DVD

- Two 6˝ headrest monitors • DVD/CD/MP3 player • Two wireless headphones

Installation charges not included.

$179

13˝ FLIP-DOWN MONITOR & DVD

- 2 wireless digital headphones • Wireless remote control
- DVD/CD/MP3 player • Playstation hookup

Other screen sizes available. Installation charges not included.

$199

7˝ FLIP-DOWN & DVD PACKAGE

- 7˝ flip-down screen • Widescreen
- DVD/CD/MP3 player • Playstation hookup

Installation charges not included.

$99

SONY BASS SYSTEM

Compatible with any existing stereo.
Sony power amplifier with built-in crossover. Two 6.5˝ speakers. Sony 10˝ speaker box.
Not an authorized Sony dealer. Installation charges not included.

$149

(858) 715-3928
5040 CONVOY STREET

SONY CDX-454RF
10-DISC CD CHANGER
Works with any existing radio
- Random & scan • 1 bit DA converter
- 8x over-sampling
Not an authorized Sony dealer. Installation charges not included.

$99

EAGLE CAR ALARM
REMOTE CONTROL AUTO ALARM
- 100ft. range • Remote control panic
- Ignition lockout safety system
- Multi-function LED status indicator
- Parking light flasher • Automatic arming
- 60-second re-arm timer
- Free LED light and flashing lights
Free Power Door Locks
Cars must be equipped with factory electric door locks.
Includes labor only, parts additional.

$59 INSTALLED

PAGING ALARM SYSTEM
BICRON 6000N
- 2-way LCD pager • 1-mile radius
- 4-button, 3-channel LCD transmitter
Free power door locks
Not an authorized Sony dealer. Installation charges not included.

$109 INSTALLED

SONY AMP
- 4 Channel 125 x 4 • Built-in Crossover
Not an authorized Sony dealer. Installation charges not included.

$69

SONY 12˝ SUBWOOFER
- 500 watts • Deep bass • 4 ohms
- 4-layer voice coil
Not an authorized Sony dealer. Installation charges not included.

$29

Not responsible for misprints. Prices shown include cash discounts. Ad pricing available May 11-17, 2006 only.
*Must present a written estimate.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Location: 1200 Persimmon Avenue, unincorporated El Cajon
Time/Date: 6:30 a.m. on 5/1/06

Incident: Sheriff's Department received reports of someone shouting, “He’s stabbing me!”

Deputies contacted and detained a cab driver who’d driven a woman to the residence.

While speaking with the driver, a woman exited the residence and told deputies she had been the victim of domestic violence...[She] showed signs of bruising and redness on her arms. She informed deputies that the individual that had harmed her, C.W. (DOB 7-21-65), is ex-military with extensive weapons with experience. She also informed them that there were many handguns and rifles inside the residence.

Efforts to contact the subject via the telephone were unsuccessful. As communication continued with a bullhorn, an El Cajon police officer [who] knew the subject from his youth arrived on scene. The officer was able to quickly convince the man to surrender.

FELONY EVASION

Location: [9901] Via Darca, Rancho Peñasquitos
Time/Date: 9:32 a.m. on 5/1/06

Incident: Poway Deputy David Dorroh attempted a traffic stop on a BMW X-5 sport utility vehicle. Dorroh initially observed the vehicle to be obstructing traffic. As Dorroh approached, the driver fled the area in a reckless manner.

A vehicle pursuit was initiated westbound on Scripps Poway Parkway. The BMW was displaying a Virginia license plate.

The pursuit traversed several areas of Scripps Ranch and Rancho Peñasquitos. San Diego Sheriff's Department ASTREA and San Diego Police Department ABLE helicopters as well as San Diego Police Department ground units aided in the pursuit.

At times the pursuit included Interstate 15 and State Route 56. The driver of the BMW, L.S. [DOB] 1-1-70, is ex-military with extensive weapons with experience. He was found to have an outstanding felony drug warrant. The vehicle was determined to have been stolen from the driveway of a Scripps Ranch resident approximately two weeks earlier.

The BMW had a false Virginia license plate attached. K. was currently on parole at the time of this incident.

Investigation: Officers responded to a robbery alarm at the Bank of America...a suspect demanded money while threatening a teller with a mace. The suspect fled on foot, but he left behind a bankcard in the name of Jonathan R.

A records check determined R. had been arrested recently in the South Bay area for an attempted robbery with a knife. R. also listed an address in the 200 block of Second Avenue in Chula Vista.

Officer located R. as he tried to flee from...the home about twenty-five minutes after the robbery. A search of the home revealed cash...and a machete.

BURGLARY

Location: 10445 Chubb Lane, Santee
Time/Date: 7:45 p.m. on 4/29/06

Report: An unknown suspect broke into Homestead Continuation School [and] stole about $600 worth of electronic equipment from a classroom. The suspect ran from the school carrying a large black bag and had blue spray paint on him.

On April 30, 2006, at about 1:55 p.m., Deputy King was patrolling Shadow Hills Park in Santee. A male was acting strangely and causing a disturbance in the park. Deputy King noticed the suspect was carrying a large black bag and had blue spray paint on his hands and face. The suspect, who identified himself only as "Flip," showed Deputy King the contents of his black bag. Deputy King found all of the stolen property from the school in the bag. The stolen items still had the property stickers attached with the school’s name on them.


MOVING SALE. Aquarium stand, refrigerator atop; washer/dryer; frizzer; dishwasher; microwave; 85x40x40; desk; tools; brand new carpeting. Call 858-243-7351.

11 store at 290 I Street. The suspect robbed the clerk with a handgun and fled eastbound on I Street in a Black Chevrolet Blazer.

— Michael Hemmingson
Free Classifieds

New Mexico, Exquisite 140 acres. Rare, high desert natural landscape, mid-Hi, access, power, water bank. $399,000 for sale by owner. 505-945-1033, awesomedudes@yahoo.com

Oxygen Machine. Lung problems? Paralympic Local Line: $45, 210-600-2101. Post free online ads with photos at SanDiegoReader.com. Also, we print thousands of classified ads not printed here! Our ads have over 6,000 hits per day. We dont print emails. Post your ad here. Call 619-755-4600.

Wissors available. 6'x4' mirror $100. Ceiling light with fan striped, foliage orange flowers, bromeliads, iris, amaryllis, cannas $30, light bar $20, sheepskin bucket guarantee 1000+ worms. $40. Hilti drywall screwgun, not cordless $250. 858-277-0878.

Auto Repair

Brakes

Hose and Brakes $20, 847-691-1286. Most cars and trucks. In stock. Free shuttle service • FREE Leak Check

Fuel: 12 months-12,000 miles warranty. All work guaranteed. Honda of Escondido, 1-800-316-4569.


Kawasaki ZZR 400, 2000, only 62 miles on it, never dropped, not a scratch, absolutely mint condition. All papers, $5400. 619-571-4954.


ADVANCED AUTO TECH

SMOG CHECK $19.85

Fast service. No Hidden Charges

CALL US ANYTIME: 552-8484

State SPRS certified

• FREE Brake Inspection

$100 OFF

• FREE Tint, Alarm
or CD Player

• FREE Carpet Cleaning

$99 Check

Car Audio, Video, Security and Graphics Specialist

Free Classifieds

(858) 374-8490

1163 Mission Center Rd. • Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92101

BABY RUGS

CAIR

DIE

EURO

MOSER

TEXAS

RIP

STEEL

SANDALS

TINT, ALARM or CD PLAYER

$99 Check

Car Audio, Video, Security and Graphics Specialist

1163 Mission Center Rd. • Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92101

$7 OFF SMOG CHECK

“Fast Service” No Hidden Charges

FREE experts

• 12 months/12,000 miles warranty. All work guaranteed. Honda of Escondido, 1-800-316-4569.

CALL US ANYTIME: 552-8484

State SPRS certified

• FREE Brake Inspection

$100 OFF

• FREE Tint, Alarm or CD Player

• FREE Carpet Cleaning

$99 Check

Car Audio, Video, Security and Graphics Specialist

1163 Mission Center Rd. • Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92101

Specialized in Elastic and Athletic Uniforms, Commercial and Residential.

LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEED Job Location Warranty

Replacement and Repair

Oasis Trade Window Tinting

7811 Raytheon Rd • Kearny Mesa • 858-560-5455

We serve all of San Diego County

window tinting

We dont print emails. Post your ad here. Call 619-755-4600.

We do qualify genuine auto repair backed by a 12-month/12,000-mile warranty. Call for appointment.

We do qualify genuine auto repair backed by a 12-month/12,000-mile warranty. Call for appointment.

Window Tinting

Specializing in Elastic and Athletic Uniforms, Commercial and Residential.

LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEED Job Location Warranty

Replacement and Repair

Oasis Trade Window Tinting

7811 Raytheon Rd • Kearny Mesa • 858-560-5455

We serve all of San Diego County

window tinting
When you wake up in the morning, the alarm is worse than a nightmare. The sound of it sends waves of nausea through your body. That’s how it works, on the principle that you’re sickened into waking up.

In the shower, your skin reddens under the scalding water, and your arm props you up against the slick cold tile of the wall. A couple coughs to get the lungs working again and you’re out.

It isn’t until you’re sitting on the bed with your grubbly jeans on and you look down to put your socks on your feet that you really feel dread. Dread for a day spent making someone else rich while your body gets slowly bashed and battered into a rounded, bruised stump of a thing. Your feet are halfway there. Dread feels like pinched shoulders and a sore back and the red lines that your boots cut into you.

When the boots go on, you know the next time you take them off is going to be 13 and something hours later. They’re going to be filled with little pebbles and your socks are going to be crusted with dust and hard with the pasty sweat, and when you get them on it’s going to feel like God himself removed them.

But, that’s 13 hours from now. The next 12 hours are going to be spent pulling strands of wire or helping the guys unload those sacks of concrete. If you want that money, if you want to drink beer with your friends all weekend and take a gift to dinner Saturday night, then you better hump that load of pipe up those stairs.

When you’re on 12-hour days, you better have a good girlfriend. One that’ll come over and cook you something and maybe even start a load of laundry for you. Because when you’re on twelve, the only thing you want to do when you get home is eat some lasagna and crack the top of a couple cans and sit and watch TV until you’re tired enough, until you’re neck is loose enough to let your head slip down and doze off with the news on the tube.

And the next morning you’ll get back in the truck and drive down the alley past the Chinese ladies in the donut shop and the tranny hooker in front of the Laundromat, and you’ll get a greasy egg sandwich and coffee from the fast-food drive thru, and you’ll get to the job-site and do it until you go back home to watch TV and get up in the morning to shower.

**What I will and won’t watch this week**

**THURSDAY, MAY 11**

**SURVIVOR: PANAMA — EXILE ISLAND**

CBS 8:00 P.M.

If I were on this season of Survivor, I’d try to get put out on the Exile Island every once in a while so just I could poop in private.

**TWISTER CHASERS**

NOC 8:00 P.M.

This is probably just idiots and storms, but it sounds dirty, doesn’t it? Twisters and chasers sounds like there are leopard print undies, sounds dirty, doesn’t it? Twisters and chasers

**FRIDAY, MAY 12**

**LEGALLY BLONDE 2: RED, WHITE & BLONDE (2003)**

FOX 8:00 P.M.

I once ate a donut that I’d found on the side of the road. That night I had a fever, headache, and a terrible case of the scoots. I think I’d rather relive my roadside donut experience than watch Legally Blonde 2.

**SATURDAY, MAY 13**

**FAR AND AWAY (1992)**

USA 11:00 A.M.

Mass production of the toothbrush didn’t start until 1855, and the act of brushing one’s teeth everyday wasn’t common until World War II. Now that you know this, you’ll never be able to watch a kissing scene in a period movie again.

**SUNDAY, MAY 14**

**PRIDE FIGHTING CHAMPIONSHIPS**

FOX SPORTS 9:00 P.M.

**VS.**

**TAN TOWELS**

9:00 P.M.

Hmmm...Pride Fighting on FOX Sports or Tan Towels on the Home Shopping Network. PRIDE Fighting or Tan Towels. I can’t decide. I’ll have to tape one and watch it later.

**MONDAY, MAY 15**

**OPRAH WINFREY’S LEGENDS BALL**

ABC 8:00 P.M.

Too...many...jokes. Can’t think...clearly.

**TUESDAY, MAY 16**

**WILD THINGS**

PBS 9:00 P.M.

Just so you know, this is not New Campbell and Denise Richards make-out wet and narked in a pool. Wild Things. This is kittens and hawks and ground squirrels Wild Things. I don’t want you to experience the same disappointment that I did.

**WEDNESDAY, MAY 17**

**LOST**

ABC 9:00 P.M.

There are people stuck on this island. There was a paramilitary presence because they built a bachelor pad under the ground with an alarm system thing. There are “other” people on the island. There are baloons crash-landing, and polar bears have been introduced into the environment as a scientific experiment. This island is busier than Oahu. There are more comings and goings and people and things all over this crappy little rock, but somehow a rescue operation hasn’t been attempted. Some nights I stand in front of my TV with the blood of rage hot in my neck and my fingers curled up and the only thing I can do is yell, “GAAH! GAAH! GYAH!” at this stupid show.

**THURSDAY, MAY 18**

**CONJUNION TWINS: ERIN AND JADE**

DHC 9:00 P.M.

All right, whoever made those creepy-ass billboards with the girl who has no eyes and two ears in the front of her face, you get your ass up on that ladder and take those down. You owe us all an apology for having to look at those damn things, and whatever it is you’re selling you can just keep it because blech! Blech!
Advertisers' printed offers.

Overseas Automotive Repairs
Factory-scheduled service from $45.95

Pacific Rim Auto Service
Complete sales/half shafts $68.95 + labor

Precision Tune Auto Care
$11.95 oil change

Quick Smog
$12 50 off Any Test Only

SAMCO
Extra $10 off 10K/60K/90K service

San Diego Smog & Auto Repair
$10 off any service

San Diego Smog Test Only
$10 off smog check

San Diego Smog Test Only
Test Only $21.95

San Diego Trux

Free T-shirt

Sea Side Classic Tinting
Window Tint 35%

Shens Autocare
Computerized alignment $29.95

Smog Clinic
$26.75 Test Only smog special

Sound Check
$59 window tinting

Speedy Auto Centers
Auto service $19 plus freight

Streetrays Auto Sound & Security
10% off window tint

Suspension Plus Full Service Center
One free shock or strut

T&T Smog Test Only Check $10 off service

Thao Automotive
Smog check $16.75

Transmission SCA
Free oil exchange with transmission service

USA Autosound
Free alarm

Victory Auto Service
Free vehicle check

Weltech Auto Service
Smog check $15.75

Wentworth Automotive
$24.95 AC service

Auto Sport

Tint 3 rear windows $50

Auto Excel, Inc.

VW/Audi: “check engine” light $19.95

Brake Co. Automotive Center
Brake special $99

California Motor Works & Tires

Chris’s Auto Repair
Free oil change

Cliff Brown Automotive
$10 off any service over $50

Convo Auto Repair
Tune-up $29.95

DBL Automotive Center
Braakes $79.99

Dent Time

4% Dent discount

Discount Transmission & Axles
Free diagnostic road test

Eagle Motors
Smog check $19.75

Econo Lube N’ Tune & Brakes – Pacific Beach
Tune-up special $39.98

Euro Car Service
Free “check engine” light diagnostic

Factory Tire Automotive Service & Sales
$20 off major tune-up

Farmout Smog Test Only
Smog check $29.99

International Auto Service
Brake service $48 plus parts

Japanese Auto Tech
Free bumper-to-bumper vehicle inspection

Kenny Mesa Smog Check
$7 off smog check

Motor Machine & Supply
$50 off any engine work

Oasis Trade Window Tint
10% off window tinting
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**T.G.I.F.**

By John Brizzolara

“Well, what did you think your Friday nights would be like?” one might well ask of oneself if one were in the habit of that sort of thing. Friday nights in San Diego cannot be characterized any differently than Friday nights in any other good-sized city with a few large colleges, quite a bit of rent-seeking, and military money (though most of the latter is not, theoretically, going for kicks and giggles, that is, leisure), and throw in a lot of water and beaches and boats, and then the more than usual amount of sun. Other than that...well, you certainly can’t say we’re just Cleveland with palm trees, but neither are we Venice emerged, if you know what I mean.

Occasionally I feel surprised, dis-appointed, or unexpectedly pleased at how I am enjoying myself on, say, a Friday night and if I were to ask myself that opening question. If I sort of mentally squint and travel back in time to Brooklyn, New York, May of 1980, I might imagine my Friday nights in my new life in California 25 years down the road something like this:

I’d be at the BBQ grill around 6:30 p.m., waiting to put the half dozen steaks on. (I would always grill the steaks myself when it was my turn to entertain that month, and not, say, one of the others in my small, but tight circle of friends.) Sometimes the grill would be set up in the cock-pit of the ketch and sometimes on the dock. I can picture my 30-year-old self squatting through cinematically falling calendar leaves, trying to imagine what I would look like at, holy shit, 55!

A picture was summoned (oh, and I did think about it, don’t you?) of a thinning, gray-haired, Ben Franklin–looking paunchy guy; doddering (what-fainthearted liar and thief of something more precious than dream. The man must be almost 60.

Surely you would keep the door open for Mike Jagger, a pretty famous rock and roll singer, arriving, walking up the dock, his arm around an unlikely drinking buddy (the tabloids would never believe this, but here they are); Mike in at least sensible ballet shoes for that opening question. If I sort of men-tioned that he would keep the door open for Mike starring in the movie adaptation of my best-selling novel of the same name: a kind of wacky, offbeat bedroom farce about AIDS and the Brazilian rain forest (though from which went to pretty much saving the whole rain forest thing and the now famous Creamsicle cure for HIV.

Surfacing from below decks is Diana Rigg, now more famous for her suc-cesful 25-year cryo-suspension than her once lively acting career. She is lan-ding with military money (though most of any other good-sized city with a few large colleges, quite a bit of rent-seeking, and military money (though most of the latter is not, theoretically, going for kicks and giggles, that is, leisure), and throw in a lot of water and beaches and boats, and then the more than usual amount of sun. Other than that...well, you certainly can’t say we’re just Cleveland with palm trees, but neither are we Venice emerged, if you know what I mean.

Occasionally I feel surprised, dis-appointed, or unexpectedly pleased at how I am enjoying myself on, say, a Friday night and if I were to ask myself that opening question. If I sort of mentally squint and travel back in time to Brooklyn, New York, May of 1980, I might imagine my Friday nights in my new life in California 25 years down the road something like this:

I’d be at the BBQ grill around 6:30 p.m., waiting to put the half dozen steaks on. (I would always grill the steaks myself when it was my turn to entertain that month, and not, say, one of the others in my small, but tight circle of friends.) Sometimes the grill would be set up in the cock-pit of the ketch and sometimes on the dock. I can picture my 30-year-old self squatting through cinematically falling calendar leaves, trying to imagine what I would look like at, holy shit, 55!

A picture was summoned (oh, and I did think about it, don’t you?) of a thinning, gray-haired, Ben Franklin–looking paunchy guy; doddering (what-fainthearted liar and thief of something more precious than dream. The man must be almost 60.

Surely you would keep the door open for Mike Jagger, a pretty famous rock and roll singer, arriving, walking up the dock, his arm around an unlikely drinking buddy (the tabloids would never believe this, but here they are); Mike in at least sensible ballet shoes for that opening question. If I sort of men-tioned that he would keep the door open for Mike starring in the movie adaptation of my best-selling novel of the same name: a kind of wacky, offbeat bedroom farce about AIDS and the Brazilian rain forest (though from which went to pretty much saving the whole rain forest thing and the now famous Creamsicle cure for HIV.

Surfacing from below decks is Diana Rigg, now more famous for her suc-cesful 25-year cryo-suspension than her once lively acting career. She is lan-ding with military money (though most of any other good-sized city with a few large colleges, quite a bit of retirement

---

The truth would involve me in my spacious home library next to my pri-vate home movie theater. I already have something sort of like that, but the term spacious would not apply. Then as now, I would prefer, if socializing came into it at all, a small group of friends, say, no more than five. And I still enjoy a good steak but only find the idea appealing once every few weeks rather than nightly — if I had once had my way there.

But whom would that sixth steak be for? A lot of entries come to mind that might provide a chuckle or two for the reader; but the one I am most comfortable with is a man who would have been eighty years old at the time and now an adult: whole, happy and every bit as much of a friend as anyone else there. Today, at present, we’re working on getting there, though we’re not, by any means, not today. Some days it seems merely around the corner and sighs and prayers of relief are at the ready. It would be grand if one of those days were this one, this Cinco de Mayo as I write it. It is not.

But then, there’s always (am I saying this right?) Seis de Mayo, isn’t there?

---
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